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1
PETITIONERS’ REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS ON FIRST
CAUSE OF ACTION

1
2

Petitioners and Plaintiffs John Tos, Quentin Kopp, Town of Atherton, County of Kings,
Patricia Louise Hogan-Giorni, Anthony Wynne, Community Coalition on High-Speed Rail,
Transportation Solutions Defense and Education Fund, and California Rail Foundation

3

(hereinafter, “Petitioners”) request that the Court take judicial notice of the following facts and

4

documents:

5

1. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(b), of SB 1856, approved by the California Legislature

6
7
8
9

during its 2001-2002 session, approving a general obligation bond measure to be designated as
Prop. 1 on the November 2004 election ballot, but was twice delayed due to budgetary
concerns. In support thereof, attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of said
measure, as downloaded from the California Secretary of State’s official internet website.
2. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(c), of the legislative history of AB 3034. In support thereof,

10

attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of said legislative history, as

11

downloaded from the official internet website of the California Legislature.

12
13
14
15
16

3. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(a), of AB 3034, as chaptered in 2008, which placed on the
November 2008 ballot a general obligation bond act (Prop. 1A), and enacted other codified and
uncodified provisions relating to Respondent/Defendant California High-Speed Rail Authority
(“Authority”). In support thereof, attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of
said measure, as downloaded from the California Legislature’s official internet website.
4. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(c), of AB 3034 as initially introduced in February 2008, and

17

of the committee report for the bill’s initial committee hearing, before the Assembly

18

Transportation Committee. In support thereof, attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct

19
20
21

copy of said measure, as downloaded from the California Legislature’s official internet
website, and Exhibit E, a true and correct copy of said committee report, also downloaded from
the Legislature’s website.
5. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(c), of selected portions of the May 2008 revision to the

22

California State Budget, as presented to the Legislature by then-Governor Arnold

23

Schwarzenegger. In support thereof, attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of

24

said portions, as downloaded from the official internet website of the California Department of

25

Finance.
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PETITIONERS’ REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS ON FIRST
CAUSE OF ACTION

1

6. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(c), of AB 3034, as amended in the Senate Transportation and
Housing Committee on June 26, 2008, as well as the Committee’s bill analysis for that hearing

2

and a word-by-word comparison of AB 3034 as introduced and as amended on that date.1 In

3

support thereof, attached hereto as Exhibits G-I respectively are a true and correct copies of

4

said documents, as downloaded from the California Legislature’s official internet website.

5

7. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(c), of the Supplemental Voter Information Guide for the
November 2008 California General Election, containing the text of, and information

6

concerning Proposition 1A. In support thereof, attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and

7

correct copy of said document, as downloaded from the California Secretary of State’s official

8

internet website.

9

8. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(c), of the Preliminary Funding Plan prepared and approved

10

by the Authority in November 2011. In support thereof, attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true

11

and correct copy of said document, as downloaded from the Authority’s official internet

12

website.

13

9. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(a), of SB 1029, as enacted by the California Legislature and
signed by California’s Governor in July 2012. In support thereof, attached hereto as Exhibit L

14

is a true and correct copy of said document, as downloaded from the California Legislature’s

15
16

official internet website.
10. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(c), of relevant portions of the Revised 2012 Business Plan

17

prepared and approved by the Authority in April 2012. In support thereof, attached hereto as

18

Exhibit M is a true and correct copy of said portions, as downloaded from the Authority’s

19
20

official internet website.
11. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(c), of the 2013 Memorandum of Understanding regarding
early investment strategy in the San Francisco to San Jose Segment of the statewide high-speed

21

rail system, involving seven parties, including Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board and the

22

Authority (“Seven Party MOU”). In support thereof, attached hereto as Exhibit N is a true and

23
24
25

1

The Legislature’s website (http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billSearchClient.xhtml) includes
a software tool (under the “compare versions” tab) that will automatically produce a document
containing a word-by-word comparison of different versions of a bill.
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PETITIONERS’ REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS ON FIRST
CAUSE OF ACTION

correct copy of said document (with the addition of Bates stamp numbering), as obtained from

1
2

Caltrain.
12. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(b), of AB 1889, approved by the California Legislature

3

during its 2016 session. In support thereof, attached hereto as Exhibit O is a true and correct

4

copy of said statute as chaptered, as downloaded from the official website of the California

5

Legislature.

6

13. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(c), of the Assembly floor analysis of AB 1889, concurring in
Senate amendments. In support thereof, attached hereto as Exhibit P is a true and correct copy

7
8

of said document, as downloaded from the official website of the California Legislature.
14. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(c), of the Enrolled Bill Memorandum to the Governor on AB

9

3034 by the Office of Planning and Research in August 2008. In support thereof, attached

10

hereto as Exhibit Q is a true and correct copy of said document, as obtained from the California

11

State Archives in Sacramento.

12

15. Pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(c), of a letter written on August 11, 2008 to Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger by Quentin L. Kopp, in his official capacity as Chair of the Board of Directors

13

of the Authority, in support of the Governor’s signing AB 3034. In support thereof, attached

14

hereto as Exhibit Q is a true and correct copy of said document, as obtained from the California

15

State Archives in Sacramento.

16

Dated: May 29, 2018

17

Michael J. Brady
Stuart M. Flashman

18

Attorneys for Petitioners and Plaintiffs
John Tos et al.

19
20

by __________________________
Stuart M. Flashman

21

SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

22
23
24
25

I.

THE DOCUMENTS OR FACTS ARE PROPERLY SUBJECT TO JUDICIAL
NOTICE.
As explained below, each of the documents or facts for which judicial notice is requested is

properly subject to judicial notice, and in some instances judicial notice is required.
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PETITIONERS’ REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS ON FIRST
CAUSE OF ACTION

A.

1

Under Evidence Code Section 451(a) judicial notice is required of the public statutory law

2
3
4
5

JUDICIAL NOTICE IS REQUIRED FOR EXHIBITS A, C, L, AND O TO THIS
REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE.

of the state of California. Each of the documents identified above is a public statute passed,
enrolled and chaptered in the California statutes. Judicial notice is therefore mandatory.
(Schabarum v. California Legislature (1998) 60 Cal.App.4th 1205, 1216 fn.5.)
B.

6
7

JUDICIAL NOTICE MAY PROPERLY BE TAKEN OF EXHIBITS B, D, E, G,
H, K, M, N, P, Q, AND R TO THIS REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE.

Under Evidence Code Section 452(c), the court may take judicial notice of official acts of

8

the legislative, executive, and judicial departments of the State of California. (Quelimane Co. v.

9

Stewart Title Guaranty Co. (1998) 19 Cal.4th 26, 45, fn. 9.) Official acts of the Legislature

10
11

include bills introduced, even if they are not passed into law. (Stop Youth Addiction, Inc. v. Lucky
Stores, Inc. (1998) 17 Cal.4th 553, 571 fn.9 [court took judicial notice of bills introduced in the
legislature, but not passed].) These include bills as introduced and intermediate versions of bills.

12

(See, Exhibits D and G to this Request.) Legislative acts also include official legislative

13

committee staff reports and enrolled bill reports. (People v. Connor (2004) 115 Cal.App.4th 669,

14

681 fn.3 [court took judicial notice of enrolled bill reports and legislative committee reports as

15

official acts of the legislative branch].) (See, Exhibits E, H, P, and Q2 to this Request.) Legislative

16
17
18

acts also include the bill history of any bill introduced and considered by the Legislature. (County
of Santa Clara v. Perry (1998) 18 Cal.4th 435, 443 fn.4 [court took judicial notice of legislative
history of various related provisions of the Welfare & Institutions Code].) (See, Exhibit B to this
request.)

19

Official acts of the Executive Department include the Governor’s budget and related

20

materials as submitted to the Legislature, including revisions thereto. (Professional Engineers in

21

California Government v. Brown (2014) 229 Cal.App.4th 861, 867 fn. 3 [court took judicial notice

22
23
24
25

of various budget materials and reports for the California 2008-2009 budget]. (See, Exhibit F to
this Request [excerpt from Governor’s May revision to 2008-2009 budget].) Official acts of the
executive department also include actions formally approved by various components of the
2

While an enrolled bill memorandum is technically an act of the Executive Department, it is
generally considered part of a bill’s legislative history within the Legislative Department.
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PETITIONERS’ REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS ON FIRST
CAUSE OF ACTION

1
2

executive department of California. (Wolfe v. State Farm Fire & Casualty Ins. Co. (1996) 46
Cal.App.4th 554, 564 fn. 13. [court took judicial notice of actions taken by the insurance
commissioner]) Such actions include the approval of Business Plans, Funding Plans, and

3

interagency agreements by the Authority (Exhibits K, M, and N to this Request) as well as official

4

enrolled bill memoranda prepared by Executive Department offices such as the Office of Planning

5

and Research (Exhibit Q to this request [see fn. 2 supra].)
Finally, it is appropriate to take judicial notice of letters received by the Governor while

6
7
8
9

considering whether to sign a bill, for their reflection of contemporary public opinion at that time,
which, in turn, can affect the court’s interpretation of a statute’s provisions. (Galanty v. Paul
Revere Life Ins. Co. (2000) 23 Cal.4th 368, 381 fn.24 [court took judicial notice of letter sent to
governor recommending approval of bill on his desk, as well as other material relevant to

10

construing statute at issue in the case].) Here, Exhibit R to the Request is an analogous letter from

11

the then-Chair of the California High-Speed Rail Authority, explaining the expected effect on the

12

voters of provisions that AB 3034 would add to the bond measure being proposed for the

13

November ballot.

14

C.

JUDICIAL NOTICE MAY PROPERLY BE TAKEN OF EXHIBIT J TO THIS
REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE.

15

Under Evidence Code Section 452, and specifically subsections (c) and (h) thereto, the

16

Court is entitled to take judicial notice of ballot materials, including specifically voter information

17

guides provided to voters by the California Secretary of State. (St. John's Well Child and Family

18
19
20

Center v. Schwarzennegger (2010) 50 Cal.4th 960, 967 fn.5 [court took judicial notice of various
ballot materials, including specifically a Supplemental Voter Information Guide].)3 Exhibit J to
this request is such a supplemental voter information guide.
D.

21

JUDICIAL NOTICE MAY PROPERLY BE TAKEN OF EXHIBIT I TO THIS
REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE.

Under Evidence Code section 452(h), the Court is entitled to take judicial notice of facts

22
23

and propositions not reasonably subject to dispute and capable of immediate and accurate

24

3

25

The court referred generally to Evidence Code § 452; not to any specific subsection, but ballot
materials issued by the Secretary of State are clearly noticeable under subsections (c) [actions of
the executive department] and (h) [facts and propositions not reasonably subject to dispute].
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PETITIONERS’ REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS ON FIRST
CAUSE OF ACTION

1
2

determination by resort to sources of reasonably indisputable accuracy. (Boghos v. Certain
Underwriters at Lloyd's of London (2005) 36 Cal.4th 495 , 505 fn.6 [court took judicial notice of
commercial arbitration rules posted on arbitration association’s publicly available website].)

3

Here, Exhibit I is a direct word-by-word comparison between AB 3034 as originally

4

proposed by the bill’s author and that same bill as amended by the Senate Committee on Housing

5

and Transportation. As explained in the accompanying declaration of authenticity, the document

6
7
8
9

was produced by the “Compare Versions” function resident on the California State Legislature’s
official website. That function automatically does a word-by-word comparison of any two
versions of a bill. Given that the comparison is done by the California Legislature’s own website,
it should be considered of reasonably indisputable accuracy, especially since it can easily be
checked against a word-by-word comparison of the two versions, both of which are contained in

10

this Request for Judicial Notice (Exhibits D and G, respectively).

11

II.

12
13

THE DOCUMENTS OR FACTS FOR WHICH JUDICIAL NOTICE IS
REQUESTED ARE ALL RELEVANT TO THE COURT’S INTERPRETATION OF
SUBSECTION (d) TO SECTION 2704.08, AS ENACTED BY THE VOTERS.
In addition to being subject to judicial notice, documents or facts may only be judicially

14

noticed by a court of they are relevant to an issue currently before the court. (People v. McKinzie

15

(2012) 54 Cal.4th 1302, 1326 [while superior court files were subject to judicial notice, the court

16
17
18

denied judicial notice because their contents were not relevant to the misconduct issue before the
court].) Central to the issues before this Court is the meaning of subsection (d) of Section 2704.08
as approved by the voters, and the effect of various provisions of that subsection in inducing the
voters’ approval of Prop. 1A. That, in turn, is central to the Court’s determination of whether AB

19

1889, and specifically Streets & Highways Code Section 2704.78, which it enacted, represents a

20

substantive modification to the scheme proposed in Prop. 1A that induced the voters’ approval of

21

the measure.

22
23
24

All of the materials and facts for which judicial notice is requested relate to the legislative
history of AB 3034, the measure that placed Prop. 1A on the November 2008 ballot, its
predecessor, Prop. 1, or AB 1887, the statute that Petitioners contend substantively modified
provisions of Prop. 1A contrary to the intent of the voters when they approved Prop. 1A. As is

25

explained in Petitioners’ Point and Authorities in support of the motion before the Court, the

26

legislative history is crucial in determining the intent of the Legislature in placing Prop. 1A before

27
28
29
30
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1
2

the voters, which, in turn, reflects the intent of the voters when they approved that measure. (Rossi
v. Brown (1995) 9 Cal.4th 688, 700 fn. 7.)
Date: May 29, 2018

3
Respectfully submitted,

4

Michael J. Brady
Stuart M. Flashman

5
6

Attorneys for Petitioners and Plaintiffs
John Tos et al.

7

by __________________________
Stuart M. Flashman

8
9

DECLARATIONS OF AUTHENTICITY

10

I.

11

I, Stuart Flashman, declare as follows:

12

1.

13
14
15

DECLARATION OF STUART M. FLASHMAN
I am an attorney licensed to practice in the State of California. I am one of the attorneys

representing Plaintiffs John Tos et al. in this case. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated in
this declaration and am competent to testify as to them if called as a witness.
2.

The attached Exhibits A and J are true and correct copies of documents that I personally

downloaded in electronic form from the official internet website of the California Secretary of

16

State. the respective URLs are: http://vig.cdn.sos.ca.gov/2008/general/text-proposed-laws/text-of-

17

proposed-laws.pdf and http://vig.cdn.sos.ca.gov/2008/general/pdf-guide/suppl-complete-guide.pdf

18

3.

19
20

documents that I personally downloaded in electronic form from the official internet website of the
California Legislature (http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billSearchClient.xhtml).
The attached Exhibits F is a true and correct copy of a portion of the Governor’s May 2008

4.

21
22
23
24
25

The attached Exhibits B through E, G, H, L, O, and P are true and correct copies of

Revision to the 2008-2009 State budget that I personally downloaded in electronic form from the
official internet website of the California Dept. of Finance at:
http://www.dof.ca.gov/budget/historical_budget_Publications/2008-09/may_revision/documents/2008_09_May_Revision.pdf

5.

The attached Exhibits K and M are true and correct copies of all, or a portion of, the

respective documents that I personally downloaded in electronic form from the official internet
website of Defendant California High-Speed Rail Authority at the following URLs respectively:

26
27
28
29
30
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1
2

http://www.hsr.ca.gov/docs/about/funding_finance/Funding_Plan_2011.pdf and
http://www.hsr.ca.gov/docs/about/business_plans/BPlan_2012_rpt.pdf
6.

The attached Exhibits Q and R are true and correct copies of documents that were obtained

3

for me and provided to me by my paralegal, David Schonbrunn, who obtained them directly from

4

the California State Archives.

5

7.

6
7
8
9
10

The attached Exhibits I is a true and correct copy of a word-by-word comparison between

AB 3034 (2008 legislative session) as introduced and as amended on June 28, 2008 in the Senate
Transportation and Housing Committee, as produced in electronic form by the “Compare
Versions” function resident on the official internet website of the California State Legislature.
8.

The attached Exhibit N is a true and correct copy of the Seven Party MOU as approved by

the boards of Caltrain and the Authority that I personally obtained from Caltrain (i.e., the
Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board) through its attorneys.

11

I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the State of California that the

12

11th day of July, 2018, at Oakland, California.
foregoing is true and correct. Executed on this ____

13
14
Stuart M. Flashman

15
16
17

II.

DECLARATION OF DAVID SCHONBRUNN

I, David Schonbrunn, hereby declare as follows:

18

1.

19

of the petitioners and plaintiffs in this action. I also sometimes act as agent and paralegal for Dr.

20

Stuart Flashman, one of the attorneys for the petitioners and plaintiffs in this case.

21

2.

22
23
24

I am President of the Transportation Solutions Defense and Education Fund, which is one

On June 14, 2017, at the direction of Dr. Flashman, I submitted a Legislative History

Request to the California State Archives in Sacramento, California for materials related to the
legislative history of AB 3034 during the 2008 legislative session.
3.

On June 16, 2017 I went to the Archives offices in Sacramento and received a packet of

original documents retrieved by the archivists as complying with my request. The archivist made

25

copies of the documents that I selected from the packet. The copies were then stamped on the

26

reverse sides of their back pages with a stamp reading, “Secretary of State, Alex Padilla” “The

27
28
29
30
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Exhibit A

TEXT OF PROPOSED LAWS

PLEASE NOTE: After the printing of the Voter Information Guide was underway, Proposition 1 was removed from the ballot pursuant to
statute. It will be replaced by Proposition 1A on the ballot. A Supplemental Voter Information Guide will be printed to provide voters with
the text, analyses, arguments, and other information about the measure required by law.

PROPOSITION 1
This law proposed by Senate Bill 1856 of the 2001–2002 Regular Session
(Chapter 697, Statutes of 2002) and amended by Assembly Bill 713 of the
2005–2006 Regular Session (Chapter 44, Statutes of 2006) is submitted to the
people in accordance with the provisions of Article XVI of the California
Constitution.
This proposed law adds sections to the Streets and Highways Code;
therefore, new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type to
indicate that they are new.
PROPOSED LAW
SEC. 2. Chapter 20 (commencing with Section 2704) is added to
Division 3 of the Streets and Highways Code, to read:
CHAPTER 20. SAFE, R ELIABLE HIGH-SPEED PASSENGER TRAIN BOND
ACT FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
Article 1. General Provisions
2704. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the Safe, Reliable
High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century.
2704.01. As used in this chapter, the following terms have the following
meanings:
(a) “Committee” means the High-Speed Passenger Train Finance
Committee created pursuant to Section 2704.12.
(b) “Authority” means the High-Speed Rail Authority created pursuant to
Section 185020 of the Public Utilities Code.
(c) “Fund” means the High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Fund created
pursuant to Section 2704.05.
(d) “High-speed train” means a passenger train capable of sustained
revenue operating speeds of at least 200 miles per hour where conditions
permit those speeds.
(e) “High-speed train system” means a system with high-speed trains and
includes, but is not limited to, the following components: right-of-way, track,
power system, rolling stock, stations, and associated facilities.
Article 2. High-Speed Passenger Train Financing Program
2704.04. (a) It is the intent of the Legislature by enacting this chapter and
of the people of California by approving the bond measure pursuant to this
chapter to initiate the construction of a high-speed train network consistent
with the authority’s Final Business Plan of June 2000.
(b) (1) Nine billion dollars ($9,000,000,000) of the proceeds of bonds
authorized pursuant to this chapter, as well as federal funds and other revenues
made available to the authority, to the extent consistent with federal and other
fund source conditions, shall be used for planning and eligible capital costs, as
defined in subdivision (c), for the segment of the high-speed train system
between San Francisco Transbay Terminal and Los Angeles Union Station.
Once construction of the San Francisco-Los Angeles segment is fully funded,
all remaining funds described in this subdivision shall be used for planning
and eligible capital costs, as defined in subdivision (c), for the following
additional high-speed train segments without preference to order:
(A) Oakland-San Jose.
(B) Sacramento-Merced.
(C) Los Angeles-Inland Empire.
(D) Inland Empire-San Diego.
(E) Los Angeles-Irvine.
(2) Revenues generated by operations above and beyond operating and
maintenance costs shall be used to fund construction of the high-speed train
system.
(c) Capital costs eligible to be paid from proceeds of bonds authorized for
high-speed train purposes pursuant to this chapter include all activities
necessary for acquisition of right-of-way, construction of tracks, structures,
power systems, and stations, purchase of rolling stock and related equipment,
and other related capital facilities and equipment.
(d) Proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter shall not be used
for any operating or maintenance costs of trains or facilities.
(e) The State Auditor shall perform periodic audits of the authority’s use of
proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter for consistency with the
requirements of this chapter.
2704.05. The proceeds of bonds issued and sold pursuant to this chapter
shall be deposited in the High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Fund, which is
hereby created.
2704.06. Nine billion dollars ($9,000,000,000) of the money in the fund,
upon appropriation by the Legislature, shall be available, without regard to

80

|

Text o f Pro p o se d L a ws

fiscal years, for planning and construction of a high-speed train system in this
state, consistent with the authority’s Final Business Plan of June 2000, as
subsequently modified pursuant to environmental studies conducted by the
authority.
2704.07. The authority shall pursue and obtain other private and public
funds, including, but not limited to, federal funds, funds from revenue bonds,
and local funds, to augment the proceeds of this chapter.
2704.08. Proceeds of bonds authorized for high-speed train purposes
pursuant to this chapter shall not be used for more than one-half of the total
cost of construction of track and station costs of each segment of the highspeed train system.
2704.09. The high-speed train system to be constructed pursuant to this
chapter shall have the following characteristics:
(a) Electric trains that are capable of sustained maximum revenue operating
speeds of no less than 200 miles per hour.
(b) Maximum express service travel times for each corridor that shall not
exceed the following:
(1) San Francisco-Los Angeles Union Station: two hours, 42 minutes.
(2) Oakland-Los Angeles Union Station: two hours, 42 minutes.
(3) San Francisco-San Jose: 31 minutes.
(4) San Jose-Los Angeles: two hours, 14 minutes.
(5) San Diego-Los Angeles: one hour.
(6) Inland Empire-Los Angeles: 29 minutes.
(7) Sacramento-Los Angeles: two hours, 22 minutes.
(8) Sacramento-San Jose: one hour, 12 minutes.
(c) Achievable operating headway (time between successive trains) shall be
five minutes or less.
(d) The total number of stations to be served by high-speed trains for all of
the segments described in subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 shall not
exceed 24.
(e) Trains shall have the capability to transition intermediate stations, or to
bypass those stations, at mainline operating speed.
(f) For each corridor described in subdivision (b), passengers shall have
the capability of traveling from any station on that corridor to any other
station on that corridor without being required to change trains.
(g) In order to reduce impacts on communities and the environment, the
alignment for the high-speed train system shall follow existing transportation
or utility corridors to the extent possible.
(h) Stations shall be located in areas with good access to local mass transit
or other modes of transportation.
(i) The high-speed train system shall be planned and constructed in a
manner that minimizes urban sprawl and impacts on the natural
environment.
(j) Preserving wildlife corridors and mitigating impacts to wildlife
movement where feasible in order to limit the extent to which the system may
present an additional barrier to wildlife’s natural movement.
2704.095. (a) (1) Of the proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this
chapter, nine hundred fifty million dollars ($950,000,000) shall be allocated
to eligible recipients for capital improvements to intercity and commuter rail
lines and urban rail systems to provide connectivity to the high-speed train
system as that system is described in subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 and to
provide capacity enhancements and safety improvements. Funds under this
section shall be available upon appropriation by the Legislature in the Annual
Budget act for the eligible purposes described in subdivision (d).
(2) Twenty percent (one hundred ninety million dollars ($190,000,000)) of
the amount authorized by this section shall be allocated for intercity rail to the
Department of Transportation, for state-supported intercity rail lines that
provide regularly scheduled service and use public funds to operate and
maintain rail facilities, rights-of-way, and equipment. A minimum of 25 percent
of the amount available under this paragraph (forty-seven million five hundred
thousand dollars ($47,500,000)) shall be allocated to each of the state’s three
intercity rail corridors.
The California Transportation Commission shall allocate the available
funds to eligible recipients consistent with this section and shall develop
guidelines to implement the requirements of this section. The guidelines shall
include provisions for the administration of funds, including, but not limited
to, the authority of the intercity corridor operators to loan these funds by
mutual agreement between intercity rail corridors.
(3) Eighty percent (seven hundred sixty million dollars ($760,000,000)) of
the amount authorized by this section shall be allocated to eligible recipients,
except intercity rail, as described in subdivision (c) based upon a percentage
amount calculated to incorporate all of the following:
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(A) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of statewide track
miles.
(B) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of statewide
annual vehicle miles.
(C) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of statewide
annual passenger trips.
The California Transportation Commission shall allocate the available
funds to eligible recipients consistent with this section and shall develop
guidelines to implement the requirements of this section.
(b) For the purposes of this section, the following terms have the following
meanings:
(1) “Track miles” means the miles of track used by a public agency or joint
powers authority for regular passenger rail service.
(2) “Vehicle miles” means the total miles traveled, commencing with pullout
from the maintenance depot, by all locomotives and cars operated in a train
consist for passenger rail service by a public agency or joint powers
authority.
(3) “Passenger trips” means the annual unlinked passenger boardings
reported by a public agency or joint powers authority for regular passenger
rail service.
(4) “Statewide” when used to modify the terms in paragraphs (A), (B), and
(C) of paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) means the combined total of those
amounts for all eligible recipients.
(c) Eligible recipients for funding under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a)
shall be public agencies and joint powers authorities that operate regularly
scheduled passenger rail service in the following categories:
(1) Commuter rail.
(2) Light rail.
(3) Heavy rail.
(4) Cable car.
(d) Funds allocated pursuant to this section shall be used for connectivity
with the high-speed train system or for the rehabilitation or modernization of,
or safety improvements to, tracks utilized for public passenger rail service,
signals, structures, facilities, and rolling stock.
(e) Eligible recipients may use the funds for any eligible rail element set
forth in subdivision (d).
(f) In order to be eligible for funding under this section, an eligible recipient
under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall provide matching funds in an
amount not less than the total amount allocated to the recipient under this
section.
(g) An eligible recipient of funding under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a)
shall certify that it has met its matching funds requirement, and all other
requirements of this section, by resolution of its governing board, subject to
verification by the California Transportation Commission.
(h) Funds made available to an eligible recipient under paragraph (3) of
subdivision (a) shall supplement existing local, state, or federal revenues
being used for maintenance or rehabilitation of the passenger rail system.
Eligible recipients of funding under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall
maintain their existing commitment of local, state, or federal funds for these
purposes in order to remain eligible for allocation and expenditure of the
additional funding made available by this section.
(i) In order to receive any allocation under this section, an eligible recipient
under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall annually expend from existing
local, state, or federal revenues being used for the maintenance or rehabilitation
of the passenger rail system in an amount not less than the annual average of
its expenditures from local revenues for those purposes during the 1998–99,
1999–2000, and 2000–01 fiscal years.
(j) Funds allocated pursuant to this section to the Southern California
Regional Rail Authority for eligible projects within its service area shall be
apportioned each fiscal year in accordance with memorandums of
understanding to be executed between the Southern California Regional Rail
Authority and its member agencies. The memorandum or memorandums of
understanding shall take into account the passenger service needs of the
Southern California Regional Rail Authority and of the member agencies,
revenue attributable to member agencies, and separate contributions to the
Southern California Regional Rail Authority from the member agencies.
Article 3. Fiscal Provisions
2704.10. Bonds in the total amount of nine billion nine hundred fifty
million dollars ($9,950,000,000), exclusive of refunding bonds, or so much
thereof as is necessary, may be issued and sold to provide a fund to be used for
carrying out the purposes expressed in this chapter and to be used to reimburse
the General Obligation Bond Expense Revolving Fund pursuant to Section
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16724.5 of the Government Code. The bonds, when sold, shall be and constitute
a valid and binding obligation of the State of California, and the full faith and
credit of the State of California is hereby pledged for the punctual payment of
both principal of, and interest on, the bonds as the principal and interest
become due and payable.
2704.11. (a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), the bonds authorized
by this chapter shall be prepared, executed, issued, sold, paid, and redeemed
as provided in the State General Obligation Bond Law, Chapter 4 (commencing
with Section 16720) of Part 3 of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code,
and all of the provisions of that law apply to the bonds and to this chapter and
are hereby incorporated in this chapter as though set forth in full in this
chapter.
(b) Notwithstanding any provision of the State General Obligation Bond
Law, each issue of bonds authorized by the committee shall have a final
maturity of not more than 30 years.
2704.12. (a) Solely for the purpose of authorizing the issuance and sale,
pursuant to the State General Obligation Bond Law, of the bonds authorized
by this chapter, the High-Speed Passenger Train Finance Committee is hereby
created. For purposes of this chapter, the High-Speed Passenger Train Finance
Committee is “the committee” as that term is used in the State General
Obligation Bond Law. The committee consists of the Treasurer, the Director of
Finance, the Controller, the Secretary of the Business, Transportation and
Housing Agency, and the chairperson of the authority, or their designated
representatives. The Treasurer shall serve as chairperson of the committee. A
majority of the committee may act for the committee.
(b) For purposes of the State General Obligation Bond Law, the authority is
designated the “board.”
2704.13. The committee shall determine whether or not it is necessary or
desirable to issue bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter in order to carry
out the actions specified in Sections 2704.06 and 2704.095 and, if so, the
amount of bonds to be issued and sold. Successive issues of bonds may be
issued and sold to carry out those actions progressively, and it is not necessary
that all of the bonds authorized be issued and sold at any one time. The
committee shall consider program funding needs, revenue projections,
financial market conditions, and other necessary factors in determining the
shortest feasible term for the bonds to be issued.
2704.14. There shall be collected each year and in the same manner and
at the same time as other state revenue is collected, in addition to the ordinary
revenues of the state, a sum in an amount required to pay the principal of, and
interest on, the bonds each year. It is the duty of all officers charged by law
with any duty in regard to the collection of the revenue to do and perform each
and every act which is necessary to collect that additional sum.
2704.15. Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, there is
hereby appropriated from the General Fund in the State Treasury, for the
purposes of this chapter, an amount equal to that sum annually necessary to
pay the principal of, and interest on, bonds issued and sold pursuant to this
chapter, as the principal and interest become due and payable.
2704.16. The board may request the Pooled Money Investment Board to
make a loan from the Pooled Money Investment Account, in accordance with
Section 16312 of the Government Code, for purposes of this chapter. The
amount of the request shall not exceed the amount of the unsold bonds which
the committee has, by resolution, authorized to be sold for the purpose of this
chapter, less any amount borrowed pursuant to Section 2701.17. The board
shall execute such documents as required by the Pooled Money Investment
Board to obtain and repay the loan. Any amount loaned shall be deposited in
the fund to be allocated by the board in accordance with this chapter.
2704.17. For the purpose of carrying out this chapter, the Director of
Finance may authorize the withdrawal from the General Fund of an amount or
amounts not to exceed the amount of unsold bonds which have been authorized
by the committee to be sold for the purpose of carrying out this chapter, less
any amount borrowed pursuant to Section 2704.16. Any amount withdrawn
shall be deposited in the fund. Any money made available under this section
shall be returned to the General Fund, plus the interest that the amounts would
have earned in the Pooled Money Investment Account, from the sale of bonds
for the purpose of carrying out this chapter.
2704.18. All money deposited in the fund which is derived from premium
and accrued interest on bonds sold shall be reserved in the fund and shall be
available for transfer to the General Fund as a credit to expenditures for bond
interest.
2704.19. The bonds may be refunded in accordance with Article 6
(commencing with Section 16780) of the State General Obligation Bond Law.
Approval by the electors of the state for the issuance of bonds shall include
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approval of the issuance of any bonds issued to refund any bonds originally
issued or any previously issued refunding bonds.
2704.20. The Legislature hereby finds and declares that, inasmuch as the
proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by this chapter are not “proceeds
of taxes” as that term is used in Article XIII B of the California Constitution,
the disbursement of these proceeds is not subject to the limitations imposed by
that article.
2704.21. Notwithstanding any provision of the State General Obligation
Bond Law with regard to the proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by
this chapter that are subject to investment under Article 4 (commencing with
Section 16470) of Chapter 3 of Part 2 of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government
Code, the Treasurer may maintain a separate account for investment earnings,
order the payment of those earnings to comply with any rebate requirement
applicable under federal law, and may otherwise direct the use and investment
of those proceeds so as to maintain the tax-exempt status of those bonds and to
obtain any other advantage under federal law on behalf of the funds of this
state.

PROPOSITION 2
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the
provisions of Article II, Section 8, of the California Constitution.
This initiative measure adds sections to the Health and Safety Code;
therefore, new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type to
indicate that they are new.
PROPOSED LAW
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE
This act shall be known and may be cited as the Prevention of Farm Animal
Cruelty Act.
SECTION 2. PURPOSE
The purpose of this act is to prohibit the cruel confinement of farm animals
in a manner that does not allow them to turn around freely, lie down, stand up,
and fully extend their limbs.
SECTION 3. FARM ANIMAL CRUELTY PROVISIONS
Chapter 13.8 (commencing with Section 25990) is added to Division 20 of
the Health and Safety Code, to read:
CHAPTER 13.8. FARM ANIMAL CRUELTY
25990. PROHIBITIONS. In addition to other applicable provisions of law, a
person shall not tether or confine any covered animal, on a farm, for all or the
majority of any day, in a manner that prevents such animal from:
(a) Lying down, standing up, and fully extending his or her limbs; and
(b) Turning around freely.
25991. DEFINITIONS. For the purposes of this chapter, the following terms
have the following meanings:
(a) “Calf raised for veal” means any calf of the bovine species kept for the
purpose of producing the food product described as veal.
(b) “Covered animal” means any pig during pregnancy, calf raised for
veal, or egg-laying hen who is kept on a farm.
(c) “Egg-laying hen” means any female domesticated chicken, turkey, duck,
goose, or guinea fowl kept for the purpose of egg production.
(d) “Enclosure” means any cage, crate, or other structure (including what
is commonly described as a “gestation crate” for pigs; a “veal crate” for
calves; or a “battery cage” for egg-laying hens) used to confine a covered
animal.
(e) “Farm” means the land, building, support facilities, and other equipment
that are wholly or partially used for the commercial production of animals or
animal products used for food or fiber; and does not include live animal
markets.
(f) “Fully extending his or her limbs” means fully extending all limbs
without touching the side of an enclosure, including, in the case of egg-laying
hens, fully spreading both wings without touching the side of an enclosure or
other egg-laying hens.
(g) “Person” means any individual, firm, partnership, joint venture,
association, limited liability company, corporation, estate, trust, receiver, or
syndicate.
(h) “Pig during pregnancy” means any pregnant pig of the porcine species
kept for the primary purpose of breeding.
(i) “Turning around freely” means turning in a complete circle without any
impediment, including a tether, and without touching the side of an
enclosure.
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25992. EXCEPTIONS. This chapter shall not apply:
(a) During scientific or agricultural research.
(b) During examination, testing, individual treatment or operation for
veterinary purposes.
(c) During transportation.
(d) During rodeo exhibitions, state or county fair exhibitions, 4-H programs,
and similar exhibitions.
(e) During the slaughter of a covered animal in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 19501) of Part 3 of Division
9 of the Food and Agricultural Code, relating to humane methods of slaughter,
and other applicable law and regulations.
(f) To a pig during the seven-day period prior to the pig’s expected date of
giving birth.
25993. ENFORCEMENT. Any person who violates any of the provisions of this
chapter is guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be
punished by a fine not to exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000) or by
imprisonment in the county jail for a period not to exceed 180 days or by both
such fine and imprisonment.
25994. CONSTRUCTION OF CHAPTER.
The provisions of this chapter are in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other
laws protecting animal welfare, including the California Penal Code. This
chapter shall not be construed to limit any state law or regulations protecting
the welfare of animals, nor shall anything in this chapter prevent a local
governing body from adopting and enforcing its own animal welfare laws and
regulations.
SECTION 4. SEVERABILITY
If any provision of this act, or the application thereof to any person or
circumstances, is held invalid or unconstitutional, that invalidity or
unconstitutionality shall not affect other provisions or applications of this act
that can be given effect without the invalid or unconstitutional provision or
application, and to this end the provisions of this act are severable.
SECTION 5. EFFECTIVE DATES
The provisions of Sections 25990, 25991, 25992, 25993, and 25994 shall
become operative on January 1, 2015.

PROPOSITION 3
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the
provisions of Article II, Section 8, of the California Constitution.
This initiative measure adds sections to the Health and Safety Code;
therefore, new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type to
indicate that they are new.
PROPOSED LAW
SECTION 1. Part 6.1 (commencing with Section 1179.50) is added to
Division 1 of the Health and Safety Code, to read:
PART 6.1. CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL BOND ACT OF 2008
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
1179.50. (a) This part shall be known and may be cited as the Children’s
Hospital Bond Act of 2008.
(b) California’s network of regional children’s hospitals provide vital
health care services to children facing life-threatening illness or injury. Over
one million times each year, children are cared for at these hospitals without
regard to their family’s ability to pay.
(c) Children’s hospitals also provide specialized treatment and care that
has increased the survival of children suffering from serious diseases and
illnesses such as childhood leukemia, cancer, heart defects, diabetes, sickle
cell anemia, and cystic fibrosis.
(d) Children’s hospitals also provide essential training for pediatricians,
pediatric specialists and others who treat children, and they conduct critically
important medical research that benefits all of California’s children.
(e) However, the burden of providing uncompensated care and the
increasing costs of health care seriously impair our children’s hospitals’
ability to modernize and expand their facilities and to purchase the latest
medical technologies and special medical equipment necessary to take care of
sick children.
(f) Therefore, the people desire to provide a steady and ready source of
funds for capital improvement programs for children’s hospitals to improve
the health, welfare, and safety of California’s children.
1179.51. As used in this part, the following terms have the following
meanings:
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CHAPTER 267
FILED WITH SECRETARY OF STATE AUGUST 26, 2008
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR AUGUST 26, 2008
PASSED THE SENATE AUGUST 7, 2008
PASSED THE ASSEMBLY AUGUST 13, 2008
AMENDED IN SENATE AUGUST 6, 2008
AMENDED IN SENATE JULY 10, 2008
AMENDED IN SENATE JULY 7, 2008
AMENDED IN SENATE JUNE 26, 2008
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 21, 2008
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 9, 2008
INTRODUCED BY
Assembly Members Galgiani and Ma
(Principal coauthors: Assembly Members Davis and Parra)
(Coauthors: Assembly Members Adams, Aghazarian, Arambula, Beall,
Berryhill, Caballero, Charles?Calderon, Carter, Coto, De?Leon,
Dymally, Houston, Huffman, Karnette, Leno, Lieu, Maze, Mullin, Price,
Ruskin, Saldana, Solorio, Torrico, and Wolk)
(Coauthors: Senators Alquist, Cedillo, Florez, Kuehl, Scott,
Simitian, Steinberg, Torlakson, and Wiggins)
FEBRUARY 22, 2008
An act to add Sections 185033, 185035, and 185037 to the Public
Utilities Code, to add Chapter 20 (commencing with Section 2704) to
Division 3 of the Streets and Highways Code, and to repeal Sections
1, 2, 3, and 4 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, relating to
financing a high-speed passenger train system by providing the funds
necessary therefor through the issuance and sale of bonds of the
State of California and by providing for the handling and disposition
of those funds, and declaring the urgency thereof, to take effect
immediately.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 3034, Galgiani. Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond
Act for the 21st Century.
Existing law, Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by
Chapter 71 of the Statutes of 2004 and Chapter 44 of the Statutes of
2006, provides for submission of the Safe, Reliable High-Speed
Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century to the voters for
approval at the November 4, 2008, general election. Subject to voter
approval, the act would provide for the issuance of $9.95 billion of
general obligation bonds, $9 billion of which would be available in
conjunction with any available federal funds for planning and
construction of a high-speed train system pursuant to the business
plan of the High-Speed Rail Authority, and $950 million of which
would be available for capital projects on other passenger rail lines
to provide connectivity to the high-speed train system and for
capacity enhancements and safety improvements to those lines.
This bill would repeal the above-referenced provisions and enact
new provisions submitting a $9.95 billion general obligation bond act
to the voters for approval at the November 4, 2008, general election
for the same purposes. The bill would revise and recast the
previously proposed bond act. The bill would refer to construction of
a high-speed train system consistent with the authority's certified
environmental impact reports of November 2005 and July 9, 2008,
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rather than with the final business plan of June 2000. The bill would
revise the descriptions of route corridors of the proposed
high-speed train system. The bill would require excess revenues from
operation of the high-speed train system beyond the amount needed for
operating and maintenance costs and financing obligations, as
determined by the authority, to be used for construction, expansion,
improvement, replacement, and rehabilitation of the high-speed train
system. The bill would require that not more than 10% of high-speed
rail bond proceeds be used for environmental studies, planning, and
preliminary engineering activities and that not more than 2.5% of
high-speed rail bond proceeds be used for administrative expenses,
except as specified. The bill would generally require the authority
to complete various funding plans and financial analyses, as
specified, prior to submitting a request for appropriation of bond
funds for eligible capital costs and prior to committing bond
proceeds for expenditure for construction and real property and
equipment acquisition, but would also provide that up to 7.5% of
high-speed rail bond proceeds may be used for specified expenditures
outside of those requirements. The bill would require the authority
to give priority in selecting corridors for construction to those
corridors that are expected to require the least amount of bond funds
as a percentage of total cost of construction, among other
considerations. The bill would provide for the bonds to have a final
maturity of not more than 40 years.
This bill would require the bond measure to appear first on the
November 4, 2008, general election ballot and to be designated as
Proposition 1A. The bill would specify the ballot label and title and
summary to be used for the measure.
Existing law creates the High-Speed Rail Authority with specified
powers and duties relative to the development and implementation of a
high-speed train system. Existing law makes the Department of
Transportation responsible for improving and maintaining the state
highway system.
This bill would require the authority to revise its business plan
by September 1, 2008, as specified, and to submit the revised plan to
the Legislature. The bill would also require the authority to
establish an independent peer review group for the purpose of
reviewing the planning, engineering, financing, and other elements of
the authority's plans and issuing an analysis of appropriateness and
accuracy of the authority's assumptions and an analysis of the
viability of the authority's funding plan for each corridor. This
bill would, for any project along the high-speed rail network,
authorize the authority to contract with the department to perform
project design and engineering services, including construction
inspection services, as defined.
Existing law authorizes the authority to, among other things,
enter into contracts for the design, construction, and operation of
high-speed trains upon approval by the voters of a specified
financial plan.
This bill would provide that approval by the voters of the Safe,
Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act constitutes approval of
a financial plan for purposes of that provision.
This bill would declare that it is to take effect immediately as
an urgency statute.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. Section 185033 is added to the Public Utilities Code,
to read:
185033. The authority shall prepare, publish, and submit to the
Legislature, not later than September 1, 2008, a revised business
plan that identifies all of the following: the type of service it
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anticipates it will develop, such as local, express, commuter,
regional, or interregional; a description of the primary benefits the
system will provide; a forecast of the anticipated patronage,
operating costs, and capital costs for the system; an estimate and
description of the total anticipated federal, state, local, and other
funds the authority intends to access to fund the construction and
operation of the system; and the proposed chronology for the
construction of the eligible corridors of the statewide high-speed
train system. The revised business plan shall also include a
discussion of all reasonably foreseeable risks the project may
encounter, including, but not limited to, risks associated with the
project's finances, patronage, construction, equipment, and
technology, and other risks associated with the project's
development. The plan shall describe the authority's strategies,
processes, or other actions it intends to utilize to manage those
risks.
SEC. 2. Section 185035 is added to the Public Utilities Code, to
read:
185035. (a) The authority shall establish an independent peer
review group for the purpose of reviewing the planning, engineering,
financing, and other elements of the authority's plans and issuing an
analysis of appropriateness and accuracy of the authority's
assumptions and an analysis of the viability of the authority's
financing plan, including the funding plan for each corridor required
pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 2704.08 of the Streets and
Highways Code.
(b) The peer review group shall include all of the following:
(1) Two individuals with experience in the construction or
operation of high-speed trains in Europe, Asia, or both, designated
by the Treasurer.
(2) Two individuals, one with experience in engineering and
construction of high-speed trains and one with experience in project
finance, designated by the Controller.
(3) One representative from a financial services or financial
consulting firm who shall not have been a contractor or subcontractor
of the authority for the previous three years, designated by the
Director of Finance.
(4) One representative with experience in environmental planning,
designated by the Secretary of Business, Transportation and Housing.
(5) Two expert representatives from agencies providing intercity
or commuter passenger train services in California, designated by the
Secretary of Business, Transportation and Housing.
(c) The peer review group shall evaluate the authority's funding
plans and prepare its independent judgment as to the feasibility and
reasonableness of the plans, appropriateness of assumptions,
analyses, and estimates, and any other observations or evaluations it
deems necessary.
(d) The authority shall provide the peer review group any and all
information that the peer review group may request to carry out its
responsibilities.
(e) The peer review group shall report its findings and
conclusions to the Legislature no later than 60 days after receiving
the plans.
SEC. 3. Section 185037 is added to the Public Utilities Code, to
read:
185037. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, for any
project along the high-speed rail network, the authority may contract
with the department to perform project design and engineering
services, including construction inspection services.
(b) For purposes of this section, "project design and engineering
services, including construction inspection services" means
preliminary engineering, planning, prebid services, right-of-way
acquisition, preparation of environmental documents, preparation of
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plans, specifications, and estimates, construction inspection
including surveying and materials testing, quality control inspection
including highway and utility relocation, and grade separations.
SEC. 4. Section 1 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as
amended by Section 1 of Chapter 71 of the Statutes of 2004, is
repealed.
SEC. 5. Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as
amended by Sections 1 and 2 of Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, is
repealed.
SEC. 6. Section 3 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as
amended by Section 3 of Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, is
repealed.
SEC. 7. Section 4 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as
amended by Section 4 of Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, is
repealed.
SEC. 8. (a) The continuing growth in California's population and
the resulting increase in traffic congestion, air pollution,
greenhouse gas emissions, and the continuation of urban sprawl make
it imperative that the state proceed quickly to construct a
state-of-the-art high-speed passenger train system to serve major
metropolitan areas.
(b) The High-Speed Rail Authority, after extensive studies and
analysis, proposes the construction of a high-speed train system that
serves major population centers in the state and that links regional
and local transit systems to form an integrated transportation
system throughout the state. The system will link all of the state's
major population centers, including Sacramento, the San Francisco Bay
Area, the Central Valley, Los Angeles, the Inland Empire, Orange
County, and San Diego.
(c) The high-speed train system proposed by the authority will
cost about one-third of what it would cost to provide the same level
of mobility and service with highway and airport improvements and
will contribute significantly toward a reduction in air pollution and
global warming.
(d) The high-speed train system, once it is completed and becomes
operational, will contribute significantly toward the goal of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and other air pollutants and will
help reduce California's dependence on foreign energy sources.
(e) The high-speed passenger train bond funds are intended to
encourage the federal government and the private sector to make a
significant contribution toward the construction of the high-speed
train system.
(f) It is the intent of the Legislature that the entire high-speed
train system shall be constructed as quickly as possible in order to
maximize ridership and the mobility of Californians, and that it be
completed no later than 2020, and that all phases shall be built in a
manner that yields maximum benefit consistent with available
revenues.
SEC. 9. Chapter 20 (commencing with Section 2704) is added to
Division 3 of the Streets and Highways Code, to read:
CHAPTER 20. SAFE, RELIABLE HIGH-SPEED PASSENGER TRAIN BOND ACT
FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

Article 1.

General Provisions

2704. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the Safe,
Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century.
2704.01. As used in this chapter, the following terms have the
following meanings:
(a) "Committee" means the High-Speed Passenger Train Finance
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Committee created pursuant to Section 2704.12.
(b) "Authority" means the High-Speed Rail Authority created
pursuant to Section 185020 of the Public Utilities Code, or its
successor.
(c) "Fund" means the High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Fund created
pursuant to Section 2704.05.
(d) "High-speed train" means a passenger train capable of
sustained revenue operating speeds of at least 200 miles per hour
where conditions permit those speeds.
(e) "High-speed train system" means a system with high-speed
trains and includes, but is not limited to, the following components:
right-of-way, track, power system, rolling stock, stations, and
associated facilities.
(f) "Corridor" means a portion of the high-speed train system as
described in Section 2704.04.
(g) "Usable segment" means a portion of a corridor that includes
at least two stations.
Article 2.

High-Speed Passenger Train Financing Program

2704.04. (a) It is the intent of the Legislature by enacting this
chapter and of the people of California by approving the bond
measure pursuant to this chapter to initiate the construction of a
high-speed train system that connects the San Francisco Transbay
Terminal to Los Angeles Union Station and Anaheim, and links the
state's major population centers, including Sacramento, the San
Francisco Bay Area, the Central Valley, Los Angeles, the Inland
Empire, Orange County, and San Diego consistent with the authority's
certified environmental impact reports of November 2005 and July 9,
2008.
(b) (1) Net proceeds received from the sale of nine billion
dollars ($9,000,000,000) principal amount of bonds authorized
pursuant to this chapter, upon appropriation by the Legislature in
the annual Budget Act, shall be used for (A) planning and engineering
for the high-speed train system and (B) capital costs, as described
in subdivision (c).
(2) As adopted by the authority in May 2007, Phase 1 of the
high-speed train project is the corridor of the high-speed train
system between San Francisco Transbay Terminal and Los Angeles Union
Station and Anaheim.
(3) Upon a finding by the authority that expenditure of bond
proceeds for capital costs in corridors other than the corridor
described in paragraph (2) would advance the construction of the
system, would be consistent with the criteria described in
subdivision (f) of Section 2704.08, and would not have an adverse
impact on the construction of Phase 1 of the high-speed train
project, the authority may request funding for capital costs, and the
Legislature may appropriate funds described in paragraph (1) in the
annual Budget Act, to be expended for any of the following high-speed
train corridors:
(A) Sacramento to Stockton to Fresno.
(B) San Francisco Transbay Terminal to San Jose to Fresno.
(C) Oakland to San Jose.
(D) Fresno to Bakersfield to Palmdale to Los Angeles Union
Station.
(E) Los Angeles Union Station to Riverside to San Diego.
(F) Los Angeles Union Station to Anaheim to Irvine.
(G) Merced to Stockton to Oakland and San Francisco via the
Altamont Corridor.
(4) Nothing in this section shall prejudice the authority's
determination and selection of the alignment from the Central Valley
to the San Francisco Bay Area and its certification of the
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environmental impact report.
(5) Revenues of the authority, generated by operations of the
high-speed train system above and beyond operating and maintenance
costs and financing obligations, including, but not limited to,
support of revenue bonds, as determined by the authority, shall be
used for construction, expansion, improvement, replacement, and
rehabilitation of the high-speed train system.
(c) Capital costs payable or reimbursable from proceeds of bonds
described in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) include, with respect
to the high-speed train system or any portion thereof, all activities
necessary for acquisition of interests in real property and
rights-of-way and improvement thereof; acquisition and construction
of tracks, structures, power systems, and stations; acquisition of
rolling stock and related equipment; mitigation of any direct or
indirect environmental impacts of activities authorized by this
chapter; relocation assistance for displaced property owners and
occupants; other related capital facilities and equipment; and such
other purposes related to the foregoing, for the procurement thereof,
and for the financing or refinancing thereof, as may be set forth in
a statute hereafter enacted. The method of acquisition of any of the
foregoing may also be set forth in a statute hereafter enacted.
(d) Proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter shall
not be used for any operating or maintenance costs of trains or
facilities.
(e) The State Auditor shall perform periodic audits of the
authority's use of proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this
chapter for consistency with the requirements of this chapter.
2704.05. Subject to Section 2704.18, the proceeds of bonds issued
and sold pursuant to this chapter shall be deposited in the
High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Fund, which is hereby created.
2704.06. The net proceeds received from the sale of nine billion
dollars ($9,000,000,000) principal amount of bonds authorized
pursuant to this chapter, upon appropriation by the Legislature in
the annual Budget Act, shall be available, and subject to those
conditions and criteria that the Legislature may provide by statute,
for (a) planning the high-speed train system and (b) capital costs
set forth in subdivision (c) of Section 2704.04, consistent with the
authority's certified environmental impact reports of November 2005
and July 9, 2008, as subsequently modified pursuant to environmental
studies conducted by the authority.
2704.07. The authority shall pursue and obtain other private and
public funds, including, but not limited to, federal funds, funds
from revenue bonds, and local funds, to augment the proceeds of this
chapter.
2704.08. (a) Proceeds of bonds described in paragraph (1) of
subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 shall not be used for more than 50
percent of the total cost of construction of each corridor or usable
segment thereof of the high-speed train system, except for bond
proceeds used for the purposes of subdivision (g).
(b) Not more than 10 percent of the proceeds of bonds described in
paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 shall be used
for environmental studies, planning, and preliminary engineering
activities.
(c) (1) No later than 90 days prior to the submittal to the
Legislature and the Governor of the initial request for appropriation
of proceeds of bonds authorized by this chapter for any eligible
capital costs on each corridor, or usable segment thereof, identified
in subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04, other than costs described in
subdivision (g), the authority shall have approved and submitted to
the Director of Finance, the peer review group established pursuant
to Section 185035 of the Public Utilities Code, and the policy
committees with jurisdiction over transportation matters and the
fiscal committees in both houses of the Legislature, a detailed
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funding plan for that corridor or a usable segment thereof.
(2) The plan shall include, identify, or certify to all of the
following:
(A) The corridor, or usable segment thereof, in which the
authority is proposing to invest bond proceeds.
(B) A description of the expected terms and conditions associated
with any lease agreement or franchise agreement proposed to be
entered into by the authority and any other party for the
construction or operation of passenger train service along the
corridor or usable segment thereof.
(C) The estimated full cost of constructing the corridor or usable
segment thereof, including an estimate of cost escalation during
construction and appropriate reserves for contingencies.
(D) The sources of all funds to be invested in the corridor, or
usable segment thereof, and the anticipated time of receipt of those
funds based on expected commitments, authorizations, agreements,
allocations, or other means.
(E) The projected ridership and operating revenue estimate based
on projected high-speed passenger train operations on the corridor or
usable segment.
(F) All known or foreseeable risks associated with the
construction and operation of high-speed passenger train service
along the corridor or usable segment thereof and the process and
actions the authority will undertake to manage those risks.
(G) Construction of the corridor or usable segment thereof can be
completed as proposed in the plan.
(H) The corridor or usable segment thereof would be suitable and
ready for high-speed train operation.
(I) One or more passenger service providers can begin using the
tracks or stations for passenger train service.
(J) The planned passenger service by the authority in the corridor
or usable segment thereof will not require a local, state, or
federal operating subsidy.
(K) The authority has completed all necessary project level
environmental clearances necessary to proceed to construction.
(d) Prior to committing any proceeds of bonds described in
paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 for expenditure
for construction and real property and equipment acquisition on each
corridor, or usable segment thereof, other than for costs described
in subdivision (g), the authority shall have approved and
concurrently submitted to the Director of Finance and the Chairperson
of the Joint Legislative Budget Committee the following: (1) a
detailed funding plan for that corridor or usable segment thereof
that (A) identifies the corridor or usable segment thereof, and the
estimated full cost of constructing the corridor or usable segment
thereof, (B) identifies the sources of all funds to be used and
anticipates time of receipt thereof based on offered commitments by
private parties, and authorizations, allocations, or other assurances
received from governmental agencies, (C) includes a projected
ridership and operating revenue report, (D) includes a construction
cost projection including estimates of cost escalation during
construction and appropriate reserves for contingencies, (E) includes
a report describing any material changes from the plan submitted
pursuant to subdivision (c) for this corridor or usable segment
thereof, and (F) describes the terms and conditions associated with
any agreement proposed to be entered into by the authority and any
other party for the construction or operation of passenger train
service along the corridor or usable segment thereof; and (2) a
report or reports, prepared by one or more financial services firms,
financial consulting firms, or other consultants, independent of any
parties, other than the authority, involved in funding or
constructing the high-speed train system, indicating that (A)
construction of the corridor or usable segment thereof can be
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completed as proposed in the plan submitted pursuant to paragraph
(1), (B) if so completed, the corridor or usable segment thereof
would be suitable and ready for high-speed train operation, (C) upon
completion, one or more passenger service providers can begin using
the tracks or stations for passenger train service, (D) the planned
passenger train service to be provided by the authority, or pursuant
to its authority, will not require operating subsidy, and (E) an
assessment of risk and the risk mitigation strategies proposed to be
employed. The Director of Finance shall review the plan within 60
days of its submission by the authority and, after receiving any
communication from the Joint Legislative Budget Committee, if the
director finds that the plan is likely to be successfully implemented
as proposed, the authority may enter into commitments to expend bond
funds that are subject to this subdivision and accept offered
commitments from private parties.
(e) Subsequent to approval of the detailed funding plan required
under subdivision (d), the authority shall promptly inform the
Governor and the Legislature of any material changes in plans or
project conditions that would jeopardize completion of the corridor
as previously planned and shall identify means of remedying the
conditions to allow completion and operation of the corridor.
(f) In selecting corridors or usable segments thereof for
construction, the authority shall give priority to those corridors or
usable segments thereof that are expected to require the least
amount of bond funds as a percentage of total cost of construction.
Among other criteria it may use for establishing priorities for
initiating construction on corridors or usable segments thereof, the
authority shall include the following: (1) projected ridership and
revenue, (2) the need to test and certify trains operating at speeds
of 220 miles per hour, (3) the utility of those corridors or usable
segments thereof for passenger train services other than the
high-speed train service that will not result in any unreimbursed
operating or maintenance cost to the authority, and (4) the extent to
which the corridors include facilities contained therein to enhance
the connectivity of the high-speed train network to other modes of
transit, including, but not limited to, conventional rail (intercity
rail, commuter rail, light rail, or other rail transit), bus, or air
transit.
(g) Nothing in this section shall limit use or expenditure of
proceeds of bonds described in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of
Section 2704.04 up to an amount equal to 7.5 percent of the aggregate
principal amount of bonds described in that paragraph for
environmental studies, planning, and preliminary engineering
activities, and for (1) acquisition of interests in real property and
right-of-way and improvement thereof (A) for preservation for
high-speed rail uses, (B) to add to third-party improvements to make
them compatible with high-speed rail uses, or (C) to avoid or to
mitigate incompatible improvements or uses; (2) mitigation of any
direct or indirect environmental impacts resulting from the
foregoing; and (3) relocation assistance for property owners and
occupants who are displaced as a result of the foregoing.
(h) Not more than 2.5 percent of the proceeds of bonds described
in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 shall be used
for administrative purposes. The amount of bond proceeds available
for administrative purposes shall be appropriated in the annual
Budget Act. The Legislature may, by statute, adjust the percentage
set forth in this subdivision, except that the Legislature shall not
increase that percentage to more than 5 percent.
(i) No failure to comply with this section shall affect the
validity of the bonds issued under this chapter.
2704.09. The high-speed train system to be constructed pursuant
to this chapter shall be designed to achieve the following
characteristics:
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(a) Electric trains that are capable of sustained maximum revenue
operating speeds of no less than 200 miles per hour.
(b) Maximum nonstop service travel times for each corridor that
shall not exceed the following:
(1) San Francisco-Los Angeles Union Station: two hours, 40
minutes.
(2) Oakland-Los Angeles Union Station: two hours, 40 minutes.
(3) San Francisco-San Jose: 30 minutes.
(4) San Jose-Los Angeles: two hours, 10 minutes.
(5) San Diego-Los Angeles: one hour, 20 minutes.
(6) Inland Empire-Los Angeles: 30 minutes.
(7) Sacramento-Los Angeles: two hours, 20 minutes.
(c) Achievable operating headway (time between successive trains)
shall be five minutes or less.
(d) The total number of stations to be served by high-speed trains
for all of the corridors described in subdivision (b) of Section
2704.04 shall not exceed 24. There shall be no station between the
Gilroy station and the Merced station.
(e) Trains shall have the capability to transition intermediate
stations, or to bypass those stations, at mainline operating speed.
(f) For each corridor described in subdivision (b), passengers
shall have the capability of traveling from any station on that
corridor to any other station on that corridor without being required
to change trains.
(g) In order to reduce impacts on communities and the environment,
the alignment for the high-speed train system shall follow existing
transportation or utility corridors to the extent feasible and shall
be financially viable, as determined by the authority.
(h) Stations shall be located in areas with good access to local
mass transit or other modes of transportation.
(i) The high-speed train system shall be planned and constructed
in a manner that minimizes urban sprawl and impacts on the natural
environment.
(j) Preserving wildlife corridors and mitigating impacts to
wildlife movement, where feasible as determined by the authority, in
order to limit the extent to which the system may present an
additional barrier to wildlife's natural movement.
2704.095. (a) (1) Net proceeds received from the sale of nine
hundred fifty million dollars ($950,000,000) principal amount of
bonds authorized by this chapter shall be allocated to eligible
recipients for capital improvements to intercity and commuter rail
lines and urban rail systems that provide direct connectivity to the
high-speed train system and its facilities, or that are part of the
construction of the high-speed train system as that system is
described in subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04, or that provide
capacity enhancements and safety improvements. Funds under this
section shall be available upon appropriation by the Legislature in
the annual Budget Act for the eligible purposes described in
subdivision (d).
(2) Twenty percent (one hundred ninety million dollars
($190,000,000)) of the amount authorized by this section shall be
allocated for intercity rail to the Department of Transportation, for
state-supported intercity rail lines that provide regularly
scheduled service and use public funds to operate and maintain rail
facilities, rights-of-way, and equipment. A minimum of 25 percent of
the amount available under this paragraph (forty-seven million five
hundred thousand dollars ($47,500,000)) shall be allocated to each of
the state's three intercity rail corridors.
The California Transportation Commission shall allocate the
available funds to eligible recipients consistent with this section
and shall develop guidelines, in consultation with the authority, to
implement the requirements of this section. The guidelines shall
include provisions for the administration of funds, including, but
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not limited to, the authority of the intercity corridor operators to
loan these funds by mutual agreement between intercity rail
corridors.
(3) Eighty percent (seven hundred sixty million dollars
($760,000,000)) of the amount authorized by this section shall be
allocated upon appropriation as set forth in this section to eligible
recipients, except intercity rail, as described in subdivision (c)
based upon a percentage amount calculated to incorporate all of the
following:
(A) One-third of the eligible recipient's percentage share of
statewide track miles.
(B) One-third of the eligible recipient's percentage share of
statewide annual vehicle miles.
(C) One-third of the eligible recipient's percentage share of
statewide annual passenger trips.
The California Transportation Commission shall allocate the
available funds to eligible recipients consistent with this section
and shall develop guidelines to implement the requirements of this
section.
(b) For the purposes of this section,
the following terms have the following meanings:
(1) "Track miles" means the miles of track used by a public agency
or joint powers authority for regular passenger rail service.
(2) "Vehicle miles" means the total miles traveled, commencing
with pullout from the maintenance depot, by all locomotives and cars
operated in a train consist for passenger rail service by a public
agency or joint powers authority.
(3) "Passenger trips" means the annual unlinked passenger
boardings reported by a public agency or joint powers authority for
regular passenger rail service.
(4) "Statewide" when used to modify the terms in subparagraphs
(A), (B), and (C) of paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) means the
combined total in the state of those amounts for all eligible
recipients.
(c) Eligible recipients for funding under paragraph (3) of
subdivision (a) shall be public agencies and joint powers authorities
that operate regularly scheduled passenger rail service in the
following categories:
(1) Commuter rail.
(2) Light rail.
(3) Heavy rail.
(4) Cable car.
(d) Funds allocated pursuant to this section shall be used to pay
or reimburse the costs of projects to provide or improve connectivity
with the high-speed train system or for the rehabilitation or
modernization of, or safety improvements to, tracks utilized for
public passenger rail service, signals, structures, facilities, and
rolling stock.
(e) Eligible recipients may use the funds for any eligible rail
element set forth in subdivision (d).
(f) In order to be eligible for funding under this section, an
eligible recipient under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall
provide matching funds in an amount not less than the total amount
allocated to the recipient under this section.
(g) An eligible recipient of funding under paragraph (3) of
subdivision (a) shall certify that it has met its matching funds
requirement, and all other requirements of this section, by
resolution of its governing board, subject to verification by the
California Transportation Commission.
(h) Funds made available to an eligible recipient under paragraph
(3) of subdivision (a) shall supplement existing local, state, or
federal revenues being used for maintenance or rehabilitation of the
passenger rail system. Eligible recipients of funding under paragraph
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(3) of subdivision (a) shall maintain their existing commitment of
local, state, or federal funds for these purposes in order to remain
eligible for allocation and expenditure of the additional funding
made available by this section.
(i) In order to receive any allocation under this section, an
eligible recipient under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall
annually expend from existing local, state, or federal revenues being
used for the maintenance or rehabilitation of the passenger rail
system in an amount not less than the annual average of its
expenditures from local revenues for those purposes during the
1998-99, 1999-2000, and 2000-01 fiscal years.
(j) Funds allocated pursuant to this section to the Southern
California Regional Rail Authority for eligible projects within its
service area shall be apportioned each fiscal year in accordance with
memorandums of understanding to be executed between the Southern
California Regional Rail Authority and its member agencies. The
memorandum or memorandums of understanding shall take into account
the passenger service needs of the Southern California Regional Rail
Authority and of the member agencies, revenue attributable to member
agencies, and separate contributions to the Southern California
Regional Rail Authority from the member agencies.
Article 3.

Fiscal Provisions

2704.10. (a) Bonds in the total amount of nine billion nine
hundred fifty million dollars ($9,950,000,000), exclusive of
refunding bonds issued in accordance with Section 2704.19, or so much
thereof as is necessary, may be issued and sold to provide a fund to
be used for carrying out the purposes expressed in this chapter and
to be used to reimburse the General Obligation Bond Expense Revolving
Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5 of the Government Code. The bonds,
when sold, shall be and constitute a valid and binding obligation of
the State of California, and the full faith and credit of the State
of California is hereby pledged for the punctual payment of both
principal of, and interest on, the bonds as the principal and
interest become due and payable.
(b) The Treasurer shall sell the bonds authorized by the committee
pursuant to this section. The bonds shall be sold upon the terms and
conditions specified in a resolution to be adopted by the committee
pursuant to Section 16731 of the Government Code.
2704.11. (a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), the bonds
authorized by this chapter shall be prepared, executed, issued, sold,
paid, and redeemed as provided in the State General Obligation Bond
Law, Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 16720) of Part 3 of Division
4 of Title 2 of the Government Code, and all of the provisions of
that law apply to the bonds and to this chapter and are hereby
incorporated in this chapter as though set forth in full in this
chapter.
(b) Notwithstanding any provision of the State General Obligation
Bond Law, each issue of bonds authorized by the committee shall have
a final maturity of not more than 40 years from the date of original
issuance thereof.
2704.12. (a) Solely for the purpose of authorizing the issuance
and sale of the bonds authorized by this chapter and the making of
those determinations and the taking of other actions as are
authorized by this chapter, pursuant to the State General Obligation
Bond Law, the High-Speed Passenger Train Finance Committee is hereby
created. For purposes of this chapter, the High-Speed Passenger Train
Finance Committee is "the committee" as that term is used in the
State General Obligation Bond Law. The committee consists of the
Treasurer, the Director of Finance, the Controller, the Secretary of
Business, Transportation and Housing, and the chairperson of the
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authority. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any member of
the committee may designate a representative to act as that member in
his or her place and stead for all purposes, as though the member
were personally present. The Treasurer shall serve as chairperson of
the committee. A majority of the committee shall constitute a quorum
of the committee, and may act for the committee.
(b) For purposes of the State General Obligation Bond Law, the
authority is designated the "board."
2704.13. The committee shall determine whether or not it is
necessary or desirable to issue bonds authorized pursuant to this
chapter in order to carry out the actions specified in Sections
2704.06 and 2704.095 and, if so, the amount of bonds to be issued and
sold. Successive issues of bonds may be issued and sold to carry out
those actions progressively, and it is not necessary that all of the
bonds authorized be issued and sold at any one time. The committee
shall consider program funding needs, revenue projections, financial
market conditions, and other necessary factors in determining the
term for the bonds to be issued. In addition to all other powers
specifically granted in this chapter and the State General Obligation
Bond Law, the committee may do all things necessary or convenient to
carry out the powers and purposes of this article, including the
approval of any indenture relating to the bonds, and the delegation
of necessary duties to the chairperson and to the Treasurer as agent
for the sale of the bonds. Any terms of any bonds issued under this
chapter may be provided under an indenture instead of under a
resolution, as determined by the committee.
2704.14. There shall be collected each year and in the same
manner and at the same time as other state revenue is collected, in
addition to the ordinary revenues of the state, a sum in an amount
required to pay the principal of, and interest on, the bonds each
year. It is the duty of all officers charged by law with any duty in
regard to the collection of the revenue to do and perform each and
every act which is necessary to collect that additional sum.
2704.15. Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code,
there is hereby appropriated from the General Fund in the State
Treasury, for the purposes of this chapter, an amount equal to the
total of the following: (a) that sum annually necessary to pay the
principal of, and interest on, bonds issued and sold pursuant to this
chapter, as the principal and interest become due and payable, and
(b) the sum necessary to carry out Section 2704.17, appropriated
without regard to fiscal years.
2704.16. The board may request the Pooled Money Investment Board
to make a loan from the Pooled Money Investment Account, in
accordance with Section 16312 of the Government Code, for purposes of
this chapter. The amount of the request shall not exceed the amount
of the unsold bonds which the committee has, by resolution,
authorized to be sold for the purpose of this chapter, less any
amount borrowed pursuant to Section 2701.17. The board shall execute
such documents as required by the Pooled Money Investment Board to
obtain and repay the loan. Any amount loaned shall be deposited in
the fund to be allocated by the board in accordance with this
chapter.
2704.17. For the purpose of carrying out this chapter, the
Director of Finance may authorize the withdrawal from the General
Fund of an amount or amounts not to exceed the amount of unsold bonds
which have been authorized by the committee to be sold for the
purpose of carrying out this chapter, less any amount borrowed
pursuant to Section 2704.16. Any amount withdrawn shall be deposited
in the fund. Any money made available under this section shall be
returned to the General Fund, plus the interest that the amounts
would have earned in the Pooled Money Investment Account, from the
sale of bonds for the purpose of carrying out this chapter.
2704.18. All money deposited in the fund which is derived from
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premium on bonds sold shall be available to pay costs of issuing the
bonds, and to the extent not so needed, together with accrued
interest derived from sale of the bonds, shall be available for
transfer to the General Fund as a credit to expenditures for bond
interest.
2704.19. The bonds may be refunded in accordance with Article 6
(commencing with Section 16780) of the State General Obligation Bond
Law. Approval by the electors of the state for the issuance of bonds
shall include approval of the issuance of any bonds issued to refund
any bonds originally issued or any previously issued refunding bonds.
2704.20. The Legislature hereby finds and declares that, inasmuch
as the proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by this chapter
are not "proceeds of taxes" as that term is used in Article XIII B of
the California Constitution, the disbursement of these proceeds is
not subject to the limitations imposed by that article.
2704.21. Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter or the
State General Obligation Bond Law, if the Treasurer sells bonds
pursuant to this chapter that include a bond counsel opinion to the
effect that the interest on the bonds is excluded from gross income
for federal tax purposes under designated conditions, the Treasurer
may maintain separate accounts for the bond proceeds invested and the
investment earnings on those proceeds, and may use or direct the use
of those proceeds or earnings to pay any rebate, penalty, or other
payment required under federal law, or take any other action with
respect to the investment and use of those bond proceeds, as may be
required or desirable under federal law in order to maintain the
tax-exempt status of those bonds and to obtain any other advantage
under federal law on behalf of the funds of this state.
SEC. 10. Section 9 of this act shall take effect upon the adoption
by the voters of the Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond
Act for the 21st Century, as set forth in Section 9 of this act.
SEC. 11. (a) Section 9 of this act shall be submitted by the
Secretary of State to the voters at the November 4, 2008, general
election, notwithstanding the requirements of Sections 9040, 9043,
9044, and 9061 of the Elections Code or any other provision of law.
(b) Notwithstanding Sections 13115 and 13117 of the Elections
Code, the bond measure described in subdivision (a) shall be placed
as the first ballot measure on the November 4, 2008, general election
ballot and shall be designated as Proposition 1A.
(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all ballots of the
November 4, 2008, general election shall have printed thereon as the
ballot label for Proposition 1A the following:

"SAFE, RELIABLE HIGH-SPEED PASSENGER TRAIN BOND ACT. To provide
Californians a safe, convenient, affordable, and reliable alternative
to driving and high gas prices; to provide good-paying jobs and
improve California's economy while reducing air pollution, global
warming greenhouse gases, and our dependence on foreign oil, shall
$9.95 billion in bonds be issued to establish a clean, efficient
high-speed train service linking Southern California, the
Sacramento/San Joaquin Valley, and the San Francisco Bay Area, with
at least 90 percent of bond funds spent for specific projects, with
federal and private matching funds required, and all bond funds
subject to independent audits?"

At the appropriate location on the ballot, in the manner
prescribed by law, there shall be provided the opportunity for voters
to indicate whether they vote for or against the measure.
(d) Notwithstanding Sections 13247 and 13281 of the Elections
Code, the language in subdivision (c) shall be the only language
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included in the ballot label for the condensed statement of the
ballot title, and the Attorney General shall not supplement, subtract
from, or revise that language, except that the Attorney General
shall include the financial impact summary prepared pursuant to
Section 9087 of the Elections Code and Section 88003 of the
Government Code. The ballot label is the condensed statement of the
ballot title and summary and the financial impact summary.
(e) Where the voting in the election is done by means of voting
machines used pursuant to law in the manner that carries out the
intent of this section, the use of the voting machines and the
expression of the voters' choice by means thereof are in compliance
with this section.
(f) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretary
of State shall use the following as the ballot title and summary for
Proposition 1A:

"SAFE, RELIABLE HIGH-SPEED PASSENGER TRAIN BOND ACT.
Provides long-distance commuters with a safe, convenient,
affordable, and reliable alternative to driving and high gas prices.
Reduces traffic congestion on the state's highways and at the
state's airports.
Reduces California's dependence on foreign oil.
Reduces air pollution and global warming greenhouse gases.
Establishes a clean, efficient 220 MPH transportation system.
Improves existing passenger rail lines serving the state's major
population centers.
Provides for California's growing population.
Provides for a bond issue of $9.95 billion to establish high-speed
train service linking Southern California counties, the
Sacramento/San Joaquin Valley, and the San Francisco Bay Area.
Provides that at least 90% of these bond funds shall be spent for
specific construction projects, with federal and private sector
matching funds required.
Requires that use of all bond funds is subject to independent
audits.
Appropriates money from the General Fund to pay bond principal and
interest."

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the language in
paragraph (1) shall be the only language included in the ballot title
and summary, and the Attorney General shall not supplement, subtract
from, or otherwise revise that language, except that the Attorney
General shall include the financial impact summary prepared pursuant
to Section 9087 of the Elections Code and Section 88003 of the
Government Code.
(g) The Secretary of State shall include, in the ballot pamphlets
mailed pursuant to Section 9094 of the Elections Code, the
information specified in Section 9084 of the Elections Code regarding
the bond act described in subdivision (a). If that inclusion is not
possible, the Secretary of State shall publish a supplemental ballot
pamphlet regarding the bond act described in subdivision (a), to be
mailed with the ballot pamphlet. If the supplemental ballot pamphlet
cannot be mailed with the ballot pamphlet, the supplemental ballot
pamphlet shall be mailed separately.
(h) Notwithstanding Section 9054 of the Elections Code or any
other provision of law, the translations of the ballot title and the
condensed statement of the ballot title required pursuant to Section
9054 may be made available for public examination at a later date
than the start of the public examination period for the ballot
pamphlet, provided that the translations of the ballot title and the
condensed statement of the ballot title must remain available for
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public examination for eight days.
(i) Notwithstanding Section 13282 of the Elections Code or any
other provision of law, the public shall be permitted to examine the
condensed statement of the ballot title for not more than eight days.
Any voter may seek a writ of mandate for the purpose of requiring
any statement of the ballot title, or portion thereof, to be amended
or deleted only within that eight-day period.
SEC. 12. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the bond act
proposed by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as
amended by Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 71 of the Statutes of 2004 and
Sections 1 and 2 of Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, shall not be
placed by the Secretary of State on the November 4, 2008, general
election ballot, or, if already on the ballot, shall be removed
therefrom.
SEC. 13. Approval by the voters of the Safe, Reliable High-Speed
Passenger Train Bond Act shall constitute approval of a financial
plan for purposes of Section 185036 of the Public Utilities Code.
SEC. 14. This act is an urgency statute necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety within
the meaning of Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into
immediate effect. The facts constituting the necessity are:
In order to replace the provisions of a general obligation bond
measure on the November 4, 2008, general election ballot that would
authorize the issuance and sale of bonds for the financing of a
high-speed passenger train system and for other related purposes with
a new measure for similar purposes, it is necessary that this act
take effect immediately.
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CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE— 2007–2008 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL

No. 3034

Introduced by Assembly Member Galgiani, Ma
(Principal Coauthor(s): Assembly Member Davis)
(Coauthor(s): Senator Steinberg)

February 22, 2008

An act to amend Sections 2704.04, 2704.06, 2704.08, and 2704.095 of the Streets and Highways Code,
and to amend Sections 1, 3, and 4 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, relating to transportation, and
declaring the urgency thereof, to take effect immediately.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
AB 3034, as introduced, Galgiani. Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century.
Existing law, Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by Chapter 71 of the Statutes of 2004 and
Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, provides for submission of the Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train
Bond Act for the 21st Century to the voters for approval at the November 4, 2008, general election. Subject to
voter approval, the act would provide for the issuance of $9.95 billion of general obligation bonds, $9 billion of
which would be available in conjunction with any available federal funds for planning and construction of a highspeed train system pursuant to the business plan of the High-Speed Rail Authority, and $950 million of which
would be available for capital projects on other passenger rail lines to provide connectivity to the high-speed train
system and for capacity enhancements and safety improvements to those lines.
This bill would make various revisions to the bond act to be submitted to the voters. The bill would refer to
construction of a high-speed train system consistent with the authority’s certified environmental impact report of
November 2005, rather than with the final business plan of June 2000. The bill would revise the descriptions of
route segments of the proposed high-speed train system. The bill would require excess revenues from operation
of the high-speed train system beyond the amount needed for high-speed train purposes, as defined by the
authority, to be deposited in the General Fund. The bill would require that not more than 10% of bond proceeds
be used for environmental studies, planning, and engineering activities, and would require the authority to have a
detailed funding plan for each segment of the system that identifies the full cost of construction and the sources
of revenues for that segment, prior to awarding a construction contract for the segment. The bill would require
the authority to give priority in selecting each specific segment for construction to those segments that require
the least amount of bond funds as a percentage of total cost of construction, among other considerations.
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This bill would declare that it is to take effect immediately as an urgency statute.
Vote: 2/3

Appropriation: no

Fiscal Committee: yes

Local Program: no

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. Section 1 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by Section 1 of Chapter 71 of the
Statutes of 2004, is amended to read:
Section 1. (a) In light of the events of September 11, 2001, it is very clear that a high-speed passenger train
network as described in the High-Speed Rail Authority’s Business Plan is essential for the transportation needs of
the growing population and economic activity of this state The continuing growth in California’s population and
the resulting increase in traffic congestion, air pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, and loss of land make it
imperative that the state proceed quickly to construct a state-of-the-art high-speed passenger train network to
serve major metropolitan areas.
(b) The initial high-speed train network linking San Francisco and the bay area to Los Angeles will serve as the
backbone of what will become an extensive 700-mile system that will link all of the state’s major population
centers, including Sacramento, the bay area, the Central Valley, Los Angeles, the Inland Empire, Orange County,
and San Diego, and address the needs of the state The High-Speed Rail Authority, after extensive studies and
analysis, proposes the construction of a new high-speed train network that serves major population centers in the
state and that links regional and local transit systems to form an integrated transportation network throughout
the state. The network will link all of the state’s major population centers, including Sacramento, the Bay Area,
the Central Valley, Los Angeles, the Inland Empire, Orange County, and San Diego.
(c) The high-speed train network proposed by the authority will cost about one-third of what it would cost to
provide the same level of mobility and service with highway and airport improvements and will contribute
significantly toward a reduction in air pollution and global warming.
(d) The high-speed train network, once it is completed and becomes operational, will contribute significantly
toward the goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions and other air pollutants and will help reduce California’s
dependence on foreign energy sources.
(c)
(e) The high-speed passenger train bond funds are intended to encourage the federal government and the private
sector to make a significant contribution toward the construction of the high-speed train network.
(d)The initial segments shall be built in a manner that yields maximum benefit consistent with available revenues.
(e)After the initial investment from the state, operating revenues from the initial segments and funds from the
federal government and the private sector will be used to pay for expansion of the system. It is the intent of the
Legislature that the entire high-speed train system shall be constructed as quickly as possible in order to
maximize ridership and the mobility of Californians.
(f) At a minimum, the entire 700-mile system described in the High-Speed Rail Authority’s Business Plan should
be constructed and in revenue service by 2020 It is the intent of the Legislature that the entire high-speed train
system shall be constructed as quickly as possible in order to maximize ridership and the mobility of Californians,
and that it be completed no later than 2020, and that all phases shall be built in a manner that yields maximum
benefit consistent with available revenues.

SEC. 2. Section 2704.04 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes
of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.04. (a) It is the intent of the Legislature by enacting this chapter and of the people of California by approving
the bond measure pursuant to this chapter to initiate the construction of a high-speed train network consistent
with the authority’s Final Business Plan of June 2000 certified environmental impact report of November 2005.
(b) (1) Nine billion dollars ($9,000,000,000) of the proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter, as well
as federal funds and other revenues made available to the authority, to the extent consistent with federal and
other fund source conditions, shall be used for planning and eligible capital costs, as defined in subdivision (c), for
the segment of the high-speed train system between San Francisco Transbay Terminal and Los Angeles Union
Station. Once construction of the San Francisco-Los Angeles segment is fully funded, all remaining funds
described in this subdivision shall be used for planning and eligible capital costs, as defined in subdivision (c), for
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the following additional high-speed train segments without preference to order purpose of including, but not
limited to, the following high-speed train system segments:
(A) Oakland-San Jose Sacramento to Stockton to Fresno.
(B) Sacramento-Merced San Francisco Transbay Terminal to San Jose to Fresno.
(C) Los Angeles-Inland Empire Oakland to San Jose.
(D) Inland Empire-San Diego Fresno to Bakersfield to Palmdale to Los Angeles Union Station to Anaheim to
Irvine.
(E) Los Angeles-Irvine Los Angeles Union Station to Riverside to San Diego.
(F) Los Angeles Union Station to Irvine.
(2) Revenues generated by operations above and beyond operating and maintenance costs shall be used to fund
complete construction of the high-speed train system, as defined by the authority If excess revenues exceed the
amount needed for the high-speed train system, those revenues shall be deposited in the General Fund.
(c) Capital costs eligible to be paid from proceeds of bonds authorized for high-speed train purposes pursuant to
this chapter include all activities necessary for acquisition of right-of-way, construction of tracks, structures,
power systems, and stations, purchase of rolling stock and related equipment, and other related capital facilities
and equipment.
(d) Proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter shall not be used for any operating or maintenance
costs of trains or facilities.
(e) The State Auditor shall perform periodic audits of the authority’s use of proceeds of bonds authorized
pursuant to this chapter for consistency with the requirements of this chapter.

SEC. 3. Section 2704.06 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes
of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.06. Nine billion dollars ($9,000,000,000) of the money in the fund, upon appropriation by the Legislature,
shall be available, without regard to fiscal years, for planning and construction of a high-speed train system in
this state, consistent with the authority’s Final Business Plan of June 2000 certified environmental impact report
of November 2005, as subsequently modified pursuant to environmental studies conducted by the authority.

SEC. 4. Section 2704.08 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes
of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.08. (a) Proceeds of bonds authorized for high-speed train purposes pursuant to this chapter shall not be used
for more than one-half of the total cost of construction of track and station costs of each segment of the highspeed train system.
(b) Not more than 10 percent of the proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter shall be used for
environmental studies, planning, and engineering activities.
(c) In selecting each specific segment for construction and prior to awarding a construction contract, the authority
shall have a detailed funding plan for that segment that identifies the full cost of constructing the segment and
the sources of all revenues needed to complete construction of the segment.
(d) In selecting each specific segment for construction, the authority shall give priority to those segments that
require the least amount of bond funds as a percentage of total cost of construction, shall consider the utility of
that segment for other passenger rail services, and shall ensure that any other passenger service provided on
that segment will not result in any operating or maintenance cost to the authority.

SEC. 5. Section 2704.095 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the
Statutes of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.095. (a) (1) Of the proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter, nine hundred fifty million dollars
($950,000,000) shall be allocated to eligible recipients for capital improvements to intercity and commuter rail
lines and urban rail systems to that provide direct connectivity to the high-speed train system and its facilities, or
that are part of the construction of the high-speed train system as that system is described in subdivision (b) of
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Section 2704.04 and to, or that provide capacity enhancements and safety improvements. Funds under this
section shall be available upon appropriation by the Legislature in the Annual Budget act for the eligible purposes
described in subdivision (d).
(2) Twenty percent (one hundred ninety million dollars ($190,000,000)) of the amount authorized by this section
shall be allocated for intercity rail to the Department of Transportation, for state-supported intercity rail lines that
provide regularly scheduled service and use public funds to operate and maintain rail facilities, rights-of-way, and
equipment. A minimum of 25 percent of the amount available under this paragraph (forty-seven million five
hundred thousand dollars ($47,500,000)) shall be allocated to each of the state’s three intercity rail corridors.
The California Transportation Commission shall allocate the available funds to eligible recipients consistent with
this section and shall develop guidelines, in consultation with the authority, to implement the requirements of this
section. The guidelines shall include provisions for the administration of funds, including, but not limited to, the
authority of the intercity corridor operators to loan these funds by mutual agreement between intercity rail
corridors.
(3) Eighty percent (seven hundred sixty million dollars ($760,000,000)) of the amount authorized by this section
shall be allocated to eligible recipients, except intercity rail, as described in subdivision (c) based upon a
percentage amount calculated to incorporate all of the following:
(A) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of statewide track miles.
(B) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of statewide annual vehicle miles.
(C) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of statewide annual passenger trips.
The California Transportation Commission shall allocate the available funds to eligible recipients consistent with
this section and shall develop guidelines to implement the requirements of this section.
(b) For the purposes of this section, the following terms have the following meanings:
(1) “Track miles” means the miles of track used by a public agency or joint powers authority for regular
passenger rail service.
(2) “Vehicle miles” means the total miles traveled, commencing with pullout from the maintenance depot, by all
locomotives and cars operated in a train consist for passenger rail service by a public agency or joint powers
authority.
(3) “Passenger trips” means the annual unlinked passenger boardings reported by a public agency or joint powers
authority for regular passenger rail service.
(4) “Statewide” when used to modify the terms in paragraphs (A), (B), and (C) of paragraph (3) of subdivision
(a) means the combined total of those amounts for all eligible recipients.
(c) Eligible recipients for funding under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall be public agencies and joint powers
authorities that operate regularly scheduled passenger rail service in the following categories:
(1) Commuter rail.
(2) Light rail.
(3) Heavy rail.
(4) Cable car.
(d) Funds allocated pursuant to this section shall be used for connectivity with the high-speed train system or for
the rehabilitation or modernization of, or safety improvements to, tracks utilized for public passenger rail service,
signals, structures, facilities, and rolling stock.
(e) Eligible recipients may use the funds for any eligible rail element set forth in subdivision (d).
(f) In order to be eligible for funding under this section, an eligible recipient under paragraph (3) of subdivision
(a) shall provide matching funds in an amount not less than the total amount allocated to the recipient under this
section.
(g) An eligible recipient of funding under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall certify that it has met its matching
funds requirement, and all other requirements of this section, by resolution of its governing board, subject to
verification by the California Transportation Commission.
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(h) Funds made available to an eligible recipient under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall supplement existing
local, state, or federal revenues being used for maintenance or rehabilitation of the passenger rail system. Eligible
recipients of funding under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall maintain their existing commitment of local,
state, or federal funds for these purposes in order to remain eligible for allocation and expenditure of the
additional funding made available by this section.
(i) In order to receive any allocation under this section, an eligible recipient under paragraph (3) of subdivision
(a) shall annually expend from existing local, state, or federal revenues being used for the maintenance or
rehabilitation of the passenger rail system in an amount not less than the annual average of its expenditures from
local revenues for those purposes during the 1998–99, 1999–2000, and 2000–01 fiscal years.
(j) Funds allocated pursuant to this section to the Southern California Regional Rail Authority for eligible projects
within its service area shall be apportioned each fiscal year in accordance with memorandums of understanding to
be executed between the Southern California Regional Rail Authority and its member agencies. The memorandum
or memorandums of understanding shall take into account the passenger service needs of the Southern California
Regional Rail Authority and of the member agencies, revenue attributable to member agencies, and separate
contributions to the Southern California Regional Rail Authority from the member agencies.

SEC. 6. Section 3 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by Section 3 of Chapter 44 of the Statutes
of 2006, is amended to read:
Sec. 3. Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 71 of the
Statutes of 2004, and as further amended by Sections 1 and 2 of the act amending this section in the 2005-06
Regular Session Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, and as further amended by Sections 2 to 5, inclusive, of the
act amending this section in the 2007–08 Regular Session, shall take effect upon the adoption by the voters of
the Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century, as set forth in Section 2 of Chapter
697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 71 of the Statutes of 2004, and as
further amended by Sections 1 and 2 of the act amending this section in the 2005-06 Regular Session Chapter 44
of the Statutes of 2006, and as further amended by Sections 2 to 5, inclusive, of the act amending this section in
the 2007–08 Regular Session.

SEC. 7. Section 4 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by Section 4 of Chapter 44 of the Statutes
of 2006, is amended to read:
Sec. 4. (a) Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2003 2002, as amended by Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 71
of the Statutes of 2004, and as further amended by Sections 1 and 2 of the act amending this section in the
2005–06 Regular Session Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, and as further amended by Sections 2 to 5,
inclusive, of the act amending this section in the 2007–08 Regular Session, shall be submitted to the voters at
the November 4, 2008, general election in accordance with provisions of the Government Code and the Elections
Code governing the submission of statewide measures to the voters.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all ballots of the November 4, 2008, general election shall have
printed thereon and in a square thereof, exclusively, the words “Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond
Act for the 21st Century” and in the same square under those words, the following in 8-point type: “This act
provides for the Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century. For the purpose of
reducing traffic on the state’s highways and roadways, upgrading commuter transportation, improving people’s
ability to get safely from city to city, alleviating congestion at airports, reducing air pollution, and providing for
California’s growing population, shall the state build a high-speed train system and improve existing passenger
rail lines serving the state’s major population centers by creating a rail trust fund that will issue bonds totaling
$9.95 billion, paid from existing state funds at an average cost of ____ dollars ($____) per year over the 30-year
life of the bonds, with all expenditures subject to an independent audit?” The blank space in the question to
appear on the ballot pursuant to this subdivision shall be filled in by the Attorney General with the appropriate
figure provided by the Legislative Analyst relative to the annual average cost of the bonds. Opposite the square,
there shall be left spaces in which the voters may place a cross in the manner required by law to indicate whether
they vote for or against the measure.
(c) Notwithstanding Sections 13247 and 13281 of the Elections Code, the language in subdivision (b) shall be the
only language included in the ballot label for the condensed statement of the ballot title, and the Attorney General
shall not supplement, subtract from, or revise that language, except that the Attorney General may include the
financial impact summary prepared pursuant to Section 9087 of the Elections Code and Section 88003 of the
Government Code. The ballot label is the condensed statement of the ballot title and the financial impact
summary.
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(d) Where the voting in the election is done by means of voting machines used pursuant to law in the manner
that carries out the intent of this section, the use of the voting machines and the expression of the voters’ choice
by means thereof are in compliance with this section.

SEC. 8. This act is an urgency statute necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or
safety within the meaning of Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into immediate effect. The facts
constituting the necessity are:
In order to modify the provisions of a general obligation bond measure on the November 4, 2008, general
election ballot that would authorize the issuance and sale of bonds for the financing of a high-speed passenger
train system and for other related purposes, it is necessary that this act take effect immediately.
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Date of Hearing: April 14, 2008
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
Mark DeSaulnier, Chair
AB 3034 (Galgiani) – As Amended: April 9, 2008
SUBJECT: High-Speed Train Bond Act
SUMMARY: Revises, updates, and expands upon provisions of the existing Safe, Reliable
High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century (Bond Act). Specifically, this bill:
1) States the Legislature’s intent that construction of the High-Speed Train (HST) system be
consistent with the High-Speed Rail Authority’s (Authority) more recent November 2005
certified environmental impact report rather than the Authority’s June 2000 Final Business
Plan.
2) Ensures that the $9 billion in bond proceeds are available and are to be used for expenditure
for planning and eligible capital costs on the system’s entire 800 mile route. Also extends
systemwide availability to federal and other revenues, consistent with federal and other fund
source conditions. Eliminates the priority construction of the initial segment from San
Francisco to Los Angeles-Anaheim.
3) Makes the Altamont rail corridor connecting the Central Valley to the East Bay eligible for
the state high-speed train bond money and federal and other revenues made available to the
Authority.
4) Prohibits a high-speed train station between Gilroy and Merced.
5) Places a limit on the use of bond funds for preconstruction activities in order to maximize the
amount of funds available for HST system construction, by limiting to 10% or less the
amount that can be used for environmental studies, planning and preliminary engineering
activities.
6) Requires that in selecting each specific segment for construction and prior to awarding a
construction contract, the Authority must have a detailed funding plan identifying the full
cost of constructing the segment and the sources of all revenues needed to complete the
segment’s construction.
7) Provides also that in selecting each segment for construction, the Authority must:
a) Give priority to those segments requiring the smallest amount of bond funds as a
percentage of the total construction cost;
b) Consider the utility of that segment for other passenger rail services; and,
c) Ensure that any other passenger services provided on that segment will not result in
operating or maintenance costs to the Authority.

AB 3034
Page 2
8) Ensures that complementary rail capital improvements funded from the $950 million in bond
funds allocated to intercity, commuter and urban rail systems shall provide direct
connectivity and benefits to the HST system and its facilities or be part of the construction of
the system.
9) Requires that net operating revenues, above and beyond operating, maintenance and
financing obligations and construction completion costs of the HST system, must be
deposited in the state’s General Fund.
10) Revises and updates findings of the Legislature to reference the need for high-speed trains to
accommodate California’s economic and population growth, and offset increasing traffic
congestion, air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions and loss of prime land. Also
references the low cost of the train system as compared to highway and air travel alternatives
and states the need to quickly construct the train in a manner that maximizes benefits
consistent with available revenues.
11) Takes effect immediately to make the changes operative in time for the November 4, 2008
vote on the Bond Act.
12) Makes other conforming and related technical and clarifying changes and recasts some
existing wording for clarification.
EXISTING LAW: Sets forth the Bond Act that is required to be submitted before voters at the
November 2008 general election and, if approved, would provide $9.95 billion in general
obligation (G.O.) bond authority to fund the planning and construction of a high-speed passenger
train system and complementary improvements to other specified rail systems in the state.
FISCAL EFFECT: Unknown
COMMENTS: According to the author, this bill revises provisions in the existing Bond Act to
be submitted to state voters on November 4, 2008. The bill amends and expands descriptions of
route segments of the HST system, makes the $9 billion for high-speed trains available on all of
the 800 mile high speed train route, including the Altamont corridor connecting the Central
Valley to the East Bay, limits the amount of bond funds that can be spent on preconstruction
activities, requires detailed funding plans for each system segment and establishes priorities and
financial criteria for selecting construction segments that require the least amount of bond funds
as a percentage of total segment costs. AB 3034 also makes related technical and clarifying
changes to existing bond act provisions and would take effect immediately as an urgency statute.
Background: SB 1856 (Costa), Chapter 697, Statutes of 2002 and subsequent legislation provide
for submission of the Safe, Reliable, High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century
to state voters for approval at the November 4, 2008 general election. Approval of the bond act
is intended to provide state funding to initiate the construction of the 800 mile statewide intercity
high-speed passenger train system. The new high-speed train network will serve the major
population centers in the state and link regional and local transit systems to form an integrated
transportation network throughout California.
The bond act will provide for the issuance of $9.95 billion of general obligation bonds, $9 billion
of which will be made available in conjunction with federal and private funds for the planning
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and construction of a high-speed train system consistent with the adopted business plan of the
High-Speed Rail Authority, and $950 million of which will be available for capital projects on
other passenger rail lines to provide connectivity to the high-speed train system and for capacity
enhancements and safety improvements to those lines.
The amendments to AB 3034 make two significant changes and several minor and clarifying
changes as follows:
1) The Altamont rail corridor, connecting the Central Valley to the East Bay, is added to the list
of high-speed train system corridors eligible for state bond and other funding. Adding the
Altamont corridor furthers the Authority’s “hybrid” proposal related to selection of the highspeed train route segment between the Central Valley and the Bay Area. The Authority staff
has recommended the Pacheco Pass route as the preferred alternative route for the Central
Valley to Bay Area segment and that there be complementary high-speed train improvements
to the existing Altamont corridor. The amendment allows the Altamont corridor to compete
for the bond and other available funding according to the funding criteria proposed in the
introduced version of this bill.
2) No high-speed train station can be added between the Gilroy and Merced stations. The
amendment prohibits any additional station between Gilroy and Merced (i.e., in the Los
Banos area), consistent with the Authority’s stated policies and the list of proposed stations
included in the approved program-level EIR/EIS and other system plans and documents.
Concerns (unfounded) have arisen among some interest groups and individuals that a growthinducing Los Banos-area station could be proposed sometime in the future despite the
Authority’s policy against such a station and current EIR/EIS documents that do not include
such a station. The amendment eliminates the concern.
3) The deposit of any excess high-speed train operational revenue in the General Fund comes
after satisfying operating, maintenance, financing obligations and construction completion
costs. The amendments clarify and recast the existing language to ensure that all financial
obligations and related operating and construction costs are met first, and were suggested for
clarity and completeness by bond counsel for the state Attorney General’s office.
Support: Writing in support of this bill, the sponsor, the California High-Speed Rail Authority
indicates that "the high-speed train project has advanced substantially since the enactment of the
original bond provisions in 2002, which in some cases now are outdated or obsolete. In addition,
the proposed Governor's Budget for 2008-09 seeks modifications to the Bond Act "to ensure that
appropriate financing is available to begin building the project." Therefore, clarification and
updating of the provisions in the HST bond statute and ballot proposal would be beneficial…
The changes proposed in AB 3034 have been developed in cooperation with the Administration
and will facilitate the further development and effective implementation of the high-speed train
project."
Opposition: In opposition, Sierra Club California expresses concerns that "the draft EIR did not
consider a fair comparison of the Altamont route. We are further concerned that the draft EIR
identified the Pacheco route as the environmentally preferable alternative in spite of serious
environmental impacts associated with that route which the authority neither adequately
analyzed nor offered mitigation. In addition, the draft EIR did not analyze the growth inducing
impact high speed rail would have on the Central Valley or identify any enforceable mitigation
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measures. Given the deficiencies of the environmental review process that was used to make the
preliminary route choice, we believe it is premature for legislation to rule out the Altamont Pass
as a route for express service. We are especially concerned about consideration of the Pacheco
absent a commitment to enhance the protection of the grasslands ecological area and to prohibit
the construction of a station in the Los Banos area. AB 3034 should be amended to give fair
consideration to the Altamont route. It should also provide assurance for robust mitigation of the
growth inducing impact of HSR on the valley. It should provide tools to support Transit
Oriented Development in the station areas."
Related Legislation:
AB 713 (Torrico), Chapter 44, 2006 postpones, until 2008, the scheduled Bond Act and makes
corrective changes in language.
AB 2865 (Bogh-2004), would have postponed, from the scheduled November 2, 2004 general
election to the November 7, 2006 general election, the vote on the Bond Act. That bill was held
in Senate Transportation Committee.
SB 1169 (Murray), Chapter 71, Statutes of 2004, delayed the scheduled November 2, 2004
general election vote on the Bond Act, to November 7, 2006.
SB 1256 (McClintock-2004), would have completely repealed the SB 1856 Bond Act. That bill
was held in the Senate Transportation Committee.
SB 1483 (Perata- 2004), would have postponed for two years the scheduled vote on the Bond
Act. That bill was held in the Senate Transportation Committee.
REGISTERED SUPPORT / OPPOSITION:
Support
California High-Speed Rail Authority (Sponsor)
Association for California High Speed Trains
California State Association of Counties (as introduced)
Opposition
Sierra Club California
Analysis Prepared by: Ed Imai / TRANS. / (916) 319-2093
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C

alifornia's structural budget deficit persists. Slower rates of economic growth,
softening state revenues and increased costs have widened California's budget gap.

In January, the projected deficit for 2008-09 was $14.5 billion. Left unaddressed,
the projected gap would grow to $24.3 billion based on updated revenue projections,
revised case load estimates and higher costs. The single largest factor contributing
to the increase in the projected budget gap is a $6.0 billion decrease in estimated
General Fund revenues. Other factors include increased program costs, higher estimates
of growth and costs of living adjustments, and erosion of savings due to delays in the
adoption of reduction proposals. (See Figure INT-01).

Figure INT-01

Defining the Budget Gap
(Dollars in Millions)

Governor's Budget

-$14,479

Reserve

-2,009

Adjustments Since Governor's Budget

-7,789

Total Size of Problem

-$24,277
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T

he Business, Transportation and Housing Agency oversees programs that
promote the state's business and economic climate, transportation infrastructure,

affordable housing, and patient's rights. The Agency also promotes public safety through
the California Highway Patrol and the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control.
The majority of funding is derived from special fund revenues, federal funds, and the
proceeds from Proposition 1B. the Highway Safety, Traffic Reduction. Air Quality,
and Port Security Bond Act of 20n6.

TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS
•

2007-08 No Change

•

2008-09 $126.1 million Other Funds

CAPITAL OUTLAY SUPPORT STAFFING

The Department of Transportation traditionally submits a zero-based request for Capital
Outlay workload as part of the May Revision. This request is based on anticipated
project allocations by the California Transportation Commission for the upcoming year
and associated workload. The May Revision reflects a decrease of $26.1 million in state
special funds and bond funds, reflecting a decrease in workload due to declining gas tax
revenues, and being close to peak workload for bond-funded projects. Approximately
89 percent of the decrease will come from a reduction of 247 positions and 11 percent
will come from a reduction of 22 contract positions.
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in the Education portion of the Budget) and debt service on current and prior year
transportation-related General Obligation bonds ($235 million).

SECRETARY FOR BUSINESS, HOUSING AND TRANSPORTATION
•

2007-08 No Change

•

2008-09 $2.0 million General Fund

CALIFORNIA PARTNERSHIJI FOR THE SAN JOAQ£IN VALLEY

The May Revision proposes $2 million General Fund to be transferred to the California
Economic Development Fund, created by Chapter 631, Statutes of 2007, to continue
the implementation of the 10-Year San Joaquin Valley Strategic Action Proposal.
Funding will sustain a public-private partnership to promote economic development,
workforce development, education, transportation, land use and environmental issues.
The California Economic Development Fund will allow state funding to complement
potential federal, local, and private funds

HIGH-SPEED RAIL AUTHORITY
•

2007-08 No Change
2008-09 $41.2 million Other Funds

In November, voters will have the opportunity to approve a $9.9 billion bond for
high-speed rail. While the Authority's current long-term plans could cost $40 billion, it is
expected that local and federal sources, as well as private investment, will provide the
rest of the funding for construction of high speed rail. The High-Speed Rail Authority
projects that once train service is operational, it will be self-supporting from fares.
•

The May Revision includes $10 million from the Public Transportation Account to
sustain current engineering and project management work and mobilize contract
resources for all corridors, prior to the election. The May Revision also proposes to
appropriate $8.2 million from Proposition 116 for additional environmental studies and
engineering work on the Fresno-to-Sacramento segment. An additional $23 million is
proposed to be appropriated from the bond fund to continue work after the election.

The Administration will be proposing amendments to the Safe, Reliable High-Speed
Passenger Train BOr')d Act for the 21 st Century to ensure an appropriate balance between
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assuring that expenditures of the bond funds will result in operational high-speed rail
services and providing the flexibility needed to attract federal and local government,
as well as private sector, participation in funding, constructing, and operating the system.
The following changes to the bond legislation are being proposed.
•

Limit the amount of bond funding that may be used for engineering work,
environmental studies needed to obtain permits, and preservation of right-of-way to
enable project costs to be more accurately determined and project risk to be reduced
before other parties' funds are fully committed. This will help pave the way for public
and private partners to participate in the project, while limiting the amount of bond
funds at risk.

•

Before any construction or equipment purchase contracts can be signed for a portion
of the system, there must be a complete funding plan that provides assurance that
all funding needed to provide service on that portion of the system is secured.

LOANS FROM SPECIAL FUNDS
•

2007-08 No Change

•

2008-09 -$288.7 million General Fund
$288.7 million Other Funds

The May Revision proposes loans from various special funds to provide one-time funding
to the General Fund to help close the budget gap. Loans from funds in the BTH Agency
total $288.7 million as noted below. The loans are proposed only from those funds in
which the loss of revenue will not result in any impact to the programs supported by
the fund, will not require fee increases, and will not need to be repaid prior to 2010-11.
Budget Trailer legislation is proposed to provide the State Highway Account authority to
borrow from the Pooled Money Investment Account to reduce the need to carry a large
cash balance.
TRANSPORTATION LOANS -

28

$238.1

•

State Highway Account, State Transportation Fund-$200 million

•

Local Airport Loan Account-$14.9 million

•

Motor Vehicle Fuel Account-$8 million
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AMENDED IN SENATE JUNE 26, 2008
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 21, 2008
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 9, 2008
california legislature—2007–08 regular session

ASSEMBLY BILL

No. 3034

Introduced by Assembly Members Galgiani and Ma
(Principal coauthor: Assembly Member Davis coauthors: Assembly
Members Davis and Parra)
(Coauthors: Assembly Members Aghazarian, Karnette, and Solorio
Adams, Aghazarian, Arambula, Beall, Berryhill, Caballero,
Charles Calderon, Carter, Coto, De Leon, Dymally, Houston,
Huffman, Karnette, Leno, Lieu, Maze, Price, Ruskin, Saldana,
Solorio, Torrico, and Wolk)
(Coauthors: Senators Alquist, Cedillo, Florez, Kuehl, Scott, Steinberg,
and Torlakson Torlakson, and Wiggins)
February 22, 2008

An act to add Sections 185033 and 185035 to the Public Utilities
Code, to amend Sections 2704.04 2704.01, 2704.04, 2704.05, 2704.06,
2704.08, 2704.09, and 2704.095 2704.095, 2704.10, 2704.11, 2704.12,
2704.13, 2704.15, 2704.18, and 2704.21 of the Streets and Highways
Code, and to amend Sections 1, 3, and 4 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes
of 2002, relating to transportation, and declaring the urgency thereof,
to take effect immediately.
legislative counsel’s digest

AB 3034, as amended, Galgiani. Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger
Train Bond Act for the 21st Century.
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Existing law, Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by
Chapter 71 of the Statutes of 2004 and Chapter 44 of the Statutes of
2006, provides for submission of the Safe, Reliable High-Speed
Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century to the voters for approval
at the November 4, 2008, general election. Subject to voter approval,
the act would provide for the issuance of $9.95 billion of general
obligation bonds, $9 billion of which would be available in conjunction
with any available federal funds for planning and construction of a
high-speed train system pursuant to the business plan of the High-Speed
Rail Authority, and $950 million of which would be available for capital
projects on other passenger rail lines to provide connectivity to the
high-speed train system and for capacity enhancements and safety
improvements to those lines.
This bill would make various revisions to the bond act to be submitted
to the voters. The bill would refer to construction of a high-speed train
system consistent with the authority’s certified environmental impact
report of November 2005, rather than with the final business plan of
June 2000. The bill would revise the descriptions of route corridors of
the proposed high-speed train system. The bill would require excess
revenues from operation of the high-speed train system beyond the
amount needed for high-speed train purposes operating and maintenance
costs and financing obligations, as determined by the authority, to be
used to finance for construction, expansion, improvement, replacement,
and rehabilitation of the high-speed train system, and any remaining
revenue to be deposited in the General Fund. The bill would require
that not more than 10% of certain bond proceeds be used for
environmental studies, planning, and preliminary engineering activities,
and would require the authority to have a detailed funding plan for each
segment of the system that identifies the full cost of construction and
the sources of revenues for that segment, prior to awarding a
construction contract for the segment complete various funding plans
and financial analyses, as specified, prior to submitting a request for
appropriation of bond funds for eligible capital costs and prior to
committing bond proceeds for expenditure for construction and real
property and equipment acquisition. The bill would require the authority
to give priority in selecting segments corridors for construction to those
segments corridors that are expected to require the least amount of
bond funds as a percentage of total cost of construction, among other
considerations. The bill would provide for the bonds to have a final
maturity of not more than 40 years.
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This bill would require the bond measure to appear first on the
November 4, 2008, general election ballot and to be designated as
Proposition 1. The bill would specify the ballot label and title and
summary to be used for the measure.
Existing law creates the California High-Speed Rail Authority with
specified powers and duties relative to the development and
implementation of a high-speed train system.
This bill would require the authority to revise its business plan by
October 1, 2008, as specified, and to submit the revised plan to the
Legislature. The bill would also require the authority to establish an
independent peer review group for the purpose of reviewing the
planning, engineering, financing, and other elements of the authority’s
plans and issuing an analysis of appropriateness and accuracy of the
authority’s assumptions and an analysis of the viability of the authority’s
funding plan for each corridor.
This bill would declare that it is to take effect immediately as an
urgency statute.
Vote: 2⁄3. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mandated local program: no.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

SECTION 1. Section 185033 is added to the Public Utilities
Code, to read:
185033. The authority shall prepare, publish, and submit to
the Legislature, not later than October 1, 2008, a revised business
plan that identifies all of the following: the type of service it
anticipates it will develop, such as local, express, commuter,
regional, or interregional; a description of the primary benefits
the system will provide; a forecast of the anticipated patronage,
operating costs, and capital costs for the system; an estimate and
description of the total anticipated federal, state, local, and other
funds the authority intends to access to fund the construction and
operation of the system; and the proposed chronology for the
construction of the eligible corridors of the statewide high-speed
train system. The revised business plan shall also include a
discussion of all reasonably foreseeable risks the project may
encounter, including, but not limited to, risks associated with the
project’s finances, patronage, construction, equipment, and
technology, and other risks associated with the project’s
96
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4
5
6
7
8
9
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11
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
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development. The plan shall describe the authority’s strategies,
processes, or other actions it intends to utilize to manage those
risks.
SEC. 2. Section 185035 is added to the Public Utilities Code,
to read:
185035. (a) The authority shall establish an independent peer
review group for the purpose of reviewing the planning,
engineering, financing, and other elements of the authority’s plans
and issuing an analysis of appropriateness and accuracy of the
authority’s assumptions and an analysis of the viability of the
authority’s financing plan, including the funding plan for each
corridor required pursuant to subdivision (d) of Section 2704.08
of the Streets and Highways Code.
(b) The peer review group shall include all of the following:
(1) Two individuals with experience in the construction or
operation of high-speed trains in Europe, Asia, or both, designated
by the Treasurer.
(2) Two individuals, one with experience in engineering and
construction of high-speed trains and one with experience in
project finance, designated by the Controller.
(3) One representative from a financial services or financial
consulting firm who shall not have been a contractor or
subcontractor of the authority for the previous three years,
designated by the Director of Finance.
(4) One representative with experience in environmental
planning, designated by the Secretary of Business, Transportation
and Housing.
(5) Two expert representatives from agencies providing intercity
or commuter passenger train services in California, designated
by the Secretary of Business, Transportation and Housing.
(c) The peer review group shall evaluate the authority’s funding
plans and prepare its independent judgment as to the feasibility
and reasonableness of the plans, appropriateness of assumptions,
analyses, and estimates, and any other observations or evaluations
it deems necessary.
(d) The peer review group shall report its findings and
conclusions to the Legislature no later than 60 days after receiving
the plans.
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3
4
5
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8
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14
15
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17
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35
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SECTION 1.
SEC. 3. Section 1 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as
amended by Section 1 of Chapter 71 of the Statutes of 2004, is
amended to read:
Section 1. (a) The continuing growth in California’s population
and the resulting increase in traffic congestion, air pollution,
greenhouse gas emissions, and the continuation of urban sprawl
make it imperative that the state proceed quickly to construct a
state-of-the-art high-speed passenger train system to serve major
metropolitan areas.
(b) The High-Speed Rail Authority, after extensive studies and
analysis, proposes the construction of a high-speed train system
that serves major population centers in the state and that links
regional and local transit systems to form an integrated
transportation system throughout the state. The system will link
all of the state’s major population centers, including Sacramento,
the Bay Area, the Central Valley, Los Angeles, the Inland Empire,
Orange County, and San Diego.
(c) The high-speed train system proposed by the authority will
cost about one-third of what it would cost to provide the same
level of mobility and service with highway and airport
improvements and will contribute significantly toward a reduction
in air pollution and global warming.
(d) The high-speed train system, once it is completed and
becomes operational, will contribute significantly toward the goal
of reducing greenhouse gas emissions and other air pollutants and
will help reduce California’s dependence on foreign energy sources.
(e) The high-speed passenger train bond funds are intended to
encourage the federal government and the private sector to make
a significant contribution toward the construction of the high-speed
train system.
(f) It is the intent of the Legislature that the entire high-speed
train system shall be constructed as quickly as possible in order
to maximize ridership and the mobility of Californians, and that
it be completed no later than 2020, and that all phases shall be
built in a manner that yields maximum benefit consistent with
available revenues.
SEC. 4. Section 2704.01 of the Streets and Highways Code, as
added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
amended to read:
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1
2704.01. As used in this chapter, the following terms have the
2 following meanings:
3
(a) “Committee” means the High-Speed Passenger Train Finance
4 Committee created pursuant to Section 2704.12.
5
(b) “Authority” means the High-Speed Rail Authority created
6 pursuant to Section 185020 of the Public Utilities Code.
7
(c) “Fund” means the High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Fund
8 created pursuant to Section 2704.05.
9
(d) “High-speed train” means a passenger train capable of
10 sustained revenue operating speeds of at least 200 miles per hour
11 where conditions permit those speeds.
12
(e) “High-speed train system” means a system with high-speed
13 trains and includes, but is not limited to, the following components:
14 right-of-way, track, power system, rolling stock, stations, and
15 associated facilities.
16
(f) “Corridor” means a portion of the high-speed train system
17 as described in Section 2704.04.
18
(g) “Segment” means a portion of a corridor that includes at
19 least two stations.
20
SEC. 2.
21
SEC. 5. Section 2704.04 of the Streets and Highways Code,
22 as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
23 amended to read:
24
2704.04. (a) It is the intent of the Legislature by enacting this
25 chapter and of the people of California by approving the bond
26 measure pursuant to this chapter to initiate the construction of a
27 high-speed train system linking the state’s major population
28 centers, including Sacramento, the Bay Area, the Central Valley,
29 Los Angeles, the Inland Empire, Orange County, and San Diego
30 consistent with the authority’s certified environmental impact
31 report of November 2005.
32
(b) (1) Nine billion dollars ($9,000,000,000) of the proceeds
33 of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter, as well as federal
34 funds and other revenues made available to the authority, to the
35 extent consistent with federal and other fund source conditions,
36 shall be used for planning and eligible capital costs, as defined in
37 subdivision (c), for the purpose of including, but not limited to,
38
(b) (1) Net proceeds received from the sale of nine billion
39 dollars ($9,000,000,000) principal amount of bonds authorized
40 pursuant to this chapter, upon appropriation by the Legislature
96
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1 in the annual Budget Act or separate statute, shall be used for (A)
2 planning the high-speed train system and (B) capital costs
3 described in subdivision (c), for the following high-speed train
4 system corridors:
5
(A) Sacramento to Stockton to Fresno.
6
(B) San Francisco Transbay Terminal to San Jose to Fresno.
7
(C) Oakland to San Jose.
8
(D) Fresno to Bakersfield to Palmdale to Los Angeles Union
9 Station.
10
(E) Los Angeles Union Station to Riverside to San Diego.
11
(F) Los Angeles Union Station to Anaheim to Irvine.
12
(G) Altamont Corridor connecting the Central Valley to the
13 East Bay San Francisco Bay Area.
14
(2) Nothing in this section shall prejudice the authority’s
15 determination and selection of the alignment from the Central
16 Valley to the Bay Area in and its certification of the environmental
17 impact report.
18
(3) Revenues of the authority, generated by operations of the
19 high-speed train system above and beyond operating and
20 maintenance costs and financing obligations, including, but not
21 limited to, support of revenue bonds, as determined by the
22 authority, shall be used to finance construction for construction,
23 expansion, improvement, replacement, and rehabilitation of the
24 high-speed train system. If, after satisfaction of the foregoing, there
25 remain additional revenues, those revenues shall be deposited in
26 the General Fund.
27
(c) Capital costs eligible to be paid from proceeds of bonds
28 authorized for high-speed train purposes pursuant to this chapter
29 include all activities necessary for acquisition of right-of-way,
30 construction of tracks, structures, power systems, and stations,
31 purchase of rolling stock and related equipment, and other related
32 capital facilities and equipment.
33
(c) Capital costs payable or reimbursable from proceeds of
34 bonds described in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) include, with
35 respect to the high-speed train system or any portion thereof, all
36 activities necessary for acquisition of interests in real property
37 and rights-of-way and improvement thereof; acquisition and
38 construction of tracks, structures, power systems, and stations;
39 acquisition of rolling stock and related equipment; mitigation of
40 any direct or indirect environmental impacts of activities
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1 authorized by this chapter; relocation assistance for displaced
2 property owners and occupants; other related capital facilities
3 and equipment; and such other purposes related to the foregoing,
4 for the procurement thereof, and for the financing or refinancing
5 thereof, as may be set forth in a statute hereafter enacted. The
6 method of acquisition of any of the foregoing may also be set forth
7 in a statute hereafter enacted.
8
(d) Proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter shall
9 not be used for any operating or maintenance costs of trains or
10 facilities.
11
(e) The State Auditor shall perform periodic audits of the
12 authority’s use of proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this
13 chapter for consistency with the requirements of this chapter.
14
SEC. 6. Section 2704.05 of the Streets and Highways Code, as
15 added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
16 amended to read:
17
2704.05. The Subject to Section 2704.18, the proceeds of bonds
18 issued and sold pursuant to this chapter shall be deposited in the
19 High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Fund, which is hereby created.
20
SEC. 3.
21
SEC. 7. Section 2704.06 of the Streets and Highways Code,
22 as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
23 amended to read:
24
2704.06. Nine billion dollars ($9,000,000,000) of the money
25 in the fundThe net proceeds received from the sale of nine billion
26 dollars ($9,000,000,000) principal amount of bonds authorized
27 pursuant to this chapter, upon appropriation by the Legislature in
28 the annual Budget Act or separate statute, shall be available,
29 without regard to fiscal years, for planning and construction of a
30 high-speed train system in this state, consistent available, and
31 subject to those conditions and criteria that the Legislature may
32 provide by statute, for (A) planning the high-speed train system
33 and (B) capital costs set forth in subdivision (c) of Section 2704.04,
34 consistent with the authority’s certified environmental impact
35 report of November 2005, as subsequently modified pursuant to
36 environmental studies conducted by the authority.
37
SEC. 4.
38
SEC. 8. Section 2704.08 of the Streets and Highways Code,
39 as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
40 amended to read:
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1
2704.08. (a) Proceeds of bonds authorized for high-speed train
2 purposes pursuant to this chapter described in paragraph (1) of
3 subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 shall not be used for more than
4 one-half of the total cost of construction of track and station costs
5 of each segment corridor or usable segment thereof of the
6 high-speed train system.
7
(b) Not more than 10 percent of the proceeds of bonds
8 authorized pursuant to this chapter described in paragraph (1) of
9 subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 shall be used for environmental
10 studies, planning, and preliminary engineering activities.
11
(c) In selecting each specific segment for construction and prior
12 to awarding a construction contract, the authority shall have a
13 detailed funding plan for that segment that identifies the full cost
14 of constructing the segment and the sources of all revenues needed
15 to complete construction of the segment.
16
(c) (1) No later than 90 days prior to the submittal to the
17 Legislature and the Governor of the initial request for
18 appropriation of proceeds of bonds authorized by this chapter for
19 any eligible capital costs on each corridor, or usable segment
20 thereof, identified in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section
21 2704.04, the authority shall have approved and submitted to the
22 Director of Finance, the peer review group established pursuant
23 to Section 185035 of the Public Utilities Code, and the policy
24 committees with jurisdiction over transportation matters and the
25 fiscal committees in both houses of the Legislature, a detailed
26 funding plan for that corridor or a usable segment thereof.
27
(2) The plan shall include, identify, or certify to all of the
28 following:
29
(A) The corridor, or usable segment thereof, in which the
30 authority is proposing to invest bond proceeds.
31
(B) A description of the expected terms and conditions
32 associated with any lease agreement or franchise agreement
33 proposed to be entered into by the authority and any other party
34 for the construction or operation of passenger train service along
35 the corridor or usable segment thereof.
36
(C) The estimated full cost of constructing the corridor or usable
37 segment thereof, including an estimate of cost escalation during
38 construction and appropriate reserves for contingencies.
39
(D) The sources of all funds to be invested in the corridor, or
40 usable segment thereof, and the anticipated time of receipt of those
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funds based on expected commitments, authorizations, agreements,
allocations, or other means.
(E) The projected ridership and operating revenue estimate
based on projected high-speed passenger train operations on the
corridor or usable segment.
(F) All known or foreseeable risks associated with the
construction and operation of high-speed passenger train service
along the corridor or usable segment thereof and the process and
actions the authority will undertake to manage those risks.
(G) Construction of the corridor or usable segment thereof can
be completed as proposed in the plan.
(H) The corridor or usable segment thereof would be suitable
and ready for high-speed train operation.
(I) One or more passenger service providers can begin using
the tracks or stations for passenger train service.
(J) The planned passenger service by the authority in the
corridor or usable segment thereof will not require a local, state,
or federal operating subsidy.
(d) Prior to committing any proceeds of bonds described in
paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 for expenditure
for construction and real property and equipment acquisition on
each corridor, or usable segment thereof, the authority shall have
approved and concurrently submitted to the Director of Finance
and the Chairperson of the Joint Legislative Budget Committee
the following: (1) a detailed funding plan for that corridor or
usable segment thereof that (A) identifies the corridor or usable
segment thereof, and the estimated full cost of constructing the
corridor or usable segment thereof, (B) identifies the sources of
all funds to be used and anticipates time of receipt thereof based
on offered commitments by private parties, and authorizations,
allocations, or other assurances received from governmental
agencies, (C) includes a projected ridership and operating revenue
report, (D) includes a construction cost projection including
estimates of cost escalation during construction and appropriate
reserves for contingencies, (E) includes a report describing any
material changes from the plan submitted pursuant to subdivision
(c) for this corridor or usable segment thereof, and (F) describes
the terms and conditions associated with any agreement proposed
to be entered into by the authority and any other party for the
construction or operation of passenger train service along the
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corridor or usable segment thereof; and (2) a report or reports,
prepared by one or more financial services firms, financial
consulting firms, or other consultants, independent of any parties,
other than the authority, involved in funding or constructing the
high-speed train system, indicating that (A) construction of the
corridor or usable segment thereof can be completed as proposed
in the plan submitted pursuant to paragraph (1), (B) if so
completed, the corridor or usable segment thereof would be
suitable and ready for high-speed train operation, (C) upon
completion, one or more passenger service providers can begin
using the tracks or stations for passenger train service, (D) the
planned passenger train service to be provided by the authority,
or pursuant to its authority, will not require operating subsidy,
and (E) an assessment of risk and the risk mitigation strategies
proposed to be employed. The Director of Finance shall review
the plan within 60 days of its submission by the authority and,
after receiving any communication from the Joint Legislative
Budget Committee, if the director finds that the plan is likely to
be successfully implemented as proposed, the authority may enter
into commitments to expend bond funds that are subject to this
subdivision and accept offered commitments from private parties.
(e) Subject to approval of the detailed funding plan required
under subdivision (d), the authority shall promptly inform the
Governor and the Legislature of any material changes in plans or
project conditions that would jeopardize completion of the corridor
as previously planned and shall identify means of remedying the
conditions to allow completion and operation of the corridor.
(d)
(f) In selecting segments corridors or usable segments thereof
for construction, the authority shall give priority to those segments
corridors or usable segments thereof that are expected to require
the least amount of bond funds as a percentage of total cost of
construction, shall consider the utility of those segments for
passenger rail services other than the high-speed train system, and
shall ensure that any passenger service other than the high-speed
train system provided on those segments construction. Among
other criteria it may use for establishing priorities for initiating
construction on corridors or usable segments thereof, the authority
shall include the following: (1) projected ridership and revenue,
(2) the need to test and certify trains operating at speeds of 220
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1 miles per hour, and (3) the utility of those corridors or usable
2 segments thereof for passenger train services other than the
3 high-speed train service that will not result in any unreimbursed
4 operating or maintenance cost to the authority.
5
(g) Nothing in this section shall limit use or expenditure of
6 proceeds of bonds described in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b)
7 of Section 2704.04 up to an amount equal to 10 percent of the
8 aggregate principal amount of bonds described in that paragraph
9 for environmental studies, planning, and preliminary engineering
10 activities.
11
(h) Nothing in this section shall limit use or expenditure of
12 proceeds of bonds described in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b)
13 of Section 2704.04 up to an amount equal to 5 percent of the
14 aggregate principal amount of bonds described in that paragraph
15 for the following: (1) acquisition of interests in real property and
16 right-of-way and improvement thereof (A) for preservation for
17 high-speed rail uses, (B) to add to third-party improvements to
18 make them compatible with high-speed rail uses, or (C) to avoid
19 or to mitigate incompatible improvements or uses; (2) mitigation
20 of any direct or indirect environmental impacts resulting from the
21 foregoing; and (3) relocation assistance for property owners and
22 occupants who are displaced as a result of the foregoing.
23
(i) No failure to comply with this section shall affect the validity
24 of the bonds issued under this chapter.
25
SEC. 5.
26
SEC. 9. Section 2704.09 of the Streets and Highways Code,
27 as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
28 amended to read:
29
2704.09. The high-speed train system to be constructed
30 pursuant to this chapter shall have be designed to achieve the
31 following characteristics:
32
(a) Electric trains that are capable of sustained maximum
33 revenue operating speeds of no less than 200 miles per hour.
34
(b) Maximum nonstop service travel times for each corridor
35 that shall not exceed the following:
36
(1) San Francisco-Los Angeles Union Station: two hours, 42
37 40 minutes.
38
(2) Oakland-Los Angeles Union Station: two hours, 42 40
39 minutes.
40
(3) San Francisco-San Jose: 31 30 minutes.
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1
(4) San Jose-Los Angeles: two hours, 14 10 minutes.
2
(5) San Diego-Los Angeles: one hour, 20 minutes.
3
(6) Inland Empire-Los Angeles: 29 30 minutes.
4
(7) Sacramento-Los Angeles: two hours, 22 20 minutes.
5
(8) Sacramento-San Jose: one hour, 12 minutes.
6
(c) Achievable operating headway (time between successive
7 trains) shall be five minutes or less.
8
(d) The total number of stations to be served by high-speed
9 trains for all of the corridors described in subdivision (b) of Section
10 2704.04 shall not exceed 24. There shall be no station between the
11 Gilroy station and the Merced station.
12
(e) Trains shall have the capability to transition intermediate
13 stations, or to bypass those stations, at mainline operating speed.
14
(f) For each corridor described in subdivision (b), passengers
15 shall have the capability of traveling from any station on that
16 corridor to any other station on that corridor without being required
17 to change trains.
18
(g) In order to reduce impacts on communities and the
19 environment, the alignment for the high-speed train system shall
20 follow existing transportation or utility corridors to the extent
21 possible feasible and shall be financially viable, as determined by
22 the authority.
23
(h) Stations shall be located in areas with good access to local
24 mass transit or other modes of transportation.
25
(i) The high-speed train system shall be planned and constructed
26 in a manner that minimizes urban sprawl and impacts on the natural
27 environment.
28
(j) Preserving wildlife corridors and mitigating impacts to
29 wildlife movement, where feasible as determined by the authority,
30 in order to limit the extent to which the system may present an
31 additional barrier to wildlife’s natural movement.
32
SEC. 6.
33
SEC. 10. Section 2704.095 of the Streets and Highways Code,
34 as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
35 amended to read:
36
2704.095. (a) (1) Of the proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant
37 to this chapter, nine hundred fifty million dollars ($950,000,000)
38 Net proceeds received from the sale of nine hundred fifty million
39 dollars ($950,000,000) principal amount of bonds authorized by
40 this chapter shall be allocated to eligible recipients for capital
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1 improvements to intercity and commuter rail lines and urban rail
2 systems that provide direct connectivity to the high-speed train
3 system and its facilities, or that are part of the construction of the
4 high-speed train system as that system is described in subdivision
5 (b) of Section 2704.04, or that provide capacity enhancements and
6 safety improvements. Funds under this section shall be available
7 upon appropriation by the Legislature in the Annual Budget act
8 annual Budget Act or separate statute for the eligible purposes
9 described in subdivision (d).
10
(2) Twenty percent (one hundred ninety million dollars
11 ($190,000,000)) of the amount authorized by this section shall be
12 allocated for intercity rail to the Department of Transportation, for
13 state-supported intercity rail lines that provide regularly scheduled
14 service and use public funds to operate and maintain rail facilities,
15 rights-of-way, and equipment. A minimum of 25 percent of the
16 amount available under this paragraph (forty-seven million five
17 hundred thousand dollars ($47,500,000)) shall be allocated to each
18 of the state’s three intercity rail corridors.
19
The California Transportation Commission shall allocate the
20 available funds to eligible recipients consistent with this section
21 and shall develop guidelines, in consultation with the authority,
22 to implement the requirements of this section. The guidelines shall
23 include provisions for the administration of funds, including, but
24 not limited to, the authority of the intercity corridor operators to
25 loan these funds by mutual agreement between intercity rail
26 corridors.
27
(3) Eighty percent (seven hundred sixty million dollars
28 ($760,000,000)) of the amount authorized by this section shall be
29 allocated upon appropriation as set forth in this section to eligible
30 recipients, except intercity rail, as described in subdivision (c)
31 based upon a percentage amount calculated to incorporate all of
32 the following:
33
(A) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of
34 statewide track miles.
35
(B) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of
36 statewide annual vehicle miles.
37
(C) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of
38 statewide annual passenger trips.
39
The California Transportation Commission shall allocate the
40 available funds to eligible recipients consistent with this section
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1 and shall develop guidelines to implement the requirements of this
2 section.
3
(b) For the purposes of this section, the following terms have
4 the following meanings:
5
(1) “Track miles” means the miles of track used by a public
6 agency or joint powers authority for regular passenger rail service.
7
(2) “Vehicle miles” means the total miles traveled, commencing
8 with pullout from the maintenance depot, by all locomotives and
9 cars operated in a train consist for passenger rail service by a public
10 agency or joint powers authority.
11
(3) “Passenger trips” means the annual unlinked passenger
12 boardings reported by a public agency or joint powers authority
13 for regular passenger rail service.
14
(4) “Statewide” when used to modify the terms in paragraphs
15 subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) of paragraph (3) of subdivision
16 (a) means the combined total in the state of those amounts for all
17 eligible recipients.
18
(c) Eligible recipients for funding under paragraph (3) of
19 subdivision (a) shall be public agencies and joint powers authorities
20 that operate regularly scheduled passenger rail service in the
21 following categories:
22
(1) Commuter rail.
23
(2) Light rail.
24
(3) Heavy rail.
25
(4) Cable car.
26
(d) Funds allocated pursuant to this section shall be used for to
27 pay or reimburse the costs of projects to provide or improve
28 connectivity with the high-speed train system or for the
29 rehabilitation or modernization of, or safety improvements to,
30 tracks utilized for public passenger rail service, signals, structures,
31 facilities, and rolling stock.
32
(e) Eligible recipients may use the funds for any eligible rail
33 element set forth in subdivision (d).
34
(f) In order to be eligible for funding under this section, an
35 eligible recipient under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall
36 provide matching funds in an amount not less than the total amount
37 allocated to the recipient under this section.
38
(g) An eligible recipient of funding under paragraph (3) of
39 subdivision (a) shall certify that it has met its matching funds
40 requirement, and all other requirements of this section, by
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resolution of its governing board, subject to verification by the
California Transportation Commission.
(h) Funds made available to an eligible recipient under paragraph
(3) of subdivision (a) shall supplement existing local, state, or
federal revenues being used for maintenance or rehabilitation of
the passenger rail system. Eligible recipients of funding under
paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall maintain their existing
commitment of local, state, or federal funds for these purposes in
order to remain eligible for allocation and expenditure of the
additional funding made available by this section.
(i) In order to receive any allocation under this section, an
eligible recipient under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall
annually expend from existing local, state, or federal revenues
being used for the maintenance or rehabilitation of the passenger
rail system in an amount not less than the annual average of its
expenditures from local revenues for those purposes during the
1998–99, 1999–2000, and 2000–01 fiscal years.
(j) Funds allocated pursuant to this section to the Southern
California Regional Rail Authority for eligible projects within its
service area shall be apportioned each fiscal year in accordance
with memorandums of understanding to be executed between the
Southern California Regional Rail Authority and its member
agencies. The memorandum or memorandums of understanding
shall take into account the passenger service needs of the Southern
California Regional Rail Authority and of the member agencies,
revenue attributable to member agencies, and separate contributions
to the Southern California Regional Rail Authority from the
member agencies.
SEC. 11. Section 2704.10 of the Streets and Highways Code,
as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
amended to read:
2704.10. (a) Bonds in the total amount of nine billion nine
hundred fifty million dollars ($9,950,000,000), exclusive of
refunding bonds issued in accordance with Section 2704.19, or so
much thereof as is necessary, may be issued and sold to provide
a fund to be used for carrying out the purposes expressed in this
chapter and to be used to reimburse the General Obligation Bond
Expense Revolving Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5 of the
Government Code. The bonds, when sold, shall be and constitute
a valid and binding obligation of the State of California, and the
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full faith and credit of the State of California is hereby pledged
for the punctual payment of both principal of, and interest on, the
bonds as the principal and interest become due and payable.
(b) The Treasurer shall sell the bonds authorized by the
committee pursuant to this section. The bonds shall be sold upon
the terms and conditions specified in a resolution to be adopted
by the committee pursuant to Section 16731 of the Government
Code.
SEC. 12. Section 2704.11 of the Streets and Highways Code,
as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
amended to read:
2704.11. (a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), the bonds
authorized by this chapter shall be prepared, executed, issued, sold,
paid, and redeemed as provided in the State General Obligation
Bond Law, Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 16720) of Part
3 of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code, and all of the
provisions of that law, other than the useful life requirements of
subdivision (a) of Section 16727 of the Government Code, apply
to the bonds and to this chapter and are hereby incorporated in this
chapter as though set forth in full in this chapter.
(b) Notwithstanding any provision of the State General
Obligation Bond Law, each issue of bonds authorized by the
committee shall have a final maturity of not more than 30 40 years
from the date of original issuance thereof.
SEC. 13. Section 2704.12 of the Streets and Highways Code,
as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
amended to read:
2704.12. (a) Solely for the purpose of authorizing the issuance
and sale of the bonds authorized by this chapter and the making
of those determinations and the taking of other actions as are
authorized by this chapter, pursuant to the State General Obligation
Bond Law, of the bonds authorized by this chapter, the High-Speed
Passenger Train Finance Committee is hereby created. For purposes
of this chapter, the High-Speed Passenger Train Finance Committee
is “the committee” as that term is used in the State General
Obligation Bond Law. The committee consists of the Treasurer,
the Director of Finance, the Controller, the Secretary of the
Business, Transportation and Housing Agency, and the chairperson
of the authority, or their designated representatives.
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any member of the
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committee may designate a representative to act as that member
in his or her place and stead for all purposes, as though the
member were personally present. The Treasurer shall serve as
chairperson of the committee. A majority of the committee shall
constitute a quorum of the committee, and may act for the
committee.
(b) For purposes of the State General Obligation Bond Law, the
authority is designated the “board.”
SEC. 14. Section 2704.13 of the Streets and Highways Code,
as amended by Section 1 of Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, is
amended to read:
2704.13. The committee shall determine whether or not it is
necessary or desirable to issue bonds authorized pursuant to this
chapter in order to carry out the actions specified in Sections
2704.06 and 2704.095 and, if so, the amount of bonds to be issued
and sold. Successive issues of bonds may be issued and sold to
carry out those actions progressively, and it is not necessary that
all of the bonds authorized be issued and sold at any one time. The
committee shall consider program funding needs, revenue
projections, financial market conditions, and other necessary factors
in determining the shortest feasible term for the bonds to be issued.
In addition to all other powers specifically granted in this chapter
and the State General Obligation Bond Law, the committee may
do all things necessary or convenient to carry out the powers and
purposes of this article, including the approval of any indenture
relating to the bonds, and the delegation of necessary duties to the
chairperson and to the Treasurer as agent for the sale of the bonds.
Any terms of any bonds issued under this chapter may be provided
under an indenture instead of under a resolution, as determined
by the committee.
SEC. 15. Section 2704.15 of the Streets and Highways Code,
as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
amended to read:
2704.15. Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government
Code, there is hereby appropriated from the General Fund in the
State Treasury, for the purposes of this chapter, an amount equal
to the total of the following: (a) that sum annually necessary to
pay the principal of, and interest on, bonds issued and sold pursuant
to this chapter, as the principal and interest become due and
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payable, and (b) the sum necessary to carry out Section 2704.17,
appropriated without regard to fiscal years.
SEC. 16. Section 2704.18 of the Streets and Highways Code,
as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
amended to read:
2704.18. All money deposited in the fund which is derived
from premium and accrued interest on bonds sold shall be reserved
in the fund and available to pay costs of issuing the bonds, and to
the extent not so needed, together with accrued interest derived
from sale of the bonds, shall be available for transfer to the General
Fund as a credit to expenditures for bond interest.
SEC. 17. Section 2704.21 of the Streets and Highways Code,
as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, is
amended to read:
2704.21. Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter or the
State General Obligation Bond Law with regard to the proceeds
from the sale of bonds authorized by this chapter that are subject
to investment under Article 4 (commencing with Section 16470)
of Chapter 3 of Part 2 of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government
Code, if the Treasurer sells bonds pursuant to this chapter that
include a bond counsel opinion to the effect that the interest on
the bonds is excluded from gross income for federal tax purposes
under designated conditions, the Treasurer may maintain a separate
account accounts for investment earnings, order the payment of
those earnings to comply with any rebate requirement applicable
under federal law, and may otherwise direct the use and investment
of those proceeds so as the bond proceeds invested and the
investment earnings on those proceeds, and may use or direct the
use of those proceeds or earnings to pay any rebate, penalty, or
other payment required under federal law, or take any other action
with respect to the investment and use of those bond proceeds, as
may be required or desirable under federal law in order to
maintain the tax-exempt status of those bonds and to obtain any
other advantage under federal law on behalf of the funds of this
state.
SEC. 7.
SEC. 18. Section 3 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as
amended by Section 3 of Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, is
amended to read:
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1
Sec. 3. Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as
2 amended by Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 71 of the Statutes of 2004,
3 as further amended by Sections 1 and 2 of Chapter 44 of the
4 Statutes of 2006, and as further amended by Sections 2 to 6 4 to
5 17, inclusive, of the act amending this section in the 2007–08
6 Regular Session, shall take effect upon the adoption by the voters
7 of the Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for
8 the 21st Century, as set forth in Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the
9 Statutes of 2002, as amended by Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 71
10 of the Statutes of 2004, as further amended by Sections 1 and 2 of
11 Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, and as further amended by
12 Sections 2 to 6 4 to 17, inclusive, of the act amending this section
13 in the 2007–08 Regular Session.
14
SEC. 8.
15
SEC. 19. Section 4 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as
16 amended by Section 4 of Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, is
17 amended to read:
18
Sec. 4. (a) Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002,
19 as amended by Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 71 of the Statutes of
20 2004, as further amended by Sections 1 and 2 of Chapter 44 of the
21 Statutes of 2006, and as further amended by Sections 2 to 6 4 to
22 17, inclusive, of the act amending this section in the 2007–08
23 Regular Session, shall be submitted to the voters at the November
24 4, 2008, general election in accordance with provisions of the
25 Government Code and the Elections Code governing the
26 submission of statewide measures to the voters. by the Secretary
27 of State to the voters at the November 4, 2008, general election,
28 notwithstanding the requirements of Sections 9040, 9043, 9044,
29 and 9061 of the Elections Code or any other provision of law.
30
(b) Notwithstanding Sections 13115 and 13117 of the Elections
31 Code, the bond measure described in subdivision (a) shall be
32 placed as the first ballot measure on the November 4, 2008,
33 statewide general election ballot and shall be designated
34 Proposition 1.
35
(b)
36
(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all ballots of
37 the November 4, 2008, general election shall have printed thereon
38 and in a square thereof, exclusively, the words “Safe, Reliable
39 High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century” and
40 in the same square under those words, the following in 8-point
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type: “This act provides for the Safe, Reliable High-Speed
Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century. For the purpose
of reducing traffic on the state’s highways and roadways, upgrading
commuter transportation, improving people’s ability to get safely
from city to city, alleviating congestion at airports, reducing air
pollution, and providing for California’s growing population, shall
the state build a high-speed train system and improve existing
passenger rail lines serving the state’s major population centers
by creating a rail trust fund that will issue bonds totaling $9.95
billion, paid from existing state funds at an average cost of ____
dollars ($____) per year over the 30-year life of the bonds, with
all expenditures subject to an independent audit?” The blank space
in the question to appear on the ballot pursuant to this subdivision
shall be filled in by the Attorney General with the appropriate
figure provided by the Legislative Analyst relative to the annual
average cost of the bonds. Opposite the square, there shall be left
spaces in which the voters may place a cross in the manner required
by law to indicate whether they vote for or against the measure.
as the ballot label for Proposition 1 the following:
“SAFE, RELIABLE HIGH-SPEED PASSENGER TRAIN BOND
ACT FOR THE 21ST CENTURY. To provide Californians a safe,
convenient, affordable, and reliable alternative to driving and high
gas prices; to provide good-paying jobs and improve California’s
economy while reducing air pollution, global warming greenhouse
gases, and our dependence on foreign oil, shall $9.95 billion in
bonds be issued to establish a clean, efficient high-speed train
service linking Southern California, the Sacramento/San Joaquin
Valley, and the San Francisco Bay Area, with at least 90 percent
of bond funds spent for specific projects, with federal and private
matching funds required, and all bond funds subject to annual
independent audits?”
At the appropriate location on the ballot, in the manner
prescribed by law, there shall be provided the opportunity for
voters to indicate whether they vote for or against the measure.
(c)
(d) Notwithstanding Sections 13247 and 13281 of the Elections
Code, the language in subdivision (b) (c) shall be the only language
included in the ballot label for the condensed statement of the
ballot title, and the Attorney General shall not supplement, subtract
from, or revise that language, except that the Attorney General
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may prepare a ballot label for Proposition 1. The Secretary of
State shall include the financial impact summary prepared pursuant
to Section 9087 of the Elections Code and Section 88003 of the
Government Code. The ballot label is the condensed statement of
the ballot title and summary and the financial impact summary.
(d)
(e) Where the voting in the election is done by means of voting
machines used pursuant to law in the manner that carries out the
intent of this section, the use of the voting machines and the
expression of the voters’ choice by means thereof are in compliance
with this section.
(f) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretary
of State shall use the following as the ballot title and summary for
Proposition 1:
“SAFE, RELIABLE HIGH-SPEED PASSENGER TRAIN BOND
ACT FOR THE 21ST CENTURY.
Provides long-distance commuters with a safe, convenient,
affordable, and reliable alternative to driving and high gas prices.
Reduces traffic congestion on the state’s highways and at the
state’s airports.
Reduces California’s dependence on foreign oil.
Reduces air pollution and global warming greenhouse gases.
Establishes a clean, efficient 220 MPH transportation system.
Improves existing passenger rail lines serving the state’s major
population centers.
Provides for California’s growing population.
Provides for a bond issue of $9.95 billion to establish high-speed
train service linking Southern California counties, the
Sacramento/San Joaquin Valley, and the San Francisco Bay Area.
Provides that at least 90% of these bond funds shall be spent
for specific construction projects, with federal and private sector
matching funds required.
Requires that use of all bond funds is subject to annual
independent audits.
Appropriates money from the General Fund to pay bond
principal and interest.”
(2) The Secretary of State shall include at the end of the title
and summary the financial impact summary prepared pursuant to
Section 9087 of the Elections Code and Section 88003 of the
Government Code.
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(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Attorney
General shall not provide a ballot title and summary for
Proposition 1, nor shall the Attorney General perform any other
duty described under Article 5 (commencing with Section 9050)
of Chapter 1 of Division 9 of the Elections Code for Proposition
1.
(g) The Secretary of State shall include, in the ballot pamphlets
mailed pursuant to Section 9094 of the Elections Code, the
information specified in Section 9084 of the Elections Code
regarding the bond act described in subdivision (a). If that
inclusion is not possible, the Secretary of State shall publish a
supplemental ballot pamphlet regarding the bond act described
in subdivision (a), to be mailed with the ballot pamphlet. If the
supplemental ballot pamphlet cannot be mailed with the ballot
pamphlet, the supplemental ballot pamphlet shall be mailed
separately.
(h) Notwithstanding Section 9054 of the Elections Code or any
other provision of law, the translations of the ballot title and the
condensed statement of the ballot title required pursuant to Section
9054 may be made available for public examination at a later date
than the start of the public examination period for the ballot
pamphlet, provided that the translations of the ballot title and the
condensed statement of the ballot title must remain available for
public examination for 20 days.
SEC. 9.
SEC. 20. This act is an urgency statute necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety within
the meaning of Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into
immediate effect. The facts constituting the necessity are:
In order to modify the provisions of a general obligation bond
measure on the November 4, 2008, general election ballot that
would authorize the issuance and sale of bonds for the financing
of a high-speed passenger train system and for other related
purposes, it is necessary that this act take effect immediately.
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SENATE TRANSPORTATION & HOUSING COMMITTEE
SENATOR ALAN LOWENTHAL, CHAIRMAN
Analysis by: Art Bauer
Hearing date: July 1, 2008

BILL NO: AB 3034
AUTHOR: GALGIANI
VERSION: 6/26/08
FISCAL: YES
URGENCY

SUBJECT:
High-speed rail
DESCRIPTION:
This bill makes several changes to the Safe, Reliable High-Speed Train Bond Act for the 21st
Century (bond act) scheduled to be on the November 4, 2008 general election ballot.
ANALYSIS:
The Legislature inaugurated the high-speed rail program when it enacted the California HighSpeed Rail Act of 1996, SB 1420 (Kopp), Chapter 796. The statute established the California
High-Speed Rail Authority (HSRA) as an independent entity with nine board members, five of
whom are appointed by the Governor, two by the Senate Rules Committee, and two by the
Speaker of the Assembly. The enabling legislation sunsetted the HSRA on December 31, 2003.
SB 796 (Costa), Chapter 696, Statutes of 2002, repealed that expiration date, making the HSRA
permanent.
SB 1856 (Costa), Chapter 697, Statutes of 2002, placed The Safe Reliable High-speed Train
Bond Act for the 21st Century on the November 2004 ballot and authorized the sale of $9.95
billion of general obligation bonds, including $9 billion of which would be allocated for planning
and construction of a high-speed rail segment between San Francisco and Los Angeles. The
additional $950 million was designated for rail projects to provide connectivity with the highspeed rail system and other modes of transportation. Because of budgetary constraints first in
2004 and again in 2006, the bond measure was removed from the ballot twice. AB 713
(Torrico), Chapter 44, Statutes of 2006 now scheduled for the November 2008 ballot.
Existing law:
1. Identifies a high-speed rail line linking San Francisco Transbay Terminal to Los Angeles
Union Station to serve as a “backbone” of a 700-mile system linking all the state’s major
population centers and to be fully funded before funding other corridors.
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2. Identifies the corridors in which high-speed rail is to be constructed after the backbone
system if fully funded as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Oakland-San Jose
Sacramento-Merced
Los Angeles-Inland Empire
Inland Empire-San Diego
Los Angeles-Irvine

3. Authorizes the HSRA to undertake the following:
a. Conduct planning, financial, environmental, and engineering studies to support
decisions related to the selection and acquisition of rights-of-way and the
selection of a franchisee.
b. Select a proposed franchisee, a proposed route, and proposed terminal sites.
c. Prepare a detailed financing plan, including any necessary taxes, fees, or bonds to
pay for the construction of the system.
d. Accept grants, fees, and allocations from the state, local governments, the federal
government, foreign governments, and private sources.
e. Issue revenue bonds guaranteed by state or federal funds or by project revenues.
f. Prepare a business plan.
g. Enter into contracts for the construction and operations of the high-speed rail
system, including design-build or design-build-operate contracts.
4. Authorizes bond revenues to be used for acquisitions of right-of-way, construction of
tracks, bridges and related infrastructure, acquisition of trains, and other related facilities.
5. Prohibits bond revenue from being used to defraying operating or maintenance costs of
trains and facilities.
6. Permits bond revenues to be used only for one-half of the total cost of construction of
track and stations for each segment of the high-speed train system.
7. Requires the State Auditor to perform periodic audits of the HSRA’s use of bond revenue
for consistency with the requirements of law.
8. Authorizes $9 billion of the bond revenues to be available without reference to fiscal year
for the planning and construction of a high-speed train system consistent with the Final
Business Plan of June 2000.
9. Authorizes $950 million to be allocated by the California Transportation Commission
(CTC) for intercity, commuter, and urban rail systems that provide connectivity to the
high-speed rail system.
10. Authorizes CTC to allocate $190 million of the $950 million for state supported intercity
rail services, such as the service between San Diego and Los Angeles, Sacramento and
Oakland/San Jose, and Bakersfield to Oakland.
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11. Authorizes CTC to allocate $760 million to commuter and urban rail systems, including
light rail, heavy rail, and cable cars. The funds are to be used for connectivity with the
high-speed system or for rehabilitation, modernization, or safety improvements to tracks,
signals, structures, and rolling stock.
12. Requires a dollar-for-dollar match by the non-state providers of eligible services.
This bill:
1. Makes a finding that if the high speed rail bond is approved, construction will begin on
a high-speed rail system linking the state’s population centers, including Los Angeles,
Sacramento, the Bay Area, the Central Valley, the Inland Empire, Orange County, and
San Diego consistent with the HSRA’s certified environmental impact report of
November 2005.
2. Makes a finding that the bond revenues are intended to encourage contribution from the
federal government and private sector, and that the entire system is completed by 2020.
3. Defines a high-speed train as a train that can travel at least 200 miles per hour where
conditions permit.
4. Deletes requirement that Los Angeles/San Francisco link be fully funded before
funding other corridors.
5. Defines the corridors in which high-speed rail construction may occur as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Sacramento-Stockton-Fresno
San Francisco Transbay Terminal-San Jose-Fresno
Oakland-San Jose
Fresno-Bakersfield-Palmdale-Los Angeles Union Station
Los Angeles Union Station-Riverside-San Diego
Los Angeles Union Station-Anaheim-Irvine
Altamont Corridor connecting the Central Valley to the San Francisco Bay Area

6. Deletes the requirement that the high-speed rail system be consistent with the Business
Plan of 2000 and requires the system be consistent with the HSRA’s certified
environmental impact report of November 2005.
7. Defines a segment as a portion of a corridor that includes at least two stations.
8. Deletes the requirement that revenues in excess of maintenance, operating, and
financing obligations are to be transferred to the General Fund.
9. Requires revenues from operation above those needed for operating and maintenance
costs, financing obligations, and debt service shall be used for construction, expansion,
improvement, replacement, and rehabilitation of the system.
10. Defines capital cost for which bond revenues may be used to include acquisition of
property, acquisition and construction of tracks, structures, power systems, and stations;
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acquisition of train equipment; mitigation of direct and indirect environmental impacts;
relocation assistance; and other related capital facilities, including financing and
refinancing if authorized by a subsequent statute.
11. Authorizes the Legislature to prescribe the method of using bond revenues for
acquiring capital assets in a separate statute.
12. Requires bond proceeds to be appropriated in the annual Budget Act or a separate
statute for planning the high-speed rail system and associated capital costs.
13. Authorizes the Legislature to establish conditions and criteria on funds appropriated for
planning and capital costs.
14. Authorizes the Legislature to appropriate not more than ten percent of bond proceeds
for planning, environmental, and preliminary engineering activities.
15. Limits the expenditure of bond proceeds to not more than 50 percent of the total cost of
the construction of track and station cost of each corridor or “usable” segment.
16. Requires the HSRA to prepare and submit to the Legislature, no later than October 1,
2008 a business plan that discusses sources of funding, patronage, project cost,
foreseeable engineering and financial risks and other related factors.
17. Establishes an eight member independent peer review committee comprised of the
following members:
a. Two individuals appointed by the State Treasurer with experience in the
construction or operation of high speed rail in Europe, Asia, or both.
b. Two individuals, appointed by the Controller, one with experience in engineering
and construction of high speed rail and one with experience in project finance.
c. One representative, appointed by the Director of Finance, from a financial service
or financial consulting firm who has not been a contractor or subcontractor to the
HSRA for the previous three years.
d. One representative, appointed by the Secretary of Business, Transportation and
Housing, with experience in environmental planning.
e. Two representatives, appointed by the Secretary of Business, Transportation and
Housing, from agencies providing intercity or commuter passenger train service
in the state.
18. Requires the independent peer review committee to review and issue an analysis of the
appropriateness and accuracy of the HSRA’s assumptions underlying its planning,
engineering, and financing plan and its viability for a project in a corridor for which it
is seeking bond funds.
19. Requires the HSRA, 90 days prior to presenting a request to the Governor and
Legislature for an appropriation of bond proceeds, to submit to the Director of Finance,
the peer review committee, the Senate Transportation and Housing Committee,
Assembly Transportation Committee and the legislative fiscal committees a detailed
funding plan for a corridor or a usable segment.
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20. Requires the HSRA to include in the funding plan:
a. An Identification of the corridor in which the HSRA will expend the funds.
b. A description of the expected terms and conditions associated with any lease
agreement or franchise agreement proposed to be entered into by the HSRA for
the construction or operation of passenger train services in the corridor or usable
segment.
c. An estimated full cost of constructing the proposed service, an estimate of
construction cost escalation, and amount of contingency reserves.
d. An identification of all funds to be invested in the project from public and private
sources and the anticipated time of receipt of funds.
e. An identification of forecasted ridership and operating revenue.
f. An identification of all known or foreseeable risks during the construction and
operations of the service and the strategies for managing the risks.
g. A certification that corridor or segment will be suitable and ready for high-speed
rail service.
h. A certification that one or more passenger service providers can begin using the
tracks and stations.
i. A certification that the planned service will not require a local, state, or federal
operating subsidy.
21. Requires the peer review committee to report its findings and conclusion to the
Legislature no later than 60 days after receiving the plans.
22. Requires the HSRA prior to expending bond proceeds appropriated by the Legislature
for the construction and acquisition of equipment and property to submit concurrently
to the Director of Finance and the Chair of the Joint Legislative Budget Committee the
following:
a. A detailed funding plan for the corridor that indentifies the full estimated cost of
the project, the sources of public and private revenues and their assumed time of
availability, and a project ridership and operating revenue report; an estimate of
construction cost inflations and the amount of contingency reserve; a report on
any material changes that have occurred since the initial report to the Legislature,
Director of Finance, and the peer review committee; and a description of any
contract entered into with any party for the construction and operation of the
proposed service.
b. A report prepared by an independent financial services indicating that when
completed the segment would be ready for high-speed service; one or more
service providers can use the facilities; the service provided by the HSRA will not
require an operating subsidy; and assessment of risk and risk mitigation strategies
being proposed.
The Director of Finance must review the plan described in (b) within 60 days and if the
director finds that the plan is “likely to be successfully implemented,” the HSRA may
proceed with the project. The Joint Legislative Audit Committee may communicate its
findings to the director during the 60 day period.
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23. Requires HSRA to give priority to those corridors or segments that are expected to
require the least amount of bond revenues as a percentage of total cost of construction.
Other criteria include projected ridership and revenue, the need to test and certify trains
operating at speeds of 220 miles per hour, and the possibility that the corridor segments
may be used by other passenger rail services.
24. Authorizes the HSRA to use up to 10 percent of the bond proceeds, ($900 million), for
planning, preliminary engineering, and environmental studies.
25. Authorizes the HSRA to use up 5 percent of the bond proceeds ($450 million), for
acquisition of property, right of way and its improvement for the preservation of highspeed rail uses third party improvements to ensure compatibility with the high-speed
system, mitigation of incompatible improvements, mitigation of any direct or indirect
environmental impacts, and relocation assistance for property owners and occupants.
26. Establishes that travel times between the points shall not exceed:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

San Francisco-Los Angeles Union Station: two hours, 40 minutes.
Oakland-Los Angeles Union Station: two hours, 40 minutes.
San Francisco-San Jose: 30 minutes.
San Jose-Los Angeles: two hours, 10 minutes.
San Diego-Los Angeles: one hour, 20 minutes.
Inland Empire-Los Angeles: 30 minutes.
Sacramento-Los Angeles: two hours, 20 minutes.
Sacramento-San Jose: one hour, 12 minutes.

27. Mandates that spacing between trains, (headways), shall be five minutes or less.
28. Mandates that the number of stations on all corridors shall not exceed 24 and the
stations shall be located with good access to local mass transit services or other modes
of transportation.
29. Mandates that no station shall be constructed between Merced and Gilroy.
30. Mandates that the alignment of high-speed trains shall follow transportation and utility
corridors to extent they are financial feasible.
31. Mandates that the high-speed system shall be planned and designed to minimize urban
sprawl and impact on the natural environment, including mitigating impacts on the
movement of wildlife.
32. Designates the bond act as Proposition 1.
33. Specifies both the ballot label and title and summary of Proposition 1.
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COMMENTS:
1. Purpose. This bill revises several provisions of the general bond obligation act Safe,
Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century, which is on the
November 4, 2008 general election ballot. This bill was original scheduled for the
November 2004 ballot. Since the measure was enacted in 2002, the HSRA has refined its
analysis of the need for high-speed rail in California, has completed a program
environmental impact report on the proposed system, and has completed other activities
related to system development. It is for these reasons that the Authority believes it is
appropriate to revise the bond act.
2. San Francisco-Los Angeles corridor no longer the keystone of high-speed rail system.
The bond act requires that the San Francisco-Los Angeles system must be fully funded
before funds can be committed to other corridors. This bill deletes the San Francisco-Los
Angeles Corridor as the keystone corridor. In testimony at this committee’s oversight
hearings six months ago, there was no indication that San Francisco-Los Angeles
Corridor, which was to go through San Jose, Gilroy, the Merced area, Fresno,
Bakersfield, Palmdale/Lancaster on into Los Angeles was going to lose its signature
status. The reason for the change, according to the HSRA’s documents, is that the high
value business trips between Los Angeles and San Francisco would generate 91 percent
of the system’s revenue, but carry only 16 million of the 94 million trips forecasted for
2020. At the committee’s oversight hearing, it was understood that the San Francisco-Los
Angeles corridor would be built out incrementally, segment by segment, but in the end
there would be a San Francisco-Los Angeles route. Having removed its commitment to
the only corridor that links the state’s two population centers, the HSRA has diminished
the statewide benefit. This bill’s lack of clarity as to exactly how the collection of highspeed rail corridors will emerge as a statewide system leaves the impression that the
expenditure of the bond revenues might result in the construction of corridor segments
without achieving linkage between the state’s largest regions.
Six of the seven corridors are defined by pairs of cities comprising the corridors’ end
points. The seventh corridor, added by this bill, The Altamont Corridor connecting the
Central Valley to the San Francisco Bay Area, is vague. The committee may wish to
amend the bill by renaming the corridor, as the Merced to Stockton to Oakland/San
Francisco via the Altamont Corridor.
3. Oversight of the HSRA is needed. One of the important findings of the committee’s
oversight hearings is that there is a need for greater oversight of the HSRA’s activities by
both the administration and the Legislature. This bill addresses oversight in three ways:
creation of a peer review committee; a pre-appropriation review; and a pre-expenditure
review. Each is discussed below.
a. Creation of a peer review committee. This bill creates an eight member peer
review committee to review and analyze the planning, engineering, and financial
assumptions underlying a proposed project to be funded with bond proceeds and
report to the Legislature and the Department of Finance its findings. Two
individuals are appointed by the Treasurer and two are appointed by the
Controller both of whom must have in the construction and operation of highspeed rail. One appointment is made by the Director of Finance with experience
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in project financing. The Secretary of Business, Transportation & Housing
appoints an individual experienced in environmental planning. The Secretary also
appoints two representatives from providing commuter rail and intercity rail
services in the state.
On page 4 of the bill where the peer review committee is authorized, the
committee may wish to authorize the Senate Rules Committee and the chair
of the minority caucus in the Senate to each appoint on individual with
technical, financial, and environmental expertise to peer review committee.
Similarly, the committee may wish to authorize the Speaker of the Assembly
and the chair of the minority caucus in the Assembly to each appoint on
individual with technical, financial, and environmental expertise to the peer
review committee.
An additional amendment may be appropriate requiring the HSRA to
provide the peer review all the information that it request.
b. Review of a request from the HSRA for an appropriation of bond proceeds.
Ninety days before the HSRA submits a request for an appropriation of bond
proceeds, the HSRA must submit a financing plan for the project it intends to
fund to the peer review committee, the Director of Finance, the policy
committees, and the fiscal committees of the Senate and the Assembly. This plan
is a detailed plan which includes the identification of revenues, construction and
operating risks, sources of non-state funds, the expected terms and conditions of
the franchise agreement associated with the project, and other related information.
Within 60 days of receiving the information, the peer review committee must
report its findings to the Legislature. With this information the Legislature will be
in a position to hold public hearings on the merits of the HSRA’s proposed
investment before the budget committees begin their consideration of the
Governor’s budget. Depending on the outcome of the Department of Finance’s
review, the request may be placed in the Governor’s budget. The Legislature and
the administration will have the same period of time to review the proposed
project to be funded by the project.
c. Review of the HSRA’s request to expend bond proceeds. Prior to expending an
appropriation to begin construction of a project the HSRA must report to the
Director of Finance and the chair of the Joint Legislative Budget Committee
(JLBC) a detailed funding plan and a statement of any material changes from the
information provided in the submittal associated with the request for an
appropriation, plus a description of the contract that the HSRA is proposing to
enter with a contractor or consortium to construct, maintain, and operate highspeed rail service. Department of Finance is require to commission a report from
an independent financial services warranting that the service would not require an
operating subsidy and an assessment of the risks and risk management process
established by the HSRA. The JLBC may submit its comments to the Department
of Finance during the 60 day period.
4. HSRA may use up to 15 percent of bond proceeds for preliminary activities. This bill
authorizes the HSRA to use 10 percent of the bond proceeds, which is $900 million, for
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planning and preliminary engineering. It is the intent of the HSRA to develop plans in
one or more corridors to about 30 percent completion. The HSRA would then solicit
proposals from firms seeking to design, build, operate, and maintain a high-speed line for
a specified period of time. The HSRA is also seeking to use 5 percent of the bond
proceeds, which is $450 million, for the acquisition of right-of-way and other property
that may be under the threat of development. Committee staff is unaware of any written
justification explaining how this funding need was reached. In light of increasing
construction costs, setting aside $1.350 billion for essentially “soft costs” may be viewed
as excessive.
The committee may wish to amend merge paragraphs (g) and (h) on page 12 into a
single paragraph and limit the total amount of bond proceeds for engineering and
property acquisition to 10 percent.
Page 10, line 7 is redundant language and should be removed as it is repeated on
page 12.
5. Limit on the state’s share of bond proceeds committed to a project. This bill limits the
state’s share to 50 percent of track and station costs. In fact, the cost of these elements of
the system may be the least expensive of the system. The cost of bridges, viaducts,
tunnels, rolling stock, and the electrification system may likely cost more on a per unit
basis. There is no cap on the state’s share of these costs. To be sure, among the criteria
the HSRA is to use when selecting between corridors is that the corridor requiring the
least amount of bond funds as a percentage of total construction cost would get priority.
Because there is no documentation that describes the likely financing scenarios and
construction strategies, the Legislature is at a disadvantage in assessing what it might
expect the state commitment to the capital cost may be.
The committee may wish to consider an amendment that would mandate that “the
state’s share of the total cost of a project may not exceed 50 percent of the project’s
cost.” Although the Legislature would know that there is a cap on total project
expenditures of bond proceeds, the HSRA could negotiate an arrangement with
contractors where some cost elements might be 100 percent state revenue and the state
would bear no cost responsibility for other elements. This does not limit the HSRA’s
flexibility, but it clearly puts all parties on notice that there are limits as to what the state
can commit to the project.
6. Information regarding the financing of the project, its risks, and the sequencing of project
development lacking. The high-speed rail project is being proposed to be developed and
partially financed as public private partnership. However, it is difficult to understand the
scope of the HSRA’s intention in regard to funding, the sequencing of corridor
development, and the many risks associated with the project. This is important because
the HSRA has removed the San Francisco-Los Angeles link as the central feature of the
system. The last comprehensive document was the published in June 2000, the HighSpeed Rail System Business Plan. Until this bill was introduced, the expenditure of bond
act revenues was to be consistent with the Business Plan. This bill deletes that
requirement and now requires that the expenditures be consistent with the certified
environmental impact report of November 2005. An environmental document is not a
financial analysis that discusses the funding strategy for the project, assesses the
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likelihood of federal matching funds and explains the requirements of a public-privatepartnership (PPP). At the committee’s January oversight hearing, the chair asked for the
HSRA to prepare an updated business plan. `The HSRA has now agreed to submit the
plan by October 1, 2008. This bill defines the elements of the business plan that the
HSRA is to provide. If this analysis is done correctly, it will be the first updated narrative
discussing the financing of the HSRA’s program since 2000.
7. Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) will be critical financial component. The PPP concept is
both a project delivery and project finance strategy. To date, the PPP bills that have been
before the committee have related to highway construction. The usual revenue source to
finance project and provide a rate of return to investors have been tolls. This project will
be very different. State and federal funds will make up two-third of the construction
revenue. Although Congress has yet to enact a federal high-speed funding program, it
does appear it may do so this session. The final leg of the funding stool is private funds. It
is unclear exactly what will be required of the state to attract private funding. For
example, will the negotiated rate of return to the private investors be derived from the
fare revenues or will the state have to provide a secondary revenue source to guarantee
the rate of return? There may be other requirements financial requirements that the state
will have to negotiate to attract private participation. The updated business plan required
by this bill should include a comprehensive discussion of this and related issues.
8. Technical amendments. The words segment and useable segment are used
interchangeably. It is recommended that “useable segment” be used throughout the bill in
place of segment. A second amendment on Page 4, line 12, subdivision (d) should read
subdivision (c).
9. Opposition. The Professional in California Government (PECG) is opposed to this bill.
PECG is seeking amendments that “would assign essential public-interest functions—
preparation of environmental documents, right-of-way acquisition, construction
inspection and materials testing, for example—to the California Department of
Transportation on the high-speed rail project.” To address its concerns, PECG has
suggested the following amendment to the Authority’s enabling statute:
(a) Notwithstanding Section185036, the authority shall utilize the
department’s services for project design and engineering, including
construction inspection. The authority and the department shall enter into
agreements, upon those terms as they may agree to in writing, for the
department to provide design and engineering services on a project for the
authority. The agreements shall provide for payment in advance for all
design and engineering services provided by the department.
(b) Any project utilizing the department’s services shall be included in the
department’s capital outlay support program for workload purposes.
(c) For the purposes of this section, the following terms have the following
meaning:
(1)
Project design and engineering, including construction inspection”
means preliminary engineering, pre-bid services, right-of-way acquisition, environmental
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documents, construction inspection including surveying and materials testing, and quality
control inspection including highway and utility relocation and grade separations shall be
performed by the department consistent with current practices for state highway projects.
Committee staff notes that this language may be unconstitutional as it mandates that the
HSRA enter into an agreement with Caltrans for services. It is unclear what the response
of the private sector market for a PPP project, if the firms are unable to use their
engineers for inspection and materials testing. It is also questionable if Caltrans
management would want to do inspection and materials testing on a project where there
are elements, such as the rail design, for which its engineers do not have the design
experience. More permissive language regarding the HSRA utilizing Caltrans services
may avoid the constitutional issues.
Existing law requires all state contracts for public works to be under the charge and direct
control of the Department of Transportation (Caltrans), unless there is a specific
exemption. This bill provides authority to the Authority (CHSRA) to let contracts for
constructing a high-speed rail project.
Assembly Votes:
Floor: 60-3
Appr: 12-0
Trans: 10-0
POSITIONS: (Communicated to the Committee before noon on Wednesday,
June 25, 2008)
SUPPORT:

California High Speed Rail Authority (Sponsor)
Antelope Valley Board of Trade
Association for California High Speed Trains and its 90 firms, individuals
and associations
California State Association of Counties
CALPIRG
CELSOC
City of Elk Grove
City of Hanford
City of Lemoore
City of Palmdale
City of Sacramento
City of San Jose
County of Kern
County of Los Angeles
County of Merced
County of Sacramento
County of Yolo
Merced County Association of Governments
Orange County Transportation Authority
Rail Passenger Association of California
Sacramento Area Council of Governments
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District
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San Diego Association of Governments
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
San Francisco Democratic Party
San Francisco International Airport
San Joaquin Valley Regional Planning Agencies Directors’ Committee
San Mateo County Economic Development Association
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority
Silicon Valley Leadership Group
Tri-Valley Regional Rail Policy Working Group
University of California, Merced
OPPOSED: Alameda County Congestion Management Association
California Rail Foundation
Professional Engineers in California Government
Service Employees International Union (SEIU)
Transportation Solutions Defense and Education Fund
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SECTION 1. Section 185033 is added to the Public Utilities Code, to read:
185033. The authority shall prepare, publish, and submit to the Legislature, not later than October 1, 2008, a
revised business plan that identifies all of the following: the type of service it anticipates it will develop, such as
local, express, commuter, regional, or interregional; a description of the primary benefits the system will provide;
a forecast of the anticipated patronage, operating costs, and capital costs for the system; an estimate and
description of the total anticipated federal, state, local, and other funds the authority intends to access to fund
the construction and operation of the system; and the proposed chronology for the construction of the eligible
corridors of the statewide high-speed train system. The revised business plan shall also include a discussion of all
reasonably foreseeable risks the project may encounter, including, but not limited to, risks associated with the
project’s finances, patronage, construction, equipment, and technology, and other risks associated with the
project’s development. The plan shall describe the authority’s strategies, processes, or other actions it intends to
utilize to manage those risks.

SEC. 2. Section 185035 is added to the Public Utilities Code, to read:
185035. (a) The authority shall establish an independent peer review group for the purpose of reviewing the
planning, engineering, financing, and other elements of the authority’s plans and issuing an analysis of
appropriateness and accuracy of the authority’s assumptions and an analysis of the viability of the authority’s
financing plan, including the funding plan for each corridor required pursuant to subdivision (d) of Section
2704.08 of the Streets and Highways Code.
(b) The peer review group shall include all of the following:
(1) Two individuals with experience in the construction or operation of high-speed trains in Europe, Asia, or both,
designated by the Treasurer.
(2) Two individuals, one with experience in engineering and construction of high-speed trains and one with
experience in project finance, designated by the Controller.
(3) One representative from a financial services or financial consulting firm who shall not have been a contractor
or subcontractor of the authority for the previous three years, designated by the Director of Finance.
(4) One representative with experience in environmental planning, designated by the Secretary of Business,
Transportation and Housing.
(5) Two expert representatives from agencies providing intercity or commuter passenger train services in
California, designated by the Secretary of Business, Transportation and Housing.
(c) The peer review group shall evaluate the authority’s funding plans and prepare its independent judgment as
to the feasibility and reasonableness of the plans, appropriateness of assumptions, analyses, and estimates, and
any other observations or evaluations it deems necessary.
(d) The peer review group shall report its findings and conclusions to the Legislature no later than 60 days after
receiving the plans.

SECTION 1. SEC. 3. Section 1 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by Section 1 of Chapter 71
of the Statutes of 2004, is amended to read:
Section 1. (a) The continuing growth in California’s population and the resulting increase in traffic congestion, air
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pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, and loss of land the continuation of urban sprawl make it imperative that
the state proceed quickly to construct a state-of-the-art high-speed passenger train network system to serve
major metropolitan areas.
(b) The High-Speed Rail Authority, after extensive studies and analysis, proposes the construction of a new highspeed train network system that serves major population centers in the state and that links regional and local
transit systems to form an integrated transportation network system throughout the state. The network system
will link all of the state’s major population centers, including Sacramento, the Bay Area, the Central Valley, Los
Angeles, the Inland Empire, Orange County, and San Diego.
(c) The high-speed train network system proposed by the authority will cost about one-third of what it would
cost to provide the same level of mobility and service with highway and airport improvements and will contribute
significantly toward a reduction in air pollution and global warming.
(d) The high-speed train network, system,

once it is completed and becomes operational, will contribute

significantly toward the goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions and other air pollutants and will help reduce
California’s dependence on foreign energy sources.
(e) The high-speed passenger train bond funds are intended to encourage the federal government and the private
sector to make a significant contribution toward the construction of the high-speed train network. system.
(f) It is the intent of the Legislature that the entire high-speed train system shall be constructed as quickly as
possible in order to maximize ridership and the mobility of Californians, and that it be completed no later than
2020, and that all phases shall be built in a manner that yields maximum benefit consistent with available
revenues.

SEC. 4. Section 2704.01 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes
of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.01. As used in this chapter, the following terms have the following meanings:
(a) “Committee” means the High-Speed Passenger Train Finance Committee created pursuant to Section
2704.12.
(b) “Authority” means the High-Speed Rail Authority created pursuant to Section 185020 of the Public Utilities
Code.
(c) “Fund” means the High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Fund created pursuant to Section 2704.05.
(d) “High-speed train” means a passenger train capable of sustained revenue operating speeds of at least 200
miles per hour where conditions permit those speeds.
(e) “High-speed train system” means a system with high-speed trains and includes, but is not limited to, the
following components: right-of-way, track, power system, rolling stock, stations, and associated facilities.
(f) “Corridor” means a portion of the high-speed train system as described in Section 2704.04.
(g) “Segment” means a portion of a corridor that includes at least two stations.

SEC. 2. 5. Section 2704.04 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the
Statutes of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.04. (a) It is the intent of the Legislature by enacting this chapter and of the people of California by approving
the bond measure pursuant to this chapter to initiate the construction of a high-speed train network system
linking the state’s major population centers, including Sacramento, the Bay Area, the Central Valley, Los Angeles,
the Inland Empire, Orange County, and San Diego consistent with the authority’s certified environmental impact
report of November 2005.
(b) (1) Nine Net proceeds received from the sale of nine billion dollars ($9,000,000,000) of the proceeds of
principal amount of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter, as well as federal funds and other revenues
made available to the authority, to the extent consistent with federal and other fund source conditions, upon
appropriation by the Legislature in the annual Budget Act or separate statute, shall be used for planning and
eligible capital costs, as defined (A) planning the high-speed train system and (B) capital costs described
subdivision (c), for the purpose of including, but not limited to, the

in

following high-speed train system

segments: corridors:
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(A) Sacramento to Stockton to Fresno.
(B) San Francisco Transbay Terminal to San Jose to Fresno.
(C) Oakland to San Jose.
(D) Fresno to Bakersfield to Palmdale to Los Angeles Union Station to Anaheim to Irvine. Station.
(E) Los Angeles Union Station to Riverside to San Diego.
(F) Los Angeles Union Station to Anaheim to Irvine.
(G) Altamont Corridor connecting the Central Valley to the San Francisco Bay Area.
(2) Nothing in this section shall prejudice the authority’s determination and selection of the alignment from the
Central Valley to the Bay Area and its certification of the environmental impact report.
(2) (3) Revenues of the authority, generated by operations of the high-speed train system above and beyond
operating and maintenance costs shall be used to complete construction of the high-speed train system, as
defined by the authority If excess revenues exceed the amount needed for the high-speed train system, those
revenues shall be deposited in the General Fund. and financing obligations, including, but not limited to, support
of revenue bonds, as determined by the authority, shall be used for construction, expansion, improvement,
replacement, and rehabilitation of the high-speed train system.
(c) Capital costs eligible to be paid payable or reimbursable from proceeds of bonds authorized for high-speed
train purposes pursuant to this chapter include described in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) include, with respect
to the high-speed train system or any portion thereof, all activities necessary for acquisition of right-of-way,
interests in real property and rights-of-way and improvement thereof; acquisition and construction of tracks,
structures, power systems, and stations, purchase stations; acquisition of rolling stock and related equipment,
and

equipment; mitigation of any direct or indirect environmental impacts of activities authorized by this

chapter; relocation assistance for displaced property owners and occupants; other related capital facilities and
equipment. equipment; and such other purposes related to the foregoing, for the procurement thereof, and for
the financing or refinancing thereof, as may be set forth in a statute hereafter enacted. The method of acquisition
of any of the foregoing may also be set forth in a statute hereafter enacted.
(d) Proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter shall not be used for any operating or maintenance
costs of trains or facilities.
(e) The State Auditor shall perform periodic audits of the authority’s use of proceeds of bonds authorized
pursuant to this chapter for consistency with the requirements of this chapter.

SEC. 6. Section 2704.05 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes
of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.05. Subject to Section 2704.18, the proceeds of bonds issued and sold pursuant to this chapter shall be
deposited in the High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Fund, which is hereby created.

SEC. 3. 7. Section 2704.06 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the
Statutes of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.06. Nine The net proceeds received from the sale of nine billion dollars ($9,000,000,000) of the money in
the fund, principal amount of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter, upon appropriation by the Legislature,
Legislature in the annual Budget Act or separate statute, shall be available, without regard to fiscal years, for
planning and construction of a and subject to those conditions and criteria that the Legislature may provide by
statute, for (A) planning the high-speed train system in this state, and (B) capital costs set forth in subdivision
(c) of Section 2704.04, consistent with the authority’s certified environmental impact report of November 2005,
as subsequently modified pursuant to environmental studies conducted by the authority.

SEC. 4. 8. Section 2704.08 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the
Statutes of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.08. (a) Proceeds of bonds authorized for high-speed train purposes pursuant to this chapter described in
paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 shall not be used for more than one-half of the total cost of
construction of track and station costs of each segment corridor or usable segment thereof of the high-speed
train system.
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(b) Not more than 10 percent of the proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter
paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04

described in

shall be used for environmental studies, planning, and

preliminary engineering activities.
(c) (1) No later than 90 days prior to the submittal to the Legislature and the Governor of the initial request for
appropriation of proceeds of bonds authorized by this chapter for any eligible capital costs on each corridor, or
usable segment thereof, identified in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04, the authority shall have
approved and submitted to the Director of Finance, the peer review group established pursuant to Section
185035 of the Public Utilities Code, and the policy committees with jurisdiction over transportation matters and
the fiscal committees in both houses of the Legislature, a detailed funding plan for that corridor or a usable
segment thereof.
(2) The plan shall include, identify, or certify to all of the following:
(A) The corridor, or usable segment thereof, in which the authority is proposing to invest bond proceeds.
(B) A description of the expected terms and conditions associated with any lease agreement or franchise
agreement proposed to be entered into by the authority and any other party for the construction or operation of
passenger train service along the corridor or usable segment thereof.
(C) The estimated full cost of constructing the corridor or usable segment thereof, including an estimate of cost
escalation during construction and appropriate reserves for contingencies.
(D) The sources of all funds to be invested in the corridor, or usable segment thereof, and the anticipated time of
receipt of those funds based on expected commitments, authorizations, agreements, allocations, or other means.
(E) The projected ridership and operating revenue estimate based on projected high-speed passenger train
operations on the corridor or usable segment.
(F) All known or foreseeable risks associated with the construction and operation of high-speed passenger train
service along the corridor or usable segment thereof and the process and actions the authority will undertake to
manage those risks.
(G) Construction of the corridor or usable segment thereof can be completed as proposed in the plan.
(H) The corridor or usable segment thereof would be suitable and ready for high-speed train operation.
(I) One or more passenger service providers can begin using the tracks or stations for passenger train service.
(J) The planned passenger service by the authority in the corridor or usable segment thereof will not require a
local, state, or federal operating subsidy.
(c) (d) In selecting each specific segment for construction and prior to awarding a construction contract, Prior to
committing any proceeds of bonds described in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 for
expenditure for construction and real property and equipment acquisition on each corridor, or usable segment
thereof,

the authority shall have approved and concurrently submitted to the Director of Finance and the

Chairperson of the Joint Legislative Budget Committee the following: (1) a detailed funding plan for that segment
that identifies the corridor or usable segment thereof that (A) identifies the corridor or usable segment thereof,
and the estimated full cost of constructing the segment and corridor or usable segment thereof, (B) identifies
the sources of all revenues needed to complete construction of the segment. funds to be used and anticipates
time of receipt thereof based on offered commitments by private parties, and authorizations, allocations, or other
assurances received from governmental agencies, (C) includes a projected ridership and operating revenue
report, (D) includes a construction cost projection including estimates of cost escalation during construction and
appropriate reserves for contingencies, (E) includes a report describing any material changes from the plan
submitted pursuant to subdivision (c) for this corridor or usable segment thereof, and (F) describes the terms and
conditions associated with any agreement proposed to be entered into by the authority and any other party for
the construction or operation of passenger train service along the corridor or usable segment thereof; and (2) a
report or reports, prepared by one or more financial services firms, financial consulting firms, or other
consultants, independent of any parties, other than the authority, involved in funding or constructing the highspeed train system, indicating that (A) construction of the corridor or usable segment thereof can be completed
as proposed in the plan submitted pursuant to paragraph (1), (B) if so completed, the corridor or usable segment
thereof would be suitable and ready for high-speed train operation, (C) upon completion, one or more passenger
service providers can begin using the tracks or stations for passenger train service, (D) the planned passenger
train service to be provided by the authority, or pursuant to its authority, will not require operating subsidy, and
(E) an assessment of risk and the risk mitigation strategies proposed to be employed. The Director of Finance
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shall review the plan within 60 days of its submission by the authority and, after receiving any communication
from the Joint Legislative Budget Committee, if the director finds that the plan is likely to be successfully
implemented as proposed, the authority may enter into commitments to expend bond funds that are subject to
this subdivision and accept offered commitments from private parties.
(e) Subject to approval of the detailed funding plan required under subdivision (d), the authority shall promptly
inform the Governor and the Legislature of any material changes in plans or project conditions that would
jeopardize completion of the corridor as previously planned and shall identify means of remedying the conditions
to allow completion and operation of the corridor.
(d) (f) In selecting each specific segment corridors or usable segments thereof for construction, the authority
shall give priority to those segments that corridors or usable segments thereof that are expected to require the
least amount of bond funds as a percentage of total cost of construction, shall consider the utility of that segment
for other passenger rail services, and shall ensure that any other passenger service provided on that segment
construction. Among other criteria it may use for establishing priorities for initiating construction on corridors or
usable segments thereof, the authority shall include the following: (1) projected ridership and revenue, (2) the
need to test and certify trains operating at speeds of 220 miles per hour, and (3) the utility of those corridors or
usable segments thereof for passenger train services other than the high-speed train service that will not result
in any unreimbursed operating or maintenance cost to the authority.
(g) Nothing in this section shall limit use or expenditure of proceeds of bonds described in paragraph (1) of
subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 up to an amount equal to 10 percent of the aggregate principal amount of
bonds described in that paragraph for environmental studies, planning, and preliminary engineering activities.
(h) Nothing in this section shall limit use or expenditure of proceeds of bonds described in paragraph (1) of
subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 up to an amount equal to 5 percent of the aggregate principal amount of
bonds described in that paragraph for the following: (1) acquisition of interests in real property and right-of-way
and improvement thereof (A) for preservation for high-speed rail uses, (B) to add to third-party improvements to
make them compatible with high-speed rail uses, or (C) to avoid or to mitigate incompatible improvements or
uses; (2) mitigation of any direct or indirect environmental impacts resulting from the foregoing; and (3)
relocation assistance for property owners and occupants who are displaced as a result of the foregoing.
(i) No failure to comply with this section shall affect the validity of the bonds issued under this chapter.

SEC. 9. Section 2704.09 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes
of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.09. The high-speed train system to be constructed pursuant to this chapter shall be designed to achieve the
following characteristics:
(a) Electric trains that are capable of sustained maximum revenue operating speeds of no less than 200 miles per
hour.
(b) Maximum nonstop service travel times for each corridor that shall not exceed the following:
(1) San Francisco-Los Angeles Union Station: two hours, 40 minutes.
(2) Oakland-Los Angeles Union Station: two hours, 40 minutes.
(3) San Francisco-San Jose: 30 minutes.
(4) San Jose-Los Angeles: two hours, 10 minutes.
(5) San Diego-Los Angeles: one hour, 20 minutes.
(6) Inland Empire-Los Angeles: 30 minutes.
(7) Sacramento-Los Angeles: two hours, 20 minutes.
(c) Achievable operating headway (time between successive trains) shall be five minutes or less.
(d) The total number of stations to be served by high-speed trains for all of the corridors described in subdivision
(b) of Section 2704.04 shall not exceed 24. There shall be no station between the Gilroy station and the Merced
station.
(e) Trains shall have the capability to transition intermediate stations, or to bypass those stations, at mainline
operating speed.
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(f) For each corridor described in subdivision (b), passengers shall have the capability of traveling from any
station on that corridor to any other station on that corridor without being required to change trains.
(g) In order to reduce impacts on communities and the environment, the alignment for the high-speed train
system shall follow existing transportation or utility corridors to the extent feasible and shall be financially viable,
as determined by the authority.
(h) Stations shall be located in areas with good access to local mass transit or other modes of transportation.
(i) The high-speed train system shall be planned and constructed in a manner that minimizes urban sprawl and
impacts on the natural environment.
(j) Preserving wildlife corridors and mitigating impacts to wildlife movement, where feasible as determined by the
authority, in order to limit the extent to which the system may present an additional barrier to wildlife’s natural
movement.

SEC. 5. 10. Section 2704.095 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the
Statutes of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.095. (a) (1) Of the proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter, Net proceeds received from the
sale of nine hundred fifty million dollars ($950,000,000) principal amount of bonds authorized by this chapter
shall be allocated to eligible recipients for capital improvements to intercity and commuter rail lines and urban
rail systems that provide direct connectivity to the high-speed train system and its facilities, or that are part of
the construction of the high-speed train system as that system is described in subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04,
or that provide capacity enhancements and safety improvements. Funds under this section shall be available
upon appropriation by the Legislature in the Annual Budget act annual Budget Act or separate statute for the
eligible purposes described in subdivision (d).
(2) Twenty percent (one hundred ninety million dollars ($190,000,000)) of the amount authorized by this section
shall be allocated for intercity rail to the Department of Transportation, for state-supported intercity rail lines that
provide regularly scheduled service and use public funds to operate and maintain rail facilities, rights-of-way, and
equipment. A minimum of 25 percent of the amount available under this paragraph (forty-seven million five
hundred thousand dollars ($47,500,000)) shall be allocated to each of the state’s three intercity rail corridors.
The California Transportation Commission shall allocate the available funds to eligible recipients consistent with
this section and shall develop guidelines, in consultation with the authority, to implement the requirements of this
section. The guidelines shall include provisions for the administration of funds, including, but not limited to, the
authority of the intercity corridor operators to loan these funds by mutual agreement between intercity rail
corridors.
(3) Eighty percent (seven hundred sixty million dollars ($760,000,000)) of the amount authorized by this section
shall be allocated upon appropriation as set forth in this section to eligible recipients, except intercity rail, as
described in subdivision (c) based upon a percentage amount calculated to incorporate all of the following:
(A) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of statewide track miles.
(B) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of statewide annual vehicle miles.
(C) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of statewide annual passenger trips.
The California Transportation Commission shall allocate the available funds to eligible recipients consistent with
this section and shall develop guidelines to implement the requirements of this section.
(b) For the purposes of this section, the following terms have the following meanings:
(1) “Track miles” means the miles of track used by a public agency or joint powers authority for regular
passenger rail service.
(2) “Vehicle miles” means the total miles traveled, commencing with pullout from the maintenance depot, by all
locomotives and cars operated in a train consist for passenger rail service by a public agency or joint powers
authority.
(3) “Passenger trips” means the annual unlinked passenger boardings reported by a public agency or joint powers
authority for regular passenger rail service.
(4) “Statewide” when used to modify the terms in paragraphs subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) of paragraph (3)
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of subdivision (a) means the combined total in the state of those amounts for all eligible recipients.
(c) Eligible recipients for funding under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall be public agencies and joint powers
authorities that operate regularly scheduled passenger rail service in the following categories:
(1) Commuter rail.
(2) Light rail.
(3) Heavy rail.
(4) Cable car.
(d) Funds allocated pursuant to this section shall be used for to pay or reimburse the costs of projects to provide
or improve connectivity with the high-speed train system or for the rehabilitation or modernization of, or safety
improvements to, tracks utilized for public passenger rail service, signals, structures, facilities, and rolling stock.
(e) Eligible recipients may use the funds for any eligible rail element set forth in subdivision (d).
(f) In order to be eligible for funding under this section, an eligible recipient under paragraph (3) of subdivision
(a) shall provide matching funds in an amount not less than the total amount allocated to the recipient under this
section.
(g) An eligible recipient of funding under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall certify that it has met its matching
funds requirement, and all other requirements of this section, by resolution of its governing board, subject to
verification by the California Transportation Commission.
(h) Funds made available to an eligible recipient under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall supplement existing
local, state, or federal revenues being used for maintenance or rehabilitation of the passenger rail system. Eligible
recipients of funding under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall maintain their existing commitment of local,
state, or federal funds for these purposes in order to remain eligible for allocation and expenditure of the
additional funding made available by this section.
(i) In order to receive any allocation under this section, an eligible recipient under paragraph (3) of subdivision
(a) shall annually expend from existing local, state, or federal revenues being used for the maintenance or
rehabilitation of the passenger rail system in an amount not less than the annual average of its expenditures from
local revenues for those purposes during the 1998–99, 1999–2000, and 2000–01 fiscal years.
(j) Funds allocated pursuant to this section to the Southern California Regional Rail Authority for eligible projects
within its service area shall be apportioned each fiscal year in accordance with memorandums of understanding to
be executed between the Southern California Regional Rail Authority and its member agencies. The memorandum
or memorandums of understanding shall take into account the passenger service needs of the Southern California
Regional Rail Authority and of the member agencies, revenue attributable to member agencies, and separate
contributions to the Southern California Regional Rail Authority from the member agencies.

SEC. 11. Section 2704.10 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the
Statutes of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.10. (a) Bonds in the total amount of nine billion nine hundred fifty million dollars ($9,950,000,000), exclusive
of refunding bonds issued in accordance with Section 2704.19, or so much thereof as is necessary, may be issued
and sold to provide a fund to be used for carrying out the purposes expressed in this chapter and to be used to
reimburse the General Obligation Bond Expense Revolving Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5 of the Government
Code. The bonds, when sold, shall be and constitute a valid and binding obligation of the State of California, and
the full faith and credit of the State of California is hereby pledged for the punctual payment of both principal of,
and interest on, the bonds as the principal and interest become due and payable.
(b) The Treasurer shall sell the bonds authorized by the committee pursuant to this section. The bonds shall be
sold upon the terms and conditions specified in a resolution to be adopted by the committee pursuant to Section
16731 of the Government Code.

SEC. 12. Section 2704.11 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the
Statutes of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.11. (a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), the bonds authorized by this chapter shall be prepared,
executed, issued, sold, paid, and redeemed as provided in the State General Obligation Bond Law, Chapter 4
(commencing with Section 16720) of Part 3 of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code, and all of the
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provisions of that law, other than the useful life requirements of subdivision (a) of Section 16727 of the
Government Code, apply to the bonds and to this chapter and are hereby incorporated in this chapter as though
set forth in full in this chapter.
(b) Notwithstanding any provision of the State General Obligation Bond Law, each issue of bonds authorized by
the committee shall have a final maturity of not more than 40 years from the date of original issuance thereof.

SEC. 13. Section 2704.12 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the
Statutes of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.12. (a) Solely for the purpose of authorizing the issuance and sale of the bonds authorized by this chapter
and the making of those determinations and the taking of other actions as are authorized by this chapter,
pursuant to the State General Obligation Bond Law, the High-Speed Passenger Train Finance Committee is hereby
created. For purposes of this chapter, the High-Speed Passenger Train Finance Committee is “the committee” as
that term is used in the State General Obligation Bond Law. The committee consists of the Treasurer, the Director
of Finance, the Controller, the Secretary of Business, Transportation and Housing, and the chairperson of the
authority. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any member of the committee may designate a
representative to act as that member in his or her place and stead for all purposes, as though the member were
personally present. The Treasurer shall serve as chairperson of the committee. A majority of the committee shall
constitute a quorum of the committee, and may act for the committee.
(b) For purposes of the State General Obligation Bond Law, the authority is designated the “board.”

SEC. 14. Section 2704.13 of the Streets and Highways Code, as amended by Section 1 of Chapter 44 of the
Statutes of 2006, is amended to read:
2704.13. The committee shall determine whether or not it is necessary or desirable to issue bonds authorized
pursuant to this chapter in order to carry out the actions specified in Sections 2704.06 and 2704.095 and, if so,
the amount of bonds to be issued and sold. Successive issues of bonds may be issued and sold to carry out those
actions progressively, and it is not necessary that all of the bonds authorized be issued and sold at any one time.
The committee shall consider program funding needs, revenue projections, financial market conditions, and other
necessary factors in determining the term for the bonds to be issued. In addition to all other powers specifically
granted in this chapter and the State General Obligation Bond Law, the committee may do all things necessary or
convenient to carry out the powers and purposes of this article, including the approval of any indenture relating
to the bonds, and the delegation of necessary duties to the chairperson and to the Treasurer as agent for the sale
of the bonds. Any terms of any bonds issued under this chapter may be provided under an indenture instead of
under a resolution, as determined by the committee.

SEC. 15. Section 2704.15 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the
Statutes of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.15. Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, there is hereby appropriated from the General
Fund in the State Treasury, for the purposes of this chapter, an amount equal to the total of the following: (a)
that sum annually necessary to pay the principal of, and interest on, bonds issued and sold pursuant to this
chapter, as the principal and interest become due and payable, and (b) the sum necessary to carry out Section
2704.17, appropriated without regard to fiscal years.

SEC. 16. Section 2704.18 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the
Statutes of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.18. All money deposited in the fund which is derived from premium on bonds sold shall be available to pay
costs of issuing the bonds, and to the extent not so needed, together with accrued interest derived from sale of
the bonds, shall be available for transfer to the General Fund as a credit to expenditures for bond interest.

SEC. 17. Section 2704.21 of the Streets and Highways Code, as added by Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the
Statutes of 2002, is amended to read:
2704.21. Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter or the State General Obligation Bond Law, if the Treasurer
sells bonds pursuant to this chapter that include a bond counsel opinion to the effect that the interest on the
bonds is excluded from gross income for federal tax purposes under designated conditions, the Treasurer may
maintain separate accounts for the bond proceeds invested and the investment earnings on those proceeds, and
may use or direct the use of those proceeds or earnings to pay any rebate, penalty, or other payment required
under federal law, or take any other action with respect to the investment and use of those bond proceeds, as
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may be required or desirable under federal law in order to maintain the tax-exempt status of those bonds and to
obtain any other advantage under federal law on behalf of the funds of this state.

SEC. 6. 18. Section 3 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by Section 3 of Chapter 44 of the
Statutes of 2006, is amended to read:
Sec. 3. Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 71 of the
Statutes of 2004, as further amended by Sections 1 and 2 of Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, and as further
amended by Sections 2 4 to 5, 17, inclusive, of the act amending this section in the 2007–08 Regular Session,
shall take effect upon the adoption by the voters of the Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for
the 21st Century, as set forth in Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by Sections 2 and
3 of Chapter 71 of the Statutes of 2004, as further amended by Sections 1 and 2 of Chapter 44 of the Statutes of
2006, and as further amended by Sections 2 4 to 5, 17, inclusive, of the act amending this section in the
2007–08 Regular Session.

SEC. 7. 19. Section 4 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by Section 4 of Chapter 44 of the
Statutes of 2006, is amended to read:
Sec. 4. (a) Section 2 of Chapter 697 of the Statutes of 2002, as amended by Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 71 of
the Statutes of 2004, as further amended by Sections 1 and 2 of Chapter 44 of the Statutes of 2006, and as
further amended by Sections 2 4 to 5, 17, inclusive, of the act amending this section in the 2007–08 Regular
Session, shall be submitted by the Secretary of State to the voters at the November 4, 2008, general election in
accordance with provisions of the Government Code and election, notwithstanding the requirements of Sections
9040, 9043, 9044, and 9061 of

the Elections Code governing the submission of statewide measures to the

voters. or any other provision of law.
(b) Notwithstanding Sections 13115 and 13117 of the Elections Code, the bond measure described in subdivision
(a) shall be placed as the first ballot measure on the November 4, 2008, statewide general election ballot and
shall be designated Proposition 1.
(b) (c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all ballots of the November 4, 2008, general election shall
have printed thereon and in a square thereof, exclusively, the words “Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train
Bond Act for the 21st Century” and in the same square under those words, the following in 8-point type: “This act
provides for the Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century. For the purpose of
reducing traffic on the state’s highways and roadways, upgrading commuter transportation, improving people’s
ability to get safely from city to city, alleviating congestion at airports, reducing air pollution, and providing for
California’s growing population, shall the state build a high-speed train system and improve existing passenger
rail lines serving the state’s major population centers by creating a rail trust fund that will issue bonds totaling
$9.95 billion, paid from existing state funds at an average cost of ____ dollars ($____) per year over the 30-year
life of the bonds, with all expenditures subject to an independent audit?” The blank space in the question to
appear on the ballot pursuant to this subdivision shall be filled in by the Attorney General with the appropriate
figure provided by the Legislative Analyst relative to the annual average cost of the bonds. Opposite the square,
there shall be left spaces in which the voters may place a cross in the manner required by law to indicate whether
they vote for or against the measure. as the ballot label for Proposition 1 the following:
“SAFE, RELIABLE HIGH-SPEED PASSENGER TRAIN BOND ACT FOR THE 21ST CENTURY. To provide Californians a
safe, convenient, affordable, and reliable alternative to driving and high gas prices; to provide good-paying jobs
and improve California’s economy while reducing air pollution, global warming greenhouse gases, and our
dependence on foreign oil, shall $9.95 billion in bonds be issued to establish a clean, efficient high-speed train
service linking Southern California, the Sacramento/San Joaquin Valley, and the San Francisco Bay Area, with at
least 90 percent of bond funds spent for specific projects, with federal and private matching funds required, and
all bond funds subject to annual independent audits?”
At the appropriate location on the ballot, in the manner prescribed by law, there shall be provided the opportunity
for voters to indicate whether they vote for or against the measure.
(c) (d) Notwithstanding Sections 13247 and 13281 of the Elections Code, the language in subdivision (b) (c)
shall be the only language included in the ballot label for the condensed statement of the ballot title, and the
Attorney General shall not supplement, subtract from, or revise that language, except that the Attorney General
may prepare a ballot label for Proposition 1. The Secretary of State shall include the financial impact summary
prepared pursuant to Section 9087 of the Elections Code and Section 88003 of the Government Code. The ballot
label is the condensed statement of the ballot title and summary and the financial impact summary.
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(d) (e)

Where the voting in the election is done by means of voting machines used pursuant to law in the

manner that carries out the intent of this section, the use of the voting machines and the expression of the
voters’ choice by means thereof are in compliance with this section.
(f) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretary of State shall use the following as the ballot title
and summary for Proposition 1:
“SAFE, RELIABLE HIGH-SPEED PASSENGER TRAIN BOND ACT FOR THE 21ST CENTURY.
Provides long-distance commuters with a safe, convenient, affordable, and reliable alternative to driving and high
gas prices.
Reduces traffic congestion on the state’s highways and at the state’s airports.
Reduces California’s dependence on foreign oil.
Reduces air pollution and global warming greenhouse gases.
Establishes a clean, efficient 220 MPH transportation system.
Improves existing passenger rail lines serving the state’s major population centers.
Provides for California’s growing population.
Provides for a bond issue of $9.95 billion to establish high-speed train service linking Southern California
counties, the Sacramento/San Joaquin Valley, and the San Francisco Bay Area.
Provides that at least 90% of these bond funds shall be spent for specific construction projects, with federal and
private sector matching funds required.
Requires that use of all bond funds is subject to annual independent audits.
Appropriates money from the General Fund to pay bond principal and interest.”
(2) The Secretary of State shall include at the end of the title and summary the financial impact summary
prepared pursuant to Section 9087 of the Elections Code and Section 88003 of the Government Code.
(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Attorney General shall not provide a ballot title and summary
for Proposition 1, nor shall the Attorney General perform any other duty described under Article 5 (commencing
with Section 9050) of Chapter 1 of Division 9 of the Elections Code for Proposition 1.
(g) The Secretary of State shall include, in the ballot pamphlets mailed pursuant to Section 9094 of the Elections
Code, the information specified in Section 9084 of the Elections Code regarding the bond act described in
subdivision (a). If that inclusion is not possible, the Secretary of State shall publish a supplemental ballot
pamphlet regarding the bond act described in subdivision (a), to be mailed with the ballot pamphlet. If the
supplemental ballot pamphlet cannot be mailed with the ballot pamphlet, the supplemental ballot pamphlet shall
be mailed separately.
(h) Notwithstanding Section 9054 of the Elections Code or any other provision of law, the translations of the
ballot title and the condensed statement of the ballot title required pursuant to Section 9054 may be made
available for public examination at a later date than the start of the public examination period for the ballot
pamphlet, provided that the translations of the ballot title and the condensed statement of the ballot title must
remain available for public examination for 20 days.
SEC. 8. 20. This act is an urgency statute necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or
safety within the meaning of Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into immediate effect. The facts
constituting the necessity are:
In order to modify the provisions of a general obligation bond measure on the November 4, 2008, general
election ballot that would authorize the issuance and sale of bonds for the financing of a high-speed passenger
train system and for other related purposes, it is necessary that this act take effect immediately.
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ELECTION
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2008

The statutory deadline for placing legislative and initiative measures on the ballot was June 26.
However, a new state law that passed after the deadline requires that Proposition 1 be removed from
the ballot and be replaced by Proposition 1A. Therefore, although you are receiving information about both
measures in the two state voter guides, only Proposition 1A will appear on your November 4, 2008, General Election ballot.

OFFICIAL VOTER INFORMATION GUIDE

I, Debra Bowen, Secretary of State of the State of California, do hereby certify that the measure
included herein will be submitted to the electors of the State of California at the General Election to be held
throughout the State on November 4, 2008, and that this guide has been correctly prepared in accordance with the law.
Witness my hand and the Great Seal of the State in Sacramento, California, on this 18th day of September, 2008.
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Dear Fellow Voter,
Recently you received the Official Voter Information Guide for the November 4, 2008, General Election.
Since that was printed and mailed, another proposition has been added to the ballot and one has been removed,
so my office has created this Supplemental Official Voter Information Guide.
The statutory deadline for placing legislative and initiative measures on the ballot was June 26. However, a new
state law that passed after the deadline requires that Proposition 1 be removed from the ballot and be replaced
by Proposition 1A. Although voters are receiving information about both measures in the two voter guides they receive
from my office, only Proposition 1A will appear on the November 4, 2008, General Election ballot.
This Supplemental Official Voter Information Guide contains impartial analyses of the law and potential
costs to taxpayers prepared by Legislative Analyst Elizabeth G. Hill, arguments in favor of and against the ballot
measure prepared by proponents and opponents, text of the proposed law proofed by Legislative Counsel
Diane F. Boyer-Vine, and other useful information. The printing of the guide was done under the supervision
of State Printer Geoff Brandt.
Whether you cast your ballot by mail or at a polling place, I encourage you to take the time to carefully read
about each of the 12 statewide measures that will be on your ballot.
For more information about how and where to vote, as well as other ways you can participate in the electoral
process, call (800) 345-VOTE or visit www.sos.ca.gov.
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This guide contains information
regarding one additional measure
that has qualified for the November ballot.

QUICK-REFERENCE GUIDE

SAFE, RELIABLE HIGH-SPEED
PASSENGER TRAIN BOND ACT.

SUMMARY

Put on the Ballot by the Legislature

To provide Californians a safe, convenient, affordable, and reliable
alternative to driving and high gas prices; to provide good-paying jobs
and improve California’s economy while reducing air pollution, global
warming greenhouse gases, and our dependence on foreign oil, shall
$9.95 billion in bonds be issued to establish a clean, efficient high-speed
train service linking Southern California, the Sacramento/San Joaquin
Valley, and the San Francisco Bay Area, with at least 90 percent of bond
funds spent for specific projects, with private and public matching funds
required, including, but not limited to, federal funds, funds from revenue
bonds, and local funds, and all bond funds subject to independent audits?
Fiscal Impact: State costs of $19.4 billion, assuming 30 years to pay both
principal and interest costs of the bonds. Payments would average about
$647 million per year. When constructed, unknown operation and
maintenance costs, probably over $1 billion annually; at least partially, and
potentially fully, offset by passenger fares.

WHAT YOUR VOTE MEANS
A YES vote on this measure
means: The state could sell
$9.95 billion in general obligation
bonds, to plan and to partially fund
the construction of a high-speed
train system in California, and to
make capital improvements to state
and local rail services.

A NO vote on this measure
means: The state could
not sell $9.95 billion in general
obligation bonds for these
purposes.

ARGUMENTS

USE THIS
QUICK-REFERENCE GUIDE
AND TAKE IT WITH YOU
TO THE POLLS!
This guide contains summary and contact information for
one additional state proposition appearing on the
November 4, 2008, ballot.

California’s transportation
system is broken:
skyrocketing gasoline prices and
gridlocked freeways and airports.
High-speed trains are the new
transportation option that reduces
greenhouse gases and dependence
on foreign oil. High-speed trains
are cheaper than building new
highways and airports to meet
population growth and require
NO NEW TAXES.

Prop. 1A is a huge
boondoggle. Taxpayers
pay at least $640,000,000 per
year in costs for a government
run railroad. There’s no
guarantee it will ever get built.
Expand existing transportation
systems instead to cut commutes
and save fuel. No on 1A: an
open taxpayer checkbook with
virtually no accountability.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
FOR
Robert Pence
Californians For High Speed Trains
– Yes on Proposition 1A
455 Capitol Mall, Suite 801
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 551-2513
www.CaliforniaHighSpeedTrains.com

AGAINST
Jon Coupal
Howard Jarvis Taxpayers
Association
921 11th Street, Suite 1201
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 444-9950
info@hjta.org
www.hjta.org

Visit our website at www.sos.ca.gov
Quic k -Re f e re n ce Gui d e
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PROPOSITION

1A

Safe, Reliable High-Speed
Passenger Train Bond Act.

OFFICIAL TITLE AND SUMMARY

Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act.
•

Provides long-distance commuters with a safe, convenient, affordable, and reliable alternative to driving and high
gas prices.
Reduces traffic congestion on the state’s highways and at the state’s airports.
Reduces California’s dependence on foreign oil.
Reduces air pollution and global warming greenhouse gases.
Establishes a clean, efficient 220 MPH transportation system.
Improves existing passenger rail lines serving the state’s major population centers.
Provides for California’s growing population.
Provides for a bond issue of $9.95 billion to establish high-speed train service linking Southern California counties,
the Sacramento/San Joaquin Valley, and the San Francisco Bay Area.
Provides that at least 90% of these bond funds shall be spent for specific construction projects, with private and
public matching funds required, including, but not limited to, federal funds, funds from revenue bonds, and local
funds.
Requires that use of all bond funds is subject to independent audits.
Appropriates money from the General Fund to pay bond principal and interest.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summary of Legislative Analyst’s Estimate of Net State and Local Government Fiscal Impact:
•

State costs of about $19.4 billion, assuming 30 years to pay off both principal ($9.95 billion) and interest
($9.5 billion) costs of the bonds. Payments of about $647 million per year.
When constructed, additional unknown costs, probably in excess of $1 billion a year, to operate and maintain a
high-speed train system. The costs would be at least partially, and potentially fully, offset by passenger fare revenues,
depending on ridership.

•

Final votes cast by the legislature on Ab 3034 (Proposition 1A)
Senate:

Ayes 27

Noes 10

Assembly:

Ayes 58

Noes 15

Analysis BY THE LEGISLATIVE ANALYST

BACKGROUND
Urban, Commuter, and Intercity Rail. California
is served by various types of passenger rail services that
include urban, commuter, and intercity rail services.
Urban and commuter rail services primarily serve local
and regional transportation needs. Examples include
services provided by Bay Area Rapid Transit in the San
Francisco Bay Area, Sacramento Regional Transit light rail,
Metrolink in Southern California, and the San Diego Trolley.
These services are generally planned by local or regional
governments and are funded with a combination of local,
state, and federal monies.
Intercity rail services primarily serve business or
recreational travelers over longer distances between cities
as well as between regions in California and other parts
of the country. Currently, the state funds and contracts
with Amtrak to provide intercity rail service, with trains
4
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that travel at maximum speeds of up to about 90 miles per
hour. There are intercity rail services in three corridors: the
Capitol Corridor service from San Jose to Auburn, the San
Joaquin service from Oakland to Bakersfield, and the Pacific
Surfliner service from San Diego to San Luis Obispo. None
of the existing state-funded intercity rail services provide
train service between northern California and southern
California.
High-Speed Train System. Currently, California does
not have a high-speed intercity passenger train system
that provides service at sustained speeds of 200 miles per
hour or greater. In 1996, the state created the California
High‑Speed Rail Authority (the authority) to develop an
intercity train system that can operate at speeds of 200
miles per hour or faster to connect the major metropolitan
areas of California, and provide service between northern
California and southern California.

PROP

1A

Safe, Reliable High-Speed
Passenger Train Bond Act.

analysis by the legislative analyst

Over the past 12 years, the authority has spent about
$60 million for pre-construction activities, such as
environmental studies and planning, related to the
development of a high-speed train system. The proposed
system would use electric trains and connect the major
metropolitan areas of San Francisco, Sacramento, through
the Central Valley, into Los Angeles, Orange County, the
Inland Empire (San Bernardino and Riverside Counties),
and San Diego. The authority estimated in 2006 that
the total cost to develop and construct the entire highspeed train system would be about $45 billion. While the
authority plans to fund the construction of the proposed
system with a combination of federal, private, local, and
state monies, no funding has yet been provided.

Proposal
This measure authorizes the state to sell $9.95 billion
in general obligation bonds to fund (1) pre-construction
activities and construction of a high-speed passenger
train system in California, and (2) capital improvements
to passenger rail systems that expand capacity, improve
safety, or enable train riders to connect to the high-speed
train system. The bond funds would be available when
appropriated by the Legislature. General obligation bonds
are backed by the state, meaning that the state is required to
pay the principal and interest costs on these bonds.
For more information regarding general obligation bonds,
please refer to the section of this ballot pamphlet entitled
“An Overview of State Bond Debt.”
The High-Speed Train System. Of the total amount,
$9 billion would be used, together with any available
federal monies, private monies, and funds from other
sources, to develop and construct a high-speed train system
that connects San Francisco Transbay Terminal to Los
Angeles Union Station and Anaheim, and links the state’s
major population centers, including Sacramento, the San
Francisco Bay Area, the Central Valley, Los Angeles, the
Inland Empire, Orange County, and San Diego. The bond
funds may be used for environmental studies, planning
and engineering of the system, and for capital costs such as
acquisition of rights-of-way, trains, and related equipment,
and construction of tracks, structures, power systems, and
stations. However, bond funds may be used to provide
only up to one-half of the total cost of construction of each
corridor or segment of a corridor. The measure requires
the authority to seek private and other public funds to
cover the remaining costs. The measure also limits the
amount of bond funds that can be used to fund certain preconstruction and administrative activities.
Phase I of the train project is the corridor between
San Francisco Transbay Terminal and Los Angeles Union
Station and Anaheim. If the authority finds that there
would be no negative impact on the construction of Phase
I of the project, bond funds may be used on any of the
following corridors:
For t e xt of Propos i ti on 1 A , see p a g e 1 0 .

CONTINUED

•
•

Sacramento to Stockton to Fresno
San Francisco Transbay Terminal to San Jose to
Fresno
• Oakland to San Jose
• Fresno to Bakersfield to Palmdale to
Los Angeles Union Station
• Los Angeles Union Station to Riverside to San Diego
• Los Angeles Union Station to Anaheim to Irvine
• Merced to Stockton to Oakland and
San Francisco via the Altamont Corridor
The measure requires accountability and oversight of the
authority’s use of bond funds authorized by this measure
for a high-speed train system. Specifically, the bond funds
must be appropriated by the Legislature, and the State
Auditor must periodically audit the use of the bond funds.
In addition, the authority generally must submit to the
Department of Finance and the Legislature a detailed
funding plan for each corridor or segment of a corridor,
before bond funds would be appropriated for that corridor
or segment. The funding plans must also be reviewed by
a committee whose members include financial experts
and high-speed train experts. An updated funding plan is
required to be submitted and approved by the Director of
Finance before the authority can spend the bond funds,
once appropriated.
Other Passenger Rail Systems. The remaining $950
million in bond funds would be available to fund capital
projects that improve other passenger rail systems in order
to enhance these systems’ capacity, or safety, or allow riders
to connect to the high-speed train system. Of the $950
million, $190 million is designated to improve the state’s
intercity rail services. The remaining $760 million would be
used for other passenger rail services including urban and
commuter rail.

Fiscal Effect
Bond Costs. The costs of these bonds would depend
on interest rates in effect at the time they are sold and the
time period over which they are repaid. While the measure
allows for bonds to be issued with a repayment period of
up to 40 years, the state’s current practice is to issue bonds
with a repayment period of up to 30 years. If the bonds are
sold at an average interest rate of 5 percent, and assuming a
repayment period of 30 years, the General Fund cost would
be about $19.4 billion to pay off both principal ($9.95
billion) and interest ($9.5 billion). The average repayment
for principal and interest would be about $647 million per
year.
Operating Costs. When constructed, the high-speed
train system will incur unknown ongoing maintenance
and operation costs, probably in excess of $1 billion a year.
Depending on the level of ridership, these costs would be at
least partially, and potentially fully, offset by revenue from
fares paid by passengers.
Ana lys i s
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ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF PROPOSITION 1A
Proposition 1A will bring Californians a safe, convenient,
affordable, and reliable alternative to soaring gasoline prices,
freeway congestion, rising airfares, plummeting airline service,
and fewer flights available.
It will reduce California’s dependence on foreign oil and reduce
greenhouse gases that cause global warming.
Proposition 1A is a $9.95 billion bond measure for an 800-mile
High-Speed Train network that will relieve 70 million passenger
trips a year that now clog California’s highways and airports—
WITHOUT RAISING TAXES.
California will be the first state in the country to benefit from
environmentally preferred High-Speed Trains common today in
Europe and Asia. Proposition 1A will bring California:
• Electric-powered High-Speed Trains running up to 220
miles an hour on modern track, safely separated from
other traffic generally along existing rail corridors.
• Routes linking downtown stations in SAN DIEGO,
LOS ANGELES, FRESNO, SAN JOSE, SAN
FRANCISCO, and SACRAMENTO, with stops in
communities in between.
• High-Speed Train service to major cities in ORANGE
COUNTY, the INLAND EMPIRE, the SAN JOAQUIN
VALLEY, and the SOUTH BAY.
• Nearly a billion dollars to beef up commuter rail systems
that connect to High-Speed Trains.
Proposition 1A will save time and money. Travel from
Los Angeles to San Francisco in about 2½ hours for about $50
a person. With gasoline prices today, a driver of a 20-miles-pergallon car would spend about $87 and six hours on such a trip.
Ten years of study and planning have gone into PREPARING
FOR construction, financing, and operation of a California
bullet train network modeled on popular, reliable, and successful
systems in Europe and Asia. Their record shows that High-Speed
Trains deliver, both in service and economy.

Air travelers spend more time on the ground than in the air
today. Proposition 1A will create a new transportation choice that
improves conditions at our major airports. There’s no room for
more runways. High-Speed Trains can relieve that demand.
Electric-powered High-Speed Trains will remove over 12 billion
pounds of CO2 and greenhouse gases, equal to the pollution of
nearly 1 million cars. And High-Speed Trains require one-third
the energy of air travel and one-fifth the energy of auto travel.
Proposition 1A will protect taxpayer interests.
• Public oversight and detailed independent review of
financing plans.
• Matching private and federal funding to be identified
BEFORE state bond funds are spent.
• 90% of the bond funds to be spent on system
construction, not more studies, plans, and engineering
activities.
• Bond financing to be available to every part of the state.
• The most cost-efficient construction segments to have the
highest priority.
Vote Yes on Proposition 1A to IMPROVE MOBILITY and
inject new vitality into California’s economy by creating nearly
160,000 construction-related jobs and 450,000 permanent jobs
in related industries like tourism. These are American jobs that
cannot be outsourced.
Vote Yes on Proposition 1A.
www.CaliforniaHighSpeedTrains.com
Steven b. falk, President
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
Gary toebben, President
Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce
Fran florez, Vice-Chair
California High-Speed Rail Authority

REBUTTAL TO ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF PROPOSITION 1A
No on 1A: A POLITICAL BOONDOGGLE
The same politicians who can’t solve our budget crisis and
want to raise your taxes think they can run their own government
railroad. Even they admit this high cost train hits taxpayers for
$40 billion. Even so, this is just a “partial payment” by taxpayers,
with NO guarantee it will be completed.
The project wasted $58 million on consultants, European
travel, and fancy brochures and now billions more may be spent
without laying an inch of track—money we’d have to repay even if
the project failed.
The special interests backing Prop. 1A are notorious for their
multi-billion dollar cost overruns.
No on 1A: $20 BILLION IN DEBT REPAYMENT
INCREASED TAXES
Politicians admit that Prop. 1A will annually cost California
taxpayers $647 million each year for 30 years to repay debt. With
California’s already high debt levels, this will lead politicians to
raise your taxes. California is America’s 4th highest taxed state and
high taxes chase jobs out of California. Passage of Prop. 1A may
result in California passing New York to be the highest taxed state
in America.
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No on 1A: EXPAND EXISTING TRANSIT SYSTEMS
INSTEAD
Californians’ problem is not getting from San Francisco to
Los Angeles, it’s getting into work each day.
Investing the same amount of money in regional transit and
highway congestion relief would reduce pollution and our
reliance on foreign oil.
NO ON PROP. 1A: WEAK accountability, NO congestion
relief for suffering commuters, and TAXPAYERS CAN’T
AFFORD IT!
Hon. Chuck Devore, California State Assemblyman
Richard Tolmach, President
California Rail Foundation
Mike ARnold, Ph.d., Co-Chair
Marin Citizens for Effective Transportation

Arguments printed on this page are the opinions of the authors and have not been checked for accuracy by any official agency.
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ARGUMENT AGAINST PROPOSITION 1A
NO on Prop. 1A: $20 Billion Cost for Taxpayers
Prop. 1A is a boondoggle that will cost taxpayers at least $20
billion in principal and interest. The whole project could cost
$90 billion—the most expensive railroad in history. No one really
knows how much this will ultimately cost.
Taxpayers will foot this bill—it’s not “free money.” According
to the measure (Article 3, Section 2704.10) “. . . the full faith
and credit of the State of California is hereby pledged for the
punctual payment of both principal of, and interest on, the
bonds . . ..” This measure will take $20 billion ($2,000 for an
average family of four) out of the general fund over the life of the
bonds.
NO on Prop. 1A: California Taxpayers Can’t Afford Higher
Budget Deficits
With our budget crisis, billions in red ink, pending cuts to
health care, the poor, parks, and schools, now is NOT THE
TIME to add another $20 billion in state debt and interest.
The state already has over $100 BILLION DOLLARS in voter
approved bond debt and our bond rating is already among the
worst in the nation.
NO on Prop. 1A—Better Uses for Taxpayer Dollars
California has higher priorities than this $20 BILLION
DOLLAR boondoggle.
What would $20 billion buy?
• 22,000 new teachers, firefighters, or law enforcement
personnel for 10 years.
• Health care for all children in the state for many years.
• Updating and improving California’s water system to
provide a reliable supply of safe, clean water.
• Upgrade and expand existing transportation systems
including roads and transit throughout California, which
would really reduce traffic and emissions.

NO on Prop. 1A—Virtually No Accountability
Politicians, bureaucrats, and special interests will control the
money, not voters. In fact, the lead contractor for this project is
Parsons-Brinckerhoff, the same builder of the infamous “Big Dig”
in Boston which had billions in cost overruns.
There is not ONE citizen member on the new “peer review
group.” They are all politicians and bureaucrats.
NO on Prop. 1A—An Open Taxpayer Checkbook
Section 8(e) says the bond funds are “. . . intended to
encourage the federal government and the private sector to make
a significant contribution toward the construction . . ..”
NOTE THE WORD “ENCOURAGED”—that’s bureaucratic
language for “we will spend taxpayer money regardless of whether
we ever get a penny from the private sector or the federal
government.”
In fact, $58 million in taxpayer money has ALREADY been spent
on this project and not ONE FOOT of track has been laid. Now they
want us to trust them with BILLIONS more.
NO on Prop. 1A—Promoted by Special Interests for Special
Interests
The Association for California High Speed Trains is promoting
this boondoggle. Their Board represents out-of-state special
interests (France, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, New York
City, Texas, and Illinois), many of whom stand to make millions
if this measure passes.
Please Join Us in Voting “NO” on Prop. 1A.
Log on, learn more, and read it for yourself: www.DerailHSR.com.
Hon. Tom McClintock, State Senator
Hon. George runner, State Senator
Jon Coupal, President
Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association

REBUTTAL TO ARGUMENT AGAINST PROPOSITION 1A
California’s high-speed rail network requires NO TAX
INCREASE and is subject to strict fiscal controls and oversight.
It’s simple and fair—once completed, THE USERS OF
THE SYSTEM PAY FOR THE SYSTEM. That’s why taxpayer
watchdog groups support Proposition 1A.
Electric High-Speed Trains will give Californians a real
alternative to skyrocketing gasoline prices and dependence on
foreign oil while reducing greenhouse gases. Building high-speed
rail is cheaper than expanding highways and airports to meet
California’s population growth.
Gridlock, hassles of flying and long-distance auto travel have
become very onerous. Proposition 1A will save time. Travel
intercity downtown to downtown throughout California
on High-Speed Trains faster than automobile or air—AT A
CHEAPER COST!
California’s transportation system is out-of-date and
deteriorating. We need options to poorly maintained roads,
jammed runways, and congested highways. Californians need
what most of the civilized world has—high-speed rail. We’ve
fallen so far behind other states and nations that our crumbling
infrastructure threatens our economy.

A 220-mile-an-hour statewide rail system will give Californians
a faster, environmentally friendly alternative for travel.
Proposition 1A will create 160,000 construction-related jobs
and 450,000 permanent jobs.
Proposition 1A is endorsed by law enforcement experts,
business leaders, environmentalists, and Californians looking for
safe, affordable, and reliable transportation.
Signers of the ballot argument against Proposition 1A are
habitual opponents of transportation improvements. Their claims
are wrong and their data simply made up.
Californians need to invest in modern, effective transportation.
Vote Yes on Proposition 1A.
www.CaliforniaHighSpeedTrains.com
Jim Earp, Executive Director
California Alliance for Jobs
Bob balgenorth, President
State Building & Construction Trades Council of California
Lucy dunn, President
Orange County Business Council

Arguments printed on this page are the opinions of the authors and have not been checked for accuracy by any official agency.
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AN OVERVIEW OF STATE BOND DEBT
This section provides an overview of the state’s
current situation involving bond debt. It also
discusses the impact that the bond measures on this
ballot, if approved, would have on the state’s debt
level and the costs of paying off such debt over time.

Background
What Is Bond Financing? Bond financing is
a type of long-term borrowing that the state uses
to raise money for various purposes. The state
obtains this money by selling bonds to investors.
In exchange, it agrees to repay this money, with
interest, according to a specified schedule.
Why Are Bonds Used? The state has traditionally
used bonds to finance major capital outlay projects
such as roads, educational facilities, prisons, parks,
water projects, and office buildings (that is, public
infrastructure-related projects). This is done mainly
because these facilities provide services over many
years, their large dollar costs can be difficult to pay
for all at once, and the different taxpayers who pay
off the bonds benefit over time from the facilities.
Bonds also have been used to help finance certain
private infrastructure, such as housing.
What Types of Bonds Does the State Sell? The
state sells three major types of bonds to finance
projects. These are:
• General Obligation Bonds. Most of these are
directly paid off from the state’s General Fund,
which is largely supported by tax revenues.
Some, however, are paid for by designated
revenue sources, with the General Fund only
providing back-up support in the event the
revenues fall short. (An example is the CalVet program, under which bonds are issued to
provide home loans to veterans and are paid off
using veterans’ mortgage payments.) General
obligation bonds must be approved by the
voters and their repayment is guaranteed by
the state’s general taxing power.
• Lease-Revenue Bonds. These bonds are paid
off from lease payments (primarily financed
from the General Fund) by state agencies using
the facilities the bonds finance. These bonds
do not require voter approval and are not
guaranteed by the state’s general taxing power.
As a result, they have somewhat higher interest
costs than general obligation bonds.
• Traditional Revenue Bonds. These also
finance capital projects but are not supported
by the General Fund. Rather, they are paid off
from a designated revenue stream generated by
8
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the projects they finance—such as bridge tolls.
These bonds also are not guaranteed by the
state’s general taxing power and do not require
voter approval.
Budget-Related Bonds. Recently, the state has also
used bond financing to help close major shortfalls in
its General Fund budget. In March 2004, the voters
approved Proposition 57, authorizing $15 billion in
general obligation bonds to help pay off the state’s
accumulated budget deficit and other obligations. Of
this amount, $11.3 billion was raised through bond
sales in May and June of 2004, and the remaining
available authorizations were sold in February 2008.
These bonds will be paid off over the next several
years. They are excluded from the remainder of this
discussion, which focuses on infrastructure-related
bonds.
What Are the Direct Costs of Bond Financing?
The state’s cost for using bonds depends primarily
on the amount sold, their interest rates, the time
period over which they are repaid, and their
maturity structure. For example, the most recently
sold general obligation bonds will be paid off over
a 30-year period with fairly level annual payments.
Assuming that a bond issue carries a tax-exempt
interest rate of 5 percent, the cost of paying it off
with level payments over 30 years is close to $2 for
each dollar borrowed—$1 for the amount borrowed
and close to $1 for interest. This cost, however, is
spread over the entire 30-year period, so the cost
after adjusting for inflation is considerably less—
about $1.30 for each $1 borrowed.

The State’s Current Debt Situation
Amount of General Fund Debt. As of
June 1, 2008, the state had about $53 billion of
infrastructure-related General Fund bond debt
outstanding on which it is making principal and
interest payments. This consists of about $45 billion
of general obligation bonds and $8 billion of leaserevenue bonds. In addition, the state has not yet sold
about $68 billion of authorized general obligation
and lease-revenue infrastructure bonds. Most of
these bonds have been committed to projects, but
the projects involved have not yet been started or
those in progress have not yet reached their major
construction phase.
General Fund Debt Payments. We estimate that
General Fund debt payments for infrastructurerelated general obligation and lease-revenue bonds
were about $4.4 billion in 2007–08. As previously
authorized but currently unsold bonds are marketed,
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outstanding bond debt costs will rise, peaking at
approximately $9.2 billion in 2017–18.
Debt-Service Ratio. One indicator of the state’s
debt situation is its debt-service ratio (DSR). This
ratio indicates the portion of the state’s annual
revenues that must be set aside for debt-service
payments on infrastructure bonds and therefore are
not available for other state programs. As shown
in Figure 1, the DSR increased in the early 1990s
and peaked at 5.4 percent before falling back to
below 3 percent in 2002–03, partly due to some
deficit-refinancing activities. The DSR then rose
again beginning in 2003–04 and currently stands at
4.4 percent for infrastructure bonds. It is expected
to increase to a peak of 6.1 percent in 2011–12 as
currently authorized bonds are sold.

Effects of the Bond Propositions on This Ballot
There are four general obligation bond measures
on this ballot, totaling $16.8 billion in new
authorizations. These include:
• Proposition 1A, which would authorize the
state to issue $9.95 billion of bonds to finance
a high-speed rail project.
• Proposition 3, which would authorize the
state to issue $980 million of bonds for capital
improvement projects at children’s hospitals.

CONTINUED

•

Proposition 10, which would authorize the
state to issue $5 billion of bonds for various
renewable energy, alternative fuel, energy
efficiency, and air emissions reduction
purposes.
• Proposition 12, which would authorize the
state to issue $900 million of bonds under the
Cal-Vet program to be paid off from mortgage
payments.
Impacts on Debt Payments. If the three General
Fund-supported bonds on this ballot (Propositions
1A, 3, and 10) are all approved, they would require
total debt-service payments over the life of the bonds
of about twice their authorized amount. The average
annual debt service on the bonds would depend
on the timing and conditions of their sales. Once
all these bonds were sold, the estimated annual
budgetary cost would be about $1 billion.
Impact on the Debt-Service Ratio. Figure 1
shows what would happen to the state’s estimated
DSR over time if all of the bonds were approved
and sold. It would peak at 6.2 percent in 2011–12,
and decline thereafter. (Future debt-service costs
shown in Figure 1 would be higher if, for example,
voters approved additional bonds in elections after
November 2008.)

Figure 1
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TEXT OF PROPOSED LAW
PROPOSITION 1A
This law proposed by Assembly Bill 3034 of the 2007–2008 Regular Session
(Chapter 267, Statutes of 2008) is submitted to the people in accordance with
the provisions of Article XVI of the California Constitution.
This proposed law adds sections to the Streets and Highways Code;
therefore, new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type to
indicate that they are new.
PROPOSED LAW
SEC. 9. Chapter 20 (commencing with Section 2704) is added to
Division 3 of the Streets and Highways Code, to read:
CHAPTER 20. SAFE, R ELIABLE HIGH-SPEED PASSENGER TRAIN BOND
ACT FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
Article 1. General Provisions
2704. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the Safe, Reliable
High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century.
2704.01. As used in this chapter, the following terms have the following
meanings:
(a) “Committee” means the High-Speed Passenger Train Finance
Committee created pursuant to Section 2704.12.
(b) “Authority” means the High-Speed Rail Authority created pursuant to
Section 185020 of the Public Utilities Code, or its successor.
(c) “Fund” means the High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Fund created
pursuant to Section 2704.05.
(d) “High-speed train” means a passenger train capable of sustained
revenue operating speeds of at least 200 miles per hour where conditions
permit those speeds.
(e) “High-speed train system” means a system with high-speed trains and
includes, but is not limited to, the following components: right-of-way, track,
power system, rolling stock, stations, and associated facilities.
(f) “Corridor” means a portion of the high-speed train system as described
in Section 2704.04.
(g) “Usable segment” means a portion of a corridor that includes at least
two stations.
Article 2. High-Speed Passenger Train Financing Program
2704.04. (a) It is the intent of the Legislature by enacting this chapter and
of the people of California by approving the bond measure pursuant to this
chapter to initiate the construction of a high-speed train system that connects
the San Francisco Transbay Terminal to Los Angeles Union Station and
Anaheim, and links the state’s major population centers, including Sacramento,
the San Francisco Bay Area, the Central Valley, Los Angeles, the Inland
Empire, Orange County, and San Diego consistent with the authority’s
certified environmental impact reports of November 2005 and July 9, 2008.
(b) (1) Net proceeds received from the sale of nine billion dollars
($9,000,000,000) principal amount of bonds authorized pursuant to this
chapter, upon appropriation by the Legislature in the annual Budget Act, shall
be used for (A) planning and engineering for the high-speed train system and
(B) capital costs, as described in subdivision (c).
(2) As adopted by the authority in May 2007, Phase 1 of the high-speed train
project is the corridor of the high-speed train system between San Francisco
Transbay Terminal and Los Angeles Union Station and Anaheim.
(3) Upon a finding by the authority that expenditure of bond proceeds for
capital costs in corridors other than the corridor described in paragraph (2)
would advance the construction of the system, would be consistent with the
criteria described in subdivision (f) of Section 2704.08, and would not have an
adverse impact on the construction of Phase 1 of the high-speed train project,
the authority may request funding for capital costs, and the Legislature may
appropriate funds described in paragraph (1) in the annual Budget Act, to be
expended for any of the following high-speed train corridors:
(A) Sacramento to Stockton to Fresno.
(B) San Francisco Transbay Terminal to San Jose to Fresno.
(C) Oakland to San Jose.
(D) Fresno to Bakersfield to Palmdale to Los Angeles Union
Station.
(E) Los Angeles Union Station to Riverside to San Diego.
(F) Los Angeles Union Station to Anaheim to Irvine.
(G) Merced to Stockton to Oakland and San Francisco via the
Altamont Corridor.
(4) Nothing in this section shall prejudice the authority’s determination and
selection of the alignment from the Central Valley to the San Francisco Bay
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Area and its certification of the environmental impact report.
(5) Revenues of the authority, generated by operations of the high-speed
train system above and beyond operating and maintenance costs and financing
obligations, including, but not limited to, support of revenue bonds, as
determined by the authority, shall be used for construction, expansion,
improvement, replacement, and rehabilitation of the high-speed train system.
(c) Capital costs payable or reimbursable from proceeds of bonds described
in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) include, with respect to the high-speed
train system or any portion thereof, all activities necessary for acquisition of
interests in real property and rights-of-way and improvement thereof;
acquisition and construction of tracks, structures, power systems, and stations;
acquisition of rolling stock and related equipment; mitigation of any direct or
indirect environmental impacts of activities authorized by this chapter;
relocation assistance for displaced property owners and occupants; other
related capital facilities and equipment; and such other purposes related to
the foregoing, for the procurement thereof, and for the financing or refinancing
thereof, as may be set forth in a statute hereafter enacted. The method of
acquisition of any of the foregoing may also be set forth in a statute hereafter
enacted.
(d) Proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter shall not be used
for any operating or maintenance costs of trains or facilities.
(e) The State Auditor shall perform periodic audits of the authority’s use of
proceeds of bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter for consistency with the
requirements of this chapter.
2704.05. Subject to Section 2704.18, the proceeds of bonds issued and sold
pursuant to this chapter shall be deposited in the High-Speed Passenger Train
Bond Fund, which is hereby created.
2704.06. The net proceeds received from the sale of nine billion dollars
($9,000,000,000) principal amount of bonds authorized pursuant to this
chapter, upon appropriation by the Legislature in the annual Budget Act, shall
be available, and subject to those conditions and criteria that the Legislature
may provide by statute, for (a) planning the high-speed train system and (b)
capital costs set forth in subdivision (c) of Section 2704.04, consistent with the
authority’s certified environmental impact reports of November 2005 and July
9, 2008, as subsequently modified pursuant to environmental studies conducted
by the authority.
2704.07. The authority shall pursue and obtain other private and public
funds, including, but not limited to, federal funds, funds from revenue bonds,
and local funds, to augment the proceeds of this chapter.
2704.08. (a) Proceeds of bonds described in paragraph (1) of subdivision
(b) of Section 2704.04 shall not be used for more than 50 percent of the total
cost of construction of each corridor or usable segment thereof of the highspeed train system, except for bond proceeds used for the purposes of
subdivision (g).
(b) Not more than 10 percent of the proceeds of bonds described in
paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 shall be used for
environmental studies, planning, and preliminary engineering activities.
(c) (1) No later than 90 days prior to the submittal to the Legislature and the
Governor of the initial request for appropriation of proceeds of bonds
authorized by this chapter for any eligible capital costs on each corridor, or
usable segment thereof, identified in subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04, other
than costs described in subdivision (g), the authority shall have approved and
submitted to the Director of Finance, the peer review group established
pursuant to Section 185035 of the Public Utilities Code, and the policy
committees with jurisdiction over transportation matters and the fiscal
committees in both houses of the Legislature, a detailed funding plan for that
corridor or a usable segment thereof.
(2) The plan shall include, identify, or certify to all of the following:
(A) The corridor, or usable segment thereof, in which the authority is
proposing to invest bond proceeds.
(B) A description of the expected terms and conditions associated with any
lease agreement or franchise agreement proposed to be entered into by the
authority and any other party for the construction or operation of passenger
train service along the corridor or usable segment thereof.
(C) The estimated full cost of constructing the corridor or usable segment
thereof, including an estimate of cost escalation during construction and
appropriate reserves for contingencies.
(D) The sources of all funds to be invested in the corridor, or usable segment
thereof, and the anticipated time of receipt of those funds based on expected
commitments, authorizations, agreements, allocations, or other means.
(E) The projected ridership and operating revenue estimate based on
projected high-speed passenger train operations on the corridor or usable
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segment.
(F) All known or foreseeable risks associated with the construction and
operation of high-speed passenger train service along the corridor or usable
segment thereof and the process and actions the authority will undertake to
manage those risks.
(G) Construction of the corridor or usable segment thereof can be completed
as proposed in the plan.
(H) The corridor or usable segment thereof would be suitable and ready for
high-speed train operation.
(I) One or more passenger service providers can begin using the tracks or
stations for passenger train service.
(J) The planned passenger service by the authority in the corridor or usable
segment thereof will not require a local, state, or federal operating subsidy.
(K) The authority has completed all necessary project level environmental
clearances necessary to proceed to construction.
(d) Prior to committing any proceeds of bonds described in paragraph (1)
of subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 for expenditure for construction and real
property and equipment acquisition on each corridor, or usable segment
thereof, other than for costs described in subdivision (g), the authority shall
have approved and concurrently submitted to the Director of Finance and the
Chairperson of the Joint Legislative Budget Committee the following: (1) a
detailed funding plan for that corridor or usable segment thereof that (A)
identifies the corridor or usable segment thereof, and the estimated full cost of
constructing the corridor or usable segment thereof, (B) identifies the sources
of all funds to be used and anticipates time of receipt thereof based on offered
commitments by private parties, and authorizations, allocations, or other
assurances received from governmental agencies, (C) includes a projected
ridership and operating revenue report, (D) includes a construction cost
projection including estimates of cost escalation during construction and
appropriate reserves for contingencies, (E) includes a report describing any
material changes from the plan submitted pursuant to subdivision (c) for this
corridor or usable segment thereof, and (F) describes the terms and conditions
associated with any agreement proposed to be entered into by the authority
and any other party for the construction or operation of passenger train
service along the corridor or usable segment thereof; and (2) a report or
reports, prepared by one or more financial services firms, financial consulting
firms, or other consultants, independent of any parties, other than the
authority, involved in funding or constructing the high-speed train system,
indicating that (A) construction of the corridor or usable segment thereof can
be completed as proposed in the plan submitted pursuant to paragraph (1), (B)
if so completed, the corridor or usable segment thereof would be suitable and
ready for high-speed train operation, (C) upon completion, one or more
passenger service providers can begin using the tracks or stations for
passenger train service, (D) the planned passenger train service to be provided
by the authority, or pursuant to its authority, will not require operating
subsidy, and (E) an assessment of risk and the risk mitigation strategies
proposed to be employed. The Director of Finance shall review the plan within
60 days of its submission by the authority and, after receiving any
communication from the Joint Legislative Budget Committee, if the director
finds that the plan is likely to be successfully implemented as proposed, the
authority may enter into commitments to expend bond funds that are subject to
this subdivision and accept offered commitments from private parties.
(e) Subsequent to approval of the detailed funding plan required under
subdivision (d), the authority shall promptly inform the Governor and the
Legislature of any material changes in plans or project conditions that would
jeopardize completion of the corridor as previously planned and shall identify
means of remedying the conditions to allow completion and operation of the
corridor.
(f) In selecting corridors or usable segments thereof for construction, the
authority shall give priority to those corridors or usable segments thereof that
are expected to require the least amount of bond funds as a percentage of total
cost of construction. Among other criteria it may use for establishing priorities
for initiating construction on corridors or usable segments thereof, the
authority shall include the following: (1) projected ridership and revenue, (2)
the need to test and certify trains operating at speeds of 220 miles per hour, (3)
the utility of those corridors or usable segments thereof for passenger train
services other than the high-speed train service that will not result in any
unreimbursed operating or maintenance cost to the authority, and (4) the
extent to which the corridors include facilities contained therein to enhance
the connectivity of the high-speed train network to other modes of transit,
including, but not limited to, conventional rail (intercity rail, commuter rail,
light rail, or other rail transit), bus, or air transit.

(PROPOSITION 1A CONTINUED)
(g) Nothing in this section shall limit use or expenditure of proceeds of
bonds described in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 up to
an amount equal to 7.5 percent of the aggregate principal amount of bonds
described in that paragraph for environmental studies, planning, and
preliminary engineering activities, and for (1) acquisition of interests in real
property and right-of-way and improvement thereof (A) for preservation for
high-speed rail uses, (B) to add to third-party improvements to make them
compatible with high-speed rail uses, or (C) to avoid or to mitigate incompatible
improvements or uses; (2) mitigation of any direct or indirect environmental
impacts resulting from the foregoing; and (3) relocation assistance for
property owners and occupants who are displaced as a result of the
foregoing.
(h) Not more than 2.5 percent of the proceeds of bonds described in
paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 shall be used for
administrative purposes. The amount of bond proceeds available for
administrative purposes shall be appropriated in the annual Budget Act. The
Legislature may, by statute, adjust the percentage set forth in this subdivision,
except that the Legislature shall not increase that percentage to more than 5
percent.
(i) No failure to comply with this section shall affect the validity of the bonds
issued under this chapter.
2704.09. The high-speed train system to be constructed pursuant to this
chapter shall be designed to achieve the following characteristics:
(a) Electric trains that are capable of sustained maximum revenue operating
speeds of no less than 200 miles per hour.
(b) Maximum nonstop service travel times for each corridor that shall not
exceed the following:
(1) San Francisco-Los Angeles Union Station: two hours, 40 minutes.
(2) Oakland-Los Angeles Union Station: two hours, 40 minutes.
(3) San Francisco-San Jose: 30 minutes.
(4) San Jose-Los Angeles: two hours, 10 minutes.
(5) San Diego-Los Angeles: one hour, 20 minutes.
(6) Inland Empire-Los Angeles: 30 minutes.
(7) Sacramento-Los Angeles: two hours, 20 minutes.
(c) Achievable operating headway (time between successive trains) shall be
five minutes or less.
(d) The total number of stations to be served by high-speed trains for all of
the corridors described in subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04 shall not exceed
24. There shall be no station between the Gilroy station and the Merced
station.
(e) Trains shall have the capability to transition intermediate stations, or to
bypass those stations, at mainline operating speed.
(f) For each corridor described in subdivision (b), passengers shall have
the capability of traveling from any station on that corridor to any other
station on that corridor without being required to change trains.
(g) In order to reduce impacts on communities and the environment, the
alignment for the high-speed train system shall follow existing transportation
or utility corridors to the extent feasible and shall be financially viable, as
determined by the authority.
(h) Stations shall be located in areas with good access to local mass transit
or other modes of transportation.
(i) The high-speed train system shall be planned and constructed in a
manner that minimizes urban sprawl and impacts on the natural
environment.
(j) Preserving wildlife corridors and mitigating impacts to wildlife
movement, where feasible as determined by the authority, in order to limit the
extent to which the system may present an additional barrier to wildlife’s
natural movement.
2704.095. (a) (1) Net proceeds received from the sale of nine hundred fifty
million dollars ($950,000,000) principal amount of bonds authorized by this
chapter shall be allocated to eligible recipients for capital improvements to
intercity and commuter rail lines and urban rail systems that provide direct
connectivity to the high-speed train system and its facilities, or that are part of
the construction of the high-speed train system as that system is described in
subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04, or that provide capacity enhancements and
safety improvements. Funds under this section shall be available upon
appropriation by the Legislature in the annual Budget Act for the eligible
purposes described in subdivision (d).
(2) Twenty percent (one hundred ninety million dollars ($190,000,000)) of
the amount authorized by this section shall be allocated for intercity rail to the
Department of Transportation, for state-supported intercity rail lines that
provide regularly scheduled service and use public funds to operate and
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maintain rail facilities, rights-of-way, and equipment. A minimum of 25 percent
of the amount available under this paragraph (forty-seven million five hundred
thousand dollars ($47,500,000)) shall be allocated to each of the state’s three
intercity rail corridors.
The California Transportation Commission shall allocate the available
funds to eligible recipients consistent with this section and shall develop
guidelines, in consultation with the authority, to implement the requirements
of this section. The guidelines shall include provisions for the administration
of funds, including, but not limited to, the authority of the intercity corridor
operators to loan these funds by mutual agreement between intercity rail
corridors.
(3) Eighty percent (seven hundred sixty million dollars ($760,000,000)) of
the amount authorized by this section shall be allocated upon appropriation as
set forth in this section to eligible recipients, except intercity rail, as described
in subdivision (c) based upon a percentage amount calculated to incorporate
all of the following:
(A) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of statewide track
miles.
(B) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of statewide
annual vehicle miles.
(C) One-third of the eligible recipient’s percentage share of statewide
annual passenger trips.
The California Transportation Commission shall allocate the available
funds to eligible recipients consistent with this section and shall develop
guidelines to implement the requirements of this section.
(b) For the purposes of this section, the following terms have the following
meanings:
(1) “Track miles” means the miles of track used by a public agency or joint
powers authority for regular passenger rail service.
(2) “Vehicle miles” means the total miles traveled, commencing with pullout
from the maintenance depot, by all locomotives and cars operated in a train
consist for passenger rail service by a public agency or joint powers
authority.
(3) “Passenger trips” means the annual unlinked passenger boardings
reported by a public agency or joint powers authority for regular passenger
rail service.
(4) “Statewide” when used to modify the terms in subparagraphs (A), (B),
and (C) of paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) means the combined total in the
state of those amounts for all eligible recipients.
(c) Eligible recipients for funding under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a)
shall be public agencies and joint powers authorities that operate regularly
scheduled passenger rail service in the following categories:
(1) Commuter rail.
(2) Light rail.
(3) Heavy rail.
(4) Cable car.
(d) Funds allocated pursuant to this section shall be used to pay or reimburse
the costs of projects to provide or improve connectivity with the high-speed
train system or for the rehabilitation or modernization of, or safety
improvements to, tracks utilized for public passenger rail service, signals,
structures, facilities, and rolling stock.
(e) Eligible recipients may use the funds for any eligible rail element set
forth in subdivision (d).
(f) In order to be eligible for funding under this section, an eligible recipient
under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall provide matching funds in an
amount not less than the total amount allocated to the recipient under this
section.
(g) An eligible recipient of funding under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a)
shall certify that it has met its matching funds requirement, and all other
requirements of this section, by resolution of its governing board, subject to
verification by the California Transportation Commission.
(h) Funds made available to an eligible recipient under paragraph (3) of
subdivision (a) shall supplement existing local, state, or federal revenues
being used for maintenance or rehabilitation of the passenger rail system.
Eligible recipients of funding under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall
maintain their existing commitment of local, state, or federal funds for these
purposes in order to remain eligible for allocation and expenditure of the
additional funding made available by this section.
(i) In order to receive any allocation under this section, an eligible recipient
under paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) shall annually expend from existing
local, state, or federal revenues being used for the maintenance or rehabilitation
of the passenger rail system in an amount not less than the annual average of
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(PROPOSITION 1A CONTINUED)
its expenditures from local revenues for those purposes during the 1998–99,
1999–2000, and 2000–01 fiscal years.
(j) Funds allocated pursuant to this section to the Southern California
Regional Rail Authority for eligible projects within its service area shall be
apportioned each fiscal year in accordance with memorandums of
understanding to be executed between the Southern California Regional Rail
Authority and its member agencies. The memorandum or memorandums of
understanding shall take into account the passenger service needs of the
Southern California Regional Rail Authority and of the member agencies,
revenue attributable to member agencies, and separate contributions to the
Southern California Regional Rail Authority from the member agencies.
Article 3. Fiscal Provisions
2704.10. (a) Bonds in the total amount of nine billion nine hundred fifty
million dollars ($9,950,000,000), exclusive of refunding bonds issued in
accordance with Section 2704.19, or so much thereof as is necessary, may be
issued and sold to provide a fund to be used for carrying out the purposes
expressed in this chapter and to be used to reimburse the General Obligation
Bond Expense Revolving Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5 of the Government
Code. The bonds, when sold, shall be and constitute a valid and binding
obligation of the State of California, and the full faith and credit of the State of
California is hereby pledged for the punctual payment of both principal of, and
interest on, the bonds as the principal and interest become due and payable.
(b) The Treasurer shall sell the bonds authorized by the committee pursuant
to this section. The bonds shall be sold upon the terms and conditions specified
in a resolution to be adopted by the committee pursuant to Section 16731 of the
Government Code.
2704.11. (a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), the bonds authorized
by this chapter shall be prepared, executed, issued, sold, paid, and redeemed
as provided in the State General Obligation Bond Law, Chapter 4 (commencing
with Section 16720) of Part 3 of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code,
and all of the provisions of that law apply to the bonds and to this chapter and
are hereby incorporated in this chapter as though set forth in full in this
chapter.
(b) Notwithstanding any provision of the State General Obligation Bond
Law, each issue of bonds authorized by the committee shall have a final
maturity of not more than 40 years from the date of original issuance thereof.
2704.12. (a) Solely for the purpose of authorizing the issuance and sale of
the bonds authorized by this chapter and the making of those determinations
and the taking of other actions as are authorized by this chapter, pursuant to
the State General Obligation Bond Law, the High-Speed Passenger Train
Finance Committee is hereby created. For purposes of this chapter, the HighSpeed Passenger Train Finance Committee is “the committee” as that term is
used in the State General Obligation Bond Law. The committee consists of the
Treasurer, the Director of Finance, the Controller, the Secretary of Business,
Transportation and Housing, and the chairperson of the authority.
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any member of the committee may
designate a representative to act as that member in his or her place and stead
for all purposes, as though the member were personally present. The Treasurer
shall serve as chairperson of the committee. A majority of the committee shall
constitute a quorum of the committee, and may act for the committee.
(b) For purposes of the State General Obligation Bond Law, the authority is
designated the “board.”
2704.13. The committee shall determine whether or not it is necessary or
desirable to issue bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter in order to carry
out the actions specified in Sections 2704.06 and 2704.095 and, if so, the
amount of bonds to be issued and sold. Successive issues of bonds may be
issued and sold to carry out those actions progressively, and it is not necessary
that all of the bonds authorized be issued and sold at any one time. The
committee shall consider program funding needs, revenue projections,
financial market conditions, and other necessary factors in determining the
term for the bonds to be issued. In addition to all other powers specifically
granted in this chapter and the State General Obligation Bond Law, the
committee may do all things necessary or convenient to carry out the powers
and purposes of this article, including the approval of any indenture relating
to the bonds, and the delegation of necessary duties to the chairperson and to
the Treasurer as agent for the sale of the bonds. Any terms of any bonds issued
under this chapter may be provided under an indenture instead of under a
resolution, as determined by the committee.
2704.14. There shall be collected each year and in the same manner and
at the same time as other state revenue is collected, in addition to the ordinary
revenues of the state, a sum in an amount required to pay the principal of, and
interest on, the bonds each year. It is the duty of all officers charged by law

TEXT OF PROPOSED LAW
with any duty in regard to the collection of the revenue to do and perform each
and every act which is necessary to collect that additional sum.
2704.15. Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, there is
hereby appropriated from the General Fund in the State Treasury, for the
purposes of this chapter, an amount equal to the total of the following: (a) that
sum annually necessary to pay the principal of, and interest on, bonds issued
and sold pursuant to this chapter, as the principal and interest become due and
payable, and (b) the sum necessary to carry out Section 2704.17, appropriated
without regard to fiscal years.
2704.16. The board may request the Pooled Money Investment Board to
make a loan from the Pooled Money Investment Account, in accordance with
Section 16312 of the Government Code, for purposes of this chapter. The
amount of the request shall not exceed the amount of the unsold bonds which
the committee has, by resolution, authorized to be sold for the purpose of this
chapter, less any amount borrowed pursuant to Section 2701.17. The board
shall execute such documents as required by the Pooled Money Investment
Board to obtain and repay the loan. Any amount loaned shall be deposited in
the fund to be allocated by the board in accordance with this chapter.
2704.17. For the purpose of carrying out this chapter, the Director of
Finance may authorize the withdrawal from the General Fund of an amount or
amounts not to exceed the amount of unsold bonds which have been authorized
by the committee to be sold for the purpose of carrying out this chapter, less
any amount borrowed pursuant to Section 2704.16. Any amount withdrawn
shall be deposited in the fund. Any money made available under this section
shall be returned to the General Fund, plus the interest that the amounts would
have earned in the Pooled Money Investment Account, from the sale of bonds
for the purpose of carrying out this chapter.

(PROPOSITION 1A CONTINUED)
2704.18. All money deposited in the fund which is derived from premium
on bonds sold shall be available to pay costs of issuing the bonds, and to the
extent not so needed, together with accrued interest derived from sale of the
bonds, shall be available for transfer to the General Fund as a credit to
expenditures for bond interest.
2704.19. The bonds may be refunded in accordance with Article 6
(commencing with Section 16780) of the State General Obligation Bond Law.
Approval by the electors of the state for the issuance of bonds shall include
approval of the issuance of any bonds issued to refund any bonds originally
issued or any previously issued refunding bonds.
2704.20. The Legislature hereby finds and declares that, inasmuch as the
proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by this chapter are not “proceeds
of taxes” as that term is used in Article XIII B of the California Constitution,
the disbursement of these proceeds is not subject to the limitations imposed by
that article.
2704.21. Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter or the State
General Obligation Bond Law, if the Treasurer sells bonds pursuant to this
chapter that include a bond counsel opinion to the effect that the interest on the
bonds is excluded from gross income for federal tax purposes under designated
conditions, the Treasurer may maintain separate accounts for the bond
proceeds invested and the investment earnings on those proceeds, and may use
or direct the use of those proceeds or earnings to pay any rebate, penalty, or
other payment required under federal law, or take any other action with
respect to the investment and use of those bond proceeds, as may be required
or desirable under federal law in order to maintain the tax-exempt status of
those bonds and to obtain any other advantage under federal law on behalf of
the funds of this state.

Voter Registration Information
Registering to vote just takes a few minutes and, thanks to the National Voter Registration Act
(NVRA), you can easily find registration forms in many places throughout the state. The NVRA
was passed by Congress and signed into law by President Clinton in 1993. Also known as the
“Motor Voter” law, the NVRA requires the Department of Motor Vehicles and many other
government agencies to provide people the opportunity to register to vote. To register to vote you
must be a U.S. citizen, a California resident, at least 18 years of age on Election Day, and not in prison
or on parole for the conviction of a felony.
To request a voter registration form or to find out if you are registered to vote, just call your county
elections office or the Secretary of State’s toll-free Voter Hotline at 1-800-345-VOTE, or visit
www.sos.ca.gov. For more information on the NVRA and the Secretary of State’s efforts to assist
state agencies and county elections officials in complying with it, go to www.sos.ca.gov/elections/.
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Ballot Measures Defined
Initiatives
Often referred to as “direct democracy,” the initiative process is the power of the people to place measures on
the ballot. These measures can either create or change statutes (including general obligation bonds) and amend
the California Constitution. If the initiative proposes to amend California statute, signatures of registered voters
gathered must be equal in number to 5% of the votes cast for all candidates for Governor in the most recent
gubernatorial election. If the initiative proposes to amend the California Constitution, signatures of registered
voters gathered must be equal in number to 8% of the votes cast for all candidates for Governor in the most
recent gubernatorial election. Initiatives must qualify for the ballot 131 days before a statewide election. An
initiative requires a simple majority of the public’s vote to be enacted.

Legislative Bond Measure
Any bill that calls for the issuance of general obligation bonds must be adopted in each house of the State
Legislature by a two-thirds vote, signed by the Governor, and approved by a majority of voters to be enacted.
Whenever a bond measure is on a statewide ballot, an overview of California’s bond debt is included in the Voter
Information Guide. Legislative bond measures must qualify for the ballot 131 days before a statewide election.

Voting by Mail
You may return your voted vote-by-mail ballot by:
1. Mailing it to your county elections office;
2. Returning it in person to any polling place or elections office within your county on Election Day; or
3. Authorizing a legally allowable third party (spouse, child, parent, grandparent, grandchild, brother, sister, or
a person residing in the same household as you) to return the ballot on your behalf to any polling place or
elections office within your county on Election Day.
In any case, your vote-by-mail ballot must be received by the time polls close at 8:00 p.m. on Election Day.
Late-arriving vote-by-mail ballots cannot be counted.
All valid vote-by-mail ballots that county elections officials determine have been cast by eligible voters are
counted and included in the official election results. Elections officials have 28 days to complete this process,
referred to as the “official canvass,” and must report the results to the Secretary of State 35 days after the date of
the election.

Provisional Ballots
Provisional ballots are ballots cast by voters who:
• Believe they are registered to vote even though their names do not appear on the official voter registration list;
• Believe the official voter registration list incorrectly lists their political party affiliation; or
• Vote by mail but cannot locate their vote-by-mail ballot and want to vote at a polling place.
All valid provisional ballots that county elections officials determine have been cast by eligible voters are counted and
included in the official election results. Elections officials have 28 days to complete this process, referred to as the
“official canvass,” and must report the results to the Secretary of State 35 days after the date of the election.
14
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VOTER BILL OF RIGHTS
1. You have the right to cast a ballot if you are a
valid registered voter.
A valid registered voter means a United States
citizen who is a resident in this state, who is at
least 18 years of age and not in prison or on
parole for conviction of a felony, and who is
registered to vote at his or her current residence
address.
2. You have the right to cast a provisional ballot if
your name is not listed on the voting rolls.
3. You have the right to cast a ballot if you are
present and in line at the polling place prior to
the close of the polls.
4. You have the right to cast a secret ballot free
from intimidation.
5. You have the right to receive a new ballot if,
prior to casting your ballot, you believe you
made a mistake.
If at any time before you finally cast your
ballot, you feel you have made a mistake, you
have the right to exchange the spoiled ballot
for a new ballot. Vote-by-mail voters may also
request and receive a new ballot if they return
their spoiled ballot to an elections official prior
to the closing of the polls on election day.

6. You have the right to receive assistance in
casting your ballot, if you are unable to vote
without assistance.
7. You have the right to return a completed voteby-mail ballot to any precinct in the county.
8. You have the right to election materials
in another language, if there are sufficient
residents in your precinct to warrant
production.
9. You have the right to ask questions about
election procedures and observe the election
process.
You have the right to ask questions of the
precinct board and elections officials regarding
election procedures and to receive an answer
or be directed to the appropriate official for
an answer. However, if persistent questioning
disrupts the execution of their duties, the
board or election officials may discontinue
responding to questions.
10. You have the right to report any illegal or
fraudulent activity to a local elections official
or to the Secretary of State’s Office.

If you believe you have been denied any of these rights, or you
are aware of any election fraud or misconduct, please call the Secretary of State’s
confidential toll-free Voter Hotline at 1-800-345-VOTE (8683).

Information on your voter registration affidavit will be used by elections officials to send you official
information on the voting process, such as the location of your polling place and the issues and candidates
that will appear on the ballot. Commercial use of voter registration information is prohibited by law and is
a misdemeanor. Voter information may be provided to a candidate for office, a ballot measure committee,
or other person for election, scholarly, journalistic, political, or governmental purposes, as determined by
the Secretary of State. Driver’s license and social security numbers, or your signature as shown on your voter
registration card, cannot be released for these purposes. If you have any questions about the use of voter
information or wish to report suspected misuse of such information, please call the Secretary of State’s Voter
Hotline at 1-800-345-VOTE (8683).
Certain voters facing life-threatening situations may qualify for confidential voter status. For more information,
please contact the Secretary of State’s Safe at Home program toll-free at 1-877-322-5227 or visit the Secretary of
State’s website at www.sos.ca.gov.
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Election Division
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ELECTION
www.voterguide.sos.ca.gov

OFFICIAL VOTER INFORMATION GUIDE
Remember to Vote!
Tuesday, November 4, 2008
Polls are open from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
October 6
First day to apply for a vote-by-mail ballot by mail.

October 20
Last day to register to vote.

October 28
Last day that county elections offices will
accept any voter’s application for a vote-by-mail ballot.

November 4
Last day to apply for a vote-by-mail
ballot in person at your county elections office.

For additional copies of the Voter Information Guide
in any of the following languages, please call:
English: 1-800-345-VOTE (8683)
Español/Spanish: 1-800-232-VOTA (8682)
/Japanese: 1-800-339-2865
/Vietnamese: 1-800-339-8163
Tagalog: 1-800-339-2957
/Chinese: 1-800-339-2857
/Korean: 1-866-575-1558
TDD: 1-800-833-8683
In an effort to reduce election costs, the State Legislature has
authorized the State and counties to mail only one guide to
addresses where more than one voter resides. You may obtain
additional copies by contacting your county elections office or
by calling 1-800-345-VOTE.
OSP 08 109518

Exhibit K

November 3, 2011
The Honorable Mark Leno, Chair
Joint Legislative Budget Committee
Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee

The Honorable Bob Blumenfield, Chair
Assembly Budget Committee

The Honorable Bob Blumenfield, Vice Chair
Joint Legislative Budget Committee

The Honorable Bob Huff, Vice Chair
Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee

The Honorable Jim W. Nielsen, Vice Chair
Assembly Budget Committee

The Honorable Bonnie Lowenthal, Chair
Assembly Transportation Committee

The Honorable Kevin Jeffries, Vice Chair
Assembly Transportation Committee

The Honorable Mark De Saulnier, Chair
Senate Transportation and Housing

The Honorable Ted Gaines, Vice Chair
Senate Transportation and Housing

Mr. Will Kempton, Chair
CHSRA Board Peer Review Group

Ms. Ana J. Matosantos, Director
California State Department of Finance

Dear Members:
The California High-Speed Rail Authority (the Authority) approved the enclosed
Funding Plan on [November 3, 2011] for transmittal to the above parties as
required by Streets and Highways (S&H) Code section 2704.08, subdivision (c),
prior to the request for appropriation of bond proceeds for certain purposes. Such
bonds were authorized under the Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond
Act for the 21st Century, chapter 20 (commencing with section 2704) of Division
3 of the S&H Code (the Bond Act).
The Authority proposes to invest bond proceeds in a Usable Segment, as described
in the enclosed Funding Plan under the section entitled “A. The Usable Segment.”
Two such Usable Segments are the subject of this Funding Plan. The Authority
has selected for construction, in accordance with S&H 2704.08, subdivision (f),
these two Usable Segments.
The enclosed Funding Plan incorporates by reference the detailed information
provided in the draft 2012 Business Plan dated as of November 1, 2011. The
Authority wants to ensure readers of this Funding Plan have the full benefit of the
details provided in the draft 2012 Business Plan that are relevant to the current
Funding Plan, without any confusion that might be created by summaries or
inadvertent omissions.

The Authority’s initial request for appropriation of proceeds of bonds authorized
by the Bond Act for these Useable Segments will be in the amount of $2.684
billion, including $66.0 million for pre-construction period activities and $2.618
billion for construction period activities related to the Initial Construction Section
(ICS) described further in the attached.
Each Useable Segment includes a portion of the high-speed train system defined in
the draft 2012 Business Plan as the Initial Construction Section. The Authority’s
initial request for appropriation in the amount of $2.684 billion is the amount
needed to supplement $3.316 billion in federal funds awarded for use on the Initial
Construction Section. The combined funding of $6.0 billion represents the full
amount of funding the Authority believes is needed to complete the Initial
Construction Section.
Although the Authority is not yet requesting the full amount of bond proceeds to
complete these Usable Segments at this time, this Funding Plan nonetheless
provides information for these Usable Segments required by S&H section 2704.08,
subdivision (c).
The Authority respectfully requests favorable consideration of this Funding Plan in
order to meet its responsibilities to implement a high-speed rail system in
California.
Sincerely,
Roelof van Ark
CEO
Enclosure:

Funding Plan;
Draft 2012 Business Plan of November 1, 2011
http://www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/Business_Plan_reports.aspx;
Resolution # HSRA11-22-Resolution Selecting for Construction
Certain Usable Segments Pursuant to Streets and Highways Code
Section 2704.08, Subdivision (f); and
Resolution # HSRA11-23-Resolution Approving Funding Plan for
Submission Pursuant to Streets and Highways Code Section
2704.08, Subdivision (c)

Cc:






































The Honorable Mark DeSaulnier, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Bill Emmerson, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Bob Huff, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Christine Kehoe, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Mark Leno, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Alex Padilla, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Mimi Walters, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Lois Wolk, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Robert Blumenfield, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Bill Berryhill, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Julia Brownley, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Wesley Chesbro, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Felipe Fuentes, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Diane L. Harkey, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Holly J. Mitchell, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Jim W. Nielson, Joint Legislative Budget Committee
The Honorable Elaine Kontominas Alquist, Senate Budget & Fiscal
Review Committee
The Honorable Joel Anderson, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
The Honorable Mark DeSaulnier, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review
Committee
The Honorable Bill Emmerson, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
The Honorable Noreen Evans, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
The Honorable Jean Fuller, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
The Honorable Loni Hancock, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
The Honorable Doug LaMalfa, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
The Honorable Carol Liu, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
The Honorable Alan Lowenthal, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review
Committee
The Honorable Michael Rubio, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
The Honorable Joe Simitian, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
The Honorable Lois Wolk, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
The Honorable Roderick D. Wright, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review
Committee
The Honorable Luis Alejo, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Michael Allen, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Bill Berryhill, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Susan Bonilla, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Julia Brownley, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Joan Buchanan, Assembly Budget Committee












































The Honorable Betsy Butler, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Gil Cedillo, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Wesley Chesbro, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Roger Dickinson, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Mike Feuer, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Richard S. Gordon, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Diane L. Harkey, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Jared Huffman, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Kevin Jeffries, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Brian Jones, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Dan Logue, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Allan R. Mansoor, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Holly J. Michell, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable William W. Monning, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Mike Morrell, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Brian Nestande, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Sandre Swanson, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable David Valandao, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Donald P. Wagner, Assembly Budget Committee
The Honorable Katcho Achadjian, Assembly Transportation Committee
The Honorable Robert Blumenfield, Assembly Transportation Committee
The Honorable Susan Bonilla, Assembly Transportation Committee
The Honorable Joan Buchanan, Assembly Transportation Committee
The Honorable Mike Eng, Assembly Transportation Committee
The Honorable Warren T. Furutani, Assembly Transportation Committee
The Honorable Cathleen Galgiani, Assembly Transportation Committee
The Honorable Dan Logue, Assembly Transportation Committee
The Honorable Jeff Miller, Assembly Transportation Committee
The Honorable Chris Norby, Assembly Transportation Committee
The Honorable Anthony Protantino, Assembly Transportation Committee
The Honorable Jose Solorio, Assembly Transportation Committee
The Honorable Tom Harman, Senate Transportation and Housing
The Honorable Bob Huff, Senate Transportation and Housing
The Honorable Christine Kehoe, Senate Transportation and Housing
The Honorable Alan Lowenthal, Senate Transportation and Housing
The Honorable Fran Pavley, Senate Transportation and Housing
The Honorable Michael J. Rubio, Senate Transportation and Housing
The Honorable Joe Simitian, Senate Transportation and Housing
Mr. Chris Holtz, Assembly Republican Fiscal
Mr. Ted Morely, Senate Republican Office of Policy
Ms. Rocel Bettencourt, Senate Republican Fiscal
Mr. Gregson Porteous, Assembly Republican Office of Policy









Mr. John Chalker, California High Speed Rail Authority Board Peer
Review Group
Mr. Lou Thompson, California High Speed Rail Authority Board Peer
Review Group
Mr. Walter Bell, California High Speed Rail Authority Board Peer Review
Group
Ms. Diane Eidam, California High Speed Rail Authority Board Peer
Review Group
Mr. Frieder Seible, California High Speed Rail Authority Board Peer
Review Group
Mr. Michael Cohen, Chief Deputy Director, Budget, California State
Department of Finance
Mr. Pedro R. Reyes, Chief Deputy Director, Policy, California State
Department of Finance

California High‐Speed Rail Authority

Funding Plan

[November 3, 2011]

* Submitted pursuant to Streets and Highways Code section 2704.08, subdivision (c)
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Introduction
The “Safe, Reliable High‐Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century” (the Bond Act) is
codified in Streets and Highways Code Section (S&H) 2704 et seq. S&H 2704.08, subdivision
(c)(1) requires that, [n]o later than 90 days prior to the submittal to the Legislature and the
Governor of the initial request for appropriation of proceeds of bonds authorized by this chapter
for any eligible capital costs on each corridor, or usable segment thereof, identified in
subdivision (b) of Section 2704.04, other than costs described in subdivision (g), the authority
shall have approved and submitted to the Director of Finance, the peer review group established
pursuant to Section 185035 of the Public Utilities Code, and the policy committees with
jurisdiction over transportation matters and the fiscal committees in both houses of the
Legislature, a detailed funding plan for that corridor or a usable segment thereof.
The Authority is submitting this Funding Plan in satisfaction of the above‐referenced
requirement. The Authority proposes to invest bond proceeds in a Usable Segment, as
described in this Funding Plan under the section entitled “A. The Usable Segment.” Two Usable
Segments are the subject of this Funding Plan. The Authority has selected for construction, in
accordance with S&H 2704.08, subdivision (f), these two Usable Segments. A decision will be
made in the future as to which of the two segments will be constructed first. The two segments
presented have an overlapping sub‐segment, namely the section from Merced to Bakersfield,
so figures presented in this funding plan should not be added. Each of the two Useable
Segments are identical to the associated Initial Operating Sections defined in the draft 2012
Business Plan Each Useable Segment includes a portion of the high‐speed train system defined
in the 2012 Business Plan as the Initial Construction Section.
This Funding Plan incorporates by reference the detailed information provided in the attached
draft 2012 Business Plan dated November 1, 2011. The Authority wants to provide readers of
this Funding Plan the full benefit of the details provided in the draft 2012 Business Plan that are
relevant to the current Funding Plan, without any confusion that might be created by
summaries or inadvertent omissions.
The Authority’s initial request for appropriation of proceeds of bonds authorized by the Bond
Act for the initial Useable Segment will be in the amount of $2.684 billion, which is the amount
needed to supplement $3.316 billion in federal funds awarded for use on the Initial
Construction Section. The combined funding of $6.0 billion represents the full amount of
funding the Authority believes is needed to complete the Initial Construction Section.
Although the Authority is not yet requesting the full amount of bond proceeds to complete the
Usable Segments at this time, this Funding Plan nonetheless provides information for these
Usable Segments required by S&H section 2704.08, subdivision (c).
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A. The Usable Segment
Streets and Highways Code section 2704.08, subdivision (c)(2)(A) requires identification of the
corridor, or usable segment thereof, in which the authority is proposing to invest bond proceeds.

As described in the attached draft 2012 Business Plan, the Authority is advancing a detailed
phasing plan that contains two options for its Initial Operating Section (the IOS). The selected
IOS will become the initial Usable Segment in which the Authority is proposing to invest bond
proceeds. The other Usable Segment would follow thereafter, as described in the 2012
Business Plan in Chapter 2, A Phased Implementation Strategy: Linking Northern and Southern
California. This document is a Funding Plan for both.
Initial Operating Section – North (IOS North or IOS‐N) (Central Valley to Bay Area).
This Usable Segment consists of the portion of the corridor defined as Phase 1 in the
Bond Act between and including a Bakersfield station and a San Jose station. It would
run approximately 290 miles from a Bakersfield station in the South to a San Jose station
in the North, through four additional stations including Gilroy, Merced, Fresno, and
Kings/Tulare. The six planned stations also provide vital connections with other rail and
transit services throughout the State. This Usable Segment is described in the draft 2012
Business Plan as the IOS‐North.
Initial Operating Section – South (IOS South or IOS‐S) (Central Valley to Los Angeles Basin).
This Usable Segment consists of the portion of the corridor defined as Phase 1 in the
Bond Act between and including a Merced station and a San Fernando Valley station. It
would run approximately 300 miles from a Merced station in the North to a San
Fernando Valley station in the South, with four additional stations including Fresno,
Kings/Tulare, Bakersfield, and Palmdale. The six planned stations also provide vital
connections with other rail and transit services throughout the State. This Usable
Segment is described in the draft 2012 Business Plan as the IOS South.
The future appropriation for $2.684 billion in proceeds of bonds authorized under Proposition
1A is proposed to be invested in the portion of each Usable Segment described in the draft
2012 Business Plan as the Initial Construction Section (the ICS). The ICS is proposed to cover a
distance of approximately 130 miles of new high‐speed rail alignment from just north of
Bakersfield at the southern end to north of Fresno at the northern end. The ICS includes the
Fresno and Kings/Tulare stations. The ICS is included in both the IOS North Usable Segment and
the IOS South Usable Segment.
P a g e |2

Regardless of which of these IOS options is selected in completing the initial Usable Segment,
the ICS must be completed as a first step toward completion of these Usable Segments.
See the attached draft 2012 Business Plan for additional information about the IOS North, the
IOS South and the Initial Construction Section for which the Authority is requesting an
appropriation of bond proceeds as described in this Funding Plan. In particular, see Chapter
2, A Phased Implementation Strategy: Linking Northern and Southern California.
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B. Lease or Franchise Agreements
Streets and Highways Code section 2704.08, subdivision (c)(2)(B) requires a description of the
expected terms and conditions associated with any lease agreement or franchise agreement
proposed to be entered into by the authority and any other party for the construction or
operation of passenger train service along the corridor or usable segment thereof.

The attached draft 2012 Business Plan describes the Authority’s planned business model and
the anticipated roles of various parties in the development of the System, including for the IOS
North Usable Segment and IOS South Usable Segment that are the subject of this Funding Plan.
See Chapter 5, Business Model.
There will be numerous agreements associated with completion of these Usable Segments,
which agreements may include one or more lease agreements or franchise agreements of the
types referenced in S&H 2704.08, subdivision (c)(2)(B). However, no such lease or franchise
agreements are being proposed to be entered into by the Authority at this time.
The Initial Construction Section is anticipated to be developed using one or more design‐build
contracts (the DB Contracts). The terms of the DB Contracts and any other necessary contracts
for the ICS have been developed as part of the procurement process, commencing with a
planned release of a request for qualifications in October/November 2011. No lease or
franchise agreement is anticipated for the Initial Construction Section.
Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 5 of the attached draft 2012 Business Plan,
the Authority does not plan to operate high‐speed service along the ICS. Such service will only
occur upon completion of the Initial Operating Section that will serve as the initial Usable
Segment. At that time the Authority intends to enter into franchise, operating or lease
agreements with private operators to operate the system. See Chapter 2, A Phased
Implementation Strategy, and Chapter 5, Business Model.
Although not proposed at this time, the Authority is exploring the potential to allow Amtrak to
operate its passenger train service on an interim basis, using the Authority's ICS. There would
be an agreement required with this approach. Discussions with Amtrak have taken place and a
general letter of support has been received dated October 8, 2010. However, any final decision
regarding such potential interim Amtrak service would be made in the future and therefore is
not applicable at the time of this Funding Plan. This alternative is further discussed in Chapter 2
of the draft 2012 Business Plan.
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C.

Capital / Construction Cost

Streets and Highways Code section 2704.08, subdivision (c)(2)(C) requires presentation of the
estimated full cost of constructing the corridor or usable segment thereof, including an estimate
of cost escalation during construction and appropriate reserves for contingencies.

As presented in the attached draft 2012 Business Plan, the Authority has obtained updated
estimates of costs to complete the System. See Chapter 3, Capital Costs; Chapter 4, Business
Planning Schedule; and Chapter 8, Funding and Financing.
Exhibits C‐1 and C‐2 below present the estimated full cost of the Initial Construction Section
and the incremental capital costs required to complete the IOS North Usable Segment and the
IOS South Usable Segment, based on the Capital Cost Scenario 1 costs described in Chapter 3,
Capital Cost. Exhibit C‐1 presents the capital costs in 2010 dollars, and Exhibit C‐2 presents the
capital costs in year‐of‐expenditure dollars. The IOS North and IOS South figures should not be
added, but should be seen as stand‐alone values. They contain an overlapping sub‐segment,
namely the section from Merced to Bakersfield.
Except where noted, the figures in this Funding Plan are based on these Scenario 1 capital cost
estimates. An alternative estimate of capital costs also has been presented in the draft 2012
Business Plan, reflecting the highest cost alignment options under consideration, and the
associated environmental mitigation costs. This scenario also is described in the draft 2012
Business Plan as Capital Cost Scenario 2. See Chapter 3, Capital Cost.
The Capital Cost Scenario 1 year‐of‐expenditure figures in Exhibit C‐2 are based on the phased
delivery schedule described in Chapter 4, Business Planning Schedule. The Authority plans to
commence construction activities for the ICS by late 2012. For purposes of presentation, these
costs are combined with costs in 2013, the first full year in which construction would be
underway.
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Exhibit C‐1: Cost to Construct Initial Usable Segment (2010 dollars in millions)
ICS
Incremental capital cost by section

Cumulative capital cost

1

Year of construction start

2

Year of construction end

IOS North

ICS

IOS South

5,200

19,400

5,200

21,400

5,200

24,600

5,200

26,600

2013

2015

2013

2015

2017

2021

2017

2021

1

Cumulative figures may not foot due to independent rounding

2

First full year of construction

Exhibit C‐2: Cost to Construct Initial Usable Segment (year‐of‐expenditure dollars in millions)
ICS
Incremental capital cost by section

Cumulative capital cost

1

Year of construction start

2

Year of construction end

IOS North

ICS

IOS South

6,000

24,700

6,000

27,200

6,000

30,700

6,000

33,200

2013

2015

2013

2015

2017

2021

2017

2021

1

Cumulative figures may not foot due to independent rounding

2

First full year of construction

The above‐referenced capital costs include both allocated contingencies and unallocated
contingencies, as well as costs related to rolling stock and systems testing and commissioning
before operations (pre‐operating costs). Furthermore, the year‐of‐expenditure costs include
escalation at a rate of 3 percent per annum, representing a long‐term average annual rate of
inflation.
The detailed breakdown of these projected costs by category of expenditure can be found in
the draft 2012 Business Plan. See Chapter 3, Capital Cost.
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D. Sources of Funds
Streets and Highways Code section 2704.08, subdivision (c)(2)(D) requires presentation of the
sources of all funds to be invested in the corridor, or usable segment thereof, and the
anticipated time of receipt of those funds based on expected commitments, authorizations,
agreements, allocations, or other means.

As described in the attached draft 2012 Business Plan, the Authority intends to commence with
the Initial Construction Section, to be completed between 2012 and 2017. All necessary
funding sources for the ICS have been identified, with distribution subject to satisfaction of the
various conditions associated with each of the following sources:


State general obligation bonds authorized under the “Safe, Reliable High‐Speed
Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century” (Bond Act) approved by California
voters as Proposition 1A in 2008. This includes $66.0 million for pre‐construction period
activities and $2.618 billion for construction period activities. Total state bond funding
to be applied to the ICS combines to $2.684 billion.



Federal grants authorized under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)
and under the“High‐Speed Intercity Passenger Rail Program (HSIPR) for federal fiscal
year 2010. This includes $66.0 million for pre‐construction period activities and $3.25
billion for construction period activities. Total federal grants funding to be applied to the
ICS combines to $3.316 billion.

Exhibit D‐1, below, presents the above‐referenced sources of funds for the Initial Construction
Section.
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Exhibit D‐1. Initial Construction Section Funding Sources1
Funding Sources1
($ MM)

Amount

Subtotals

Pre‐construction2 (e.g., planning, engineering, environmental clearance)
ARRA Pre‐construction Funding

66.0

‐ State matching funds

66.0

Total ARRA Pre‐Construction

132.0

Construction
ARRA Construction Funding

2,321.0

‐ State matching funds

2,258.0

Subtotal ARRA Construction

4,579.0

FY 2010 Appropriations Construction Funding

929.0

‐ State matching funds

360.0

Subtotal FY 2010 Construction Funding

1,289.0

Total Construction Funding

5,868.0

Total Initial Construction Section
Total Pre‐construction and Construction Periods

6,000.0

1

Figures are subject to rounding

2

Pre‐construction costs reflect estimated ICS share, excluding any station design costs

The timing of distribution and receipt of funds will coincide with the anticipated timing of
construction discussed previously, with certain pre‐construction activities already in process,
and certain construction activities commencing for the ICS by late 2012 and continuing into
2017.
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Upon identification of additional funding sources, the Authority intends to continue
construction beyond the ICS to commence either the IOS North or the IOS South. For planning
purposes, construction of the remainder of the IOS North or IOS South is estimated to be
performed between 2015 and 2021 to reach completion of the initial Usable Segment. The
anticipated timing of the identification of these additional funds for the initial Usable Segment
would be not later than 2015 to enable procurement of construction‐related services at that
time. The timing of distribution and receipt of the funds then would correspond to the timing
of anticipated expenditures.
The draft 2012 Business Plan discusses the potential future funding sources and the timing of
the funding needs, to construct the Usable Segments. See Chapter 8, Funding and Financing.
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E. Projected Ridership and Operating Revenue Estimates
Streets and Highways Code section 2704.08, subdivision (c)(2)(E) requires presentation of the
projected ridership and operating revenue estimate based on projected high‐speed passenger
train operations on the corridor or usable segment.
This Funding Plan incorporates by reference the projected ridership and related revenue
estimates presented in the attached draft 2012 Business Plan. See Chapter 6, Ridership
Revenues, and Chapter 7, Operating and Maintenance Costs. The chapter also includes
sensitivity analysis, reflecting revenue estimates for high, medium and low scenarios for
ridership.
Furthermore, this Funding Plan also incorporates by reference the information regarding the
net operating profit (net revenues after operations and maintenance expenses) presented in
the draft 2012 Business Plan. See Chapter 8, Funding and Financing. The chapter also
includes sensitivity analysis, reflecting the net operating profit resulting from both revenue
estimates and operating and maintenance cost estimates for high, medium and low scenarios
for ridership.
The draft 2012 Business Plan uses as its “Planning Case” the “medium” scenario for ridership,
revenues and associated operating and maintenance (O&M) costs. This Funding Plan adopts
the same approach, and incorporates by reference the results of the financial analysis
presented. Under the three revenue and O&M cost scenarios analyzed in Chapter 8 (planning
case, high revenue and low revenue) there is a net operating profit commencing in the first year
of operations under each scenario. This is a consistent finding across scenarios once an initial
operating section is achieved. See Chapter 8, Funding and Financing.
Exhibits E‐1, E‐2, and E‐3 present Revenues, O&M Costs, and Net Operating Profit, respectively
for the two Usable Segments in year of expenditure dollars. As noted previously, IOS North and
IOS South figures should not be added, but should be seen as stand‐alone values.
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Exhibit E‐1. Revenues – Planning case (year of expenditure dollars in millions)
Revenues
Usable
Segment
IOS North

Operating
Year
2022

2025
759

2030
1,074

2035
1,277

2040
1,514

2045
1,804

2050
2,145

2055
2,549

2060
3,018

IOS South

2022

1,002

1,422

1,691

2,005

2,389

2,840

3,375

3,996

Exhibit E‐2. O&M Costs –– Planning case (year of expenditure dollars in millions)

Usable
Segment
IOS North

Operating
Year
2022

2025
474

2030
643

2035
808

2040
988

2045
1,193

2050
1,362

2055
1,456

2060
1,751

IOS South

2022

539

713

927

1,132

1,362

1,548

1,683

1,953

Exhibit E‐3. Net Operating Profit –– Planning case (year of expenditure dollars in millions)

Usable
Segment

Operating
Year

IOS North
IOS South

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

2055

2060

2022

2025
285

431

469

526

612

783

1,094

1,268

2022

464

710

764

873

1,027 1,292

1,693

2,043
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F. Known or Foreseeable Risks
Streets and Highways Code section 2704.08, subdivision (c)(2)(F) requires presentation of all
known or foreseeable risks associated with the construction and operation of high‐speed
passenger train service along the corridor or usable segment thereof and the process and
actions the authority will undertake to manage those risks.

This Funding Plan incorporates by reference the risks and mitigation strategies presented in the
attached draft 2012 Business Plan. See Chapter 9, Risk Identification and Mitigation.
The information presented therein includes the known or foreseeable risks associated with the
Usable Segments, including the Initial Construction Section, that are the subject of this Funding
Plan. The draft 2012 Business Plan identifies both program‐level risks associated with revenue,
ridership, approvals and other program‐level matters, as well as the specific delivery risks
associated with the ICS portion of an initial Usable Segment, in particular.
The categories of key risks identified in Chapter 9 include the following:









Cost and Schedule
Staffing and Organizational Structure
Approvals
Demand/Ridership and Revenues
Funding
Financing
Right‐of‐Way
Stakeholder Agreements, Interface and Integration

For each category, the draft 2012 Business Plan describes the risk and its potential impact, and
presents a mitigation and management approach. It also describes fundamental risk mitigation
principles, objectives for balanced risk transfer, and contracting strategies. Finally, it describes
key elements of the Authority’s Risk Management Plan. See Chapter 9, Risk Identification and
Mitigation, for additional details on these topics.
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G. Authority Certifications
Streets and Highways Code section 2704.08, subdivision (c)(2)(G) through subdivision (c)(2)(K)
requires presentation of various certifications of the Authority regarding the corridor or usable
segment thereof, as noted below:
(G) Construction of the corridor or usable segment thereof can be completed as proposed in
the plan.
(H) The corridor or usable segment thereof would be suitable and ready for high‐speed train
operation.
(I) One or more passenger service providers can begin using the tracks or stations for
passenger train service.
(J) The planned passenger service by the authority in the corridor or usable segment thereof
will not require a local, state, or federal operating subsidy.
(K) The authority has completed all necessary project level environmental clearances
necessary to proceed to construction.

Based on the various estimates, plans and other information presented in the attached draft
2012 Business Plan, which is incorporated by reference in this Funding Plan, the Authority
certifies the following:


Construction of these Usable Segments, and the Initial Construction Section within them,
can be completed as proposed by the Authority.
-



Furthermore, such Usable Segments will commence with the construction of the Initial
Construction Section. The future completion of these Usable Segments can proceed
thereafter on a phased basis, as described in detail the attached draft 2012 Business
Plan.

Upon completion of each Usable Segment, such segment would be suitable and ready for
high‐speed train operation.
-

Furthermore, such Usable Segments will be designed and constructed for the purpose of
high‐speed passenger rail service.
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Upon completion of each Usable Segment, one or more passenger service providers can
begin using the tracks or stations for passenger train service.
-

Furthermore, in the case of each Usable Segment, it is the Authority’s intent to have
high‐speed passenger rail service operating such that there would be no need for other
passenger service providers, such as Amtrak, to begin using the tracks or stations.

-

Nonetheless, it is the Authority’s belief that in the event it became necessary or
advantageous, such other passenger service provider could use each Usable Segment (or
a portion thereof) for passenger train service, subject to the satisfaction of appropriate
conditions and agreements.

-

In addition, although the Authority does not presently plan to have any passenger service
commence on the Initial Construction Section prior to completion of a Usable Segment,
the Authority has planned that a passenger service provider could use the Initial
Construction Section for passenger train service, should this at some future time seem
advisable, subject to satisfaction of appropriate conditions and agreements.

The planned passenger service by the Authority for the Usable Segments will not require a
local, state, or federal operating subsidy.
-



Furthermore, each Usable Segment is projected to generate positive net operating profit
(revenues less operations and maintenance expenses) commencing in the first year of
operations.

In connection with the Initial Construction Section1, the Authority will have, prior to
expending Bond Act proceeds requested in connection with this Funding Plan, completed
all necessary project level environmental clearances necessary to proceed to construction.
-

Furthermore, in connection with the Initial Construction Section, the Authority already
has completed the following necessary steps: The draft environmental impact reports /
environmental impact statements for the Merced to Fresno and Fresno to Bakersfield
segments were released for public comment on August 9, 2011. Public comment closed
on October 13, 2011. The revised draft environmental impact reports / environmental
impact statements for the Fresno to Bakersfield segment will be reissued in spring of
2012 for further public comment.

-

The following steps are scheduled to be completed before construction is to commence:
The Record of Decision/Notice of Determination (ROD/NOD) is expected to be obtained
for the Merced to Fresno segment by April 2012, and for the Fresno to Bakersfield
section by November 2012.

1

The ICS is the only portion of the Usable Segments for which Bond Act proceeds for construction are requested in
this Funding Plan.
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Resolution #HSRA11-22
Resolution Selecting for Construction Certain Usable Segments Pursuant to Streets and
Highways Code Section 2704.08, Subdivision (f)
WHEREAS, the authorization and responsibility for planning, construction, and operation of
high-speed passenger train service at speeds exceeding 125 miles per hour in this State is
exclusively granted to the High-Speed Rail Authority (the “Authority”);
WHEREAS, the Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century,
chapter 20 (commencing with section 2704) of Division 3 of the S&H Code (the “Bond Act”)
was approved by the voters of the State in November 2008;
WHEREAS, the Bond Act authorized bonds for purposes of developing a high-speed train
system (as defined in the Bond Act);
WHEREAS, the Bond Act added section 2704.08, subdivision (f), to the Streets and Highways
Code, which requires the Authority consider certain criteria in selecting for construction
corridors or usable segments (each as defined in the Bond Act) of the high-speed train system;
WHEREAS, the Authority was presented with information and reports bearing on each required
criterion and such other criteria, if any, the Authority has deemed appropriate to consider; and
WHEREAS, the Authority has considered such information and reports and evaluated such
criteria in accordance with Streets and Highways Code section 2704.08, subdivision (f).
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the High-Speed Rail Authority, as follows:
Pursuant to Streets and Highways Code section 2704.08, subdivision (f), the Authority hereby
selects for construction each of the following usable segments:


The portion of the Phase 1 corridor (described in Streets and Highways Code 2704.04,
subdivision (b)(2)) between and including a San Jose station and a Bakersfield station;
and



The portion of the Phase 1 corridor between and including a Merced station and a San
Fernando Valley station.

Vote: 6-0
Date: November 3, 2011
o0O0o

Resolution #HSRA11-23
Resolution Approving Funding Plan for Submission Pursuant to
Streets and Highways Code Section 2704.08, Subdivision (c)

WHEREAS, the authorization and responsibility for planning, construction, and operation of high-speed
passenger train service at speeds exceeding 125 miles per hour in this State is exclusively granted to the
High-Speed Rail Authority (the “Authority”);
WHEREAS, the Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century, chapter 20
(commencing with section 2704) of Division 3 of the S&H Code (the “Bond Act”) was approved by the
voters of the State in November 2008;
WHEREAS, the Bond Act authorized bonds for purposes of developing a high-speed train system (as
defined in the Bond Act);
WHEREAS, the Bond Act added section 2704.08, subdivision (c), to the Streets and Highways Code,
which requires that no later than 90 days prior to the submittal to the Legislature and the Governor of
the initial request for appropriation of proceeds of high-speed rail bonds authorized by the Bond Act for
any eligible capital costs (as defined in the Bond Act) on each corridor (as defined in the Bond Act), or
usable segment (as defined in the Bond Act) thereof, identified in Streets and Highways Code section
2704.04, subdivision (b), other than costs described in Streets and Highways Code section 2704.08,
subdivision (g), the Authority shall have approved and submitted to the Director of Finance, the peer
review group established pursuant to Public Utilities Code Section 185035, and the policy committees
with jurisdiction over transportation matters and the fiscal committees in both houses of the
Legislature, a detailed funding plan for that corridor or usable segment thereof;
WHEREAS, the Authority on this date adopted its Resolution #HSRA11-22, selecting for construction
each of the usable segments (the “Usable Segments”) described therein;
WHEREAS, the Authority was presented with a form of funding plan for each Usable Segment; and
WHEREAS, the Authority desires to approve and submit a funding plan for each Usable Segment.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the High-Speed Rail Authority, as follows:
The Authority hereby approves the funding plan presented to this meeting and relating to each Usable
Segment. The Authority hereby authorizes and directs the Executive Director to submit the funding plan
to the recipients set forth in Streets and Highways Code section 2704.08, subdivision (c).

Vote: 6-0
Date: November 3, 2011
o0O0o
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Senate Bill No. 1029

CHAPTER 152

An act to amend the Budget Act of 2012 by adding Items 2660-104-6043, 2660-304-6043,
2665-104-6043, 2665-304-0890, 2665-304-6043, 2665-305-0890, 2665-305-6043, 2665-306-0890,
and 2665-306-6043 to Section 2.00 of that act, relating to the state budget, and making an
appropriation therefor, to take effect immediately, Budget Bill.
[

Approved by Governor July 18, 2012. Filed with Secretary of State July 18, 2012.

]

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
SB 1029, Committee on Budget and Fiscal Review. Budget Act of 2012.
The Budget Act of 2012 makes appropriations for the support of state government for the 2012–13 fiscal year.
This bill would amend the Budget Act of 2012 by adding items of appropriation relating to a high-speed rail
system in the state.
This bill would declare that it is to take effect immediately as a Budget Bill.
Vote: majority

Appropriation: yes

Fiscal Committee: yes

Local Program: no

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. Item 2660-104-6043 is added to Section 2.00 of the Budget Act of 2012, to read:
2660-104-6043—For local assistance, Department of
Transportation, payable from the High-Speed Passenger
Train Bond Fund ........................

713,333,000

Schedule:
(1)

30.10-Mass Transportation
........................

713,333,000

Provisions:
1.

These funds shall be available for
encumbrance or liquidation until June 30,
2018.

2.

The funds appropriated in this item shall be
available for capital improvement projects to
intercity and commuter rail lines and urban
rail systems that provide direct connectivity to
the high-speed train system and its facilities,
or that are part of the construction of the
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high-speed train system, as adopted by the
California Transportation Commission,
pursuant to Section 2704.095 of the Streets
and Highways Code.
4.

Any funds appropriated in this item for
projects in the San Francisco to San Jose
corridor, consistent with the blended system
strategy identified in the April 2012 California
High-Speed Rail Program Revised 2012
Business Plan, shall not be used to expand the
blended system to a dedicated four-track
system.

5.

The funds appropriated in this item shall only
be made available for expenditure upon the
enactment of an appropriation of
$3,240,676,000 in Item 2665-306-0890, an
appropriation of $2,609,076,000 in Item
2665-306-6043 for the Initial Operating
Segment of the High-Speed Rail System, and
an appropriation of $1,100,000,000 in Item
2665-104-6043 for “Bookend” funding, as
articulated in the 2012 High-Speed Rail
Authority Final Business Plan.

SEC. 2. Item 2660-304-6043 is added to Section 2.00 of the Budget Act of 2012, to read:
2660-304-6043—For capital outlay, Department of
Transportation, payable from the High-Speed Passenger
Train Bond Fund ........................

106,000,000

Schedule:
(1)

30-Mass Transportation
........................

106,000,000

Provisions:
1.

These funds shall be available for
encumbrance or liquidation until June 30,
2018.

2.

The funds appropriated in this item shall be
available for capital improvement projects to
intercity and commuter rail lines and urban
rail systems that provide direct connectivity to
the high-speed train system and its facilities,
or that are part of the construction of the
high-speed train system, as adopted by the
California Transportation Commission,
pursuant to Section 2704.095 of the Streets
and Highways Code.

4.

Any funds appropriated in this item for
projects in the San Francisco to San Jose
corridor, consistent with the blended system
strategy identified in the April 2012 California
High-Speed Rail Program Revised 2012
Business Plan, shall not be used to expand the
blended system to a dedicated four-track
system.

5.

The funds appropriated in this item shall only
be made available for expenditure upon the
enactment of an appropriation of
$3,240,676,000 in Item 2665-306-0890, an
appropriation of $2,609,076,000 in Item
2665-306-6043 for the Initial Operating
Segment of the High-Speed Rail System, and
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an appropriation of $1,100,000,000 in Item
2665-104-6043 for “Bookend” funding, as
articulated in the 2012 High-Speed Rail
Authority Final Business Plan.

SEC. 3. Item 2665-104-6043 is added to Section 2.00 of the Budget Act of 2012, to read:
2665-104-6043—For local assistance, High-Speed
Rail Authority, payable from the High-Speed
Passenger Train Bond Fund ........................

1,100,000,000

Provisions:
1.

These funds shall be available for early
improvement projects in the Phase 1
blended system, consistent with the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission
Memorandum of Understanding, as
approved by the High-Speed Rail Authority
on April 12, 2012, in High-Speed Rail
Authority Resolution 12-11 and the
Southern California Memorandum of
Understanding, as approved by the
High-Speed Rail Authority on April 12,
2012, in High-Speed Rail Authority
Resolution 12-10. The funds are available
for encumbrance or liquidation until June
30, 2018.

2.

The amount appropriated in this item is
available for expenditure for state
operations, local assistance, or capital
outlay, and may be transferred to Item
2665-004-6043 or Item 2665-306-6043.
These transfers shall require the prior
approval of the Department of Finance.

3.

Any funds appropriated in this item for
projects in the San Francisco to San Jose
corridor, consistent with the blended
system strategy identified in the April
2012 California High-Speed Rail Program
Revised 2012 Business Plan, shall not be
used to expand the blended system to a
dedicated four-track system.

4.

Provisions 4 to 11, inclusive, of Item
2665-306-6043 shall also apply to this
item.

5.

No funds appropriated in this item shall be
encumbered prior to the High-Speed Rail
Authority submitting a detailed funding
plan for the project or projects in
accordance with subdivision (d) of Section
2704.08 of the Streets and Highways Code
to (a) the Department of Finance, (b) the
Chairperson of the Joint Legislative Budget
Committee, and (c) the peer review group
established pursuant to Section 185035 of
the Public Utilities Code.

6.

No funds appropriated in this item shall be
encumbered for construction of a project
prior to completion of all project-level
environmental clearances necessary to
proceed to construction and the final
notices being contained in the funding plan
for the project.
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Prior to the obligation of funds to any
specific project, and subject to the
approval of the Department of Finance,
the High-Speed Rail Authority Board shall
develop an accountability plan, consistent
with Executive Order S-02-07, to establish
criteria and procedures to govern the
expenditure of the bond funds in this
appropriation, and the outcomes that such
expenditures are intended to achieve,
including a detailed project description and
project cost. The procedures shall ensure
that the investments comply with
requirements of applicable state and
federal laws, and are consistent with and
advance the state high-speed train
system.

8.

The High-Speed Rail Authority shall enter
into a project management and funding
agreement with the local sponsor of the
funded project, and the agreement shall
require the local agencies to report to the
authority on a quarterly basis to ensure
that all bond-funded activities are within
the scope and cost outlined in the
agreement. Prior to the authority entering
into any project management and funding
agreement pursuant to this provision, the
agreement shall be approved by the
Department of Finance.

9.

Expenditures of bond proceeds under this
item shall be subject to audit to determine
whether the expenditures made from bond
proceeds were made according to the
established criteria and processes, were
consistent with all legal requirements, and
achieved the intended outcomes. The
High-Speed Rail Authority shall contract
with the Office of State Audits and
Evaluations for the performance of these
audits unless alternative audit
arrangements are made with the
concurrence of the Office of State Audits
and Evaluations.

10.

The funds appropriated in this item shall
only be made available for expenditure
upon the enactment of an appropriation of
$3,240,676,000 in Item 2665-306-0890,
an appropriation of $2,609,076,000 in
Item 2665-306-6043 for the Initial
Operating Segment of the High-Speed Rail
System, an appropriation of $106,000,000
in Item 2660-304-6043, and an
appropriation of $713,333,000 in Item
2660-104-6043 for Connectivity funding.

SEC. 4. Item 2665-304-0890 is added to Section 2.00 of the Budget Act of 2012, to read:
2665-304-0890—For capital outlay, High-Speed Rail
Authority, payable from the Federal Trust Fund
........................

28,310,000

Schedule:
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20.15.010-San Francisco to
San Jose—Acquisition
........................

(3)

20.30.010-Merced to Fresno
—Acquisition ........................

(4)

5,135,000

2,297,000

20.40.010-Fresno to
Bakersfield—Acquisition
........................

(5)

3,119,000

20.45.010-Bakersfield to
Palmdale—Acquisition
........................

(6)

0

20.50.010-Palmdale to Los
Angeles—Acquisition
........................

(7)

2,566,000

20.60.010-Los Angeles to
Anaheim—Acquisition
........................

(8)

4,299,000

20.99.010-Project Management
and Agency Costs—Acquisition
........................

10,894,000

Provisions:
1.

The projects identified in this item may be
managed by the High-Speed Rail Authority.

2.

The projects identified in this item are
subject to review by the State Public Works
Board.

3.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
each project in Schedules (1) to (7),
inclusive, of this item shall be the same as
the respectively coded project in Schedules
(1) to (7), inclusive, of Items
2665-304-6043, 2665-305-0890, and
2665-305-6043. For a given project, funds
appropriated in this item may be transferred
to the same project in Item 2665-305-0890.
These transfers shall require the prior
approval of the Department of Finance. The
Department of Finance shall report annually
on May 1 to the Joint Legislative Budget
Committee a summary of any transfers that
have been made pursuant to this provision.

4.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
the project in Schedule (8) of this item shall
be the same as Schedule (8) of Item
2665-305-0890 and Schedule (11) of Items
2665-304-6043 and 2665-305-6043. Funds
appropriated in Schedule (8) of this item
may be transferred to the same schedule in
Item 2665-305-0890 upon approval of the
Department of Finance. The Department of
Finance shall report annually on May 1 to the
Joint Legislative Budget Committee a
summary of any transfers that have been
made pursuant to this provision.

SEC. 5. Item 2665-304-6043 is added to Section 2.00 of the Budget Act of 2012, to read:
2665-304-6043—For capital outlay, High-Speed Rail
Authority, payable from the High-Speed Passenger Train
Bond Fund ........................
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Schedule:
(1)

20.15.010-San Francisco to
San Jose—Acquisition
........................

(3)

20.30.010-Merced to Fresno
—Acquisition ........................

(4)

5,135,000

2,297,000

20.40.010-Fresno to
Bakersfield—Acquisition
........................

(5)

3,119,000

20.45.010-Bakersfield to
Palmdale—Acquisition
........................

(6)

0

20.50.010-Palmdale to Los
Angeles—Acquisition
........................

(7)

2,566,000

20.60.010-Los Angeles to
Anaheim—Acquisition
........................

(8)

4,299,000

20.70.010-Los Angeles to San
Diego—Acquisition
........................

(9)

37,055,000

20.80.010-Merced to
Sacramento—Acquisition
........................

(10)

29,700,000

20.90.010-Altamont
Pass—Acquisition
........................

(11)

20,375,000

20.99.010-Project Management
and Agency Costs—Acquisition
........................

19,521,000

Provisions:
1.

The projects identified in this item may be
managed by the High-Speed Rail Authority.

2.

The projects identified in this item are
subject to review by the State Public Works
Board.

3.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
each project in Schedules (1) to (10),
inclusive, of this item shall be the same as
the respectively coded project in Schedules
(1) to (7), inclusive, of Items
2665-304-0890, 2665-305-0890, and
2665-305-6043, and Schedules (8) to (10),
inclusive, of Item 2665-305-6043. For a
given project, funds appropriated in this item
may be transferred to the same project in
Items 2665-305-6043. These transfers shall
require the prior approval of the Department
of Finance. The Department of Finance shall
report annually on May 1 to the Joint
Legislative Budget Committee a summary of
any transfers that have been made pursuant
to this provision.

4.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
the project in Schedule (11) of this item
shall be the same as Schedule (11) of Item
2665-305-6043 and Schedule (8) of Items
2665-304-0890 and 2665-305-0890. Funds
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appropriated in Schedule (11) of this item
may be transferred to the same schedule in
Item 2665-305-6043 upon approval of the
Department of Finance. The Department of
Finance shall report annually on May 1 to the
Joint Legislative Budget Committee a
summary of any transfers that have been
made pursuant to this provision.

SEC. 6. Item 2665-305-0890 is added to Section 2.00 of the Budget Act of 2012, to read:
2665-305-0890—For capital outlay, High-Speed Rail
Authority, payable from the Federal Trust Fund
........................

20,044,000

Schedule:
(1)

20.15.010-San Francisco to
San Jose—Design
........................

(3)

20.30.010-Merced to Fresno
—Design ........................

(4)

74,000

4,987,000

20.40.010-Fresno to
Bakersfield—Design
........................

(5)

8,246,000

20.45.010-Bakersfield to
Palmdale—Design
........................

(6)

195,000

20.50.010-Palmdale to Los
Angeles—Design
........................

(7)

0

20.60.010-Los Angeles to
Anaheim—Design
........................

(8)

0

20.99.010-Project Management
and Agency Costs—Design
........................

6,542,000

Provisions:
1.

The projects identified in this item may be
managed by the High-Speed Rail Authority.

2.

The projects identified in this item are
subject to review by the State Public Works
Board.

3.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
each project in Schedules (1) to (7),
inclusive, of this item shall be the same as
the respectively coded project in Schedules
(1) to (7), inclusive, of Items
2665-304-0890, 2665-304-6043, and
2665-305-6043. For a given project, funds
appropriated in this item may be transferred
to the same project in Item 2665-304-0890.
These transfers shall require the prior
approval of the Department of Finance. The
Department of Finance shall report annually
on May 1 to the Joint Legislative Budget
Committee a summary of any transfers that
have been made pursuant to this provision.

4.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
the project in Schedule (8) of this item shall
be the same as Schedule (8) of Item
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2665-304-0890 and Schedule (11) of Items
2665-304-6043 and 2665-305-6043. Funds
appropriated in Schedule (8) of this item
may be transferred to the same schedule in
Item 2665-304-0890 upon approval of the
Department of Finance. The Department of
Finance shall report annually on May 1 to
the Joint Legislative Budget Committee a
summary of any transfers that have been
made in respect to this provision.

SEC. 7. Item 2665-305-6043 is added to Section 2.00 of the Budget Act of 2012, to read:
2665-305-6043—For capital outlay, High-Speed Rail
Authority, payable from the High-Speed Passenger Train
Bond Fund ........................

80,106,000

Schedule:
(1)

20.15.010-San Francisco to
San Jose—Design
........................

(3)

20.30.010-Merced to Fresno
—Design ........................

(4)

74,000

4,987,000

20.40.010-Fresno to
Bakersfield—Design
........................

(5)

8,246,000

20.45.010-Bakersfield to
Palmdale—Design
........................

(6)

195,000

20.50.010-Palmdale to Los
Angeles—Design
........................

(7)

0

20.60.010-Los Angeles to
Anaheim—Design
........................

(8)

0

20.70.010-Los Angeles to San
Diego—Design
........................

(9)

19,068,000

20.80.010-Merced to
Sacramento—Design
........................

(10)

20.90.010-Altamont
Pass—Design ........................

(11)

24,176,000

16,055,000

20.99.010-Project Management
and Agency Costs—Design
........................

7,305,000

Provisions:
1.

The projects identified in this item may be
managed by the High-Speed Rail Authority.

2.

The projects identified in this item are
subject to review by the State Public Works
Board.

3.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
each project in Schedules (1) to (10),
inclusive, of this item shall be the same as
the respectively coded project in Schedules
(1) to (7), inclusive, of Items
2665-304-0890, 2665-304-6043, and
2665-305-0890, and Schedules (8) to (10),
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inclusive, of Item 2665-304-6043. For a
given project, funds appropriated in this item
may be transferred to the same project in
Item 2665-304-6043. These transfers shall
require the prior approval of the Department
of Finance. The Department of Finance shall
report annually on May 1 to the Joint
Legislative Budget Committee a summary of
any transfers that have been made pursuant
to this provision.
4.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
the project in Schedule (11) of this item
shall be the same as Schedule (11) of Item
2665-304-6043 and Schedule (8) of Items
2665-304-0890 and 2665-305-0890. Funds
appropriated in Schedule (11) of this item
may be transferred to the same schedule in
Item 2665-304-6043 upon approval of the
Department of Finance. The Department of
Finance shall report annually on May 1 to the
Joint Legislative Budget Committee a
summary of any transfers that have been
made pursuant to this provision.

SEC. 8. Item 2665-306-0890 is added to Section 2.00 of the Budget Act of 2012, to read:
2665-306-0890—For capital outlay, High-Speed Rail
Authority, payable from the Federal Trust Fund
........................

3,240,676,000

Schedule:
(1)

20.01.010-Initial Operating
Segment, Section
1—Acquisition and Build
........................

3,240,676,000

Provisions:
1.

The project identified in this item may be
managed by the High-Speed Rail Authority.

2.

The expenditure of funds appropriated in this
item are governed by Section 13332.19 of the
Government Code. The project identified in this
item is subject to review and oversight by the
State Public Works Board. The project may be
implemented using several design-build
contracts, each of which will have its own set of
performance criteria or performance criteria and
concept drawings. Funds appropriated for the
build portion of this project may only be
expended after the Department of Finance and
the State Public Works Board have approved
performance criteria or performance criteria and
concept drawings for the design-build contract.
These approvals may be provided for each
design-build contract, from time to time, and
build funds associated with that design-build
contract may be expended at that time.

3.

Notwithstanding Section 1.80, the appropriation
made in this item is available for encumbrance
until June 30, 2018.

4.

Provisions 4 to 11, inclusive, of Item
2665-306-6043 shall also apply to this item.
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The funds appropriated in this item shall only be
made available for expenditure upon the
enactment of an appropriation of $106,000,000
in Item 2660-304-6043, an appropriation of
$713,333,000 in Item 2660-104-6043 for
“Connectivity” funding, and an appropriation of
$1,100,000,000 in Item 2665-104-6043 for
“Bookend” funding, as articulated in the 2012
High-Speed Rail Authority Final Business Plan.

SEC. 9. Item 2665-306-6043 is added to Section 2.00 of the Budget Act of 2012, to read:
2665-306-6043—For capital outlay, High-Speed Rail
Authority, payable from the High-Speed Passenger Train
Bond Fund ........................

2,609,076,000

Schedule:
(1)

20.01.010-Initial Operating
Segment, Section
1—Acquisition and Build
........................

2,609,076,000

Provisions:
1.

The project identified in this item may be
managed by the High-Speed Rail Authority.

2.

The expenditure of funds appropriated in this
item are governed by Section 13332.19 of the
Government Code. The project identified in this
item is subject to review and oversight by the
State Public Works Board. The project may be
implemented using several design-build
contracts, each of which will have its own set of
performance criteria or performance criteria and
concept drawings. Funds appropriated for the
build portion of this project may only be
expended after the Department of Finance and
the State Public Works Board have approved
performance criteria or performance criteria and
concept drawings for the design-build contract.
These approvals may be provided for each
design-build contract, from time to time, and
build funds associated with that design-build
contract may be expended at that time.

3.

Notwithstanding Section 1.80, the appropriation
made in this item is available for encumbrance
until June 30, 2018.

4.

On or before March 1 and November 15 of each
year for which funding appropriated in this item
is encumbered, the High-Speed Rail Authority
shall provide a Project Update Report approved,
as consistent with the criteria in this provision,
by the Secretary of Business, Transportation
and Housing to the budget committees and the
appropriate policy committees of both houses of
the Legislature on the development and
implementation of intercity high-speed train
service pursuant to Section 185030 of the Public
Utilities Code. The report, at a minimum, shall
include a programwide summary, as well as
details by project segment, with all information
necessary to clearly describe the status of the
project, including, but not limited to, all of the
following:
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A summary describing the overall progress
of the project.

(b)

The baseline budget for all project phase
costs, by segment or contract, beginning
with the California High-Speed Rail
Program Revised 2012 Business Plan.

(c)

The current and projected budget, by
segment or contract, for all project phase
costs.

(d)

Expenditures to date, by segment or
contract, for all project phase costs.

(e)

A comparison of the current and projected
work schedule and the baseline schedule
contained in the California High-Speed Rail
Program Revised 2012 Business Plan.

(f)

A summary of milestones achieved during
the prior year and milestones expected to
be reached in the coming year.

(g)

Any issues identified during the prior year
and actions taken to address those issues.

(h)

A thorough discussion of various risks to
the project and steps taken to mitigate
those risks.

5.

(a)

With respect to contracts scheduled to be
awarded in December 2012 to commence
construction of the first construction
segment of the initial operating section of
the high-speed rail system, as described
in the California High-Speed Rail Program
Revised 2012 Business Plan adopted by
the authority on April 12, 2012 (revised
business plan), the authority shall submit
the following reports approved, as
consistent with the criteria in this
provision, by the Secretary of Business,
Transportation and Housing to the Senate
Committee on Transportation and
Housing, the Assembly Committee on
Transportation, and the Senate and
Assembly committees on budget:
(1)

By October 1, 2012, prior to
awarding a contract to commence
construction of the first construction
segment or committing funds for the
contract, and prior to advertising
contracts to be awarded for the first
construction segment in September
2013 and October 2013, a
comprehensive staff management
report that includes:

(i)

An organizational chart for the
authority, detailed description of
each executive manager’s function
and responsibilities, summary of
staffing changes in the preceding
year, a strategy for filling vacancies
and the recruitment and staffing
plans for the 2012–13 fiscal year.

(ii)

The management approach,
including number, skill level,
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position, and hiring and retention
plan of staff and outside consultants
required to adequately oversee each
of the planned construction contracts
funded in this act.
(iii)

Proposed steps and procedures that
will be employed to ensure adequate
oversight and management of
contractors involved in the
construction contracts funded in this
act.

(iv)

Procedures to detect and prevent
contract splitting.

(2)

Prior to awarding a contract to
commence construction of the first
construction segment, a report
certifying that the amount awarded
under the contract is within the
budgeted funding and is consistent
with the completion schedule
deadlines set by the federal
Department of Transportation.

(b)

Each of the reports required pursuant to
subdivision (a) for the contracts described
in that subdivision shall also be required
with respect to the contract scheduled to
be awarded in March 2017. The authority
shall submit the reports for those
contracts no later than 60 days prior to
advertising for bids on each contract.

7.

Sixty days prior to awarding the contracts
scheduled to be awarded in December 2012 to
commence construction of the first construction
segment of the initial operating section, the
High-Speed Rail Authority shall fill the positions
of chief executive officer, risk manager, chief
program manager, and chief financial officer
and report those hiring to the Joint Legislative
Budget Committee.

8.

Prior to awarding the contracts scheduled to be
awarded in December 2012 to commence
construction of the first construction segment of
the initial operating section, the High-Speed Rail
Authority shall prepare and submit a report
approved, as consistent with the criteria in this
provision, by the Secretary of Business,
Transportation and Housing to the Senate
Committee on Transportation and Housing, the
Assembly Committee on Transportation, and the
Senate and Assembly committees on budget
detailing elements of risk in the high-speed rail
project, including all of the following:
(a)

A comprehensive risk management plan
that defines roles and responsibilities for
risk management and addresses the
process by which the authority will identify
and quantify project risks, implement and
track risk response activities, and monitor
and control risks throughout the duration
of each project.

(b)

Quantification of the effect of identified
risks in financial terms.
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Development documents to track
identified risks and related mitigation
steps.

(d)

Plans for regularly updating its estimates
of capital and support costs.

(e)

Plans for regularly reassessing its reserves
for potential claims and unknown risks,
incorporating information related to risks
identified and quantified through its risk
assessment processes.

(f)

Plans for regularly integrating estimates
for capital, support costs, and contingency
reserves in required reports.

9.

The High-Speed Rail Authority shall, as part of
its January 1, 2014, Business Plan, include: a
proposed approach for improving (a) demand
projections, (b) operations and maintenance
cost models, and (c) benefit-cost analysis as
applied to future project decisions. The
authority shall also submit a copy of the study
by the Union Internationale des Chemins de Fer
(the international union of railways) examining
how the authority’s estimated operating costs
for high-speed rail compare to high-speed rail
systems in other countries. These business plan
components approved, as consistent with the
criteria in this provision, by the Secretary of
Business, Transportation and Housing shall be
based on recommendations of the authority’s
peer review panel, advice from the domestic
and international rail community, and external
academic review.

10.

On or before June 30, 2013, the High-Speed
Rail Authority shall prepare and submit a report
approved, as consistent with the criteria in this
provision, by the Secretary of Business,
Transportation and Housing that provides an
analysis of the net impact of the high-speed rail
program on the state’s greenhouse gas
emissions. The report shall be submitted to the
Senate Committee on Transportation and
Housing, the Assembly Committee on
Transportation, and the Senate and Assembly
committees on budget.

11.

Within 10 days of executing a valid
memorandum of understanding (MOU) with
regional transportation agencies relative to the
Northern California Unified Service, the
High-Speed Rail Authority shall make a copy of
the MOU available to the Senate Committee on
Transportation and Housing, the Assembly
Committee on Transportation, and the Senate
and Assembly committees on budget.

12.

The safeguards and oversight rules and
processes of Sections 13332.11 or 13332.19 of
the Government Code, as appropriate, shall
apply to the High-Speed Rail Authority.

13.

The funds appropriated in this item shall only be
made available for expenditure upon the
enactment of an appropriation of $106,000,000
in Item 2660-304-6043, an appropriation of
$713,333,000 in Item 2660-104-6043 for
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“Connectivity” funding, and an appropriation of
$1,100,000,000 in Item 2665-104-6043 for
“Bookend” funding, as articulated in the 2012
High-Speed Rail Authority Final Business Plan.

SEC. 10. This act is a Budget Bill within the meaning of subdivision (e) of Section 12 of Article IV of the California
Constitution and shall take effect immediately.
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Executive Summary
Better. Faster. Cheaper.
That has been the charge to the California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA/Authority) in revising the
Draft 2012 Business Plan (Draft Plan). Following release of the Draft Plan on November 1, 2011,
Governor Jerry Brown affirmed the importance of moving forward with high-speed rail (HSR) as an
important investment in California’s future. But, he and others called for changes to the Draft Plan so
that the utility of the system and its connectivity with regional/commuter rail systems will be improved;
so that Californians will realize benefits sooner; and, so that the costs to taxpayers will be reduced.
The responsibility of the Authority, as established in Proposition 1A, is clear—to implement the program
approved by the voters.
It is the intent of the Legislature by enacting this chapter and of the people of California by
approving the bond measure pursuant to this chapter to initiate the construction of a high-speed
train system that connects the San Francisco Transbay Terminal to Los Angeles Union Station
and Anaheim, and links the state's major population centers, including Sacramento, the San
Francisco Bay Area, the Central Valley, Los Angeles, the Inland Empire, Orange County, and San
Diego…
The Draft Plan laid out a roadmap for how such a high-speed program could be implemented. Following
its release, the Authority solicited, reviewed, and considered comments from a broad range of
interested parties. Public meetings to receive comments were held in Sacramento, Merced, and Los
Angeles. The Draft Plan was the focus of several legislative hearings that included public participation.
Numerous meetings and discussions were held around the state with a wide range of stakeholders.
Input was received from the California High-Speed Rail Peer Review Group, the Legislative Analyst’s
Office, and the Bureau of State Audits. More than 250 comments were submitted to the Authority’s
website and through letters.
There was widespread acknowledgement that the Draft Plan was an improvement over previous
versions; that it was realistic, transparent, and that it presented a logical and feasible means of
delivering the program through phased implementation. That realism and transparency also meant that
the public and decision-makers were confronted with higher cost estimates, longer time frames, and a
frank assessment of the current funding outlook, which includes contentious issues at the federal level.
The critiques, commentaries, and suggestions yielded a number of consistent themes:
•

Broad support was voiced for a phased implementation strategy to deliver the system

•

The cost for the full-build system was too high

•

A blended approach to both construction and operations, reducing costs and impacts, is the
preferred path forward

•

Near-term investment in the “bookends” (the Los Angeles and San Francisco Bay Area metropolitan
regions) would produce immediate benefits and enhance the ultimate utility of high-speed rail

Executive Summary
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•

Closing the intercity rail gap across the Tehachapi Mountains between Bakersfield and Palmdale
should be a priority to connect the state via rail

•

The benefits of the initial investment in the Central Valley were not clear enough and were seen by
some as imposing a risk of stranded investment if the program did not continue

•

Ridership estimates remain a question for some

•

The opportunity to bring in private-sector investment earlier should be re-evaluated

•

Some of the technical analyses, such as the presentation of the cost of alternative capacity on
freeways and airports, were not clearly presented, leading to misunderstanding or skepticism

•

The near-term federal budget scenario raises questions about when and how new federal funding
will be provided to support the implementation of the next steps of the program

Key changes from the Draft 2012 Business Plan
The wide array of input, along with further analysis by the Authority, has resulted in significant changes
to the Draft Plan. With these changes, the 2012 Revised Business Plan (Revised Plan) provides for an
implementation strategy that delivers greater value, broader benefits, and earlier results by more
quickly and effectively integrating HSR into an expanded, improved statewide rail network, as shown in
Exhibit ES-1.
The overall passenger rail system will be significantly better because of two commitments in the plan.
First is the commitment to build not just an initial construction segment but in fact an Initial Operating
Section (IOS) of high-speed rail. This IOS, which can be completed within 10 years, will connect the
Central Valley to the Los Angeles Basin. This segment will bring high-speed, electric passenger
operations to California, tying together the Central Valley with the Los Angeles Basin as a first step
toward a statewide high-speed rail system. Second, the Revised Plan provides for the integration, or
blending, of high-speed rail improvements with existing and upgraded rail systems. Passengers will have
more options, faster travel times, and greater reliability and safety. By leveraging new infrastructure and
systems with existing and upgraded systems, taxpayers will benefit from greater cost efficiency and
more effective use of state investments dollars.
Benefits will be delivered faster through the adoption of the blended approach and through investment
in the bookends. Across the state, transportation systems will be improved and jobs will be created
through the implementation of those improvements. The Central Valley will see the initial construction
of the nation’s first high-speed rail system and will benefit from an expanded and integrated passenger
rail system that uses that infrastructure. The San Francisco Bay Area will see the benefits of improved
safety, reliability, efficiency, and air quality through the long-awaited electrification of the Caltrain
corridor, targeted by Caltrain for 2020. Southern California will see near-term improvements in the
Metrolink system, better connectivity of transit and rail services in Los Angeles, San Diego, and the
Inland Empire through cooperative early investments, using allocations from the $950 million in
Proposition 1A connectivity funds and other sources.
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Exhibit ES-1. Summary of key changes in Revised 2012 Business Plan
Revision from Draft
Plan

Description

Benefits

Commitment to
blended system

Focuses new high-speed infrastructure development
between the state’s metropolitan regions while using,
to the maximum extent possible, existing regional
and commuter rail systems in urban areas.

Cost reduction, reduced
community impacts, better
leverage of resources/
investments

Commitment to
blended operations

At all phases of development, seeks to use new and
existing rail infrastructure more efficiently through
coordinated delivery of services, including interlining
of trains from one system to another, as well as integrated scheduling to create seamless connections.

Maximizes benefits of all
investments, accelerates
improvements, provides seamless travel for users, enhances
connectivity to system

Investment in
bookends

Makes improvements in existing rail systems in the
metropolitan regions prior to or, in some cases, in lieu
of, high-speed infrastructure. Connects high-speed
rail to already existing modes of transportation.

Delivers improved service—
reliability, safety, efficiency—to
users of existing rail systems,
providing tangible benefits in
the near-term and building rail
ridership for the long-term

Initial Operating
Section (IOS)—South

Based on factors including ridership and revenue
forecasts, capital and operating costs, public input,
and potential for private-sector investment, the
Revised Plan identifies the IOS-South as the preferred
implementation strategy. This will close the gap
between Bakersfield and Palmdale and connect the
Central Valley to the Los Angeles Basin at San
Fernando Valley, creating the first fully operational
high-speed rail system. This will be coupled with
investments in Northern California to provide nearterm benefits and lay the foundation for high-speed
rail service to San Jose and San Francisco. Upgrades
to the existing San Joaquins service will provide
further time savings.

Clarity of focus for development work, development of
funding strategies, engagement
with private sector interests,
connecting the regions via a
statewide rail network

Cap and trade funds are available, as needed, upon
appropriation, as a backstop against federal and local
support to complete the IOS.
IOS First construction segment—put
into service

Through collaborative planning and implementation
with the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans), Amtrak, Altamont Commuter Express
(ACE), BNSF Railway, and Union Pacific, the San
Joaquin rail service (fifth busiest in the nation) will be
shifted to the first construction segment upon its
completion, resulting in a 45-minute time savings;
through complementary improvements, this will tie
with ACE to provide new, expanded, and improved
rail service throughout northern California,
connecting the Central Valley with the San Francisco
Bay Area and Sacramento regions.

Executive Summary

Close the rail gap between
Northern and Southern
California, the state’s highest
priority for intercity rail
Connect the state’s largest
population (Los Angeles Basin)
with the fastest growing part of
the state (Central Valley)

Enhanced utility of initial
investment, providing
improved service to the more
than 1 million San Joaquin
riders, and opening up regional
rail service
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The benefits of investing in high-speed rail will be delivered far cheaper than previously estimated.
Through the adoption of a blended approach, the Authority has confidence that the cost of delivering
the San Francisco-to-Los Angeles/Anaheim system, in accordance with Proposition 1A performance
standards, is reduced by almost $30 billion, now estimated at $68.4 billion. Under the phased approach,
and consistent with Proposition 1A, construction of any segment would only proceed when funding is
identified and the Legislature has approved the use of additional state funding.

A blended system with broader, earlier benefits
The most consistent and widespread recommendation from those commenting on the Draft Plan was to
fully adopt the “blended” approach in which existing metropolitan rail infrastructure would be used as
much as possible and upgraded as needed to provide connections into the urban areas. For example,
the legislatively mandated California High-Speed Rail Peer Review Group, in its January 3, 2012, letter to
the Legislature (www.cahsrprg.com/index.html), stated the following,
We congratulate the CHSRA on its recognition of the viability of the blended option. Given the
adamant environmental opposition to the full build-outs on either end of the system and the
enormous added costs involved, we question the value of retaining the full Phase 1 build-out at
all in any of the CHSRA’s more immediate plans.
The implementation strategy in the Revised Plan draws on international experience in building high
speed rail systems and has been tailored to address the unique circumstances in California through
collaboration with state, regional, local, and private transportation partners. It is a phased strategy with
three key elements:
•

“Blending” high speed with existing rail systems to accelerate and broaden benefits, improve
efficiency, minimize community impacts, and reduce construction costs while enhancing rail service
for travelers throughout the state

•

Making early investments in the “bookends,” or San Francisco Bay Area and Los Angeles Basin
regions, to upgrade existing services, build ridership, and lay the foundation for expansion of the
high-speed system

•

Delivering early benefits to Californians by using and leveraging investments as they are made

After issuing the Draft Plan which introduced the Phase 1 Blended option, the Authority prepared
additional analysis on the capital costs, the operating and maintenance plan and costs, and
ridership/revenue forecasts for this option. In addition, the Authority collaborated with other
transportation providers, including Caltrans, Caltrain, ACE, and Metrolink, to further develop this option
for implementation. This additional work and analysis has enabled the Authority to fully embrace the
Phase 1 Blended option in this Revised Plan.
For Phase 1, as described in Proposition 1A, the blended system means building the “Bay-to-Basin”
system, with new, dedicated HSR infrastructure connecting San Jose and the San Fernando Valley, and
then to Los Angeles’ Union Station. Improvements will be made to the existing Amtrak/Metrolink rail
corridor between Union Station and Anaheim to improve safety, reliability, capacity, and travel times in
that corridor. In the San Francisco Bay Area, the existing Caltrain corridor will be upgraded through
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grade separations, electrification, and passing tracks (to be studied) to provide the connection north
from San Jose to the new Transbay Transit Center in Downtown San Francisco. This blended system will
allow a one-seat ride (meaning passengers will not have to change trains) between San Francisco and
Los Angeles and provide greater connectivity with existing regional and local transit systems. These
benefits will be the foundation for implementation of a high-speed program in phases, as described in
detail in Chapter 2, The Implementation Strategy: Blending, Phasing, Investing in Early Benefits, as
follows:
(1) Early investments/statewide benefits—First construction of the IOS, improvements to existing
regional/commuter systems, new Northern California unified passenger service, and an accelerated
closure of the rail service gap between Northern and Southern California
(2) Initial high-speed rail operations—Completion of the IOS and operation of the first high-speed rail
revenue service in the United States
(3) The Bay-to-Basin system—Linking the state’s major metropolitan areas with high-speed rail service
while incorporating improved regional service

Executive Summary
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(4) The Phase 1 system—Connecting San Francisco, the Central Valley, and Los Angeles/Anaheim
through a combination of dedicated high-speed rail infrastructure blended with existing urban
systems
(5) Phase 2 expansion—Bringing high-speed rail to Sacramento, San Diego, and the Inland Empire.
Through the blended approach to Phase 1, these areas will see improvements in rail service and
access to high-speed rail service far earlier than previously planned

Early investments, statewide benefits
Under the Draft Plan, the initial investments of Proposition 1A bond proceeds and matching federal
funds were focused primarily in the Central Valley, with subsequent extensions reaching other areas of
the state in phases. This Revised Plan retains the start of construction of new high-speed infrastructure
in the Central Valley but introduces simultaneous investments to produce immediate benefits
throughout the state (Exhibit ES-2). Working collaboratively with regional transportation partners,
advanced investments will be made in the existing Los Angeles Basin and San Francisco Bay Area rail
systems. These early improvements will accomplish two key goals:
•

First, these improvements will lay the foundation for the high-speed rail system as it expands to
reach those areas and connect the state.

•

Second, because these improvements can proceed independently of the high-speed rail system,
they will provide near-term benefits to travelers in metropolitan areas.

Benefits will be realized sooner and more efficiently, not only in metropolitan Los Angeles and the San
Francisco Bay Area, but also in the Los Angeles–San Diego corridor, the Inland Empire, and the
Sacramento region—all of which would see improvements much earlier than under any previous plan.
This approach represents a significant evolution of thinking about how high-speed rail best fits into
California’s transportation system and best serves the people of the state. More specifically, rather than
being planned, designed, and implemented largely as a stand-alone system, high-speed rail in California
will be integrated into a comprehensive and seamless statewide passenger rail network. Leveraging and
partnering with intercity and regional systems results in a wide range of benefits, including the
following:
•

Accelerated delivery of advantageous investments

•

Expanded early benefits for rail passengers

•

Reduced costs

•

Greater cost-effectiveness

•

Fewer construction and operating impacts on communities

•

Coordinated planning and investments among state, regional, and local agencies

•

Improved transportation and reduced congestion in metropolitan areas

•

Reduced air pollution, including greenhouse gas emissions
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Exhibit ES-2. Early investments/statewide benefits
Early Investments/Statewide
Benefits
 Begin construction of IOS
HSR infrastructure
 Start Northern California
unified service
 Invest in the “bookends”
 Advance early priority:
 Close rail gap to LA Basin

New Northern California Unified Service
The first construction segment of the IOS will be put into use immediately upon completion for
improved service on the San Joaquin intercity line. This service, the fifth busiest Amtrak line in the
nation, already serves more than 1 million riders a year and will link with other systems, such as ACE and
Caltrain, to create a new, improved network reaching from Bakersfield to the San Francisco Bay Area
and Sacramento. Immediately, California’s rail network will be able to carry passengers faster and more
reliably than ever before.
Begin building the Initial Operating Section
The IOS of the California high-speed rail system will connect Merced to the San Fernando Valley gateway
to Los Angeles. This facility will be transformational in creating a passenger rail nexus between one of
the fastest growing regions in the state with the state’s largest population center. Among its many
benefits will be the realization of the state’s highest intercity passenger rail priority— closing the state’s
single largest gap in intercity rail service—linking north and south at Bakersfield to Palmdale. Immediate
steps toward this goal include the prioritization of environmental clearance and other preliminary work
necessary for this gap closure.
Executive Summary
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Improve service in the “bookends”
This will be achieved by putting the $950 million in Proposition 1A funding for connectivity to work. The
Authority will work with the California Transportation Commission, Caltrans, and regional rail systems to
gain approval this fiscal year for funds that can be used to make near-term improvements that will tie to
eventual HSR service. Millions of travelers throughout the state will benefit from faster, more frequent,
and more reliable services associated with the expansion of key transit investments throughout the
state.
Additionally, the Authority is working with regional transportation agencies through memoranda of
understanding and other mechanism to identify and implement additional improvements beyond the
$950 million in connectivity funds that can provide near-term benefits to commuters on Metrolink and
Caltrain and pave the way for the future HSR system.
Electrify the Caltrain corridor
Electrifying Caltrain will result in a faster, more efficient, and more environmentally friendly rail system
that will eventually allow for a one-seat ride between San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Electric trains can stop and start faster than diesel trains, which can reduce travel time and/or increase
service to stations between San Francisco and San Jose. As Caltrain has already demonstrated,
decreased travel time results in increased ridership. As more people ride Caltrain, congestion on
freeways and surface streets in the San Francisco Bay Area will be reduced. In addition, the switch to
electric power will lower air pollutant emissions from trains by up to 90 percent while significantly
reducing power consumption. Electric-powered trains also are significantly quieter, which will benefit
those living and working near the rail corridor.

Investing for California’s next generations
The need for a new generation of transportation improvements in California is clear. Today, the state’s
transportation systems are straining to meet current demand. Congestion on roads results in $18.7 billion annually in lost time and wasted fuel. Air flights between the Los Angeles and San Francisco
metropolitan areas—the busiest short-haul market in the U.S.—are the most delayed in the country,
with approximately one of every four flights
late by an hour or more.
Continued population and economic growth
will place even more demands on California’s
already overburdened mobility systems. Over
the next 30 to 40 years, California is projected
to add the equivalent of the current
population of the state of New York. There is
no question: meeting the demands of that
growth will require major investments in
transportation infrastructure over the next
generation. Those investments will measure
in the tens of billions of dollars. The question
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will not be if those investments need to be made, but how
those investments can provide the greatest benefits.
As has been proven around the world, high-speed rail, when
integrated into a balanced transportation system, can meet a
significant portion of increased demand in a manner that is
sustainable and cost-effective.
As detailed in this Revised Plan, a statewide HSR system can
be delivered to the citizens of California that will produce
economic benefits, enhance and support environmental and
energy goals, create near and long-term employment,
improve mobility, and save money. Such a system also
advances the state toward the attainment of goals
established by landmark legislation such as California Senate
Bill 375, the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection
Act of 2008, and Assembly Bill 32, the Global Warming
Solutions Act of 2006. In its scoping plan for implementation
of AB 32, the California Air Resources Board supports
implementation of a high-speed rail system as “part of the
statewide strategy to provide more mobility choice and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.” 1
Chapter 9 of this Revised Plan, Economic Analysis, shows that
the benefits of high-speed rail far outweigh the costs of
building, operating, and maintaining it. Californians will begin
to see these benefits next year, when initial construction of
the IOS will provide a much needed economic boost to the
Central Valley, the fastest growing part of the state and the
region hardest hit by unemployment. Almost 100,000 jobyears of employment will be generated by the initial
construction work. The $2.7 billion initial investment will give
the state a net economic impact of $8.3 to $8.8 billion—a 3:1
return on its initial investment—and state and local
governments would earn more than $600 million back in tax revenue, or nearly 25 percent of how much
the state will spend.
It also has become clear that the key to a successful high-speed rail program is to focus on putting an
operational, high-speed segment in place and then using that segment as a building block for the full
system. The IOS can be built within 10 years, generating positive cash flows from operations, carrying
millions of riders, and serving as a launch pad for private participation in the construction and operation
of the system.

Executive Summary
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The two keys to cost-effective and timely achievement of a statewide high-speed rail system are as
follows:
•

Dividing the program into a series of smaller, discrete projects that build upon each other but also
provide viable high-speed rail service independently

•

Making advance investments in regional and local rail systems to leverage existing infrastructure
and benefit travelers by providing interconnecting blended services
By implementing the program in phases, work can be
matched to available funding. Each segment can be delivered
through a business model that transfers significant design,
construction, cost, and schedule risks to the private sector
and maximizes efficiency by capturing the advantages of
private-sector innovation. Importantly, the phased approach
means that decisions made today will not tie the state’s
hands tomorrow. With the state’s success in securing over
$3 billion in federal funding, the first step can be taken now
toward construction of the IOS. This money will be used to
create jobs, obtain right-of-way, position the system for
future expansion, and preserve options for future decision
makers.
The decision to move ahead with the initial step does not
commit the state to proceeding with the full program as
outlined in this Revised Plan. By providing decision-makers
with the flexibility to change course or timing, the plan
preserves flexibility and can adapt to changing economic and
budgetary realities or new opportunities. This approach is
consistent with how other major infrastructure programs are
implemented. The Interstate Highway System was designated
in whole at the outset but constructed in phases over more
than 50 years based on availability of funds, economic
conditions, and other factors. The same has been true with
the California freeway system and the state water project.
HSR systems in other countries have been delivered this way
as well. In Japan, for instance, initial plans provided an outline
for full development, but implementation took place in
segments, sometimes with years between the completion of
one segment and the initiation of the next.

This Revised Plan has been developed by applying this and other successful implementation strategies
that have evolved over the last half-century of experience throughout the world.
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How will California benefit from high-speed rail?
Economy
High-speed rail will bring significant benefits to California, both in the near term and in the long run.
Benefits will be realized statewide and will encompass both economic and environmental concerns.
The Central Valley will experience the earliest positive
impacts of this investment. Indeed, the economic growth
associated with construction of the first segment of the IOS
will create jobs in a region that is home to the highest
unemployment rate in the state. As noted earlier, moving
forward with initial construction will generate approximately
100,000 job-years of employment for people who need them
most.
Along these lines, California’s construction industry, the
sector hardest-hit by the economic recession, will see a boost
in business associated with high-speed rail construction.
Connecting the Los Angeles and San Francisco metropolitan
areas will generate approximately 800,000 to 900,000 jobyears and will eventually result in more than 1 million jobyears. High-speed rail is a major job generator, both in the
short and long terms.

Transportation infrastructure
With the completion of high-speed rail, California’s drivers will see significant relief in traffic congestion.
HSR will lead to a reduction of 320 billion vehicle miles traveled over the next 40 years. That will
translate into 146 million hours saved for Californians each year—time spent doing better things than
sitting in traffic. Similarly, airport congestion will be reduced. Ample precedent for this exists around the
world.

Executive Summary
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When high-speed rail service was introduced
between Madrid and Seville, Spain, the share of
trips taken by plane was reduced from
40 percent to 13 percent, and rail trips grew
from 16 percent to 51 percent. This reduction in
air travel means that limited airport capacity can
be used more efficiently for longer-haul routes
where aviation is more cost-effective and energy
efficient. This type of shift from automobiles and
airplanes to high-speed trains has been the
consistent experience internationally, from
Taiwan to Germany, France, and Spain.
Moreover, HSR also has generated an overall growth in travel, not just a reallocation between modes.
The increased mobility from HSR prompts greater travel, generating more economic activity. On the
high-speed route between Paris and Lyon, France, for example, half of the trips taken were new trips.
The efficiency, reliability, and connectivity between economic
centers provided by HSR contribute to long-term economic
benefits. With implementation of the HSR system in
California, as many as 400,000 long-term jobs could be
created as the state’s economy becomes more efficient.

Funding and finance
Funding for the system will come from a mix of federal, state,
and private sources and will benefit from innovative program
delivery models that allow the private sector to design, build,
and operate the system. Specific funding approaches are
detailed in this Revised Plan; potential program delivery
models are explained as well. Delivery approaches rely on the
private sector to perform the final design and to provide
operations, ultimately resulting in a concession to operate the
full system and private capital to support construction of
future phases. This private-sector involvement is feasible
because each of the operating sections generates a positive
cash flow from operations. Chapter 4, Business Model,
includes a discussion of proven delivery and financing
methods applicable to the high-speed rail program. Based on
projected cash flows from operations, over $10 billion in
potential private-sector capital is anticipated once the IOS is
in operation. These funds can provide a significant
contribution toward completion of the Bay-to-Basin system.
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Phased implementation provides two additional benefits with respect to project funding and finance:
•

The funding required to advance any individual section is significantly less than if the system were to
be constructed all at once.

•

Risk is reduced for each subsequent section because of the successful performance of HSR
operations on prior sections. In this way, success feeds on success and enhances the ability to
attract private capital and operating expertise.

Exhibit ES-3. Summary of each phased implementation section

Section
Initial
Operating
Section

Length
(approx)
300
miles

Endpoints
Merced to
San Fernando
Valley

Service Description
• One-seat ride from Merced to San
Fernando Valley
• Closes north-south intercity rail gap,
connecting Bakersfield and Palmdale
and then into Los Angeles Basin
• Begins with construction of up to
130 miles of HSR track and structures
in Central Valley
• Private sector operator
• Ridership and revenues sufficient to
attract private capital for expansion
• Connects with enhanced regional/local
rail for blended operations, with
common ticketing

Service
Start
2022

Cumulative
Cost (YOE$,
billions)
$31

Bay to
Basin

410
miles

San Jose and
Merced to
San Fernando
Valley

• One-seat ride between San Francisco
1
and San Fernando Valley
• Shared use of electrified/upgraded
Caltrain corridor between San Jose and
San Francisco Transbay Transit Center
• First HSR service to connect the San
Francisco Bay Area with the Los
Angeles Basin

2026

$51

Phase 1
Blended

520
miles

San Francisco
to Los
Angeles/
Anaheim

• One-seat ride between San Francisco
1
and Los Angeles
• Dedicated HSR infrastructure between
San Jose and Los Angeles Union Station
• Shared use of electrified/upgraded
Caltrain corridor between San Jose and
San Francisco Transbay Transit Center
• Upgraded Metrolink corridor from LA
to Anaheim

2029

$68

1

One-seat ride means that passengers do not need to switch trains, even if the train operates over two systems (e.g., moving
north on dedicated high speed rail infrastructure and then moving onto Caltrain tracks at San Jose, assuming electrification of
Caltrain corridor by 2020 as proposed by Caltrain)

Executive Summary
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Funding for the initial construction of the IOS will be a combination of federal funding and Proposition 1A funding. As the program proceeds, the state will continue to see significant federal support and
private-sector capital investment once operations have commenced. Cap and trade funds are available,
as needed, upon appropriation, as a backstop against federal and local support.

Planning scenario
This Revised Plan includes a planning scenario for use in projecting performance of the system. In order
to generate key performance data, this planning scenario includes several basic assumptions regarding
the Bay-to-Basin and Phase 1 Blended operating sections:
•

The system will be completed by 2028.

•

The average ticket fare between San Francisco and Los Angeles will be $81 (83 percent of
anticipated airline ticket prices) in 2010 dollars, with up to eight trains per hour during the peak
period (four trains per hour from San Francisco, two trains per hour from San Jose, and two trains
per hour from Merced).

For this Revised Plan, a planning schedule (Exhibit ES-4) was adopted that extended the date for
completion of Phase 1 Blended from 2020 to 2028 to mitigate funding and other risks. Based on this
schedule, costs have been inflated to assess the total costs in the year-of-expenditure.
Exhibit ES-4. Construction schedule

Exhibit ES-5 presents a planning case showing the impact of a 2028 schedule on year-of-expenditure
cost.
If required, a Full Build option for Phase 1 could be completed by 2033 at an incremental cost of
$23 billion in year-of-expenditure dollars, for a cumulative cost of $91.4 billion.
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Exhibit ES-5. Planning case showing impact of planning schedule on year-of-expenditure cost

Completion of
Section

Incremental
Year-ofExpenditure
Capital Cost

Cumulative
Year-ofExpenditure
Capital Cost

26.9

2021

31.3

31.3

14.4

41.3

2026

19.9

51.2

12.1

53.4

2028

17.2

68.4

Incremental
Capital Cost
(billions 2011$)

Cumulative
Capital Cost
(billions 2011$)

IOS

26.9

Bay to Basin
Phase 1 Blended

Section

Ridership and revenue
As is the case with any similar program, the forecasts of ridership and revenue continue to be the
subject of extensive and intense review. Areas of focus include the model used to generate the
forecasts, the assumptions and data used as inputs to the model, and the outcomes of the model. A
number of steps have been taken to respond to comments and to continue to improve the reliability of
the forecasts, and they are reflected in this Revised Plan. Those steps include the following:
•

Inputs to the model have been updated and refined to use recent data reflect a broader range of
scenarios.

•

An independent panel of experts continues to review the model and its inputs.

•

Post-model adjustments have been eliminated to reduce the potential for error, bias, or
inconsistency.

•

The model itself has been tested against actual conditions and external forecasts and demonstrated
its reliability.

•

Data and reports have been made available for public review.

Details of these actions are provided in Chapter 5, Ridership and Revenue. An important step forward to
demonstrate the viability of the model and the reliability of its outputs was the use of it to test actual
conditions in the Northeast Corridor. This test demonstrated the sensitivity of the model to inputs and
the reasonableness of the outcomes.
Another important aspect to consider is the performance of both domestic and international rail
systems against their forecasts. Studies have been conducted on toll roads, high-speed rail systems, and
quasi-high-speed rail systems. One of the most widely cited is a 2003 Cambridge University report titled
Megaprojects and Risk by Flyvbjerg, et al. This report found that a common element in projects that
failed to reach forecast results was an optimistic assumption of a particular event that would lead to
higher ridership. For example, ridership forecasts for the French TGV system assumed significant spikes
in motor fuel prices, which would cause more people to leave their cars and use high-speed rail. When
the anticipated increase in prices did not occur, ridership did not materialize as projected.

Executive Summary
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This and other lessons were considered in developing the ridership and revenue modeling for the
California high-speed rail program. Accordingly, there is no such reliance on singular and unsubstantiated factors such as an assumed spike in gasoline prices. Key inputs that are drivers of ridership, such
as fuel prices, airline ticket prices, and population, are all conservative and based on external sources.
It is also important to understand what the performance of other HSR systems against forecasts might
mean for the California system. In particular, international experience illustrates that disciplined
management through a private-sector operator leads to stronger financial performance, even in the face
of changing circumstances. For example, the French TGV Atlantique line initially was 24 percent below
projected ridership, but exceeded revenue forecasts by 19 percent. Similarly, the TGV Mediterranee line
ridership fell 28 percent below initial forecasts, but revenues were off by only 17 percent. As shown in
Exhibit ES-6, the performance of California’s system against forecasts would have to be approximately
three times worse than the French examples to fall below the breakeven point at which the system will
function without an operating subsidy.
Exhibit ES-6. Percentage of forecast levels

Three ridership scenarios were modeled in this Revised Plan: Low, Medium, and High. As described in
Chapter 5, Ridership and Revenue, conservative assumptions for key factors, such as population and the
cost of driving, were used throughout the modeling. Operating and maintenance costs are highly
correlated to the number of riders and use of the system; that is, the more riders, the more trains
needed and the higher the cost of operating and maintaining them.
Analysis of the three scenarios shows that there is a net positive cash flow from operations (revenues
minus operating and maintenance costs) from the first year of operation under each phasing scenario
(Exhibit ES-7). This is a consistent finding across operating segments, phases, and development scenarios
once an IOS is achieved.
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Exhibit ES-7. Operating results for IOS, year 2025
Ridership
Scenario

Ridership
(millions)

Revenue
(millions)

Operating and
Maintenance Cost
(millions)

Net Cash Flow
from Operations
(millions)

Operating
Subsidy?

High

10.5

$1,096

$556

$540

No

Medium

8.1

$844

$499

$345

No

Low

5.8

$591

$376

$215

No

Projections demonstrate that high-speed rail in California will be viable, even at the very conservative
low scenarios. Under all forecasted scenarios, each operating section of the California high-speed rail
system is projected to operate without a subsidy. This is not only important in terms of achieving the
Proposition 1A criteria, but it supports investment of private capital for construction.

Cost control
Implementation of the program will be affected by a range of external factors over time. As such, this
and future business plans should be seen as part of a dynamic process. One area where this will be
especially pronounced is the continual process of managing the program to deliver benefits more costeffectively.
The Authority will maintain and reinforce internal cost-control procedures and use external reviews to
regularly evaluate options for reducing costs and accelerating improvements. Ongoing value
engineering, collaborative planning, and focused use of procurement tools to incentivize efficiencies are
among the tools that will be used.

The role of the private sector
The Authority’s long-term business model is founded on a strong public-private partnership relying on
the private sector to design, build, operate, and maintain a high-speed system that is funded by a
combination of government investments and future revenues from riders that support the investments
of capital from the private sector. Risk is transferred to the private sector immediately beginning with
design and construction, and the transfer of risk increases as the system is developed and opened to
incorporate operating performance and profit and loss.
The private sector will be brought on board through design-build contracts to finalize the design of the
first segment of the IOS and then construct it. This will result in the transfer of key risks from the public
to the private sector, where they can be better managed—an important part of the program's costcontainment strategy.
As explained in Chapter 7, Financial Analysis and Funding, this Revised Plan assumes capital investment
when the IOS is in place and generating revenues. This is the point in the program at which risks have
been reduced sufficiently to allow access to more private capital at lower costs. Following up on recent
questions posed by stakeholders, the Authority reevaluated private-sector interest in early 2012 by
interviewing a number of the respondents who indicated interest in investing in the project and through
Executive Summary
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one-on-one interviews with firms that responded to the Request for Qualifications for the first
construction package. Responses from the Request for Expressions of Interest and recent discussions
with interested companies confirmed the private sector’s interest in the project and the conditions and
timing required to attract the significant private-sector investment reflected in the Revised Plan.
Alternative financing and delivery processes, including early investment by the private sector, continue
to be developed and adapted both domestically and in other countries. Although more prevalent
outside the United States, innovative public-private partnerships are being introduced and used more
frequently here. Adoption of a policy to encourage unsolicited proposals for private-sector involvement
in the high-speed rail program will be an important tool to accelerate the development of the IOS and
projects related to blended system improvements.

Summary
This Revised Plan considers the comments on the Draft Plan and reflects those calls for change. It
presents a better way to build the system incrementally and in partnership with regional/commuter rail
systems. Implementation of the plan will deliver benefits to Californians faster. By leveraging existing
systems, it will be significantly cheaper to deliver the high-speed rail program. The revisions go beyond
these important improvements. By investing in electrification of the San Francisco Peninsula rail system
and paving the way for more efficient operations around the state, HSR will help contribute to a cleaner
transportation system. In addition, focusing early investments on the elimination of high-priority atgrade crossings and other improvements will help make California’s growing passenger rail network
safer.

Contents of the Revised Plan
This Revised Plan addresses the requirements in Section 185033 of the Public Utilities Code and includes
summaries of key changes in implementation strategy, ridership, and costs from the 2009 Business Plan.
In addition to the major revisions discussed previously, throughout this Revised Plan there are modifications that respond to comments and address technical, editorial, and other issues. Supporting technical
documents and appendices have been updated both to reflect and provide expanded explanation of
these changes. Those documents will be posted on the Authority’s website at www.cahighspeedrail.
ca.gov/business_plan_reports.aspx.
As part of the Authority’s commitment to transparency and accountability, a new supporting document,
Addressing Comments from Reviewing Entities, summarizes the comments from the Legislative Analyst
Office and the California High-Speed Peer Review Group on the Draft Plan and how the Revised Plan
addresses those comments. The Draft Plan remains available as a reference document. Both of these
and other supporting technical documents can be found at www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/
business_plan_reports.aspx.
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Climate Change Scoping Plan: A Framework for Change. Prepared by the California Air Resources Board
for the State of California Pursuant to AB 3, The California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006.
December 2008.
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Chapter 2

The Implementation Strategy: Blending, Phasing, Investing in
Early Benefits
The implementation strategy described in this chapter draws on successful international experience in
building high-speed rail (HSR) systems and has been tailored to address the unique circumstances in
California through collaboration with state, regional, local, and private transportation partners. It is a
phased strategy with three key elements:
•

Blending high speed with existing rail systems on shared infrastructure to accelerate and broaden
benefits, improve efficiency, minimize community impacts, and reduce construction costs

•

Making early investments in the “bookends,” or Bay Area and Los Angeles Basin regions, and north
from the San Joaquin Valley, to upgrade existing services, increase regional connectivity, improve
safety, build ridership, and lay the foundation for expansion of the high-speed rail system

•

Delivering early benefits to Californians by using and leveraging investments as they are made

A system cornerstone will be its integration into the statewide transportation system. Proposition 1A
recognized the importance of this connectivity, authorizing both $9 billion in bond funds for HSR and
$950 million for complementary improvements in the state’s connecting rail systems. With connections
at all new high-speed rail stations to existing regional and local transit systems, the HSR system will
significantly enhance the passenger transportation network across the state, as shown in Exhibit 2-1.
Existing intercity and regional/commuter systems will provide important feeder service to the HSR.
Equally important, HSR also will bring new passengers to regional and local transit systems. Blended
services linking statewide high-speed rail service with regional and local transit systems will benefit
travelers in the near term and provide the platform for continued improvement in rail transportation.
Connectivity and mobility will improve significantly across the state by expanding the network of interconnected public transportation systems and can be
expedited through early investments in the regional
systems.

What does “blended” mean?
The Revised 2012 Business Plan (Revised Plan) refers
to blended systems and blended operations, which
are the integration of high-speed trains with existing
intercity and regional/commuter rail systems via
coordinated infrastructure (the system) and
scheduling, ticketing, and other means (operations).

Proposition 1A authorized bond funds for HSR and
improvements to existing rail systems.
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Exhibit 2-1. Early investments/statewide benefits
Early Investments/Statewide
Benefits
 Begin construction of IOS
HSR infrastructure
 Start Northern California
unified service
 Invest in the “bookends”
 Advance early priority:
 Close rail gap to LA Basin

The HSR will significantly enhance mobility across the state by expanding the network of
inter-connected public transportation systems.

Blended systems—infrastructure development
California has rail systems that serve intercity, commuter, and regional trips throughout the state. A
blended system would leverage these existing systems by tying them together with a HSR backbone
through the Central Valley and connecting to the major metropolitan areas of Northern and Southern
California. Integration of high-speed rail with these systems can serve two important functions. First,
improvements to the intercity and regional/commuter rail systems will improve or facilitate connections
and integration with the high-speed system. As such, they build rail ridership in corridors that will be
served by high-speed rail. Second, in some cases, a blended approach means early construction of
facilities that ultimately will be incorporated into the high-speed rail system, such as electrification of
track that will be shared by high-speed and regional/commuter operations. Making improvements to
these existing systems, such as eliminating at-grade crossings, electrification, advanced signal systems,
and adding more passing tracks, will have independent utility that will benefit all of the state’s
passengers prior to being connected to the high-speed system. Where possible, these improvements
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should move ahead independently and as quickly as feasible to accelerate benefits to California
travelers.

Immediate benefits will be realized with improvements in the San Jose to San Francisco corridor system.

Blended operations—services
The blended system will allow rail operators to take advantage of new and improved infrastructure to
enhance existing service, delivering benefits sooner. Blended operations will evolve over time, as new
infrastructure is developed and will include the following components:
•

Operating existing services over new high-speed rail infrastructure before high-speed revenue
service is initiated

•

Coordinating conventional rail services and connecting high-speed rail after high-speed rail service
begins

•

Emphasizing interoperability of high-speed and conventional rail on shared infrastructure

Chapter 2 | The Implementation Strategy
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Visualization of Caltrain and high-speed trains sharing tracks on the existing four-track section at
Brisbane

During each phase, the goal is to maximize and accelerate the benefits of investments in the most costeffective manner and provide enhanced service to rail passengers across the state.

Creating a statewide system by leveraging state and local roles and resources
Today, extensive rail systems with high ridership levels exist within California’s metropolitan areas.
Recognizing the role that enhanced regional mobility plays in growing local economies and improving
quality of life, cities and counties are making unprecedented investments in their transit systems. In
California’s most populous counties, voters have approved a combined $140 billion of investments in
local transportation improvements. Los Angeles County, with its $40 billion Measure R program, is in the
midst of the largest transit expansion program in the country.
As these landmark intra-regional investments are being made, what is lacking is the inter-regional
connection that will tie together the state’s economic centers. The state’s three intercity rail lines
(Capitol Corridor, San Joaquin, and Surfliner) are among the five busiest in the country, indicating a
strong underlying ridership base for high-speed rail. However, they do not provide direct connectivity
between the north and south. Today, state-funded intercity service requires passengers to switch from
train to bus service between Los Angeles and Bakersfield. Speed on this rail line is capped at 79 miles per
hour (mph), and it averages just over 50 mph. 1 In spite of these limitations, the San Joaquin line is
Amtrak’s fifth busiest, with more than 1 million riders annually. This north-south gap is a major detriment to greater rail ridership and closing it will be an important element of a statewide rail system.
In approving Proposition 1A, voters gave the state tools to do two things:
•

Provide the HSR connection between California’s economic centers

•

Enhance the regional/commuter rail systems that will tie into that HSR connection

This Revised Plan ties together these two goals and can help advance both simultaneously.
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Of the $950 million in Proposition 1A set aside to enhance regional rail systems, $190 million is allocated
to the state’s three intercity rail lines (the Capitol Corridor, the San Joaquin, and the Pacific Surfliner
lines) and $760 million is allocated to local and regional/commuter rail systems. Proposition 1A gave
approval authority over project selection to the California Transportation Commission (CTC). 2

The $760 million for regional/commuter rail systems was allocated to 10 agencies based on existing
state formula distributions. Because these 10 systems will connect directly with the high-speed system,
it is imperative that the state and regional/local agencies work cooperatively to ensure those linkages
are efficient and effective. The 10 agencies are as follows:
•

Altamont Commuter Express (ACE)

•

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LACMTA)

•

North Coast Transit District, San Diego County (NCTD)

•

Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board (Caltrain)

•

Sacramento Regional Transit District (RT)

•

San Diego Trolley, Inc.

•

San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART)

•

San Francisco Municipal Railway Transit System (MUNI)

•

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA)

•

Southern California Regional Rail Authority (Metrolink)

In February 2010, the CTC adopted guidelines for the program. Those guidelines state that, “the
Commission will give priority to those projects that provide direct connectivity to the high-speed train
system.” 3 A program of projects was identified and adopted by the CTC in May 2010. However, to date,
Chapter 2 | The Implementation Strategy
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of the $760 million, only $45.5 million has been appropriated, specifically to advance important safety
programs. Two governors have vetoed the appropriation of additional funding, each citing the lack of a
coordinated plan for improvements as called for in Proposition 1A and the CTC guidelines. As part of the
implementation strategy of early investment, the CTC has begun to work collaboratively with regional
transportation agencies to reach agreement on a package of investments that will provide near-term
local benefits and address previous concerns that resulted in vetoes. Success will allow regional agencies
to put their shares of these funds to use for important projects—creating jobs, transportation improvements, and economic activity as the system progresses, as well as increasing the overall rail-system
capacity to support high-speed rail.
A goal of this collaboration is to identify and move forward with a program of “early investments” in the
regional/commuter rail systems. These investments will provide two levels of benefit: first, they will
benefit the riders of those systems prior to being connected to the high-speed system. Second, as the
high-speed system is developed and connects with these systems, they will provide the basis for
enhanced blended operations. Some of the property or rail corridors involved in this network are owned
by private parties or share operations by freight and passenger services, meaning that cooperative
approaches will need to be further developed among public and private parties.
This Revised Plan builds on the foundation of Proposition 1A to lay out a framework for establishing the
partnerships and coordination to create the statewide system that is needed. It recognizes that
metropolitan areas have existing rights-of-way and rail service, as well as the transportation agencies
that fund and provide those services. While those services and entities exist within the metropolitan
areas, there is no comparable entity that connects them. The state is the appropriate entity to fill that
void and provide the connection between Northern and Southern California. Under an overarching
cooperative arrangement, the agencies within the metropolitan areas can take the lead in planning,
initiating, providing, and improving the intra-regional services with improvements that have independent utility and will connect to the statewide high-speed service, and the state can take the lead in
developing and implementing the inter-regional connection.
To ensure that such progress can be achieved, the Authority is working with state, regional, and local
agencies and private parties to establish formal processes to achieve the following:
•

Ensure that the initial high-speed rail capital investment in the Initial Operating Section (IOS) is
immediately used by regional/commuter rail services to provide benefits to the public

•

Identify and advance mutually beneficial investments that can proceed quickly using authorized
Proposition 1A funding

•

Identify additional sources of funding that can be agreed upon and put to use for early investments
in improvements in the regional/local systems in anticipation of high-speed rail

•

Develop operational procedures to ensure seamless integration of inter-regional and intra-regional
transportation services, including coordinated schedules, ticketing, marketing, and other activities

•

Identify potential opportunities for improving financial performance of the various services through
improved coordination, potential leveraging of resources, joint purchases, and other steps
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•

Develop proposals for institutional arrangements that will facilitate cooperative actions among
public and private rail operators, including freight

•

Develop a cooperative and complementary agenda for jointly pursuing federal support

•

Ensure that plans for improvements adequately assess and address the needs of both passenger and
freight operations and take into account their respective needs, rights , and operating issues

Regional early investment strategies
The Authority is working closely with Caltrans, regional/commuter rail agencies, and private rail
operators to better define how high speed, conventional passenger, and freight rail can be integrated
and leveraged effectively. Consistent with the long-term vision for high-speed rail, these cooperative
efforts focus on the following:
•

Passengers—Making improvements that benefit rail riders and make rail a better option for
travelers now and in the future

•

Early benefits—Optimizing new investments and other opportunities to accelerate improvements in
passenger and freight operations

•

Improved coordination—Working to reduce costs, avoid redundancies, and leverage resources

Early investment strategies for Southern California, the San Francisco Bay Area, and the Northern San
Joaquin Valley are being led by regional agencies and have the common goal of accelerating investments
in rail infrastructure and services in their regions, while also preparing for the eventual arrival of highspeed rail service in the future. The Authority is in the process of executing a series of Memoranda of
Understanding (MOU) with each these three regions to formalize the process for the early investments.
Below is a brief summary of the regional strategies currently under development.

Southern California
Early investments in Southern California in projects such as double tracking, crossing improvements, and
grade separations, will accelerate benefits to the region in preparation for high-speed trains. Connections in Los Angeles County and the San Fernando Valley via Metrolink and Amtrak (Surfliner and other
intercity rail routes) will allow passengers to continue their trip to destinations both east into the Inland
Empire and south toward San Diego. Station enhancements to facilitate and improve these passenger
connections also could be implemented, improving the overall passenger experience.
The LACMTA has been working on a strategic analysis of the Metrolink Antelope Valley commuter rail
line that connects Los Angeles’ Union Station with Palmdale. This work has progressed with the goal of
providing additional capacity and faster travel times over this corridor and is the important first step in
ensuring sufficient Metrolink commuter service to meet the needs of the HSR system as it reaches
Palmdale as part of the IOS. LACMTA will be advancing analysis of this line for additional operations that
would provide shorter run times as well as additional capacity for the line. In addition to this analysis,
LACMTA is studying a possible Metrolink station located at Bob Hope (Burbank) Airport on this
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line. Coupled with a high-speed train station at this location, this station will provide additional
connectivity options for the HSR system and Metrolink.
The Southern California Transportation Authorities have approved a MOU that would address early
investment procedures with a goal of having projects in place by 2020 and are identifying specific
projects. The following agencies are parties to the MOU and will be working with the Authority to
implement a program of improvements:
•

Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)

•

Southern California Regional Rail Authority (Metrolink)

•

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LACMTA)

•

San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)

•

Riverside County Transportation Commission (RCTC)

•

San Bernardino Association of Governments (SANBAG)

•

California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA/Authority)

The Bay Area
As the transportation planning, coordinating, and financing agency for the nine-county San Francisco
Bay Area, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) is taking the lead in defining early
investments for the region. MTC is collaborating with Caltrain and the City of San Francisco on
developing a phased investment strategy that will allow for Caltrain service between San Jose and San
Francisco to develop into a HSR-ready railroad capable of allowing HSR passengers to travel from Los
Angeles to San Francisco with a one-seat ride (see the discussion on Phase 1 Blended Operations later in
this chapter). As with Southern California, Caltrain’s objective is that this early investment in the Caltrain
corridor be completed before 2020, and the agency continues to move forward with a collaborative
planning process to better define specific improvements in the corridor that would best meet the
traveling public’s needs while also being sensitive to community concerns about potential impacts.
Over the next several months, Caltrain, in consultation with the Authority, will work with communities
on the San Francisco Peninsula to further define the blended system, focusing on the following three
efforts:
•

Defining a planning process for developing a vision/project for the corridor. While the early
investments will focus on implementing an advanced signal system, electrification of the corridor
and necessary infrastructure upgrades, Caltrain will continue to work with its cities and communities
to define additional infrastructure improvements needed to support blended Caltrain/high-speed
rail operations and to bring high-speed rail to Downtown San Jose and San Francisco

•

Conducting additional service plan/operational analysis to supplement the blended operations
capacity analysis

•

Conducting a grade-crossing and traffic analysis to identify needed crossing upgrades to support
blended operations
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Northern San Joaquin Valley
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) is working with the San Joaquin Regional Rail
Commission (SJRRC) and others to identify early investments for connecting regional rail service to the
first segment of the IOS using the San Joaquin intercity service and Altamont Commuter Express (ACE)
service. Service improvements are being planned in the Northern San Joaquin Valley and the East Bay
Area to improve and enhance existing commuter and intercity services to create much needed mobility
in the Central Valley and improve access to metropolitan areas. Together the SJRRC, the Caltrans
Division of Rail, the Capitol Corridor Joint Powers Authority, and Sacramento Regional Transit have
developed a Northern California Unified Service Concept, as shown on Exhibit 2-1. Unified Service would
use the first IOS segment in the interim period until the initiation of full high-speed service. This concept
would include speeds on the first IOS segment of 125 mph (compared to a maximum of 79 mph and an
average of 50 mph on the existing line) and improved sections of existing rail up to 90 mph to significantly speed up rail travel from Bakersfield to Sacramento, Oakland, and San Jose. Once high-speed rail
becomes operational, the improved network becomes a critical feeder service to the high-speed rail
system.
The Unified Services group is finalizing an MOU, to which the Authority will be a party, that includes a
list of early investments such as grade-crossing improvements, grade separations, double-tracking, curve
realignments, and positive train control that will improve existing rail operating speeds and safety and
allow for substantial increases in frequency by the 2018 operations on the first IOS section. This
partnership will immediately benefit the traveling public while preparing the region for eventual HSR
service.

Phased implementation
As discussed elsewhere in this Revised Plan, the HSR program will depend on a mix of public and private
investment, the latter becoming available after the fundamental economics of the program are
demonstrated. A phased approach to system development is the prudent course to build a foundation
that allows for greater efficiency in the use of private investment once the initial segments of the system
are in place. Chapter 4, Business Model, addresses the role of the private sector in delivering the highspeed program over time and outlines strategies for effectively engaging the private sector.
This approach also recognizes current budgetary and funding realities. Among other things, the phased
approach will help ensure the system’s success by introducing Californians to HSR service and building
ridership over time. At the same time, improvements can be made to regional systems that connect
with HSR, resulting in the conventional and high-speed systems complementing each other.
The goals of Proposition 1A were used to develop the phasing strategy for the statewide HSR system
and were guided by the following key principles:
•

Divide the statewide high-speed rail program into a series of smaller, discrete projects that can
stand alone, will provide viable revenue service, can be matched to available funding, and can be
delivered through appropriate business models
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•

Advance sections as soon as feasible to realize early benefits, especially employment, and to
minimize inflation impact

•

Leverage existing rail systems and infrastructure, including connecting rail and bus services

•

Forge a long-term partnership with the federal government for program delivery

•

Develop partnerships with other transportation operators to identify efficiencies through leveraging
state, regional, local, and capital program investments and maximizing connectivity between
systems

•

Seek earliest feasible and best value private-sector participation and financing with appropriate risk
transfer and cost containment

•

Mitigate against the risk of funding delays by providing decision points for state policy-makers to
determine how and when the next steps should proceed while leaving a fully operational system
and generating economic benefits at each step

The Authority applied these principles, taking into account key factors discussed in subsequent chapters
such as cost, funding scenarios, and ridership and revenue projections, to develop an implementation
strategy with the following key steps:
•

Step 1—Early Investments, Statewide Benefits. The first construction of dedicated high-speed
infrastructure for the IOS begins in the Central Valley. As with all of the steps, this initial section is
being developed to deliver early benefits by leveraging other systems—enabling them to operate on
the new high-speed tracks, which can be done without impacts on design or the integrity of the new
infrastructure. Improved passenger rail service would begin upon completion of the first IOS
segment by connecting the San Joaquins, ACE, Sacramento Regional Transit, the Capitol Corridor
(and potentially Caltrain). Through a new, strategic approach, there is also the opportunity for new
or improved travel between Bakersfield and Sacramento, Oakland, San Jose, and San Francisco. This
expanded Northern California Unified Service could begin operation as early as 2018, with the
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potential to provide transportation and economic benefits well before fully operational high-speed
rail service is initiated.
As part of this first step, complementary investments and improvements will be made to both
accelerate benefits and distribute them more widely across the state. These investments will be
made using the $950 million in Proposition 1A connectivity funding, available Proposition 1A highspeed rail funds, future federal funds, and other sources, and will include the following:

•



Investment in the bookends: In Northern California, the long-awaited electrification of the
Caltrain corridor will begin under a collaborative program between Bay Area agencies and the
Authority. In addition, consistent with the Southern California MOU, investments will be made
in key rail corridors in the southern part of the state, such as upgrading the Metrolink corridor
from Los Angeles to Palmdale.



The Northern California Unified Service described above will be initiated.



As the next step in the IOS, work to close the rail gap between Bakersfield and Palmdale through
the Tehachapi Mountains will begin. Environmental clearance is possible in early 2014, and
plans are being developed to move quickly to implement the improvements to close this critical
gap and create the first statewide rail link between the Bay Area and the Los Angeles Basin.

Step 2—Initial High-Speed Rail Operations. Introduction of the state’s (and the nation’s) first fully
operational high-speed rail service will begin. This service can be operated by a private entity
without subsidy, will have the potential to attract private investment to expand the system from Bay
to Basin, and can be completed within a decade. The service will be blended with regional/local
systems. The IOS is achieved through expansion of the first construction segment into an electrified
operating high-speed rail line from Merced to Palmdale and the San Fernando Valley, accessing the
populous Los Angeles Basin. Following on the work discussed above, the next priority in implementing the IOS will be closing the rail gap between Northern and Southern California by crossing
the Tehachapi Mountains with new, dedicated high-speed rail infrastructure. Prior to completion of
the IOS to the San Fernando Valley, this link will tie the north to the south at Palmdale, where
Metrolink commuter rail service can then provide service and connections throughout Southern
California.
Currently, the IOS is defined as extending from Merced to the San Fernando Valley, and high-speed
revenue service would only start once the full IOS is built and operable. Should ridership and
revenue forecasts and financial projections demonstrate that revenue service compliant with
Proposition 1A could begin earlier, with a shorter IOS, appropriate reviews would occur to consider
and implement earlier service, if appropriate.

•

Step 3—The Bay to Basin System. The dedicated high-speed rail infrastructure of the IOS will be
expanded north and west to San Jose, providing HSR service between the state’s major population
centers in the north and south and providing the platform for the transition to statewide blended
operations. At this stage, passengers will be able to take a one-seat ride between greater Los
Angeles (San Fernando Station) and the San Francisco Transbay Transit Center using blended
infrastructure in the north between San Francisco and San Jose (assuming electrification of the
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Caltrain corridor by 2020 as proposed by Caltrain), using dedicated high-speed rail infrastructure
between San Jose and the San Fernando Station, and, in the south, connecting via Metrolink
between the San Fernando Valley Station and Los Angeles’ Union Station and on to other points
throughout Southern California.
•

Step 4—The Phase 1 System. For the blended approach, the dedicated high-speed rail infrastructure
of the Bay-to-Basin system will be extended from the San Fernando Valley to Los Angeles Union
Station, linking to a significantly upgraded passenger rail corridor developed to maximize service
between Los Angeles and Anaheim while also addressing community concerns about new infrastructure impacts in a congested urban corridor that includes a number of established communities
that abut the existing right-of-way. Under a Full Build scenario, dedicated high-speed rail infrastructure would be extended from San Jose to San Francisco’s Transbay Transit Center and from Los
Angeles to Anaheim.

•

Step 5—The Phase 2 System. Phase 2 will extend the high-speed rail system to Sacramento and San
Diego, representing completion of the 800-mile statewide system. Travelers will be able to travel
among all of the state’s major population centers on high-speed rail. Phase 2 areas will see improvements in rail service well in advance of the expansion of the high-speed rail system through the
combination of early investments and blended operations, as described in this Revised Plan.

Step 1: Early investments, statewide benefits
Assuming approval of a state appropriations request to use Proposition 1A bond proceeds to match
federal funds, HSR construction can begin within a year. This first construction segment will cover up to
130 miles of new high-speed rail alignment from just north of Bakersfield to north of Fresno. Because
this segment has a set budget tied to the award of federal funds to date, the actual length will depend
on what alignment is selected through the pending environmental process and on prices received with
the procurement of design-build contracts beginning in 2012. Funded in significant part by the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) as part of the
program to promote economic recovery, construction of the IOS
will bring much needed employment to the Central Valley—
approximately 100,000 job-years of employment will be created
during the construction period. 4
The ARRA funding comes with three important requirements:
•

First, because the legislative intent was to stimulate the
economy, the ARRA funding sunsets on September 30, 2017,
and therefore must be fully expended by that date.

•

Second, any project funded with ARRA funds must have
“operational independence.”

•

Third, funding is limited to “rail passenger transportation
except commuter rail passenger transportation.” 5
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Placing a priority on “Closing the Gap” through the Tehachapi Mountains brings high-speed rail service to the Los
Angeles Basin within the decade.

The Authority submitted funding applications for four sections:
•

San Francisco–San Jose

•

Los Angeles–Anaheim

•

Merced–Fresno

•

Fresno–Bakersfield

These sections were initially prequalified for funding. To ensure that all criteria were met, as well as
conditions in Proposition 1A, the Authority, in unison with the Federal Railroad Administration, decided
to use the ARRA funds to start construction in the Central Valley. Work on the first IOS segment using
ARRA funds can be completed by 2017; operational independence can be achieved by allowing intercity
rail service to use the line; and this section will be the first high-speed, intercity section in the state.
Chapter 2 | The Implementation Strategy
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In addition to meeting the federal funding criteria, beginning construction in the Central Valley is an
important first step for the HSR system. The “spine” of the statewide high-speed rail system will be
created, which can then be extended north and south, creating the first true high-speed rail system in
the nation. Starting construction in the Central Valley is a cost-effective way to use initial funding. As
detailed in Chapter 3, Capital Costs, the per-mile cost of building this section is significantly lower than
the cost per mile of construction in developed and densely populated metropolitan areas. Moving ahead
in the Central Valley, which is the fastest-growing area of the state, will allow the acquisition of necessary right-of-way before more development occurs, thus avoiding further increases in land costs or
re-routing to avoid impacts on newly established residential areas. The state will own this right of way—
an asset of more than $400 million that will increase in value over time.
The first IOS segment will be built using a design-build approach under which the private sector will
assume responsibility for completion of design and construction. This will allow the state to transfer
significant design, construction, schedule, and cost risks to the private sector and obtain the benefits of
the current highly competitive bidding market. Furthermore, construction in the Central Valley is
relatively straightforward from a construction standpoint compared to construction in dense urban
areas. This allows local contractors to become familiar with the new requirements related to construction of high-speed infrastructure, which should translate into efficiencies in later stages. It also will
enable small and disadvantaged businesses to begin developing valuable experience that will help
position them to be involved in future extensions to the system.
The segment will become operational by allowing Caltrans to operate expanded San Joaquin service
between Bakersfield and Merced on the first IOS section. To achieve this, track connections would be
built to connect to the BNSF Railway line at the northern and southern ends of the first constructed
segment. Relatively minor investments would be made in rail systems (signaling, positive train control)
and other investments to augment the base infrastructure so that the San Joaquin service can operate
on it. Combined with improvements described earlier, this would allow trains to travel at speeds up to
125 mph or more in the Central Valley, which would reduce travel times on the San Joaquin service
between Northern and Southern California—already one of Amtrak’s five busiest corridors in the
country—by at least 45 minutes and likely well over one hour.
Planning for early interim service on the IOS segment is already underway, with the goal of commencing
Amtrak operations as soon as possible after construction is complete in 2017. The Authority is already
collaborating with its transportation partners to identify and address the technical and policy issues that
would be associated with developing early service. Through this process, agreements will be worked out
on a range of issues, including how and where the service would operate, how it would be integrated
with other systems, and how to transition to revenue HSR service as the IOS is completed.
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Step 2: Initial high-speed rail operations
This stage marks the introduction of world-class high-speed
rail to the United States. The rail line will be electrified,
necessary safety and signaling systems will be put into place,
rail cars will be procured, and revenue service through a
private operator will begin. As discussed in detail in Chapter 7, Financial Analysis and Funding, under the three
different revenue and operating and maintenance cost
scenarios analyzed, there is positive net cash flow from the
first year of operation of the IOS.
Completion of the IOS is a pivotal step in the development of
the statewide system, providing a high-speed rail link
between the Los Angeles Basin and the fastest-growing part
of California, the Central Valley. With a population approaching 7 million, the Central Valley is larger than 38 states and
comprises close to 20 percent of California’s population. Over
the last 10 years, the Central Valley has been the fastest
growing region in the state, with its population increasing by
17 percent, compared to 10 percent statewide. The counties
in the region have been some of the fastest growing counties
in the state over the last decade.
This growth is predicted to continue. Moody’s Analytics, which develops population and other forecasts,
predicts that by 2040, the Central Valley will approach 10 million residents while most of its counties will
continue to grow faster than the rest of the state. The cities of Fresno and Bakersfield today have
populations of 500,000 and 350,000, or roughly 60 percent and 45 percent of the population of San
Francisco respectively. In fact, only Los Angeles, San Diego, San Jose, and San Francisco are larger than
Fresno.
As detailed in Chapter 5, Ridership and Revenue, the IOS is able to support operations without a subsidy
and, with the revenues from ridership, has the potential to begin attracting private investment to
expand the system further. On its own, the IOS is a viable, profitable high-speed rail system. Of equal
importance, an IOS becomes the basis for expansion of the system statewide. This creates the foundation for an unprecedented integrated statewide system that will provide inter-regional and intraregional benefits, as envisioned in Proposition 1A, which authorized both $9 billion for the high-speed
rail system and $950 million for connecting rail programs.
A decision about which direction to expand following the first construction segment—either north to
San Jose or south to the Los Angeles Basin, is based on a number of factors, including the following:
•

Ridership and revenue generation

•

Capital and operating costs
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•

Funding availability

•

Public and stakeholder input

•

Environmental approvals

•

Level and type of potential private-sector investment

•

Connectivity with regional rail systems

•

Complementary investments/statewide system benefits

•

Policy considerations

Based on these factors, this Revised Plan assumes that the next step in constructing dedicated highspeed rail infrastructure will be to complete the southern link to the Los Angeles Basin after the first IOS
section is construction to close the rail gap between Northern and Southern California. Should this
extension be prevented for a significant time as a result of environmental or other delays, the Authority
could proceed with extending the system north to San Jose. This route, the “IOS-North,” was described
in detail in the Draft 2012 Business Plan (Draft Plan), which was completed in November 2011 and is
available at www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/Business_Plan_reports.aspx.
The 300-mile IOS, shown on Exhibit 2-2, will extend from Merced south through Bakersfield and
Palmdale to the San Fernando Valley. Importantly, it will close the existing gap in passenger rail service
between Northern and Southern California with new dedicated high-speed rail infrastructure. Through a
connection to the San Joaquin service at Merced, it will allow passengers from the Sacramento region to
travel on high-speed rail to greater Los Angeles with a single transfer, cutting travel time from what is
now almost eight hours to just over five hours. Currently, that trip on Amtrak is made with a bus
connection between Bakersfield and Los Angeles.
Within the IOS, the first priority is to close the rail
gap between Bakersfield and Palmdale. Approximately $4 billion in Proposition 1A funds are
identified for this priority, and obtaining the
necessary matching funding will be the top financial
priority for the Authority. Elimination of this gap will
create an unprecedented connection between the
state’s intercity rail service and the Metrolink
commuter system.

Seamless travel will be possible with HSR connecting to
Metrolink and additional destinations.
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Implementation of the IOS makes blended operations in the Los Angeles Basin possible, improving travel
between the Basin, the Central Valley, and other parts of the state. Arrivals and departures of highspeed trains can be timed to provide efficient transfers to regional and local services as seamlessly as
possible without requiring the purchase of a new fare. Passengers arriving from the north could exit the
HSR train, walk a few steps across a platform, and transfer to Metrolink trains or other connecting
transit services to take them to their local or regional destinations. Early investments in grade crossings
and other improvements will accelerate benefits, and implementation of positive train control safety
systems will safely allow higher speeds.

It is important to note that high-speed, electrified train service is the only effective means to close this
Bakersfield-to-Palmdale passenger rail gap. Today, there is a single freight line, owned and operated by
the Union Pacific Railroad that provides a vital freight connection between the Los Angeles Basin (and
the Ports of Los Angeles/Long Beach) with the Central Valley. Since diesel-powered locomotives are
limited to no more than approximately 2-percent grades to ascend the mountains, the routing is
circuitous and speeds are modest. These limitations have no great effect overall on freight movement
through that corridor but would be unacceptable for passenger service. Electrified trains can efficiently
ascend greater gradients and maintain higher speeds climbing and descending the Tehachapi
Mountains. Thus, the only effective means to bring intercity passenger rail service across the mountains
that separate Los Angeles from the Central Valley is with an electrified high-speed rail line, which will be
the IOS.
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Exhibit 2-2. Initial Operating Section
IOS—High Speed Rail
 Extend HSR to Merced and
San Fernando Valley
 Start HSR service
 Start blended service
 Northern California
unified service
 Metrolink corridor
 Continue investment in
“bookends”

The IOS will connect with transit options allowing passengers to reach a wide range of
regional destinations.

The train will serve the following locations and make the following transit connections:
•

Merced (The Bus)

•

Fresno (FAX)

•

Kings/Tulare (KART/TCAT)

•

Bakersfield (GET Bus, Kern Regional Transit)

•

Palmdale (Antelope Valley Transit Authority-AVTA, City of Santa Clarita Transit)

•

San Fernando Valley (LACMTA, Santa Clarita Transit)

In addition to local transit, a range of connecting regional rail and bus services to the new high-speed rail
service will include connections in Palmdale and the San Fernando Valley to Metrolink and potential
“thruway” bus services that will allow passengers to continue their trip to destinations throughout the
region.
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Completion of the IOS will cut travel time from the Sacramento region to Los Angeles’ Union Station by three
hours.

Step 3: The Bay to Basin system
Step 3 connects California’s two megaregions. The 410-mile Bay-to-Basin system will integrate directly
with commuter rail services serving San Jose and the San Fernando Valley, providing the basis for
blended systems and eventually blended operations in both metropolitan regions (Exhibit 2-3). Bay to
Basin will achieve the following:
•

Connect for the first time the state’s two megaregions with world-class high-speed rail service.
The success of Bay to Basin will be underpinned by connecting urban rail and bus services, and the
ability to transfer to and from automobiles at key terminal and intermediate stations. The station at
San Jose will be a key interchange with existing transit services on the San Francisco Peninsula.
Caltrain, operated by the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board, provides direct connections to key
peninsula stations and Downtown San Francisco. A BART extension to San Jose will enhance access
to Oakland and the East Bay area. At Merced, the HSR will provide an interchange with the Northern
California Unified Service to all of the major metropolitan areas. Throughout the Central Valley,
connecting bus services will continue to serve a wide range of destinations, creating greater access
and mobility for residents and business owners currently severely underserved by other transportation modes. The southern station for this step in the San Fernando Valley will provide a direct
connection to an existing and extensive Metrolink rail system, which provides service to the entire
Southern California Basin, including to Union Station in Los Angeles and to the Anaheim Regional
Transportation Intermodal Center in Anaheim.

•

Link with commuter and intercity rail systems on both ends, making blended operations with local
and regional rail systems possible. This will expand the reach of the high-speed rail system, making it
more attractive to potential riders throughout the Bay Area and Southern California. In addition to
their own capital programs, these systems will see ongoing improvements through federal
investments in those corridors. Cooperative planning and implementation between state and
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regional agencies will result in improved connections, more reliable service, and reduced travel
times for travelers going beyond the Bay-to-Basin system.
•

Provide cost-effective service that can be operated by a private party with no subsidy from the
state.

•

Accelerate travelers’ benefits in some Phase 2 areas by linking those areas with high-speed service
through intercity or commuter rail services. For example, travelers from Sacramento or Oakland
would be able to connect to high-speed service by using the San Joaquins and ACE to Merced and
San Jose. Travelers in San Diego would have easy access to points north of Los Angeles by taking rail
along the Los Angeles–San Diego corridor to northern Los Angeles County.

Exhibit 2-3. Bay to Basin/Blended
Bay to Basin
 Extend HSR to San Jose
 Expand and continue
blended service
 Caltrain corridor
 Northern California
unified service
 Metrolink corridor
 Continue investment in
“bookends”

The Bay-to-Basin system will connect the San Francisco Bay and Los Angeles metropolitan
areas, along with the state’s fastest growing region—the Central Valley—with world-class
high-speed rail service.
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Step 4: The Phase 1 system
Completion of the Bay-to-Basin system moves closer to a Phase 1 connection between San Francisco
and Los Angeles/Anaheim. This 520-mile route would be completed through a coordinated “blended
operation” that uses the infrastructure investments made to create upgraded “high-speed rail ready”
commuter rail corridors and systems. These investments will allow high-speed trains to make a
complete journey from San Francisco to Los Angeles and Anaheim by operating on the upgraded
corridors between San Jose and San Francisco in the north and between Los Angeles and Anaheim in the
south.

Artist’s rendering of the Transbay Transit Center, the northern terminus for California High-Speed Rail

The coordinated blended operation
Similar to systems in Europe, it is anticipated that connecting service to the IOS, and to the subsequent
Bay-to-Basin high-speed rail service, will be provided by partially sharing existing commuter rail
infrastructure and facilities. This will result in a full rail connection from San Francisco to Los Angeles,
offering passengers a “one-seat-ride” from end to end. In the Bay Area, the high-speed rail trains will
use upgraded existing Caltrain infrastructure between San Jose and San Francisco. In the Los Angeles
Basin, Metrolink infrastructure will provide the connection for high-speed trains between Anaheim/Los
Angeles and the Central Valley. This infrastructure will require some upgrades to accommodate highspeed operations and added capacity with speeds through urban areas of up to 125 mph. However, such
improvements likely can be accomplished while staying substantially within the existing rights-of-way,
resulting in substantially reduced impacts to communities along the corridor. On the San Francisco to
San Jose section, Caltrain is taking a leadership role to define the rail corridor based on the needs and
desires of the project’s stakeholders.
Based on the Caltrain planning process and the Southern California Passenger Rail Planning Coalition’s
efforts in the Los Angeles region, initial environmental reviews can focus primarily on the impacts of
limited upgrades to the existing facilities, thus avoiding the mitigation requirements associated with an
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expanded dedicated high-speed rail system. Sharing existing commuter rail facilities in urban areas will
not only materially reduce the environmental impacts of the planned full system, but will result in
substantial cost savings as well.
Blended operations from San Jose to San Francisco
The proposed blended system for the San Francisco Peninsula is primarily a two-track system that will
be shared by Caltrain, high-speed rail service, and current rail tenants. Initial investigations show that
blended operations as currently envisioned for the corridor are cost-effective solutions on both a capital
and operating basis.
The key improvements needed to support the blended system are Caltrain’s advanced signal system,
electrification, and infrastructure upgrades, and are intended to be made as part of the early investment
strategy. Planning and implementation of this electrification will be coordinated between the Authority
and Caltrain to ensure full integration with the statewide system. Additional improvements necessary
for blended operations are currently being identified by Caltrain through a planning process with local
stakeholders.
Sharing the existing commuter rail facilities will significantly reduce community impacts and result in
substantial cost savings as compared to the dedicated, four-track system analyzed in the first-tier, Bay
Area to Central Valley Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR). A blended system will require
further environmental analysis in the form of a project-level EIR prior to implementation. Any expansion
in the corridor to add additional capacity, accommodate dedicated tracks, significant structure or tunnel
work, and additional right-of-way beyond what is defined in the blended system would have to be
revisited through one or more additional, future second-tier environmental reviews.
The revised Bay Area to Central Valley Program EIR was certified on September 2, 2010, well before the
San Jose to San Francisco blended approach was proposed. In response to the proposal for a blended
system, the Authority’s Board of Directors suspended further substantive work on the San Francisco–
San Jose project-level EIR in order to understand and consider the blended approach and determine
what should be studied in the project-level EIR. Litigation challenging the Revised Program EIR also has
proceeded, resulting in a court ruling requiring the Authority to rescind its September 2, 2010, routing
decision and conduct additional analysis per the California Environmental Quality Act prior to making a
new first-tier decision regarding the route into the Bay Area. The Authority has proceeded with
corrections to the Program EIR and will consider making a new program-level route decision in the near
future. While a new Program EIR decision has not yet been made, several alternatives into the Bay Area
would use the Caltrain corridor and could benefit from the blended approach. With adoption of this
Revised Plan, including the blended approach on the San Francisco Peninsula, and as allowed by law, the
“project” to be studied in the Project EIR for a San Francisco to San Jose second-tier project will be the
blended system.
High-speed trains on the Caltrain corridor will serve the following stations:
•

The Transbay Transit Center: (BART, (MUNI, Caltrain, Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC
Transit), and Golden Gate Transit) and to Caltrain’s 4th and King Station if necessary
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•

Millbrae (Caltrain, San Mateo County Transit District–SamTrans, and BART, providing a connection
to San Francisco International Airport)

•

A potential mid-peninsula station (at Redwood City) (Caltrain and SamTrans)

Blended operations to Los Angeles and Anaheim
The ultimate HSR operation into the Southern California region, envisioned by Phase 1 Blended and
shown in Exhibit 2-4, requires establishing new high-speed rail right-of-way. Unlike Caltrain on the San
Francisco Peninsula, there are currently no plans to electrify the Metrolink system. Therefore, while
incremental improvements can be made within the existing rail corridors that will be shared with the
HSR system, provision of a one-seat ride to Anaheim would require implementation of the Phase 1 Full
Build improvements there. However, as outlined in the description of the IOS earlier in this chapter, the
connection made through the IOS makes blended operations possible. Connections in Los Angeles to
Metrolink and Amtrak (Surfliner and other intercity routes), will allow passengers to continue their trip
to destinations both east into the Inland Empire and south toward San Diego. Anaheim also will have
connections to Amtrak’s Surfliner and the Metrolink commuter rail service. Station enhancements to
facilitate and improve these passenger connections also could be implemented, improving the passenger experience with faster, easier ticketing and baggage-handling processes. The Authority supports the
goal of implementing a cost-effective means of providing passengers a one-seat ride to and from San
Francisco TTC to Los Angeles and Anaheim. The Southern California Passenger Rail Planning Coalition,
described below, will develop and consider options for a low-cost and less-intrusive connection that
would allow a one-seat ride to Anaheim; and, subject to the agreement of the parties who will be
responsible for implementing such a connection, the Authority will work collaboratively with regional
and private parties to advance the selected option.
The Southern California Passenger Rail Planning Coalition is a staff level working group that has been
formed with the goals of increasing cooperation, enhancing rail service in the south, developing costeffective solutions to infrastructure problems, and preparing for the HSR system’s entrance into
Southern California. The coalition is examining possibilities for joint planning, operations collaboration,
and for early investment in the HSR corridors. This coalition will help ensure that the HSR planning is
well coordinated in Southern California. Participating staff of the major rail transportation providers in
Southern California, along with the rail corridor owners and major transportation planning agencies,
include the following:
•

Amtrak

•

BNSF Railway

•

Caltrans Division of Rail

•

LACMTA

•

North County Transit District (San Diego County)

•

Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA)

•

Riverside County Transportation Commission (RCTC)
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•

San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)

•

Southern California Regional Rail Authority (Metrolink)

•

Union Pacific (UP) Railroad

•

California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA/Authority)

California High-Speed Rail Authority

Exhibit 2-4. Phase 1 Blended Operation—San Francisco to Los Angeles/Anaheim
Phase 1 Blended
 Extend HSR to Los Angeles
 Deliver one-seat HSR service,
San Francisco Transbay
Terminal to Los Angeles
Union Station
 Continue blended service
 Northern California
unified service
 Metrolink corridor, Los
Angeles to Anaheim

This “one-seat ride” allows a passenger to ride high-speed rail all the way from San
Francisco to Los Angeles.

Step 5: The Phase 2 system
This step will add a northern and southern extension, resulting in an 800-mile system. The northern
extension will extend from Merced to Sacramento, allowing direct high-speed rail service from San
Francisco and Los Angeles to Sacramento. As shown in Exhibit 2-5, the train also will serve Stockton and
Modesto.
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Proposition 1A focuses investments on the Phase 1 system. The Revised Plan, with its emphasis on
blending and early investments, provides a basis for improvements that will accelerate benefits to
Phase 2 areas, provide the foundation for Phase 2 HSR service, and could help attract additional
investment. A full range of rail and bus services connecting to these new high-speed rail extensions will
include the following:
•

In Sacramento, connections to Amtrak (Capitol Corridor), Amtrak Thruway buses, Sacramento
Regional Transit, and a short bus trip to Sacramento International Airport

•

In Stockton, connections to the Altamont Commuter Express (ACE) commuter rail, San Joaquin
intercity rail service, and the local transit provider San Joaquin RTD

•

In Modesto, connections to the San Joaquin Corridor and Modesto Area Express (MAX) transit
service

Exhibit 2-5. Phase 2—Extensions to Sacramento and San Diego
Phase 2 San Francisco/
Sacramento to San Diego
 Expand HSR to Sacramento,
Anaheim, and San Diego

Phase 2 will allow full HSR service from Sacramento to San Diego.
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Extensive cooperative planning efforts have been underway in this area. The Central Valley Rail Policy
Working Group is a collaboration consisting of the Authority, the U.S. Department of Transportation/
Federal Railroad Administration, Amtrak California, the ACE, the San Joaquin Regional Rail Commission,
and regional and local public agencies in the Sacramento-to-Merced section. Its purpose is to serve as a
partner with the Authority throughout the project-development process; provide guidance on local
issues, development plans, and policies; assist in developing and evaluating alternative alignments; and
develop consensus regarding project goals, objectives, and major elements. The Central Valley Regional
Rail Working Group has been working since 2006 to promote cooperative planning and development of
integrated rail services.
The Altamont Corridor Partnership Work Group is a collaboration of public agencies providing strategic
guidance and planning for the Altamont Corridor Rail Project with the goals of integrating transit
systems, maximizing efficiencies, and enhancing the regional transportation network between Stockton
and San Jose.
To facilitate coordinated planning for the Merced-to-Sacramento extension, the Authority has entered
into a partnership with the San Joaquin Regional Rail Commission to plan for improved “Super ACE”
higher-speed regional rail service connecting Stockton and Modesto in the Central Valley with Fremont
and San Jose in the Bay Area. The proposed Super ACE corridor would be new dedicated infrastructure,
would connect with the high-speed rail system in San Jose and Stockton, and could serve as an east-west
regional connector to both the Bay-to-Basin main line and the Merced-to-Sacramento extension. To
enhance mobility, the ACE corridor could be designed to accommodate both ACE and high-speed trains.
The Merced-to-Sacramento corridor is being designed to host regional rail service. In partnership with
the San Joaquin Regional Rail Commission, the Authority is looking to share high-speed rail
infrastructure and tracks with the future Super ACE service to allow regional service to areas around
such cities as Elk Grove, Galt, Lodi, Manteca, and Turlock. This blended service would improve regional
mobility throughout Northern California.
Starting from the regional transportation hub at Los Angeles’ Union Station, the extension to San Diego
will extend east through Los Angeles County to San Bernardino County, south through Riverside County,
and end in Downtown San Diego. The Authority has executed various memoranda of understanding with
local, regional, state, and federal organizations along the corridor to facilitate coordination efforts. In
2008, the Southern California Inland Corridor Group (Socal ICG) was formed with the following agencies:
•

San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)

•

Riverside County Transportation Commission (RCTC)

•

San Bernardino Associated Governments (SANBAG)

•

Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)

•

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LACMTA)

•

San Diego County Regional Airport Authority (SDCRAA)

•

Caltrans Districts 7, 8, and 11
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The Los Angeles-to-San Diego extension will extend east through the Inland Empire to the Riverside/San
Bernardino areas and then south to San Diego serving the following stations (some of which are optional
stations) and their associated transit services:
•

El Monte (Foothill Transit, Metrolink, LACMTA)

•

West Covina (Foothill Transit, LACMTA)

•

Pomona (Foothill Transit, Metrolink)

•

Ontario Airport (Foothill Transit, Metrolink, Omnitrans)

•

San Bernardino (Metrolink, Omnitrans)

•

Corona/March ARB (RTA)

•

Murrieta (RTA)

•

Escondido (NCTD)

•

San Diego International Airport (MTS, NCTD)

Artist’s rendering of Sacramento Station

Environmental schedule
The key environmental milestone dates are summarized in Exhibit 2-6. The schedule for environmental
clearance is predicated on the desire to achieve environmental clearance of all sections within five years
to permit early right-of-way acquisition and provide opportunities for early implementation of projects
along the HSR corridor. The schedule may be revised to reflect funding availability and refined implementation strategies. The Merced–Fresno and Fresno–Bakersfield environmental documents are the
most advanced. Draft Environmental Impact Statements/Environmental Impact Reports (EIR/EISs) were
published for both the Merced–Fresno and Fresno–Bakersfield sections in August 2011, and the public
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comment period closed on these documents on October 13, 2011. Preparation of the Merced–Fresno
Final EIR/EIS is underway and is scheduled for release in April 16012, with certification by the Authority
anticipated in May 2012 and issuance of a Record of Decision by the Federal Railroad Administration in
June 2012. The Fresno-to-Bakersfield section is being updated for recirculation as a Revised Draft EIR/EIS
in June 2012 based on a request from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers to analyze a new alignment west of Hanford. The Final EIR/EIS is scheduled for
certification in December 2012 with the issuance of the Record of Decision anticipated in January
2013. The start of construction is expected to in early 2013 with the issuance of a Notice to Proceed for
the first construction segment. Completion of construction on these two segments is expected in
mid-2017.
Exhibit 2-6. Projected milestones for completing the environmental review process/potential construction
completion
Release Draft
EIR/EIS

Adopt Final
EIR/EIS

Receive Record of
Decision

Complete
Construction

August 2011

June 2012

June 2012

2021

May 2012

November 2012

December 2012

2017

San Francisco–San Jose

February 2014

October 2014

December 2014

2028

San Jose–Merced

February 2013

October 2013

December 2013

2026

Bakersfield–Palmdale

May 2013

December 2013

February 2014

2021

Palmdale–Los Angeles

February 2013

September 2013

October 2013

2028

Los Angeles–Anaheim

February 2014

September 2014

December 2014

TBD

Merced–Sacramento (Phase 2)

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Los Angeles–San Diego (Phase 2)

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

High-speed Rail Section

Merced–Fresno (ARRA)
Fresno–Bakersfield (ARRA)

Note: Construction completion schedule is based on the business planning schedule described below.
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Business planning schedule
Introduction
California’s HSR system will be implemented in phases to manage the development process, costs, and
funding. The system will be developed over a long period of time, and many future decisions will need to
be made regarding alignment and profile (i.e., surface, elevated, and tunnel), environmental mitigations,
and sequencing, among others.
This Revised Plan does not attempt to evaluate all possible options presented in the system’s environmental documents. Rather, the Authority identified a set of system development scenarios to illustrate a
range of potential project phasing and other outcomes so that current policy leaders can assess the
program and make appropriate near-term decisions. This section identifies the assumed project
development schedule, which serves as the basis for the financial analysis conducted for this Revised
Plan.
It is important to note that this project development schedule is illustrative and will depend on future
decisions, the availability of funds, and other factors. The schedule does not represent or suggest
decisions of the Authority’s Board of Directors or other decision-makers, nor does it represent
recommendations of Authority staff.

Project schedule
If substantially all of the project budget were available to allow multiple major contracts to begin
simultaneously, and if there were no significant environmental document delays, the Phase 1 system
from San Francisco to Los Angeles/Anaheim could be completed in approximately 12 years (by 2024).
This represents a financially unconstrained schedule. However, this unconstrained schedule presents an
unrealistic view of the likely project development schedule.
A more realistic phased implementation schedule shows how the system could be implemented over
time and results in a fully operational segment (the IOS) by 2021; the Bay to Basin in 2026; and Phase 1
Blended by 2028. Early investments would begin along with the first IOS segment and be made over the
course of the Phase 1 Blended time frame.
This project-development schedule was used as a basis to inflate capital costs, revenues, and operating
and maintenance costs to a year of expenditure. After 2015, a standard inflation rate of 3 percent is
used throughout this Revised Plan. In the near term, inflation is based on projected rates, as detailed in
Chapter 7, Financial Analysis and Funding.
The schedule for completing the various development sections is shown in Exhibit 2-7. The schedule
identifies a construction timeline for each section, as well as the year in which operations could
commence by section. This schedule is also illustrated in other chapters.
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Exhibit 2-7. Schedule by section

The financial plan assumes that self-sufficient operating sections that do not require operating subsidies
would be opened for passenger service beginning in 2022 after construction of the IOS is complete. This
will be followed by construction of the remainder of the alignment needed to provide full service from
San Jose to the San Fernando Valley (Bay to Basin), which is estimated to be opened for service in 2027.
The Phase 1 Blended system is estimated to be opened in 2029. As previously discussed, incremental
blended system improvements between San Francisco and San Jose and between San Fernando and
Anaheim will be made during every phase of HSR construction.
This schedule is used throughout this Revised Plan and is the basis for revenue, cost, and funding
analyses.

California’s experience with major infrastructure programs
The California highway and freeway system
Significant similarities exist between development of California’s world-famous freeway system and the
statewide HSR system. California’s current 50,000 miles of highways and freeways began with an initial
bond issuance of $18 million in 1909, with another in 1919, after funding had been exhausted. Demonstrating leadership, California approved initial funding for the current freeway system in 1947, a decade
before the federal government established the National Defense and Interstate Highway System. Since
then, California has spent well over half a century building the system, bringing new sections, often not
contiguous, based on factors such as funding and environmental clearance. Interstate 5 is a particularly
interesting comparison to the HSR system as it covers 796 miles and forms one of the most critical
backbones of the state’s highway system. From its designation as a key highway in 1947, phased
implementation of Interstate 5 was not completed until October 12, 1979. Exhibit 2-8 illustrates the
phased implementation and progress in building Interstate 5 through the Central Valley.
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AR 15652

AR 15653

AR 15654

AR 15655

AR 15656

AR 15657

Exhibit O

Assembly Bill No. 1889
CHAPTER 744
An act to add Section 2704.78 to the Streets and Highways Code, relating
to transportation.
[Approved by Governor September 28, 2016. Filed with
Secretary of State September 28, 2016.]

legislative counsel’s digest

AB 1889, Mullin. High-Speed Rail Authority: high-speed train operation.
Existing law creates the High-Speed Rail Authority with specified powers
and duties relative to the development and implementation of a high-speed
train system. Existing law, pursuant to the Safe, Reliable High-Speed
Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century, approved by the voters as
Proposition 1A at the November 4, 2008, statewide general election, provides
for the issuance of $9.95 billion for high-speed train capital projects and
other associated purposes. The bond act requires the authority to expend
the proceeds of the bond act pursuant to certain planning and reporting
requirements, which require the authority to approve that the corridor or
usable segment would be suitable and ready for high-speed train operations.
This bill would provide for the purposes of a certain required funding
plan that a corridor or usable segment thereof would be “suitable and ready
for high-speed train operation” if specified conditions are met. The bill
would also require the authority to include in its business plan and project
update report information describing the use of these bond proceeds
demonstrating that the investments made are consistent with the authority’s
current business plan and advance the development of the Phase I blended
system as described in the business plan.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
SECTION 1. (a) In passing AB 3034 (Chapter 267 of the Statutes of
2008), the Legislature placed before the voters the Safe, Reliable High-Speed
Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century (Proposition 1A), which
was approved and provides $9 billion to initiate the construction of a
high-speed train system connecting the San Francisco Transbay Terminal
to Los Angeles Union Station and Anaheim and linking California’s major
population centers.
(b) Additionally, Proposition 1A included $950 million for intercity,
commuter, and urban rail systems that will ultimately provide connectivity
to the high-speed train system.
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(c) In 2012, the High-Speed Rail Authority released the Revised 2012
Business Plan, which called for near-term investments in northern and
southern California, known as the “Bookends,” which would enable
high-speed trains to share infrastructure with existing passenger rail service
providers as part of a blended system, and is consistent with Proposition
1A.
(d) Also in 2012, using the Revised Business Plan as a guidepost, the
Legislature passed and the Governor signed SB 1029 of the 2011–12 Regular
Session (Chapter 152 of the Statutes of 2012), appropriating over $7.5 billion
in state and federal funding to begin construction of the project in the central
valley and in the Bookends, and for local connectivity projects throughout
the state.
(e) Of the amount appropriated, the Legislature dedicated $1.1 billion to
passenger rail projects on the system’s Bookends that will ultimately be
part of the blended system utilizing shared infrastructure.
(f) In 2013, the Legislature passed and the Governor signed SB 557 of
the 2013–14 Regular Session (Chapter 216 of the Statutes of 2013), which
reaffirmed the Legislature’s commitment to investments in the Bookends.
(g) It is the intent of the Legislature, in appropriating funding for initial
investments, that these projects should proceed to construction in the
near-term to provide economic benefits, create jobs, and advance improved,
safer, and cleaner rail transportation and that these initial investments are
consistent with and further the goals of Proposition 1A.
(h) Consistent with Proposition 1A, these early investments will enable
passenger train service providers to begin using the improvements on a
corridor or useable segment thereof while additional work is completed to
enable high-speed train service.
(i) Furthermore, it is the intent of the Legislature that nothing in this act
relieves the High-Speed Rail Authority from its duties under Proposition
1A, including the submission to the Director of Finance of the plan required
pursuant to subdivision (d) of Section 2704.08 of the Streets and Highways
Code.
(j) As established in Proposition 1A, the required plan shall be informed
by the work of one or more independent financial services firms, financial
consulting firms, or other consultants, pursuant to paragraph (2) of
subdivision (d) of Section 2704.08 of the Streets and Highways Code.
(k) This act clarifies that early investments in the Bookends and elsewhere
along the system, as defined in SB 1029 of the 2011–12 Regular Session
(Chapter 152 of the Statutes of 2012), which will ultimately be used by
high-speed rail trains, are consistent with the intent of the Legislature in
appropriating funding and is consistent with Proposition 1A.
SEC. 2. Section 2704.78 is added to the Streets and Highways Code, to
read:
2704.78. (a) For purposes of the funding plan required pursuant to
subdivision (d) of Section 2704.08, a corridor or usable segment thereof is
“suitable and ready for high-speed train operation” if the bond proceeds, as
appropriated pursuant to Senate Bill 1029 of the 2011–12 Regular Session
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(Chapter 152 of the Statutes of 2012), are to be used for a capital cost for a
project that would enable high-speed trains to operate immediately or after
additional planned investments are made on the corridor or useable segment
thereof and passenger train service providers will benefit from the project
in the near-term.
(b) In each report prepared pursuant to Sections 185033 and 185033.5
of the Public Utilities Code, the authority shall include information
describing the use of bond proceeds appropriated by Section 2.00 of the
Budget Act of 2012, as added by Section 3 of Chapter 152 of the Statutes
of 2012, demonstrating that the investments made are consistent with the
authority’s current business plan and advance the development of the Phase
I blended system as described in the business plan.
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CONCURRENCE IN SENATE AMENDMENTS
AB 1889 (Mullin)
As Amended August 19, 2016
Majority vote
ASSEMBLY:

(May 5, 2016)

SENATE:

25-12

(August 25, 2016)

(vote not relevant)
Original Committee Reference: L. GOV.
SUMMARY: Defines the terms "suitable and ready for high-speed train operation."
The Senate amendments delete the Assembly version of the bill and instead:
1) Outline the history of the California High-Speed Rail Program, including funding and acts of
the Legislature.
2) Declare the intent of the Legislature in appropriating funds for the "Bookend" projects that
the projects should proceed to construction in the near term and the investments are
consistent with Proposition 1A.
3) Declare the intent of the Legislature that nothing in the bill relives the California High-Speed
Rail Authority (Authority) of any requirements of Proposition 1A, including the development
of a funding plan for the use of bond funds.
4) Declare that the bill clarifies that early investments in the Bookends and elsewhere along the
system as defined in SB 1029 (Committee on Budget and Fiscal Review), Chapter 152,
Statutes of 2012, are consistent with the intent of the Legislature in appropriating the funding
and consistent with Proposition 1A.
5) Define, for the purposes of a funding plan required by Proposition 1A, that a corridor or
usage segment thereof be "suitable and ready for high-speed train operation," for the use of
bond funds, as appropriated in SB 1029 (Committee on Budget and Fiscal Review), Chapter
152, Statutes of 2012, to mean a project that would enable high-speed trains to operate
immediately or after additional planned investments are made on the corridor or usable
segment thereof and passenger train service providers will benefit from the project in the
near-term.
6) Require the Authority to include information in the Business Plan and Project Update Report
describing the use of bond proceeds appropriated for the Bookends demonstrating that the
investments made are consistent with the Authority's current Business Plan and advance the
development of the Phase I blended system as described in the Business Plan.
EXISTING LAW:
1) Establishes the Authority and vests with it the responsibility to develop and implement a
high-speed rail system in California.
2) Enacts the Safe, Reliable High-Speed passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century
(Proposition 1A of 2008), which authorizes the sale of $9.95 billion in general obligation
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bonds to partially fund the development and construction of California's high-speed rail
system and other passenger rail systems in the state that will provide for connectivity to the
high-speed system.
3) Continuously appropriates 25% of the cap and trade proceeds annually from the Greenhouse
Gas Reduction Fund to the high-speed rail program.
4) Requires the Authority to prepare a business plan by March 1, 2014, and every two years
thereafter that includes specific requirements.
5) Requires the Authority to develop a project update report on March 1, 2017, and every two
years thereafter that includes specific requirements.
6) Appropriates $8 billion in federal and state funds to begin construction of the Initial
Operating Segment (IOS) of the high-speed rail system, the bookend projects as defined, and
the rail connectivity projects administered by the California Transportation Commission, and
requires funds to be encumbered by June 30, 2018.
7) Defines the "Bookend" projects as early improvements for the Phase I Blended system as
outlined in the Authority's 2012 Revised Business Plan and agreements with local
transportation agencies in Northern and Southern California.
8) Prohibits appropriated funds for the San Francisco to San Jose corridor to be spent on a 4
track system.
9) Requires the Authority, prior to seeking an appropriation of bond funds for a specific
corridor or usable segment, to submit a detailed funding plan, with specific requirements, to
the Director of Finance, the High-Speed Rail Peer Review Group, and the Legislature.
10) Requires the Authority, prior to committing bond funds for construction and real property
and equipment acquisition for a specific corridor or usable segment that has been
appropriated, to submit a detailed funding plan, with specific requirements, to the Director of
Finance and the Joint Legislative Budget Committee.
11) Requires the Authority, in conjunction with the funding plan prior to committing bond funds,
obtain a report or reports by one or more independent financial consulting firms that includes
an analysis on a number of elements, including whether the corridor or usable segment will
be suitable and ready for high-speed train operation upon completion of construction.
12) Requires the Director of Finance to approve the funding plan, with the abovementioned
reports included, prior to the Authority entering any commitments to expend bond funds for a
specific corridor or usable segment.
AS PASSED BY THE ASSEMBLY, this bill deleted obsolete provisions of law creating the
Peninsula Rail Transit District.
FISCAL EFFECT: According to the Senate Appropriations Committee, the bill has potential
accelerated expenditure of $1.1 billion in previously-appropriated bond funds, relative to current
law (High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Fund). This bill would explicitly allow for expenditure
of bond funds in the near-term for projects that benefit passenger train service without providing
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all necessary funding for investments in a usable segment that would be necessary for the
immediate operation of high-speed trains. Absent this bill, these funds may not be available for
project expenditures prior to the expiration of the June 30, 2018, encumbrance limitation tied to
the previous appropriation of bond funds.
COMMENTS: The Authority was created in 1996 to direct development and implementation of
intercity high-speed rail service in California that would be fully coordinated with other public
transportation services. In 2008, voters approved the Safe, Reliable High Speed Passenger Train
Bond Act for the 21st Century (Proposition 1A), which authorized $9.95 billion in general
obligation bonds to develop and construct a high-speed rail system connecting San Francisco
Transbay Terminal to Los Angeles Union Station and Anaheim, and for connecting intercity and
commuter rail systems that would enhance those systems' capacity, safety, or connectivity to the
high-speed rail system. Proposition 1A prescribes specific design and funding requirements for
the high-speed rail system, and lays out specific requirements the Authority must meet in order
to access and spend the bond funds, including submission of detailed funding plans to the
Legislature and Department of Finance, with independent financial review.
When the bonds were approved in 2008, costs for the entire project were estimated to be
$45 billion, to be paid by a mix of state bonds, federal grants, and private investments. In
November 2011, the Authority released a Business Plan, as called for in Proposition 1A, with an
estimated cost of $98 billion. The Authority revised the Business Plan in April 2012 to build the
project "better, cheaper, faster." The Revised Business Plan reduced the cost estimate to $68
billion by utilizing the "blended system," or integrating high-speed rail by sharing tracks with
existing rail systems in the San Jose/San Francisco segment and the Los Angeles/Anaheim
segments. Additionally, the Authority proposed making near-term investment in the Bookends
in the Bay Area and Los Angeles to produce "immediate benefits and enhance the ultimate utility
of high-speed rail." The current 2016 Business plan estimates the cost of the system at $64
billion.
In July 2012, the Legislature approved SB 1029 (Committee on Budget and Fiscal Review),
Chapter 152, Statutes of 2012, that appropriated roughly $8 billion in federal and state funds to
begin the construction of the IOS, fund the bookends and connectivity projects, and continue
work on other high-speed rail segments, as outlined in the 2012 Revised Business Plan.
Specifically, SB 1029 appropriated $1.1 billion of Proposition 1A funds for improvements in the
Bookends. Specifically, $600 million was dedicated to the electrification of the Caltrain system
in the San Francisco Bay Area, and $500 million to fund projects in the Los Angeles Basin as
reflected in the 2012 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed with the Southern
California Association of Governments (SCAG) and its regional transportation members. SB
1029 requires that all funding provided be encumbered by July 30, 2018.
Prior to spending any bond funds, Proposition 1A requires the Authority to submit a detailed
funding plan, referred to as Funding Plan (d), to the Department of Finance and the Legislature.
Funding Plan (d) must include specific details about the corridor or usable segment. An
additional report to accompany Funding Plan (d) must be completed by an independent financial
services firm confirming the contents of the plan and that the corridor or usage segment thereof
would be suitable and ready for high-speed train service, one or more passenger providers could
begin using the tracks or stations for passenger train service, the planned passenger train service
to be provided by the Authority, or pursuant to its authority, will not require an operating
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subsidy, and an assessment of risk. The funding plan must be reviewed by the Director of
Finance and the Joint Legislative Budget Committee and the Director of Finance has 60 days to
approve the plan.
The Authority awarded a contract in November 2015 for independent financial services to
provide an independent review of the funding plan. Whether or not the firm will find that the
system can operate without a subsidy is uncertain. Furthermore, based on experiences with
Funding Plan (c), it is likely the merits of Funding Plan (d) will be litigated. If there is litigation,
the Authority's ability to use the bond proceeds for the high-speed rail project and the Bookends
will likely be delayed until the lawsuit is resolved.
Caltrain's Peninsula Corridor Electrification Project (PCEP) is ready to move forward with
construction. In fact, in July, the Caltrain Board of Directors approved $1.25 billion in contracts
to begin work, issuing a limited motion to proceed. Additionally, in August, the Authority Board
of Directors approved a Caltrain corridor plan, including environmental findings and funding
agreements to proceed with the project. In addition to the $600 million from Proposition 1A
bond funds appropriated for the PCEP, the Authority committed an additional $113 million from
other state funding sources. The Authority estimates that Caltrain will need $117 million for the
project for the next fiscal year.
This bill would define, for the purposes of Funding Plan (d), that a corridor or usable segment is
"suitable and ready for high-speed train operation," if the bond funds are used for capital projects
that would enable high-speed trains to operate immediately or after additional planned
investments are made on the corridor or usable segment and passenger train service providers
will benefit from the project in the near-term. Additionally, this bill further declares the intent of
the Legislature that early investments in the Bookends and other parts of the system, as outlined
in the appropriation in SB 1029, is consistent with Proposition 1A.
According to the author, this bill provides the necessary conforming statutory changes to provide
more expeditious access to Proposition 1A bond proceeds for the Caltrain electrification project
in the Bay Area, bookend projects in Southern California, and California High-Speed Rail
construction in the Central Valley, consistent with funding provided for those projects with the
enactment of SB 1029. Additionally, the author states that in making the appropriation, the
Legislature directed the Authority to make these early investments in the Phase 1 Blended
system, and that this bill is necessary to expedite the availability to Proposition 1A bond funds
for these projects. In writing in support of the bill, the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
notes that while these early investments would benefit the existing Caltrain and Metrolink
commuter rail services immediately, high-speed trains are not expected to operate in the
Peninsula Corridor or in the Los Angeles Basin until sometime in the future. The Board further
states that the bill is consistent with the Legislature's intent when it appropriated $1.1 billion for
Bookend projects in SB 1029, including the electrification of the Peninsula Corridor.
Committee Comments: The intent of the author and sponsor of this bill is to expedite the
spending of Proposition 1A bond funds for the Bookend projects as appropriated by the
Legislature in 2012. However, it is unclear whether this bill would have the desired effect. Prior
to expending bond funds, the Authority must submit the required Funding Plan (d) and the
independent financial review and certification of that plan. Although the Authority has retained
an independent firm, it is unclear when a funding plan will be submitted for review and approval,
and what portions of the overall project would be covered. As previously mentioned, Funding
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Plan (c), submitted to the Legislature prior to the appropriation, was litigated after SB 1029 was
approved 2012. The Authority eventually prevailed in 2014. It is expected that Funding Plan (d)
will also face litigation. In writing in opposition to the bill, the Transportation Solutions Defense
and Education Fund contends that the Legislature may not unilaterally change the terms of a
bond measure, as understood and approved by the voters, by changing the meaning of a material
term in the measure presented to the voters.
When the Authority submits a Funding Plan (d) for the Caltrain project, or any other corridor or
usable segment, such as projects in the Southern Bookend or the initial construction in the
Central Valley, is will likely face litigation. This bill could serve to provide a court with
additional understanding of the intent of the Legislature when appropriating Proposition 1A
funds, but it will likely not help avoid litigation all together. As previously mentioned the
appropriations authority provided for in SB 1029 expires on July 30, 2018, and if the bonds
funds are not encumbered by that time, the Legislature would need to revisit and re-appropriate
funds in the future.
Analysis Prepared by: Melissa White / TRANS. / (916) 319-2093
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August 11, 2008

Governor Arnold Schwarzeneller
State Capitol
sacramento, Co 9Stu.4

Assembly. Number 3034
Dear Governor Schwarzeneuer:
I write naturally to ut'Ie you to approve A.B. 3034. It now includes provisions requested by the Senate and you
spedfically to ensure public-private partnership, peer oversight and fiscal discipline and reviews to prevent
expenditure waste in building the California HIgh-Speed Rail Project. The bill also entarsas the operational
corridors eligible for Proposition 1 bond proceeds and better describe for the November 4111 ballot the bond's
purpose so as to inform California voters more~ucidly.

Notwithstandins your stated intent to veto an bills until the 2008-2009 Budlet Act is passed by thetelislature.
A.B. 3034 constitutes a special and distinct measure. As noted, it contains requirements and private sector
Incentives explicitly characterized by you throup your staff as Ir.dispenslble. It is not the usual legislature
measure; it Is rather a bond underplnnin8 biD which also clarifies and strencthens responsible consummation of
the project. In fact. after all the time and effort Invested by the Authority, legislators, electlHt and appointed
reciOnal transportation officials and the Office of the Governor, failure to enact A.B. 3034 will jeopardize voter
approval of Proposition 1 and the project you have lauded pubftdy and sincerely. It also faces a Secretary of State
deadline (See her .Iuly 23, 2008 latter to you).
In sum. A.B. ~34ls not Just a bill to move people speedily and safely without tax subsidy, but to improve air
quality and our entire environment and to create hundreds of thousands of new jobs in a time of economic need.
Please do not frustrate the hen:ulean effort to which you have publicly contributed.

Yours Truly.

~i1t
CluentinLKopp

Chairman
CaHfornla Hilh Speed Ran Authority

